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Preface

Water supplies around the world have been polluted to the point where we have to purify
water for human consumption. Even rainwater, nature’s way of water purification, is not
always pure. It is usually contaminated by various pollutants that have been added to our
atmosphere. Although Earth is a water planet, fresh water comprises only 3% of the total water
available to us. Of that, only 0.06% is easily accessible. This explains why over 80 countries now
have a water deficit. The shortage of affordable clean water forces an estimated 1.2 billion
people in the world to drink unclean water today. This causes water-related diseases that kill 5
million people a year, mostly children, around the world. The problemwill not get any better—
the UN estimates that 2.7 billion people will face water shortages by 2025. It is crystal clear that
water is a scarce and valuable commodity and we need to sustain its quality to assure water
sustainability (see Chapter 1).

Drinkingwater comesmainly from rivers, lakes, wells, and natural springs. These sources are
exposed to a variety of conditions that can contaminate thewater. The failure of safetymeasures
relating to production, utilization, and disposal of thousands of inorganic and organic
compounds can pollute our water supplies. The majority of water quality problems are now
caused by diffuse nonpoint sources of pollution from agricultural land, urban development,
forest harvesting, and the atmosphere. These nonpoint source contaminants are more difficult
to effectively monitor, evaluate, and control than those from point sources (such as discharges
of sewage and industrial waste). It should be noted that a number of water contaminants
arise from the materials we use frequently to improve the quality of life (see Chapter 1).

To monitor contaminants in water, it is necessary to perform ultratrace analyses at or
below parts-per-billion levels. Selective methodology that allows such separations and
quantification is covered in this text. Exposures to environmental concentrations of endo-
crine-disrupting compounds (EDCs) are now a known threat to both human and ecological
health (see Chapter 5). A large body of work has established that EDCs can agonize, antago-
nize, or synergize the effects of endogenous hormones, resulting in physiological and
behavioral abnormalities in aquatic organisms. Among emerging contaminants of concern,
the problem of pharmaceuticals and endocrine disruptors is gaining greater importance.
Under the rules that the EPA finalized recently, seven sex hormones, six perfluorocarbons, and
hexavalent chromium are among the 28 chemicals that utilities will have to test for in drinking
water. Water quality monitoring of various contaminants is covered in most of the chapters of
this book. Real-time monitoring can enable a quick response to water quality concerns that
arise from natural or intentional contamination, and it allows the greatest protection of public
health (see Chapter 8).

Contaminants may also come from Mother Nature, even where the soil has not been
influenced by pollutants from human beings. For example, natural processes like erosion and
weathering of crustal rocks can lead to the breakdown and translocation of arsenic from
primary sulfide minerals (see Chapters 1, 11, 12). Other contaminants from nature include
manganese, radionuclides, and various other chemicals.

Examples of water problems from point and nonpoint source pollution in less developed
countries, as experienced by those in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and in developed
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countries, as exemplified by the United States, are discussed in this book (see Chapters 1–4, 7,
10, 11, 13). Also covered at length are various approaches to monitor contaminants, risk
assessment, analytical methods, and various remediation methods to achieve the desired
water quality (see Chapters 1, 5–14). The active quantitative removal of trace levels of
chemicals may require additional process treatments such as the use of in situ-generated
radical species. These approaches are generally referred to as advanced oxidation/reduction
processes. A variety of techniques for creating radicals in water are discussed in Chapter 9.
Low-priced remediation approaches for removing arsenic are described in Chapters 10, 11, 13.
Chapter 12 highlights the use of nanoparticles for removal of arsenic.

Continuous monitoring of the entire water supply network is a goal that has been achieved
only recently. Historically, most monitoring outside of water treatment plants has been
relegated to the occasional snapshot provided by grab sampling for a few limited parameters
or the infrequent regulatory testing required bymandates such as the Total Coliform Rule. The
development of water security monitoring in the years since September 11, 2001, has the
potential to change this paradigm (see Chapter 14).

Many countries have been pushing simply for economic development, only to realize that
the environmental costs (resource depletion, pollution, health problems, and frequent
occurrences of calamities such as flooding) of such single-minded growth nullify all the gains.
To understand the importance of water sustainability, it is important to realize that the three
pillars of sustainability, viz., economic, social, and environmental, are intimately interwoven
(see Chapters 1 and 15). Sustaining the water quality of our resources will advance only if we
have data on contaminants, along with information on natural and human causative factors
that affect water quality conditions. This suggests that water quality and sustainability should
be given a very high priority in our society.

I believe water quality and sustainability can be achieved with the information and guid-
ance provided in this book. It should be a useful text for academics, practitioners, regulators,
and other interested individuals and groups.

Satinder Ahuja
August 16, 2012
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1.1 Introduction
Our civilization has managed to pollute our water supplies to the point where we have

to purify water for drinking [1,2]. The expressions “clean as freshly driven snow” or

“pure rainwater” are not true today. In the past, rain was nature’s way of providing

freshwater; however, rain is usually contaminated by various pollutants that we add to

our atmosphere. The shortage of affordable pure water forces an estimated 1.2 billion

people to drink unclean water. As a result, water-related diseases kill 5 million people

a year, mostly children, around the world. The problem does not seem to be getting

any better—the UN estimates that 2.7 billion people will face water shortages by 2025.

Although earth is composed largely of water, freshwater comprises only 3% of the total

water available to us. Of that, only 0.06% is easily accessible. This is reflected by the fact

over that 80 countries now have water deficits. It is patently clear that water is a scarce

and valuable commodity and we need to sustain its quality and use it judiciously, i.e.

assure water sustainability. To achieve sustainability, we must ensure that as wemeet our

needs, we do not compromise the requirements of future generations [3].

Drinking water comes largely from rivers, lakes, wells, and natural springs. These

sources are exposed to a variety of conditions that can contaminate water. The failure of

safety measures relating to the production, utilization, and disposal of thousands of

inorganic and organic compounds causes pollution of our water supplies. The over-

whelming majority of water-quality problems are now caused by diffuse nonpoint

sources of pollution from agricultural land, urban development, forest harvesting, and

the atmosphere. These nonpoint source contaminants are more difficult to effectively

monitor, evaluate, and control than those from point sources, such as discharges of

sewage and industrial waste. Many water contaminants arise from the materials we use

frequently to improve the quality of life:

• Combustion of coal and oil

• Detergents

• Disinfectants

• Drugs (pharmaceuticals)

• Fertilizers

• Gasoline (combustion products) and additives

• Herbicides

• Insecticides

• Pesticides.

The failure of safety measures relating to production, utilization, and disposal of a large

number of inorganic/organic compounds encompassing the entire range of the alphabet,
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from arsenic to zinc, can cause contamination of our water supplies [4]. For example,

whereas zinc in small amounts is desirable, arsenic at concentrations as low as 10 parts

per billion (ppb) is quite harmful.

1.1.1 What Is Potable Water?

Expressed simply, potable water is any water suitable for human consumption. National

Primary Drinking Water Regulations control water quality in the United States. Water-

quality regulations vary in the different parts of the world. For instance, Table 1-1A in the

Appendix shows what onemunicipality in the United States—Brunswick County in North

Carolina—does to monitor water quality.

However, it should be noted that some of the contaminants of concern that are not

monitored on a regular basis include:

• MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl ether)

• Herbicides

• Fertilizers

• Pharmaceuticals

• Perchlorate

• Mercury

• Arsenic

1.1.2 Monitoring Water Quality

Water quality and the monitoring of various contaminants, are discussed in this book.

Among emerging contaminants of concern, the problem of pharmaceuticals and endo-

crine disruptors is gaining greater importance. It was recently reported that liquid

formula is the biggest culprit in exposing infants to bisphenol A, a potential hormone-

disrupting chemical extracted from plastic containers [5].

Hexavalent chromium, six perfluorocarbons, and seven sex hormones are among the

28 chemicals that utilities will have to test for in drinking water under the rules that the

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) finalized recently [5a].

Contaminants may also come from mother nature, even where the soil has not been

degraded by pollutants from human beings. For example, natural processes like erosion

and weathering of crustal rocks, can lead to the breakdown and translocation of arsenic

from primary sulfide minerals. Contaminants from nature include arsenic, manganese,

radionuclides, and a host of other chemicals. Though arsenic contamination of ground-

water has now been reported in a large number of countries worldwide, Bangladesh has

suffered the most from this contamination. Other countries affected by the arsenic

problem include Argentina, Australia, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, China, Ghana, Hungary,

India, Mexico, Nepal, Thailand, Taiwan, UK, the United States, and Vietnam.

Prolonged drinking of arsenic-contaminated water can lead to arsenicosis in a large

number of people, eventually resulting in a slow and painful death. It is estimated that
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arsenic contamination of groundwater can seriously affect the health of more than 200

million people worldwide. Arsenic (As) contamination of groundwater can occur from

a variety of anthropogenic sources, such as pesticides, wood preservatives, glass manu-

facture, and other diverse uses of arsenic. These sources can be monitored and

controlled. However, this is not so easy with naturally occurring arsenic. The natural

content of arsenic in soil is mostly in a range below 10mg/kg; however, it can cause major

crises when it gets into groundwater [2].

Arsenic contamination of groundwater is described below briefly, as it serves as an

excellent example of how water purity and quality problems can occur if adequate

attention is not paid to monitor all the potential contaminants. In Bangladesh, ground-

water contamination was discovered in the 1980s [1,2]. A large number of shallow tube

wells (10–40m), installed with the help of the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund

(UNICEF) in the 1970s to solve the problem ofmicrobial contamination of drinking water,

were found contaminated with arsenic. The crisis occurred because the main focus was

on providing water free of microbial contamination, a problem that was commonly

encountered in surface water. Apparently, the project did not include adequate testing to

reveal the arsenic. This unfortunate calamity could have been avoided, as analytical

methods that can test for arsenic down to the parts-per-billion (ppb) level have been

available for many years [6]. At times, speciation of a contaminant is necessary. For

example, trivalent arsenic is more toxic than the pentavalent species. This demands

a more selective method, and high pressure liquid chromatography-inductively couple

plasma -mass spectroscopy (HPLC-ICP-MS) can resolve trivalent and pentavalent arsenic

compounds at parts-per-trillion levels [7].

1.1.3 Monitoring Contaminants at Ultratrace Levels

It should be recognized that even with well-thought-out purification and reprocessing

systems, trace (at parts-per million level) or ultratrace amounts (below 1 part-per-million

level) of every substance present in untreated water is likely to be found in drinking water.

To monitor contaminants in water, it is necessary to perform analyses at ultratrace levels.

An example of ultratrace-level contaminants in drinking water in Ottawa, Canada, by gas

chromatography/mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) is shown in Table 1-1 [8].

At ultratrace levels, sampling and sample preparation should be given great attention.

1.1.3.1 Sampling and Sample Preparation

It is abundantly clear that the sample used for ultratrace analysis (analysis at ppb level)

should be representative of the “bulk material.” The major considerations are [9]:

(1) Determination of the population of the “whole” from which the sample is to be

drawn.

(2) Procurement of a valid gross sample.

(3) Reduction of the gross sample to a sample suitable for analysis.
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The analytical uncertainty should be reduced to a third or less of sampling uncertainty

[10]. Poor analytical results can also be obtained because of reagent contamination,

operator errors in procedure or data handling, biased methods, and so on. These errors

can be controlled by the proper use of blanks, standards, and reference samples. It is also

important to determine the extraction efficiency of the method.

Preconcentration of the analyte may frequently be necessary because the detector

used for quantitation may not have the necessary detectability, selectivity, or freedom

from matrix interferences [11]. Significant losses can occur during this step because of

very small volume losses to glass walls of recovery flasks or disposable glass pipettes

and other glassware. However, with suitable precautions, preconcentration of metals

at concentrations down to 10�12 g/g for copper, lead, and zinc, and 10�13 g/g for

cadmium have been successfully demonstrated in a typical polar snow matrix [12]. The

reader may benefit from the sample-collection techniques used by Chakraborti to

analyze thousands of samples in the investigation of the problems of arsenic

contamination of groundwater in various regions of Bangladesh and India (see Chapter

5 in Ref. [1]).

Discussed below are examples of water problems from point and nonpoint source

pollution in underdeveloped countries, as experienced in Asia, Africa, and Latin America;

as well as in developed countries as exemplified by the United States. Also discussed at

length are methods used to monitor the assessment of risk of contaminants and the

various remediation approaches used to achieve the desired water quality.

1.2 Water-Quality Status and Trends
in the United States

Information on water quality is critical to ensuring long-term availability and

sustainability of water that is safe for drinking and recreation, and suitable for

industry, irrigation, and fish and wildlife (Chapter 2). Water-quality challenges are

increasingly complex. First, the majority of water-quality problems are now caused

Table 1-1 Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy of Ottawa
Tap Water

Compound
Concentration Detected in
Ottawa Tap Water (ppt)

a-Benzene hexachloride 17
Lindane 1.3
Aldrin 0.70
Chlordane 0.0053
Dibutyl phthalate 29
Di(2-ethylhexyl)
Phthalate

78
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by diffuse nonpoint sources from agricultural land, urban development, forest

harvesting, and the atmosphere. These nonpoint-source contaminants are more

difficult to effectively monitor, evaluate, and control than contaminants from point

sources, such as discharges of sewage and industrial waste. Concentrations can vary

from hour to hour and season to season, making it difficult to monitor and quantify

possible effects on the health of human and aquatic ecosystems. A second challenge

facing us is emerging diversity in water-quality issues. The dominant concerns

regarding water quality were focused largely on the sanitary quality of rivers and

streams. For example, in the United States, we focused on bacteria counts, oxygen

levels in the water, nutrients, and a few measurements like temperature and salinity.

While these are still important, the issues have become increasingly complex.

Hundreds of synthetic organic compounds, such as pesticides and volatile organics in

solvents and gasoline, have been introduced into the environment. Improved labora-

tory techniques have led to the discovery of microbial and viral contaminants, phar-

maceuticals, and endocrine disruptors in our waters that were not measured before.

We are also finding that many contaminants (such as arsenic and radon) can originate

from a wide range of natural sources, which are of potential concern for human

health, even in relatively undeveloped settings that might not be perceived as

vulnerable to contamination. These natural and organic contaminants often end up in

our waters as complex mixtures of organic compounds; many of these can, even at

very low concentrations, potentially affect the health of humans and/or the repro-

ductive success of aquatic organisms.

Water-quality issues are not solely determined by our activities on the landscape, but

are also governed by large-scale natural processes. Natural factors (such as hydrology,

geology, soils, and changing climate) control the timing and amount of surface and

groundwater flow and the transport of waterborne constituents and contaminants.

Human actions, such as the use and disposal of chemicals, how we convert land over

time, our use of water, and our practices of land management are carried out in this

context. We can sustain the quality of our water resources only if we have data on the

contaminants and information on natural and human causative factors that affect water-

quality conditions. All of these must be part of our investment in water monitoring and

science.

1.3 Rivers in Africa Are in Jeopardy
The challenges of water use in Africa come in three forms: Water is either too much, too

little, or unclean (see Chapter 3). The rainfall pattern has changed because of climatic

variability. The drought and flooding cycle has changed from a frequency of 7 years to

2.5–3 years. The water is so dirty because of many factors, which may include natural

processes such as seasonal trends, underlying geology and hydrology, weather and

climate, as well as human activities, including domestic, agricultural, industrial, and

environmental engineering activities. Some of these are analyzed below. Africa has 84
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rivers, of which 17 are major ones, each with catchments of over 100,000 km2. There are

more than 160 lakes larger than 27 km2. In addition, Africa has vast wetlands and

widespread groundwater. It receives plentiful rainfall, with annual precipitation levels

equal to that of Europe and North America in differentiated regions. Water withdrawal is

mainly for three purposes—agriculture, domestic consumption, and industrial use at

3.8% of total annual renewals. There are large disparities in water availability among

regions, with 50% availability of the surface water in the Congo basin and 75% of water

found in eight other major basins.

The causes for Africa’s water pollution may be found in high population growth (the

population was 1 billion in 2009 and is growing at a rate of about 2.4% yearly); over-

stocking and overgrazing; poor agricultural practices; desertification; atmospheric

deposition; industrialization; and lack of sustainable sanitary facilities. The high load of

soil sediments deposited into the river systems was last estimated at 54 tons per hectare

per year. Human and animal waste is deposited in water because most rural and

suburban dwellings have no sewage treatment plants. Another cause is the lack of

efficient municipal and industrial waste collection, treatment, and disposal. Other

contributing causes arise from weak legal instruments coupled with weak enforcement

of the existing laws. The lack of quality data on water to assist policy formulation, is

another major cause of weak laws. The high load deposits of large quantities of nitrogen

and phosphorus plant nutrients (possibly from biomass burning), sewage, industrial

effluents, and dust contribute to the eutrophication of rivers and lakes.

Water- and sanitation-related diseases collectively account for 80% of sicknesses in

developing countries. The waterborne diseases caused by pathogenic bacteria, viruses,

and parasites (e.g. protozoa and helminths) are the most common and widespread health

risks associated with drinking water. The public health burden is determined by the

severity of the illnesses associated with pathogens, their infectivity, and the size of the

population exposed. The coliform counts in most river waters are often very high. All

human and animal wastes in the bush are carried by storm water into the rivers, causing

high coliform loads.

1.4 Septic Systems in the Coastal Environment:
Multiple Water-Quality Problems
in Multiple Areas

The septic system is one of the most popular means of treating human sewage in coastal

regions, especially in areas away from metropolitan locations, in developing and devel-

oped countries. Such systems can function well, given proper hydrological and soil

conditions; however, numerous reports from coastal regions in the United States find that

these systems discharge excessive levels of nutrients and fecal microbes into coastal

waters, including those used for shell fishing (see Chapter 4). In many situations, coastal

soils are sandy and porous, allowing rapid transmission of constituents. When this is
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coupled with a high groundwater table, treatment is insufficient and septic leachate

plumes can extend over 100 miles into coastal waters. In other areas, such as the Florida

Keys, carbonate karst soils allow similar rapid movement of pollutants from septic drain

fields. Nutrient plumes contribute to coastal eutrophication, and microbial pollution is

a human health issue in shellfish consumption and water recreation. Thus, alternative

treatment options are required in such situations.

1.5 Assessment of Risk from Endocrine-Disrupting
Compounds

Exposures to environmental concentrations of endocrine-disrupting compounds (EDCs)

are now a known threat to both human and ecological health (see Chapter 5). A large body

of work has established that EDCs can agonize, antagonize, or synergize the effects of

endogenous hormones, resulting in physiological and behavioral abnormalities in

aquatic organisms. Examples of disruption in fish include altered secondary sexual

characteristics and male production of female reproductive proteins. The universe of

potential EDCs is expanding as new pesticides and pharmaceuticals constantly enter the

marketplace; and the monumental tasks of prioritizing the backlog of compounds to be

assessed and reducing their release into the environment is essential. Until recently, the

majority of EDC research has focused on reproductive impacts, particularly those caused

by estrogenic compounds or, to a lesser extent, androgenic compounds. Attention is now

being directed toward impacts inflicted via novel mechanisms and toward impacts on

other aspects of the endocrine system. Examples of lesser-known impacts of EDCs on

fish, include changes in somatic growth andmodulation of the immune system. EDCs are

known to disrupt pathwaysmediated by thyroid hormone, glucocorticoids, progestogens,

and prostaglandins via receptor binding, interfering with cellular signaling cascades, or

altering steroidogenesis. The challenge for ecotoxicologists is to determine the end points

that should be measured in fish in order to most accurately predict the impact at the

population level and even at the ecosystem level. Furthermore, in addition to assessing

risk at multiple biological scales, the effects of complex environmental mixtures, differ-

ences in species sensitivity, adaptation to pollution, and the potential for epigenetic

change must also be integrated into determinations of “safe” EDC concentrations.

Considering the propensity of EDCs to exert effects at low doses and to exhibit unimodal

or biphasic responses, this task will require increased collaboration and ingenuity among

researchers in the field.

1.6 Water-Quality Monitoring and Environmental
Risk Assessment

Environmental monitoring may have several goals (see Chapter 6): determining

compliance with discharge and ambient standards, identifying areas with persistent
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problems for remediation efforts, establishing cause and effect relationships, and

providing information for modeling and management tools, such as the total maximum

daily loads (TMDLs). Monitoring programs need not be extensive in time and space to

serve some of these goals, such as compliance determinations for point source

discharges; but long-term, spatially comprehensive monitoring programs provide addi-

tional power to address larger-scale questions about environmental hazards, particularly

with regard to the parameters that describe different aspects of those hazards. Such large-

scale approaches lend themselves to more formal risk assessments, which can help focus

attention of managers, policymakers, the regulated community, and the public at large on

the most important problems.

Risk assessment protocols include four steps: identification of the hazard; identifica-

tion of the population exposed to that hazard; establishment of dose response or other

quantitative cause-and-effect relationships for the hazard and for the exposed pop-

ulation; and overall assessment of the risk posed by the specific hazard to the exposed

population. Environmental hazards can be diverse, encompassing a wide array of

pollutants, direct and indirect impacts, and interactive effects. In an environmental

context, one must consider both risks to human users (who generally create, expose

themselves to, and manage those risks), and risks to ecological integrity, the ability of an

ecosystem to support its “normal” suite of ecosystem services from an anthropocentric

perspective, and to support its inherent ecological properties, such as stability, resilience,

and biodiversity, among others. Cause-and-effect relationships of environmental hazards

are sometimes sufficiently well-established to justify regulations and standards, so that

more informative risk assessments can be conducted. This chapter addresses risk

assessments for four environmental parameters in aquatic ecosystems (dissolved oxygen,

chlorophyll a, fecal coliform bacteria, and turbidity) for which regulatory standards have

been established and that have been monitored extensively in time and space in south-

eastern North Carolina.

1.7 Analytical Measurements to Improve Nonpoint
Pollution Assessments in Indiana’s
Lake Michigan Watershed

Lake Michigan’s southern shoreline borders approximately 59 miles of northwest

Indiana. A large industrial base has occupied the southern Lake Michigan shoreline,

from the Illinois border of the lake to the Michigan border, since the turn of the

twentieth century. This is due to the beneficial functions provided by the lake. When

both Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Chicago, Illinois, are considered, the southern Lake

Michigan shoreline is home to nearly 8 million people and is heavily urbanized. Many

municipal wastewater treatment plants discharge treated wastewater into the lake,

and the combined sewer overflow and sanitary sewer overflow increase municipal

waste pollution (Chapter 7). It is estimated that 24 billion gallons of untreated sewage
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and storm water flow into the Great Lakes each year. Municipal waste has increased in

complexity while wastewater treatment plants have aged, thus loading freshwater

bodies with chemicals of emerging concern—a problem recognized worldwide and

highlighted by the USEPA.

The Salt Creek watershed in Porter County, Indiana, is a sub-watershed within the

Little Calumet-Galien watershed, the only one in Indiana that discharges to Lake

Michigan. The state-approved watershed management plan for Salt Creek requires

monthly measurements of general chemistry parameters, discharge, turbidity, and

Escherichia coli from May to October. This pilot study was designed to utilize the

strengths of the watershed management component in combination with research

science measurements and analyses, to more accurately assess the nonpoint sources

of pollution. The outcomes of the first year of the study that focused on dissolved

anions, fluorescent whitening agents, total suspended solids, and discharge loads from

September 2010 through April 2011, demonstrate the substantial increase in

comprehension gained from such management–research partnerships. While basic

measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen, and other parameters offered an idea of the

waterway’s health, the chloride, nitrate, and total suspended solids showed significant

seasonal stresses, and the chloride and nitrate concentrations provided insights into

specific nonpoint pollution sources.

1.8 Real-Time and Near Real-Time Monitoring
Options for Water Quality

Current water-quality issues are complex and involve a wide range of chemical and

microbial contaminants that are of concern. Coupled with increasing urban pop-

ulations and aging infrastructure, poor water quality can have a large impact on

public health. Modern water management requires more reliable and quicker char-

acterization of contaminants, to allow for a more timely response. Real-time moni-

toring can enable a quick response to water-quality concerns that arise from natural

or intentional contamination and allows the greatest protection of public health (see

Chapter 8).

Ideally, all water-quality monitoring should be performed in real time, allowing for

the most accurate and precise view of water quality. However, there are relatively few

technologies that are able to provide true real-time measurements. Traditional

monitoring of water quality involves on-site sampling and the transportation of

samples to testing facilities to determine physical, chemical, and biological charac-

teristics. Laboratory methods are lengthy and expensive, and samples may be

compromised during transportation. With ever-changing water characteristics, the

results obtained from these trials do not necessarily reflect the current characteristics

of water.
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Recent advancements in both sensor technology and computer networks have

brought about new technologies that can determine water characteristics in a dynamic

way. Online real-time monitoring and screening methods can be used to provide up-

to-date information on water systems and warn against contamination. This enables

faster response times and quicker adjustments to treatment methods, reducing the

risk to public health. Real-time information can be used to assess changes in water

quality; identify trends and determine the state of water quality and ecosystem;

identify emerging issues and contaminants; and achieve rapid screening of water for

toxic substances and pathogens. Another important application is the monitoring and

optimization of water and wastewater treatment processes to ensure compliance to

water-quality standards. In spite of the need, there are limited options for the

implementation of real-time or near real time (within 1–4 h) monitoring of water

quality.

With limited funds and increasingly complex water-monitoring issues, municipalities

and water utilities are looking to operate water quality monitoring strategically. Typically,

a tiered approach to monitoring water quality is preferred. Such a system would check for

general changes in water quality and screen for possible contaminants. Then, more

specific testing would identify the type and extent of contamination. A strategic approach

to water monitoring may also include the selection of specific contaminants to be tested

and the frequency of testing. The quantity of testing methods selected may depend on

financial restrictions as well as regulatory requirements. Prioritization should be given to

tests that are easy to perform (especially if they can be done on-site), can detect

a substance that presents a high risk to public health, or give a wide description of the

quality of the water.

Real-time and near real-time detection methods are more limited than laboratory

methods, but their variety and capabilities are continuously improving. The majority of

the current real-time monitoring applications are based on one or more of the

following water-quality parameters: turbidity, conductivity, temperature, dissolved

oxygen, pH, and chlorophyll-a. Systems that can measure ultraviolet absorbance (UVA)

at 254 nm and total organic carbon have been used for indirect measurements of

dissolved organic matter (DOM). These parameters are relatively easy to measure and

provide useful information on the daily, weekly, monthly, and seasonal changes in

water quality. Sudden and uncharacteristic changes in these parameters also serve as

early warnings against intentional contamination of water with toxic chemicals

or biological agents. However, none of these parameters can identify a specific

chemical or biological agent, and they merely serve as screening methods. Efforts

continue to employ advanced spectroscopy and molecular methods for in situ

detectors, but the majority are still in the research phase and not ready for field

applications. Other methods include utilizing organisms such as fish, clams, mussels,

daphnia, and algae as biomonitors, and employing bioluminescence-based assays for

toxicity testing.
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1.9 Advanced Oxidation and Reduction Process
Radical Generation in the Laboratory
and at Large Scale

The adverse ecological impacts of anthropologically generated chemicals in our waters,

especially EDCs antibiotics, and pesticides/herbicides, are of major concern to regulatory

groups and the public. Traditional water treatment relies primarily upon adsorptive,

chemical-physical, and microbial-based processes to transform or remove these

unwanted organic contaminants. However, standard large-scale water treatments are not

always sufficient for quantitative removal of small (ng L�1) levels of dissolved chemicals

(Chapter 9). This is complicated by the presence of much higher levels of water

constituents, such as carbonates and DOM.

The active quantitative removal of trace levels of these chemicals requires additional

process treatments, and therefore the use of in situ generated radical species has been

proposed. These approaches are generally referred to as advanced oxidation/reduction

processes (AO/RPs). Radicals can be created in water using a variety of techniques (see

Table 1-1 for a summary of some major AO/RP processes and the radicals they generate)

requiring either external energy deposition into the water or directly into a deliberately-

added chemical, such as persulfate. Other radical-producing processes, or combinations

of these processes, have also been used for contaminant treatment. While direct

destruction of chemical contaminants by UV light or pulsed UV light is also widely

utilized, this approach does not generate oxidization or reduction of radicals in water, and

hence, is not considered further here.

The most widespread AO/RPs are based on the use of the oxidizing a hydroxyl radical

(•OH), which is a powerful oxidant (Eo¼ 2.8 V) that reacts with both organic and inorganic

chemicals. At treatment scale, the hydroxyl radical is usually generated using some

combination of O3/H2O2, O3/UV-C, or H2O2/UV-C. Additional techniques such as

ionizing radiation (electron beam and gamma irradiation), Fenton’s reaction, UV irra-

diation of titanium dioxide, and sonolysis also generate this radical, facilitating the study

of AO/RP radical chemistry in the laboratory. Some of these AO/RPs can generate other

radicals, such as reducing hydrated electrons (eaq
� ) and hydrogen atoms (H•). While these

reducing radicals can also react to destroy chemical contaminants in water, their use in

real world waters is problematic because of the presence of air, where the relatively high

level of dissolved oxygen ([O2] ~ 2.5 � 10�4 M) preferentially scavenges these radicals to

create the inert superoxide radical, O2
�•. Another approach was preferentially converting

these two reducing radicals to another oxidizing radical, specifically the sulfate radical

(SO4
�•), through the deliberate addition of persulfate. The sulfate radical is also strongly

oxidizing (Eo ¼ 2.3 V), thus it can also react with most organic contaminants.

The optimal, quantitative removal of chemical contaminants from waters through

the use of these processes requires a thorough understanding of the redox chemistry

occurring between free radicals and the chemicals of concern. This can be accom-

plished if absolute kinetic rate constants and efficiencies are determined for all the
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reactions occurring in the AO/RP system. These kinetic and mechanistic data allow for

quantitative computer modeling of AO/RP systems to establish the efficiency and large-

scale applicability of using radicals for specific contaminant removal. One important

aspect of this understanding is to ascertain how these systems generate their radicals.

The generation and reactivity of AO/RP radicals is the focus of Chapter 9.

To augment traditional adsorptive and chemical-physical water treatments for the

complete remediation of chemically contaminated waters, radical-based AO/RPs are

being considered for large-scale usage. While most AO/RPs use the hydroxyl radical in

treatment, the use of other oxidizing and reducing radicals is also of interest. The

chemistry behind the AO/RP-based generation of these radicals, both in the laboratory

and in large-scale operations, is presented along with the important reactions that

highlight the reactivities of these radicals. Specific examples of radical reactions with

contaminant chemicals are presented to highlight this chemistry.

1.10 Cactus Mucilage as an Emergency Response
Biomaterial for Providing Clean Drinking Water

The development of effective and inexpensive water purification systems would be very

desirable. Many communities could benefit from water-purification methods that use

renewable, sustainable, low-toxicity-producing, low-cost technology. A study was con-

ducted to investigate cactus-mucilage-based separation as an emergency response

biomaterial to provide clean drinking water for communities affected by natural disasters

(Chapter 10). The mucilage is an extract from the Opuntia ficus-indica, commonly known

as nopal or prickly pear cactus. This readily available and inexpensive natural extract has

been shown to remove sediments, bacteria, and arsenic from contaminated water in

previous studies. Samples of tap water (from a treatment center), well water, surface water,

and distributed water (bottled water and water from tanker trucks) were collected from 10

different locations in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. A wide-ranging analysis of elements was per-

formed on acidified raw samples to establish water quality and type of contamination.

High concentrations of Fe, B, Ba, and Se were found in some of the sites, with concen-

trations above the maximum contaminant level and provisional guidelines recommended

by USEPA (2009). Simple batch experiments were performed with two mucilage extracts

from O. indica-ficus gelling and nongelling extracts. Analysis of samples from the top of

water columns treated with the mucilage, revealed that high metal-removal rates were

achieved using both types of mucilage extracts. Cactus mucilage effectively decreased the

hazardous metal content to levels accepted by water-quality agencies.

1.11 Potable Water Filter Development
Clean potable water can be a matter of life or death. The scarcity of potable water is

becoming the single most technologically challenging problem of the twenty-first century

because of human activities changing the environment and rendering significant
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amounts of water unfit for life (see Chapter 11). Whatever the origin of water, it is now

clear that potable water can be obtained only through a process of filtration either at the

source or at the sink. At present, there is no clean source of water in major population

centers of the world. This overview deals with some of the basic principles of aquatic

chemistry, such as speciation and surface complexation reactions through computational

equilibriummodels, a continuous proton binding model to calculate pKa spectra for solid

sorbents and DOMs octanol–water partitioning models, and a bio-concentration factor

for non-electrolytes. The urgent need for water filter development is highlighted with

some recent developments in the use of iron-based sorbents in removing arsenic species

from groundwater. The utility of a multi-physics approach with finite element analysis

software (COMSOL) is exemplified by a sorption column for arsenic removal. The role of

analytical chemistry in the study of aquatic chemistry is highlighted by special reference

to quality-control issues. It can be argued that understanding water filtration as a science

is the key to the solution of the present water crisis.

1.12 Removal and Immobilization of Arsenic in Water
and Soil Using Nanoparticles

Some of the latest developments in the preparation and applications of polysaccharide-

bridged or polysaccharide-stabilized magnetite nanoparticles are summarized in

Chapter 12. While both starch and sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) are able to

prevent aggregation of the nanoparticles, starch-coated nanoparticles offer more

favorable sites for arsenate than CMC-coated counterparts. Bridged nanoparticles are

obtained at low concentrations of starch, where nanoparticles are inter-bridged by

starch molecules and are present as gravity-settleable flocs. Fully stabilized nano-

particles are prepared at higher concentrations of starch or CMC. Starch-stabilized

nanoparticles offer a high Langmuir capacity of 62.1 mg/g, which is 72% and 2.3 times

greater than for CMC-stabilized and CMC nonstabilized counterparts, respectively. The

high Langmuir capacity was maintained over a broad pH range, and salt at 10 wt% did

not suppress it. Stabilized nanoparticles were deliverable to soil under pressure, yet

remained immobile under typical groundwater flow conditions, holding great potential

to facilitate in situ immobilization of arsenic in soil and groundwater.

1.13 Transforming an Arsenic Crisis into
an Economic Enterprise

Arsenic contamination of the drinking water of millions of people living in different parts

of the world has been the focus of attention of public health scientists and engineers

around the world (Chapter 13). Drinking arsenic-contaminated water over a long period

of time causes severe damage to the human body, culminating in various forms of

cancers. Apart from being fatal, health-related impairments are also known to cause
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a wide range of socio-economic problems, especially in the developing countries. The

arsenic crisis prevailing over a large area of Bangladesh and India is one of the worst water

calamities of the world in recent times. The crisis is also slowly unfolding in Southeast

Asia, affecting several other countries including Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, andMyanmar.

The genesis of arsenic in groundwater is considered to be the geochemical leaching of

arsenic from underground arsenic-bearing rocks, caused by excessive extraction of the

groundwater for agricultural purposes. Surface water does not contain any arsenic but its

use for drinking purposes in many developing nations is restricted by the wide range of

microbial contamination caused by the absence of proper sanitation practices. The use of

groundwater in these regions is favored by its easy availability, microbial safety, and the

absence of proper infrastructure for treatment and distribution of surface water. While

the best solution to the crisis is to switch over to treated surface water, the development

and maintenance of surface-water-based drinking water systems is expensive, time-

consuming, and investment-intensive. With all these difficulties, it is unlikely that

a developing country will switch the source of water from groundwater to surface water

within a short period of time. In order to save lives before such a changeover is possible, it

is imperative to build sustainable arsenic-removal systems on an urgent basis. Several

technologies have been developed for the removal of arsenic from contaminated drinking

water. Many of them are capable of selective removal of arsenic from the contaminated

water; however, only a few of them have gained wide-scale application in the field. An

example of one such arsenic-removal system has been presented that, apart from finding

wide acceptance in the field, resulted in transforming the crisis into an economic

enterprise. Between 1997 and 2010, more than 150 community-scale, arsenic-removal

units were installed in the villages of West Bengal, a state of India that neighbors

Bangladesh. The treatment units, along with ancillaries and protocols, were developed by

the Bengal Engineering and Science University, in India, jointly with Lehigh University, in

the United States. The project has been implemented by the Bengal Engineering and

Science University with financial help from Water for People, Denver, Colorado. For all

the treatment units, the villagers themselves take care of the maintenance, upkeep, and

management related to the units. An account of the evolution of the treatment units is

presented along with their performance for arsenic removal. The chapter also describes

the extent and effect of community participation in this project and records the resulting

socio-economic changes.

1.14 Monitoring from Source to Tap:
The New Paradigm for Ensuring
Water Security and Quality

Drinking water is one of the United States’ key infrastructural assets that have been

deemed vulnerable to deliberate terrorist attacks; however, terrorism is not the only

risk (see Chapter 14). Currently our water supplies are vulnerable to a wide variety of
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potential hazards. These hazards can be intentional or accidental in nature. They range

from the threat of deterioration of water quality due to aging infrastructure, to acci-

dental contamination of water sources and treated water from pollution, to the

potential of degrading our water quality as we make treatment changes to comply with

new regulatory regimes. The rapid detection and characterization of breaches of

integrity in the water-supply network is crucial in initiating appropriate corrective

action. The ability of a technology system to detect such incursions on a real-time

basis and give indications of their cause can dramatically reduce the impact of any

such scenario.

Continuous monitoring of the entire water-supply network is a goal that seemed

unachievable. Historically, most monitoring outside of the water treatment plant has

been relegated to the occasional snapshot provided by grab sampling for a few limited

parameters or the infrequent regulatory testing required by mandates such as the Total

Coliform Rule. The development of water-security monitoring since 9/11 has the

potential to change this paradigm.

An attack on the drinking water supply system could take many and varied

forms depending upon the components of the system that are vulnerable. The provision

of drinking water to our homes is a complex process that involves many steps and

components. All of these steps are to some degree vulnerable to compromise by

terrorist acts.

1.15 Evaluation of Sustainability Strategies
Sustainability is a method and an approach to create and maintain conditions under

which humans can exist in harmony with nature, while enabling the economic, social,

and other requirements of present and future generations. It is important to ensure that

we will continue to have all the resources required, especially water, to protect human

existence and its future growth.

Sustainability has three realms or pillars: economic, social, and environmental (see

Chapter 15). All the three realms are highly important in achieving sustainability, as we

cannot have one without the others, especially in the long term. For example, many

countries—before the emergence of the term sustainability—have been pushing simply

for economic development, only to realize that the environmental costs (resource

depletion, pollution, health problems, and frequent occurrences of calamities, such as

flooding) of such single-minded growth nullify all the gains. To understand the

importance of sustainability, it is important to realize that the three pillars of

sustainability are intimately entwined. A vibrant community is absolutely essential for

healthy business growth, and for the resources for concern about environmental

problems. A healthy economy offers ample revenues and resources to minimize social

and environmental problems. And finally, a healthy environment means a healthy

supply of resources to sustain economic and social growth for a very long period of

time. When we understand these interdependencies, we are in a much better position
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to make sound decisions and to set long-term goals. A lack of this understanding will

surely result in poor decisions that may give short-term profits in any of the three

realms, but will result in long-term damages that may not be easily repaired or

recovered. Sustainability avoids the trade-off between any two of these three realms

and aims to optimize all three.

1.16 Conclusions
(1) It is important to monitor water quality rigorously to find and assess point and

nonpoint source pollution.

(2) Appropriate means of remediation need to be found to assure sustainability of water

quality.

Appendix

Table 1-1A Water-Quality Results of 2011 for Brunswick County, NC

Substances USEPA’s MCL Amount Detected Source of Contaminant

Turbidity Treatment technique Average 0.057
Maximum 0.651 ntu

Soil runoff

Raw water TOC Treatment technique Average 6.3 ppm Naturally present in
environment

Finish water TOC Treatment technique Average 3.2 ppm Naturally present in
environment

Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Treatment technique Removal efficiency
average 46.6%

Naturally present in
environment

Inorganic chemicals

Chlorite 1 ppm Average 0.71 ppm By-product of disinfection
Chlorine dioxide 0.8 ppm Average 0.022 ppm Water additive used to

control microbes
Fluoride 4 ppm Average 0.75 ppm Water additive that

promotes strong teeth
Nitrate 10 ppm 1.01 ppm By-product of disinfection
Sulfate 250 ppm 21 ppm Part of treatment process,

erosion of natural deposits
Orthophosphate 17 ppm Average 2.32 ppm Water additive used to

control corrosion

Lead and copper Action Level (AL)

Copper 90th percentile
January 6 to September 30, 2011

1.3 ppm 90% of samples
are �0.95 ppm

Corrosion of household
plumbing

Lead 90th percentile
January 6 to September 30, 2011

0.015 ppm 90% of samples
are �0.95 ppm

Corrosion of household
plumbing

(Continued)
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Table 1-1A Water-Quality Results of 2011 for Brunswick County, NC—Cont’d

Substances USEPA’s MCL Amount Detected Source of Contaminant

Organic chemicals USEPA’s MCL

Monochloramine disinfectant
residual

4 ppm Average minimum
3.03 ppm

Water additive used to
control microbes

Total trihalomethanes 80 ppb Average 21.5 ppb By-product of disinfection
Total haloacetic acids 60 ppb Average 13.2 ppb By-product of disinfection

Pesticides, volatile pesticides, volatile and synthetic organic chemicals in Cape Fear River: None of these regulated
compounds was detected.

Radionuclides

Beta 5/27/11 10 pCi/l None detected Erosion of natural deposits

Unregulated contaminants

Sodium Not regulated 21.9 ppm Part of treatment process
Erosion of natural deposits

Cryptosporidium Not applicable 0.210 oocysts
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2.1 Introduction
National interest in water quality issues culminated in the 1972 enactment of the

Clean Water Act (CWA) [1]. This law was passed in response to public concerns about

burning rivers and dead lakes and a national consensus built over the previous 60 years

that pollution of our rivers and lakes was unacceptable. Control of point-source
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contamination, traced to specific “end of pipe” points of discharge, or outfalls, such as

factories and combined sewers, was the primary focus of the CWA. Significant progress

toward cleaner water resulted through actions, such as implementing changes in

manufacturing processes and wastewater treatment.

Water-quality challenges are now increasingly complex. The majority of water-quality

problems are caused by diffuse nonpoint sources from agricultural land, urban devel-

opment, forest harvesting, and the atmosphere (Table 2-1). These nonpoint-source

contaminants are more difficult to effectively monitor, evaluate, and control than those

from point sources (for example, discharges of sewage and industrial waste). We need

improved quantification and understanding of human activities associated with

nonpoint sources and how those human activities take place on the landscape—primarily

information on how we use and dispose of chemicals, how we convert land over time, our

use of water, and our land-management practices.

Several factors add to this complexity. First, the amount of pollution from nonpoint

sources varies over short periods—hourly to seasonally—making it difficult to monitor

and quantify the sources over time. Single or periodic measurements are not adequate to

characterize water-quality conditions. Measurements are needed over seasons, hydro-

logic and meteorological events, and in real time.

We face large water-quality challenges because of the increasingly complex and

emerging diversity of issues. When the CWA was passed, the dominant concern was the

sanitary quality of rivers and streams. The focus was on temperature, salinity, bacteria

counts, oxygen levels, and suspended solids, in large part, collected for day-to-day

evaluations of compliance or permitting decisions.

While these remain important, there are now hundreds of synthetic organic

compounds (such as pesticides and volatile organic compounds in solvents and gasoline)

that are introduced into the environment every day. Improved laboratory techniques

have led to the identification of microbial and viral contaminants, pharmaceutical

compounds, and endocrine disruptors in our waters that were not previously measured.

We are also finding that many contaminants, such as arsenic and radon, can originate

Table 2-1 The Changing National Focus on Water-Quality Challenges

Past Focus Present and Future Focus

Point sources Nonpoint sources
End-of-pipe approach Watershed approach (landscape, human activities)
One-time, periodic reporting Seasonal, hydrologic events, continuous, real time
Nutrients, dissolved oxygen, bacteria Organic compounds
Single pollutants Mixtures
Surface water Total resource
Chemistry Chemistry, biology, habitat, hydrology, landscape
Short-term monitoring Long-term monitoring
Monitoring Monitoring and prediction
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from a wide range of natural sources and are of potential concern with respect to human

health, even in relatively undeveloped settings that are perceived as less vulnerable to

contamination. This is a critical concern with respect to the quality and safety of water

from domestic or “private” wells, which are a source of drinking water for about

40 million people or 15% of the U.S. population, many of whom are based in rural and

less-developed settings [2]. Domestic wells are not regulated under the federal Safe

Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and are the responsibility of the homeowner. Natural and

organic contaminants often end up in our waters as complex mixtures of organic

compounds; many of these can, even at very low concentrations, potentially affect the

health of humans and/or the reproductive success of aquatic organisms in our waters.

Our understanding of water-quality challenges has expanded with our understanding

of the importance of the hydrologic cycle for water-quality conditions. Whereas our

concerns were focused mainly on streams and rivers, we now recognize water-quality

issues as part of an integrated hydrologic system. For example, groundwater and surface

water are highly inter-related; reduced base flow from groundwater pumping often

results in increased stream temperatures, drying wetlands, and habitats unsuitable for

fish and other aquatic species [3]. The historic approach was to look at quality mostly in

terms of concentrations independent of hydrology; however, concentrations and types of

contaminants and their potential effects on ecosystems and drinking water supplies vary

over time and depend largely on the amount of water flowing in streams and the amounts

and directions of groundwater flow.

Other natural processes, including geology and geomorphology, also control the

timing and amount of surface and groundwater flow and the transport of waterborne

constituents and contaminants. Furthermore, natural complexity is increasing because of

changes in climate, resulting in new patterns of seasonal precipitation, runoff, and the

spatial and temporal distribution of snow versus rain [3–6]. Unfortunately, there is

a continuing high degree of uncertainty in climate model predictions [7,8]. This set of

challenges will continue and probably intensify as both nonclimatic and climatic factors,

such as predicted rising temperature and associated changes in runoff, continue to

develop [9–12].

Water-quality challenges extend beyond chemistry. We now realize that water quality,

habitat disturbances, streamflow alterations, biological systems, and ultimately,

ecosystem health are all closely interconnected. Meaningful water-quality assessments

must therefore integrate biological monitoring and ecosystem health, such as inclusion of

benthic invertebrates and other biological indicators as critical tools to understanding

water quality [13–15].

Given our improved understanding of the spatial and temporal complexities in

water quality and its numerous natural and human causes, the importance of long-

term monitoring is increasingly clear. Comparable data must be collected over time if

long-term trends are to be distinguished from short-term fluctuations and if natural

fluctuations are to be distinguished from the effects of human activities. Long-term

tracking is particularly critical for groundwater and sediment because slow flow paths
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and long residence times may not allow water quality issues to appear for years or even

decades.

Monitoring alone does not provide understanding of the causes of water-quality

conditions, given the complex interrelations among water quality, natural changes, and

human actions over time and space. Furthermore, federal and state resources are

increasingly limited, so we cannot expect to monitor water resources in all places and at

all times. The value of data collected at individual sites is enhanced by applying assess-

ment tools, including models that use monitoring data in conjunction with our under-

standing of the hydrologic and aquatic systems, the natural landscape, and human

activities to develop more generalized knowledge of the status, trends and causes of these

conditions for broader areas, including entire stream reaches and aquifers, large river

basins, ecoregions, the states, and the nation as a whole. The integration of monitoring

and assessment with modeling and predictive tools is the strategy needed to provide

comprehensive statewide, regional, and national water-quality assessments. This strategy

also will provide the needed national “water census” of water-quality status and trends

and an increased ability to anticipate conditions in the future [16].

The brief overview below of water-quality status and trends in the United States is

based largely on the past two decades of work accomplished by U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) scientists and is funded by USGS programs (principally the

Cooperative Water- Groundwater Resources- Hydrologic Research and Development-,

National Water Quality Assessment-, and Toxic Substances Hydrology Programs). These

congressionally supported programs are a key part of the larger USGS portfolio of

science and information aimed at informing decision makers at all levels in the United

States [17].

2.2 Monitoring and Assessments of Complex Water
Quality Problems

The USGS strives to continually improve and enhance science to provide unbiased

information to decision makers and the public [18]. Goals of USGS programs have been

adapted to the evolving complexity of water-quality challenges to track the status and

trends of five priority water-quality issues across the nation: nutrients, pesticides, organic

wastewater compounds, sediment-bound compounds, and mercury.

2.2.1 Nutrients

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), nutrient pollution has

for decades ranked as one of the top three causes of degradation in U.S. streams and

rivers, and the concern is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. Since the 1990s

the USGS has placed a major focus on studies of nutrients (Figure 2-1) [19] to provide the

most comprehensive national-scale assessment of two key nutrients, nitrogen and

phosphorus, in our streams and groundwater. In this study, water samples were collected
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from 499 stream sites monthly and during periods of high and low streamflow, usually for

a minimum of 2 years. Biological communities were assessed at about 1400 stream sites.

Groundwater samples were collected from 5101 wells, including domestic and public-

supply wells. Trends in nutrient concentrations in streams were assessed at 171 and 137

stream sites, for phosphorus and nitrogen respectively, sampled from 1993 to 2003.

Changes in nitrate concentrations in groundwater were assessed by measuring concen-

trations in 495 wells from 1988 to 1995, then again from 2001 to 2004. Most water samples

were analyzed for five measures of nitrogen- and phosphorus-containing nutrients: total

nitrogen, nitrate, ammonia, total phosphorus, and orthophosphate. The study provides

improved science-based explanations of when, where, and how elevated concentrations

reach streams, aquifers, and nearshore areas, and how they affect aquatic life and the

quality of drinking water.

Findings [19] show that despite major federal, state, and local effort and expenditure to

control the sources and movement of nutrients within our Nation’s watersheds, national-

scale progress is limited. For example,USGSfindings show thatwidespread concentrations

of nitrogen and phosphorus remain two to ten times greater than levels recommended by

the USEPA to protect aquatic life. Most often, these elevated levels were found in agri-

cultural and urban streams. These findings show that continued reductions in nutrient

sources and implementation of land-management strategies for reducing nutrient delivery

to streams may be needed to meet USEPA-recommended levels in most regions.

FIGURE 2-1 USGS assessments of nutrients followed a nationally consistent approach in 51 of the nation’s major river
basins and aquifer systems during 1992–2001. From Ref. [20]. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to
the online version of this book.)
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Elevated concentrations of nutrients, particularly nitrate, in drinking water may

have both direct and indirect effects on human health. The most direct effect of

ingestion of high levels of nitrate is methemoglobinemia, a disorder in which the

oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood is compromised; the USEPA maximum

contaminant level (MCL) of 10 milligrams per liter (mg/L) for nitrate in drinking water

was adopted to protect people, mainly infants, against this problem. High nitrate

concentrations in drinking water have also been implicated in other human health

problems, including specific cancers and reproductive problems [21], but more

research is needed to corroborate these associations. The indirect effects of nutrient

enrichment of surface waters on human health are many and complex, including algal

blooms that release toxins and the enhancement of populations of disease-transmitting

insects, such as mosquitoes [22].

Nitrate concentrations in streams across the nation seldom exceeded the USEPA MCL

of 10 mg/L as nitrogen; nitrate exceeded the MCL in 2% of 27,555 samples, and in one or

more samples from 50 of 499 streams [19]. Most streams with concentrations greater than

the MCL drained agricultural watersheds; these streams were particularly common in the

upper Midwest where the use of fertilizer and (or) manure is relatively high and tile drains

are common. Nearly 30% of agricultural streams had one or more samples with a nitrate

concentration greater than the MCL, compared to about 5% of the streams draining

urban land. None of the samples from streams draining undeveloped watersheds had

a concentration greater than the MCL. For perspective on the relevance of these findings

to surface water used for drinking water supplies, 12% of the Nation’s 1679 public water-

supply intakes withdraw water from streams that drain watersheds with predominantly

agricultural land, whereas most water-supply intakes are in watersheds draining unde-

veloped land [19].

Nitrate concentrations greater than the MCL are more prevalent and widespread in

groundwater than in streams. Concentrations exceeded the MCL in 7% of about 2400

private wells sampled by the USGS. Contamination by nitrate was particularly severe in

shallow private wells in agricultural areas, with more than 20% of these wells exceeding

the MCL. Elevated nitrate follows distinct geographic patterns—mostly related to land

use. Elevated concentrations of nitrate were largely associated, for example, with inten-

sively farmed land, such as in parts of the Midwest Corn Belt and the California Central

Valley [2]. The quality and safety of water from private wells (which are a source of

drinking water for about 40 million people or 15% of the U.S. population) are not regu-

lated by the SDWA and are the responsibility of the homeowner [2,19].

Concentrations exceeding the MCL were less common in public-supply wells (about

3% of 384 wells) than in private wells. The lower percentage in public wells reflects

a combination of factors, including (1) greater depths and hence age of the groundwater;

(2) longer travel times from the surface to the well, allowing denitrification and/or

attenuation during transport; and (3) the location of most public wells near urbanized

areas where sources of nitrate generally are less prevalent than in agricultural areas

[19,23].
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A USGS national statistical model of the vulnerability of relatively deep groundwater

(more than 164 feet below land surface) estimated that almost 500,000 people live in areas

where nitrate concentrations are predicted to be greater than the MCL, and more than 1.2

million people live in areas predicted to have nitrate concentrations between 5- and

10 mg/L. A similar model suggests that the number of people exposed to nitrate

concentrations greater than the MCL would be 14% greater if they obtained their water

from shallow wells (33 feet or less) rather than deep wells (164 feet or greater) [19].

Nitrate concentrations are likely to increase in deep aquifers typically used for

drinking water supplies despite nutrient-reduction strategies, as shallow groundwater

with high nitrate concentrations moves downward to deeper aquifers. USGS findings

show that the percentage of sampled wells with nitrate concentrations greater than the

USEPA drinking water standard, increased from 16% to 21%, starting in the early 1990s

[19,24]. Similarly, the probability of nitrate concentrations exceeding the MCL has

increased from less than 1% in the 1940s to greater than 50% by 2000 for young

groundwater in agricultural settings [19,24].

A 60-year record of nitrate concentrations at a public-supply well in Nebraska provides

a local example of the long response time in groundwater (Figure 2-2). Nitrate concen-

tration in shallow groundwater decreased after implementation of fertilizer-management

strategies starting in the 1980s. This decrease was not noted in the deeper groundwater,

where concentrations continued to increase for 25 years before beginning to decrease in

2005 (Figure 2-2). Consistent and systematic long-term monitoring is critical, especially

for groundwater, when evaluating the effectiveness of environmental and land-

management strategies, because of the slow response of groundwater to changes in

chemical use or land-management practices [25].

The USGS generally does not assess nutrients in estuarine waters or the effects of

nutrients on levels of dissolved oxygen and hypoxia; however, the USGS does assess the

downstream transport of nutrients from major rivers to major receiving waters, such as

FIGURE 2-2 Nitrate concentration in a public-supply well. From Ref. [25]. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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the Gulf of Mexico and the Chesapeake Bay, as described below (Figure 2-3). Hypoxia,

such as in the northern Gulf of Mexico, is caused by excess nutrients delivered from the

Mississippi River in combination with seasonal stratification of Gulf waters [26]. Excess

nutrients promote algal growth. When the algae die, they sink to the bottom and

decompose, consuming available oxygen. Stratification of fresh and saline waters

prevents mixing of oxygen-rich surface water with oxygen-depleted bottom water.

Immobile species such as oysters and mussels are particularly vulnerable to hypoxia and

become physiologically stressed and die, if exposure is prolonged or severe. Fish and

other mobile species can avoid hypoxic areas, but these areas still impose ecological

and economic costs, such as reduced growth in commercially harvested species and loss

of biodiversity, habitat, and biomass [27]. Fish kills can result from hypoxia, especially

when the concentration of dissolved oxygen drops rapidly.

A USGS hybrid statistical/mechanistic watershed model, known as Spatially Refer-

enced Regression On Watershed attributes (SPARROW), is used to relate in-stream

nutrient loads to upstream nutrient sources and record watershed characteristics

affecting transport. SPARROW also provides information on the delivery of nitrogen and

FIGURE 2-3 Areal extent of Gulf of Mexico hypoxic zone (top chart and map) and Mississippi River nitrogen flux
(bottom chart). Sources: Charts from Aulenbach and associates report [28] and Aulenbach written communication
(2011); map of the 2010 Dead Zone from Ref. [29] with a larger image available at http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/
stories2010/images/dissolved_o2_day7.jpg. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online
version of this book.)
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phosphorus from 62,000 stream reaches to the Nation’s major rivers and estuaries [30].

Modeled findings show, for example, that the cultivation of corn and soybeans was the

largest contributor of nitrogen to the Gulf of Mexico, whereas animal manure on pasture,

rangelands, and corn and soybean cultivation were the largest contributors of phos-

phorus. In addition, modeled findings showed that large rivers contribute a larger

percentage of their nitrogen to downstream receiving water bodies than small streams, in

large part because nitrogen removal in streams rapidly declines as water depth and

stream size increase [30].

Robertson et al. [31] used the SPARROWmodel to identify watersheds with the highest

nutrient yields delivered to downstream waters. The watershed results provided infor-

mation for management strategies to reduce the hypoxic zone and improve the water

quality of rivers and streams. Additionally, the results were used to develop a statistically-

reliable method for identifying high-priority areas for management, based on a proba-

bilistic ranking of delivered nutrient yields from watersheds throughout a basin [31]. The

method was designed to be used by managers to prioritize watersheds where additional

stream monitoring and evaluations of nutrient-reduction strategies could be undertaken

[31]. The study identified 150 watersheds having the highest delivered nutrient yields to

the Gulf of Mexico; these were in the Central Mississippi, Ohio, and the Lower Mississippi

River Basins.

USGS trend analyses suggest that despite major federal, state, and local nonpoint

source, nutrient-control efforts for streams and watersheds across the nation, limited

national progress has beenmade in reducing the impact of nonpoint sources of nutrients.

Instead, concentrations have remained the same or increased in many streams and

continue to pose risks to aquatic life and human health. For example, nitrate transport to

the Gulf of Mexico during the spring, is one of the primary determinants of the size of the

Gulf hypoxic zone. During high streamflow in spring in the period studied, the concen-

tration of nitrate decreased at the study site near where the Mississippi River enters the

Gulf of Mexico, indicating that some progress has been made in reducing nitrate trans-

port during high flow conditions. However, during times of low to moderate spring

streamflow, concentrations increased. The net effect of these changes is that nitrate

transport to the Gulf was about 10% higher in 2008 than in 1980. This increase in nitrate

transported to the Gulf can be attributed primarily to the upstream nitrate increases in

the Mississippi River Basin above the Clinton (Iowa) monitoring site and in the Missouri

River Basin [32]. There are some exceptions elsewhere in the nation to the findings in the

Mississippi. For example, recent findings show decreased nutrient concentrations in the

Susquehanna and Potomac rivers since 2000; but increasing concentrations in the Rap-

pahannock and James rivers [33].

2.2.2 Pesticides

About 1� 109 pounds of conventional pesticides are used annually in the United States to

control weeds, insects, and other pests. The use of pesticides has a range of benefits,
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including increased food production and the reduction of insect-borne disease, but also

has adverse effects on water quality. A USGS national assessment indicates that pesticides

are widespread, albeit often at low concentrations, in river basins and aquifer systems

across a wide range of landscapes and land uses [34]. Overall, at least one pesticide was

found in about 95% of water samples and in 90% of fish samples from streams in agri-

cultural and urban areas and in about 55% of shallow wells sampled in agricultural and

urban areas [34].

Pesticide occurrence is closely linked to land use (Figure 2-4). For example, insecti-

cides such as diazinon, carbaryl, chlorpyrifos, and malathion were detected more

frequently and usually at higher concentrations in urban streams than in agricultural

streams (Figure 2-5). Many herbicides (most commonly atrazine and its breakdown

product deethylatrazine (DEA), metolachlor, alachlor, and cyanazine) were generally

detected more frequently and usually at higher concentrations in streams and shallow

groundwater in agricultural areas than in urban areas [35]. Some herbicides detected in

urban areas, such as simazine and prometon, are those with substantial nonagricultural

uses, such as weed control in commercial areas, golf courses, and along roadsides. The

same relative patterns of different compounds were observed in groundwater, but at

much lower detection frequencies [34].

These USGS findings provide a “signature” of what can be expected in streams and

groundwater influenced by land use. This signature can be used by water managers to

identify and anticipate types of contaminants, leading to better management of the use of

chemicals.

It should be noted that detection does not necessarily translate to risk. The USGS

intentionally analyzed for very low levels, sometimes 10–100 times lower than guidelines

or standards established to protect drinking water. The intent of the low-level analysis is
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FIGURE 2-4 Pesticides and their significance to aquatic life. From Ref. [34]. (For color version of this figure, the reader
is referred to the online version of this book.)
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to detect and evaluate emerging problems, as well as to track contaminant levels over

time.

Nationally, theUSGSfindings show that pesticides are seldompresent at concentrations

likely to affect humans, but do occur in many streams, particularly those draining urban

and agricultural areas, at concentrations that may affect aquatic life or fish-eating wildlife

[34]. Concentrations of pesticides were greater than water-quality benchmarks for aquatic

life and (or) fish-eating wildlife, in more than half of the streams with substantial agricul-

tural andurban areas in theirwatersheds.Of the 178 streams sampled nationwide that have

watersheds dominated by agricultural, urban, or mixed land uses, 56% had one or more

pesticides in water that exceeded at least one aquatic-life benchmark. Urban streams had

concentrations that exceeded one or more benchmarks at 83% of sites (mostly of the

insecticides diazinon, chlorpyrifos, and malathion) although frequencies of exceedance

declined during the study period. Concentrations exceeded benchmarks in 95% of urban

streams sampled during the period 1993–1997 and in 64% of streams sampled during the

years 1998–2000. Agricultural streams had concentrations that exceeded one or more

benchmarks at 57% of sites—most frequently by chlorpyrifos, azinphos-methyl, atrazine,

p,p’-DDE, and alachlor. As the use of alachlor declined through the study period, its

benchmark exceedances also declined, with none during the last 3 years of study [34].

Aquatic-life benchmarks for organochlorine pesticide compounds in bed sediment

also were frequently exceeded in urban areas (70% of urban stream sites). Most

compounds that exceeded aquatic-life benchmarks for sediment were derived from

organochlorine pesticides that had not been used since before the study began, such as

DDT, chlordane, aldrin, and dieldrin. In agricultural streams, aquatic-life benchmarks

were exceeded at 31% of sites (most often by DDT compounds and dieldrin) [34]. Federal
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FIGURE 2-5 Pesticides in streams and shallow groundwater. In agricultural areas, these commonly include atrazine,
[deethylatrazine], metolachlor, cyanazine, and alachlor. In urban areas, common pesticides found include diazinon,
carbaryl, malathion, chlorpyrifos, atrazine, simazine, prometon, 2,4-D, and diuron. From Ref. [34]. (For color version of
this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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regulation on the use of DDT and other organochlorine pesticides clearly has resulted in

decreased contaminant levels; however, the slow rate of decreasing trends for DDT and

the continuing concern for human exposure indicate that organochlorine pesticides will

remain a concern.

Pesticides are most commonly detected as mixtures of multiple compounds, rather

than individually, including degradates resulting from the transformation of pesticides in

the environment. Streams in agricultural and urban areas almost always contained

complex mixtures of pesticides and degradates. Inmore than 90% of cases, water samples

from streams with agricultural-, urban-, or mixed land-use watersheds contained two or

more pesticides or degradates, and in about 20% of cases they had 10 or more complex

mixtures. Mixtures were less common in groundwater. Nevertheless, about half of the

shallow wells in agricultural areas and about a third of shallow wells in urban areas

contained two or more pesticides and degradates—less than 1% percent had 10 or more.

The herbicides atrazine (and its degradate, deethylatrazine), simazine, metolachlor, and

prometon were common in mixtures found in streams and groundwater in agricultural

areas. The insecticides diazinon, chlorpyrifos, carbaryl, and malathion were common in

mixtures found in urban streams [34].

The widespread abundance of pesticide mixtures, particularly in streams, means that

the total combined toxicity of pesticides in water and other media often may be greater

than that of any single pesticide compound that is present. Continued research is needed

on the potential toxicity of pesticide mixtures, including degradates, to humans, aquatic

life, and wildlife. USGS data on the presence and characteristics of mixtures and degra-

dates is helping to target and prioritize toxicity assessments.

USGS studies continue to track pesticides over time. One such study in the Midwest

Corn Belt, based on the analysis of 11 pesticides for 31 stream sites, showed that

concentrations of several major pesticides mostly declined or stayed the same in rivers

and streams from 1996 to 2006 [36]. Pesticides included in the trend analyses were the

herbicides atrazine, acetochlor, metolachlor, alachlor, cyanazine, S-Ethyl dipropylth-

iocarbamate (EPTC), simazine, metribuzin and prometon, and the insecticides chlor-

pyrifos and diazinon. Declines in pesticide concentrations closely followed declines in

their annual applications (generally within 1–2 years) indicating, not surprisingly, that

reducing pesticide use is an effective and reliable strategy for reducing pesticide

contamination in streams. Only one pesticide in the [36] study—simazine, (which is used

for both agricultural and urban weed control) increased in the years from 1996 to 2006.

Concentrations of simazine in some streams increased more sharply than its trend in

agricultural use, suggesting that non-agricultural uses of this herbicide, such as for

controlling weeds in residential areas and along roadsides, increased during the study

period.

A key finding of the [36] study is that elevated concentrations can affect aquatic

organisms in streams as well as the quality of drinking water in some high-use areas

where surface water is used for municipal supply. Four of the 11 pesticides evaluated for

trends were among those most often found in previous USGS studies at levels of potential
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concern for healthy aquatic life. Atrazine, the most frequently detected, is also regulated

in drinking water.

Trends in pesticide detection have been demonstrated in parts of the nation outside of

the Midwest Corn Belt; these trends are also tied to use and regulations. Concentrations

of diazinon, for example, show reductions beginning in 2002 in Accotink Creek, an urban

stream in Virginia (Figure 2-6). Most urban uses of diazinon, such as on lawns and

gardens, have been phasedout since 2001 [34].

Declines from 2000 to 2006 in concentrations of the insecticide diazinon correspond

to the USEPA national phaseout of non-agricultural uses. Similarly, declines in concen-

trations of agricultural herbicides cyanazine, alachlor, and metolachlor show the effec-

tiveness of USEPA regulatory actions, as well as the influence of new pesticide products.

The USGS works closely with the USEPA, which uses USGS findings on pesticide trends to

track the effectiveness of changes in pesticide regulations and use.

Although overall use is the most dominant factor driving changes in concentrations,

other factors controlling declines may be related to improved management practices.

This is suggested by rapid declines (even more rapid than their estimated use) in

concentrations of atrazine and metolachlor in some streams that were sampled by the

USGS in a Midwest Corn Belt study. The steeper declines in these instances may be

caused by agricultural management practices that have reduced pesticide transport.

However, data on management practices are not adequate to definitively draw this

conclusion [36].

2.2.3 Mixtures of Organic Wastewater Compounds

Improved sampling and laboratory methods enable documentation of many compounds

(known as emerging contaminants) in the Nation’s waters (Table 2-2). Several national

assessments have documented the presence of many commonly used substances, such

as caffeine, personal use products, pharmaceuticals, and hormones (generally called

FIGURE 2-6 The concentration of diazinon at a stream in Virginia shows a downward trend following the phaseout of
this chemical. From Ref. [34]. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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organic wastewater compounds) in surface water and groundwater. In a landmark study,

the USGS sampled 139 streams in 30 states; sampling sites represented “worst case”

situations, purposely selected downstream from wastewater treatment plants, domestic

septic systems, industrial discharge, animal feeding lots, and aquaculture [37]. The study

showed that at least one organic wastewater compound was found in 80% of sampled

streams and that 82 of the 95 targeted compounds were detected at least once. Fortu-

nately, measured concentrations generally were low—only 5% were greater than 1 ppb

(equivalent to a drop of water in an Olympic-sized swimming pool). However, detections

of multiple compounds were common, with as many as 38 compounds in one sample.

Nearly 35% of the samples contained more than 10 compounds. The mixtures resulted in

high total concentrations in some samples, as high as 80 ppb.

Complex mixtures of organic wastewater compounds can, even at very low concen-

trations, adversely affect the health or reproductive success of aquatic organisms. Barber

et al. [38] studied the North Shore Channel of the Chicago River (Chicago, Illinois) and

determined that these waters contained mixtures of natural and anthropogenic chem-

icals that persisted through the water-treatment processes. They noted that aquatic

organisms such as fish (largemouth bass and carp, in this study) are continuously

exposed to biologically active chemicals throughout their life cycles. More than 100

organic chemicals were measured in the study, and 23 compounds were detected in all of

the water samples analyzed. The majority of male fish exhibited vitellogenin induction,

a physiological response consistent with exposure to estrogenic compounds.

2.2.4 Trends in Selected Sediment-Bound Compounds in Lakes
and Reservoirs

Sediment cores from urban and agricultural reservoirs and lakes are used by USGS

scientists to track changes in sediment-bound compounds over long periods [39,40]. The

cores provide a measure of trends, make use of the watershed effect of integration of

hydrologic inputs over space and time, and permit evaluation of many sediment-bound

contaminants such as lead, chlordane, DDT, zinc, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAHs).

Findings showed a striking national reduction in concentrations of lead, which began

to decrease after it was removed from gasoline in the 1970s (Figure 2-7). Specifically,

Table 2-2 Principal Organic Compounds Detectable in U.S.
Wastewater (Described in Ref. [37] as Emerging Contaminants)

Antibiotics Fragrances
Antioxidants Fumigants
Detergents Hormones
Disinfectants Insecticides/repellants
Drugs Plastics
Fire retardants Steroids
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trends in lead concentrations in sediment cores in nearly 85% of 35 sampled reservoirs

and lakes in urban and reference areas, showed decreasing trends. This marks a positive

environmental advancement resulting from the federal-led regulation, although

concentrations are not yet back to background levels [41].

The USGS–reconstructed, water-quality histories for 38 urban and reference lakes

across the United States for organochlorine compounds, showed significant trends in

DDT, p,p’-DDE (a degradation, or breakdown product of DDT), and total polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs). Similar to lead, the decreases reflect positive advancements resulting

from federal regulations (Figure 2-8). Trends in chlordane were split evenly between

upward and downward directions in concentration [43].

In contrast, trends were not so encouraging with PAHs, formed by the incomplete

combustion of hydrocarbons (coal, oil, gasoline, and wood), resulting in many urban

sources including industrial and power-plant emissions, home heating, car exhaust, tires,

and asphalt in roads, roofs, and driveways (Figure 2-9). PAHs have increased in the

majority of urban lakes sampled across the United States since about 1970 [43].

In more recent USGS work, coal-tar-based pavement sealant was determined to be the

largest source of PAHs to 40 urban lakes [44,45]. On average, coal-tar-based sealcoat

accounted for half of PAHs in the lakes, while vehicle-related sources accounted for about

one-quarter. Elevated concentrations are generally associated with lakes receiving a large

contribution of PAHs from sealcoat, in many cases at levels that can be harmful to aquatic

life. Historical trends for a subset of studied lakes indicate that sealcoat use has been the

FIGURE 2-7 Samples taken from reservoir sediment cores show a decline from 1975 to 1997 in lead concentration.
From Ref. [42]. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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FIGURE 2-8 DDT trends from 1965 to 1997 are identified using sediment cores from reservoirs. From Ref. [39].
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 2-9 Polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) trends from 1975 to 2000. From Ref. [40]. (For color version of this
figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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primary cause of increases in PAHs since the 1960s. These findings have led to local

legislation, including a ban of coal-tar sealants, by the cities of Austin, (Texas) and

Madison (Wisconsin), and in the state of Washington.

2.2.5 Mercury

Mercury, a neurotoxin, is one of the most hazardous contaminants to threaten the quality

of our nation’s waters. The USGS assessed mercury contamination in fish, bed sediment,

and water in nearly 300 streams across the nation (Figure 2-10). The study revealed

mercury contamination in fish sampled in the nearly 300 streams nationwide [46]. Sources

of mercury (mostly from atmospheric deposition) are not uniform in their effects or

distribution. Watershed characteristics make some streams more vulnerable to mercury

deposition than others. In general, the presence of wetlands, organic material, and large

amounts of dissolved organic carbon enhance the process of converting total mercury to

methylmercury, the most toxic form of mercury and the form readily taken up by fish.

These factors are highlighted in a USGS study of total mercury in sediment in urban

watersheds in the Boston metropolitan area, in which concentrations were highest in

areas with many urban sources, including historical point-source discharges, nonpoint

sources, and atmospheric deposition (Figure 2-11). Concentrations were lowest in sedi-

ment in watersheds with more forest cover in Maine and New Hampshire [47]. In

FIGURE 2-10 Spatial distribution of total mercury concentrations in game fish, 1998–2005. From Ref. [46]. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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contrast, concentrations of total mercury in fish (more than 95% of which is methyl-

mercury) were higher in the forested watersheds near the Boston metropolitan area than

in fish in the more urban watersheds. Elevated concentrations in fish in the forested

watersheds result largely from natural factors, such as the presence of wetlands in these

forested watersheds—an environment that enhances the process of converting total

mercury to methylmercury [47].

In another study, the USGS assessed trends in mercury levels in fish, using a compi-

lation of state and federal fish-monitoring data from 1969 to 2005 in U.S. rivers and lakes

[48]. Findings showed significant decreases in fish mercury concentration at 22 of 50 sites

sampled across the nation from 1969 to 1987, whereas only four sites showed increases.

In those areas of decreases, mercury concentrations in fish decreased rapidly in the 1970s

and more gradually or not at all during the 1980s. Most waters examined during this time

period were medium to large rivers, draining areas of mixed land use. Trends were more

variable from 1996 to 2005, during which time data were assessed for six states in the

FIGURE 2-11 Mercury in fish varies by environmental setting. From Ref. [47]. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Southeast and Midwest. More upward mercury trends in fish were documented in the

Southeast compared to the Midwest. Upward mercury trends in fish in the Southeast

were associated with increases in wet mercury deposition found at sites in the region that

are part of the Mercury Deposition Network (a network of stations within the USGS

National Atmospheric Deposition Program). Upward trends may, in part, be attributed to

a greater influence of long-range global mercury emissions in the Southeast. In general,

however, mercury concentrations in fish did not change in most aggregated state data

from 1996 to 2005.

2.3 USGS Strategies to Assess Status and Trends
The USGS uses targeted designs and assessments to assess the status and trends of water

quality and relations between water-quality conditions and natural and human factors

that cause those conditions. These assessments consider the water-quality effects of

human activities, such as agriculture and urban development, across different land-

scapes, geologic and hydrologic conditions, and during different seasons as well as over

long periods of time.

This USGS approach is intended to answer questions such as: What are water-quality

conditions? What are the contributing factors, and when do changes occur? Do certain

natural features, land uses, or human activities and management actions affect the

occurrence and movement of certain contaminants? Do water-quality conditions change

over time?

USGS monitoring sites are not selected randomly, such as within a grid. Rather, sites

are selected because they represent certain human activities, environmental settings, or

hydrologic conditions during different seasons or times of year. For example, sites may be

selected to assess the effects of agriculture and urban development on pesticide and

nutrient contamination in streams.

2.3.1 Water Quality and the Natural Landscape

About 105million people, or more than one-third of the Nation’s population, receive their

drinking water from one of the 140,000 public water systems across the United States that

rely on groundwater pumped from public wells. Several USGS studies complement the

extensive monitoring of public water systems that is routinely conducted for regulatory

and compliance purposes by federal, state, and local drinking-water programs. USGS

findings assist water utility managers and regulators in making decisions about future

monitoring needs and drinking-water issues.

The natural landscape and geologic setting can be a source of natural contamination

in our waters, such as with radon in groundwater (Figure 2-12). Radon is a naturally-

occurring and soluble compound derived from uranium, and the USEPA classifies it as

a human carcinogen. Uranium-bearing minerals are present in granite, pegmatite, and

their derivative metamorphic rocks and sediments [2].
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Radon levels are elevated throughout much of the nation. A USGS national assess-

ment of about 2100 domestic wells showed that concentrations of radon, greater than

the lower USEPA-proposed MCL of 300 picocuries per liter (pCi/L), were found in 65%

of the wells sampled across the nation, which were located in all 48 states and in parts

of 30 regionally extensive principal aquifers [2]. Concentrations greater than the higher

proposed MCL of 4000 pCi/L, were found in 4.4% of domestic wells. The standard is still

under development by the USEPA (http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/rulesregs/sdwa/

radon/index.cfm).

Areas with elevated radon concentrations are controlled in large part by geology,

generally associated with crystalline-rock aquifers located in the northeast, the central

and southern Appalachians, and central Colorado [2]. The results of this study are

important because they show that a large number of people may be unknowingly affected

by exposure to radon. About 43 million people (or 15% of the nation’s population) use

drinking water from private wells, which are not regulated by the SDWA. Private well

owners are responsible for testing the quality of their well water and for any water

treatment that may be necessary.

FIGURE 2-12 Radon concentrations in groundwater. Sampling sites reflect data from approximately 2000 private
wells in 48 states. Regional coloring shows the extent of 30 principal aquifers sampled. Circles show radon
concentrations; white circles show sites with concentrations below 300 picocuries per liter. From Ref. [2].
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of
this book.)
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A national assessment of radon was also conducted on public-supply wells located in

41 states and in parts of 30 regionally extensive, principal aquifers. Radon concentrations

greater than the higher proposed MCL, were present in less than 1% of more than 900

sampled public-supply wells (generally located in deeper parts of the aquifers than

domestic wells), and greater than the lower proposed MCL in 55% of the sampled wells.

Public wells yielding water with radon concentrations greater than 300 pCi/L, were

geographically distributed across the United States. Radon generally was lowest in public

wells in the central states and in a few smaller sampled areas, such as eastern North

Carolina. Similar to domestic wells, elevated radon was most common in crystalline-rock

aquifers located in the Northeast [23]. Elevated concentrations of naturally occurring

trace elements in groundwater are also widespread across the United States [49]. About

20% of untreated water samples from selected public, private, and monitoring wells

across the nation contain concentrations of at least one trace element at levels of

potential health concern. The trace elements in groundwater that most frequently

exceeded USEPA human-health benchmarks were arsenic, uranium, and manganese.

Patterns of trace element occurrence relate to factors associated with the geologic sources

of trace elements and to features that affect their mobility, such as climate, land use, and

geochemistry.

The landscape can also be a natural geologic source of contamination to surface water.

The USGS reports, for example, that naturally occurring geologic sources of phosphorus

contribute to elevated levels of streambed-sediment phosphorus levels in many water-

sheds in Florida, Kentucky, and Tennessee [50]. This USGS study characterizes the

potential contributions of phosphorus to streams from naturally occurring geologic

materials, based on the spatial distribution of phosphorus levels in streambed sediment

from 5560 sampling sites in small, relatively undisturbed basins throughout the south-

eastern United States.

An important finding is that more than 75% of the phosphate ore mined in the United

States comes from the southeastern United States [50]. Understanding the spatial vari-

ation in potential watershed contributions of total phosphorus from geologic materials,

can assist water resource managers in developing nutrient criteria that account for

natural variability in phosphorus contributions from weathering and erosion of surficial

geologic materials.

2.3.2 Water Quality in Urban Areas

Water quality varies among different land uses, including agricultural, urban, and pristine

land-use settings. USGS assessments show that water quality varies among the different

settings; insecticides, for example, are more frequently detected at higher concentrations

in urban streams than in agricultural streams. Water conditions also vary among settings

with different land-use practices; phosphorus, sediment, and selected pesticides, for

example, are at higher concentrations in streams draining agricultural fields with furrow

irrigation than in agricultural fields with sprinkler irrigation [34,51–54].
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A study by Cuffney et al. [55] examined the effects of urbanization on algae, aquatic

insects, fish, habitat, and aquatic chemistry in urban streams in nine metropolitan areas

across the country: Boston (Massachusetts), Raleigh (North Carolina), Atlanta (Georgia),

Birmingham (Alabama), Milwaukee-Green Bay (Wisconsin), Denver (Colorado), Dallas-

Fort Worth (Texas), Salt Lake City (Utah), and Portland (Oregon). Study findings showed

that even at low levels of development (levels often considered protective for stream

communities) the number of native fish and aquatic insects, especially those that are

pollution sensitive, showed declines in urban and suburban streams. Specifically, the

study reported that in watershed areas with impervious cover of 10%, many types of

pollution-sensitive aquatic insects declined by as much as one-third, compared to

streams in undeveloped forested watersheds. As such, even minimal or early stages of

development can negatively affect aquatic life in urban streams [55]. The declines are in

part related to rapid rises and falls of streamflow and changes in temperature during

storms and high runoff. Stormwater from urban development can also contain fertilizers

and insecticides that have been used along roads and on lawns, parks, and golf courses,

which can be harmful to aquatic organisms.

Comparisons among the nine areas show that stream response to urban development

varies across the country [56,57]. Differences occur mostly because stream quality and

aquatic health reflect a complex combination of land and chemical use, land and

stormwater management, population density and watershed development, and natural

features, such as soils, hydrology, and climate. For example, aquatic communities in

urban streams in Denver, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Milwaukee did not decline in response

to urbanization because the aquatic communities were already degraded by previous

agricultural land-use activities. In contrast, aquatic communities declined in response to

urbanization in metropolitan areas, where forested land was converted to urban land—

areas such as Boston and Atlanta.

These USGS studies represent an integrated approach to understanding the physical,

chemical, and biological water-quality effects associated with urbanization. This inte-

gration is critical for prioritizing strategies for stream protection and restoration and in

evaluating the effectiveness of those strategies over time. Stream protection and

management is a top priority of state and local officials, and the findings are valuable in

recognition of the unintended consequences that development can have on aquatic

resources. The information is useful to predict and manage the future impacts of urban

development on streams and reinforces the importance of having a green infrastructure

to control stormwater runoff and protect aquatic life.

2.3.3 Water Quality in Agricultural Settings

The effects of the use of agricultural chemicals and other practices associated with agri-

culture on the quality of streams and groundwater are well known; however, less is known

about how those effects may vary across different geographic regions of the nation. USGS

studies on the transport and fate of agricultural chemicals in agricultural settings across
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the country, using comparable and consistent methodology and study designs, highlight

how environmental processes and agricultural practices interact to affect the movement

and transformation of agricultural chemicals in the environment [35,58–61]. The studies

address major hydrologic compartments, including surface water, groundwater, the

unsaturated zone, the streambed, and the atmosphere, as well as the pathways that

interconnect these compartments. The study areas represent major agricultural settings,

such as irrigated diverse cropping in the West and corn and soybean row cropping in the

Midwest, and therefore, findings are relevant throughout much of the nation.

Findings from these studies show how environmental processes and agricultural

practices act together to determine the transport and fate of agricultural chemicals in the

environment. For example, agricultural chemicals were transportedmore quickly in areas

of hydrologic and landscape modifications, such as those associated with irrigation, tile

drains, and drainage ditches. In addition, rates of movement of agricultural chemicals

over the land surface to groundwater, depended on the characteristics of the chemical

(such as solubility, sorption characteristics, and susceptibility to biochemical trans-

formation), the timing of chemical application relative to irrigation and precipitation, and

the volume of water inputs relative to evapotranspiration rates. Instream processes such

as photosynthesis and respiration can change nitrate loads in surface water, while nitrate

attenuation in groundwater depends on flow rates, the value of water moving through

reactive zones, and the presence of organic substrates needed to support biological

processes.

2.3.4 Water Quality as Related to Land- and Water-Management
Practices

Water quality and the ecologic productivity of streams are highly interconnected with

hydrology and the amount and timing of water flowing in a stream. A recent national

study by the USGS assessed relations between water quality, aquatic health, and

streamflow alterations, [62] identified over 1000 unimpaired streams, to use as reference

points to create streamflow models. The models were applied to estimate expected flows

for 2888 additional streams where the USGS had streamgages from 1980 to 2007. The

estimated values for the 2888 streams were compared to actual, measured flows to

determine the degree to which streams have been altered.

Findings show the pervasiveness of streamflow alteration resulting from land and

water management across the United States, the significant impact of altered streamflow

on aquatic organisms, and the importance of considering this factor for sustaining and

restoring the health of the Nation’s streams and ecosystems [62]. Specifically, the amount

of water flowing in streams and rivers has been significantly altered in nearly 90% of

waters that were assessed in the study. Flow alterations are a primary contributor to

degraded river ecosystems and loss of native species.

Flows are altered by a variety of land- and water-management activities, including

reservoirs, diversions, subsurface tile drains, groundwater withdrawals, wastewater
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inputs, and impervious surfaces, such as parking lots, sidewalks, and roads. Altered river

flows lead to the loss of native fish and invertebrate species whose survival and repro-

duction are tightly linked to specific flow conditions. These consequences can also affect

water quality, recreational opportunities, and the maintenance of sport-fish populations.

For example, in streams with severely diminished flow, native trout, a popular sport fish

that requires fast-flowing streams with gravel bottoms, is replaced by less desirable non-

native species, such as carp. Overall, the work by Carlyle et al. [62] indicated that streams

with diminished flow contained aquatic communities that preferred slow-moving

currents more characteristic of lake or pond habitats.

Understanding the ecological effects of these flow alterations helps water managers

develop effective strategies to ensure that water remains sufficiently clean and abundant

to support fisheries and recreation opportunities, while simultaneously supporting

economic development. Annual and seasonal cycles of water flows (particularly the low-

and high flows) shape ecological processes in rivers and streams. An adequate minimum

flow is important to maintain suitable water conditions and habitat for fish and other

aquatic life. High flows are important because they replenish floodplains and flush out

accumulated fine sediment in channels that can degrade habitat.

Carlyle et al. [62] showed that the severity and type of streamflow alteration varies

among regions as a result of varying natural landscape features, land practices, degree of

development, and water demand. Differences are especially large between arid and wet

climates. In wet climates, watershed management is often focused on flood control,

which can result in lower maximum flows and higher minimum flows. Extremely low

flows are the greatest concern in arid climates, in large part due to groundwater with-

drawals and high water use for irrigation.

Salinity-control projects have been implemented since the mid-1970s by the Bureau

of Reclamation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the Bureau of Land Management

to control the salinity of water delivered to Mexico, per the 1974 Colorado River Basin

Salinity Control Act. A landmark USGS study by [63] showed the positive effect that this

type of informed-management strategy can have in improving water quality. The study,

based on USGS salinity monitoring in streams and groundwater in the Southwest during

more than 30 years, used the SPARROW model to relate the salinity to natural and

human factors. The study describes salinity levels in streams and groundwater in parts

of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, and

concludes that although salinity varies widely throughout the region levels have

generally decreased in many streams [63]. Specifically, findings showed that dissolved

solids decreased from 1989 through 2003 at all sites downstream from salinity-control

projects, and that the decreases were greater than decreases upstream from projects.

For example, estimated annual loads of dissolved solids in the Gunnison River in the

Upper Colorado River Basin decreased by about 162,000 tons per year downstream from

the lower Gunnison salinity-control unit, in contrast to a decrease of only 2880 tons per

year upstream from the unit. This net decrease is about 15% of the annual load in the

lower Gunnison River.
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This example shows how changes in land and water use, reservoir management,

transbasin exports, and the implementation of salinity-control projects, including using

low water-use irrigation systems and the redirection of saline water away from streams,

has improved water quality in the Colorado River Basin by lowering salinity.

The USGS study also documents the variability of salinity throughout the region, from

22 to 13,800 mg/L in streams. Finally, the study shows that both natural factors and

human activities affect salinity. Through new geostatistical modeling techniques, the

USGS was able to show that land- and water-use activities, primarily associated with

pasture and cultivated land, contribute more than half (56%) of the salinity to streams,

whereas natural geologic materials provide the remaining 44% [63].

2.3.5 Water Quality and Seasonal Variation

Water quality issues, regardless of land use, management practices, or natural geographic

variability, as described above, are complicated by seasonal variations. These seasonal

variations are associated with climate and human factors, such as irrigation. For example,

at many sites studied by the USGS in the eastern United States, total nitrogen concen-

trations were highest in the spring when streamflow is highest and when fertilizer is

applied, while total phosphorus concentrations were highest in the summer and autumn

when streamflow is lowest and less water is available to dilute effluents from point

sources. At other sites, particularly in the upper Midwest, both nitrogen and phosphorus

concentrations were greatest during high streamflow in the spring. In the western states,

seasonal patterns were less distinct due to the highly variable topography and climate and

the widespread use of dams, reservoirs, and canals [19].

USGS pesticide assessments also reveal effects of seasonality, generally showing low

concentrations of pesticides in streams for most of the year—lower than most standards

and guidelines established to protect aquatic life and human health [34]. However, in the

case of the insecticide diazinon in a California stream, the assessments also showed

pulses of elevated concentrations that exceeded standards and guidelines during times of

the year associated with rainfall and applications of chemicals (Figure 2-13). Domagalski

et al. [64] examined concentrations of diazinon over a 2-year period from 1996 to 1998

relative to a guideline for the protection of aquatic life (shown on Figure 2-13; guideline

set by the International Joint Commission). No local water districts draw water directly

from this creek, but the levels were frequently high enough to be toxic to water insects

that are essential food for fish. These types of data demonstrate the need for targeted

sampling over seasons to determine when peak contaminant concentrations may affect

drinking-water supplies and critical life stages of aquatic organisms.

2.3.6 Water Quality Over the Long Term

A critically important reason for any governmentto sustain a scientific mission, such as

the USGS, is its ability to collect and interpret water-quality data across many decades

using equivalent techniques, so that the data can be compared. A classic example was
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published by Goolsby and Battaglin [65]. They described nitrogen in theMississippi River,

principally nitrate and organic nitrogen (dissolved and particulate). Nitrate is the most

soluble and mobile form of nitrogen. Using USGS historical records dating back as early

as 1903, the authors showed that the average concentrations of nitrate in the Mississippi

River and some of its tributaries increased several fold after the early 1900s, in parts of

Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, and Ohio. They noted that concentrations increased

by a factor of about 2.6 between 1905 and 1907 and 1980 and 1996, and that most of the

increase in the lower Mississippi River main stream occurred between the late 1960s and

the early 1980s. During that period, the average annual nitrate concentration in water

flowing to the Gulf of Mexico more than doubled.

As this example indicates, without comparable data collected over time, assessments

cannot distinguish long-term trends from short-term fluctuations—nor can natural

fluctuations be distinguished from the effects of human activities. USGS assessments

FIGURE 2-13 Pulses of elevated concentrations show the importance of tracking seasonal variation. From Ref. [64].
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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show that water quality continually changes. The changes can be relatively quick—within

days, weeks, or months, such as in streams in the Midwest where types of herbicides used

on corn and soybeans have changed; or changes can be relatively slow, such as in

groundwater beneath the Delmarva Peninsula where nitrate concentrations are begin-

ning to decrease after 10 years of improved management of nitrogen fertilizers [34,66].

The need for long-term data is well demonstrated in the High Plains aquifer, also

known as the Ogallala aquifer, which is the Nation’s most heavily used groundwater

resource. Most of the extracted water is used for irrigation, but nearly 2 million people

also depend on the aquifer as a source of drinking water. The eight states that use water

from the High Plains aquifer are Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma,

South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming. Nebraska hosts the largest areal extent of the water

source.

USGS findings show that heavy use of water for irrigation and public supply, as well as

leakage down inactive irrigation wells, are resulting in long-term gradual increases in

concentrations of contaminants (such as nitrate and dissolved solids) from the water

table to deeper parts of the High Plains aquifer where drinking-water wells are

screened [67].

USGS scientists analyzed water for more than 180 chemical compounds and physical

properties in about 300 private domestic wells, 70 public-supply wells, 50 irrigation wells,

and 160 shallow, monitoring wells sampled between 1999 and 2004. The study, by Gurdak

et al. [67] also assessed the transport of water and contaminants from land surface to the

water table and deeper zones used for supply, to predict changes in concentrations over

time.

Water produced by the High Plains aquifer is generally acceptable for human

consumption, irrigation, and livestock watering. However, the increase in contaminant

concentrations over time has important implications for the long-term sustainability of

the High Plains aquifer as a source of drinking water. Once contaminated, the aquifer is

unlikely to be remediated quickly because of slow rates of contaminant degradation and

slow groundwater travel times in the aquifer; deep water in some parts of the aquifer is

about 10,000 years old [67].

2.3.7 The Value of Water Quality Modeling

Models are essential if we are to better understand the status and trends of chemical and

other constituents in the environment and to forecast future conditions. Models, inte-

grated with monitoring, help us to apply our understanding of water quality, the

hydrologic system, and the landscape to broader areas, including entire stream reaches

and aquifers, large river basins, ecoregions, states, and the nation [30]. A map showing

the distribution of average atrazine concentrations at USGS stream sites and the

intensity of its use on crops, illustrates this point (Figure 2-14). The highest concen-

trations were found in the Midwest Corn Belt where use is most intense (data from

Gilliam et al. [34]).
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To extend monitoring data to a more complete national assessment, USGS scientists

developed a statistical model that uses the measured data collected in streams (e.g.,

Figure 2-14) with information on pesticide use and land use, climate and soil charac-

teristics, and other watershed characteristics to predict concentrations for streams that

have not been sampled. This statistical model allows scientists to map predicted average

atrazine concentrations for more than 60,000 streams nationwide (Figure 2-15). The

development of this type of predictive method allows scientists and resource managers to

extend information from relatively few sites with direct measurements to the rest of the

nation, and it is used by regulatory agencies such as USEPA and state equivalents to

anticipate elevated concentrations of atrazine in streams.

Models have also been developed to better understand sources and transport of

contaminants. One such example, noted earlier, is SPARROW, a spatially explicit, data-

driven model that relates major pollutant sources to instream measurements [30]. At the

national scale, SPARROW includes agricultural land uses and nutrient inputs (including

those from the atmosphere), treated sewage, and crop and livestock production. It also

includes watershed characteristics that control transportation, such as stream size, soils,

and slope.

FIGURE 2-14 Atrazine measured in streams, 1992–2001. Blue and yellow circles are streams with low concentrations—
0.05 mg/L or less; orange and red circles have higher concentrations—0.05 to greater than mg/L. Green shading
indicates the intensity of atrazine use on crops. From Ref. [34]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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SPARROWwas used by USGS scientists to show the major source areas and delivery of

phosphorus from the Mississippi River Basin (an area including 31 states) to the Gulf of

Mexico (Figure 2-16). The results indicated that a considerable amount of phosphorus

delivered to the Gulf originates in distant watersheds, such as in the Ohio and Tennessee

Rivers [30]. Similar findings are evident for nitrogen delivery. As discussed above

(Figure 2-3), USEPA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), states, and other

members of the Gulf Hypoxia Task Force use this information to identify priority

watersheds and agricultural management practices in the watersheds delivering the most

nutrients to the Gulf [31].

The USGS has developed a regionally focused set of SPARROW water-quality models

to assist with the interpretation of water-resources data and provide predictions of

water quality in unmonitored streams. These regional SPARROW models incorporate

geospatial data on the geology, soils, land use, fertilizer, manure, wastewater-treatment

facilities, temperature, precipitation, and other watershed characteristics derived from

USGS, USEPA, USDA, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. These

data are then linked to measurements of streamflow fromUSGS streamgages and water-

quality monitoring data from approximately 2,700 sites operated by 73 monitoring

agencies [68].

FIGURE 2-15 Prediction of atrazine in streams. Blue and yellow streams (most of the U.S. outside of the larger channels
in the Mississippi River watershed) indicate low concentrations; red (mainly the Mississippi River and principal
tributaries) indicates high concentrations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Six USGS regional models were developed in the Northeast, Southeast, Upper Midwest

(Great Lakes), Missouri River, Lower Midwest (Gulf of Mexico), and Pacific Northwest,

using the national SPARROW modeling framework. Results detailing nutrient conditions

in each region and description of a support system for decision making are published in

a set of papers [68,69]. These authors indicate that each region and locality has a unique

set of nutrient sources and characteristics that determine how those nutrients are

transported to streams. For example, based on the six regional model results, wastewater

effluent and urban runoff are significant sources of nutrients in the Northeast and Mid-

Atlantic, while agricultural sources like farm fertilizers and animal manure contribute

heavily to nutrient concentrations in the Midwest and the central regions of the nation.

Atmospheric deposition is the largest contributor of nitrogen in many streams in the

eastern United States, and naturally occurring geologic sources are a major source of

phosphorus in many areas. Additionally, the six models show that the amount of nutri-

ents transported varies greatly among the regions; for example, nutrients can be removed

in reservoirs or used by plants before they reach downstream waters. Temperature and

precipitation variations across the country also affect the rates of nutrient movement and

nutrient loss on the land and in streams and reservoirs.

Using a web-based support system for decision making built on these models, users

can evaluate combinations of source-reduction scenarios that target one or multiple

sources of nutrients and see the change in the amount of nutrients transported to

downstream waters—a capability that has not been widely available in the past. For

FIGURE 2-16 Estimated delivery of phosphorus from the Mississippi River Basin to the Gulf of Mexico. From Ref. [30]
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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example, the web-based support system for decision making indicates that reducing

wastewater discharges throughout the Neuse River Basin in North Carolina by 25% will

reduce the amount of nitrogen transported to the Pamlico Sound from the Neuse River

Basin by 3%, whereas a 25% reduction in agricultural sources, such as fertilizer and

manure, will reduce the amount of nitrogen by 12%.

Similar models are applied to assess groundwater quality problems and to predict the

vulnerability of groundwater, across the nation, to nitrate [66]. The concentration of

nitrate contamination in shallow groundwater and in drinking-water wells across the

country can be predicted on the basis of (1) nitrate concentrationsmeasured by the USGS

at nearly 2000 wells, and (2) national data sets on sources of nitrogen. The model

prediction demonstrates moderate to severe nitrate contamination (greater than the

drinking water standard of 10 mg/L, as indicated in red on Figure 2-17) at locations in the

High Plains, Mid-Atlantic region, and California. The high concentrations are generally

related to high nitrogen inputs, high water input, well-drained soils, fractured rocks or

those with high effective porosity, and lack of attenuation processes. The estimated

number of people served by wells with nitrate concentrations severely contaminated by

nitrate greater than 10 mg/L is about 467,000 in the United States. The model predicts

that exposure risk is reduced by seeking deeper water supplies.

FIGURE 2-17 Vulnerability of shallow groundwater and drinking-water wells to nitrate contamination. From Ref. [66].
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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2.3.8 Water Quality and Climate Change

Climate change is a major challenge for global water-resources management [70].

Furthermore, climate change is increasingly recognized as a factor not only in water

availability, but also in the quality of water [6,62]. Although numerous impacts are

anticipated for the future, climate change is already affecting water resources in a variety

of ways [3–5,11]. According to Dettinger [71]; “earlier spring snowmelt has been well

documented in the western US. Warmer winters and springs in the Western United States

have contributed to widespread hydrologic changes, including trends toward more

precipitation as rain rather than as snow, less snowpack overall, earlier greening of

vegetation, and earlier snowmelt” (Figure 2-18). These types of annual and decadal

changes in precipitation can lead to long-term changes in surface runoff or instream

dilution, contributing to long-term changes in nutrient concentrations in streams [71].

A few additional examples of water quality impacts already observed and documented,

as well as others that are predicted, are described below.

Increased frequency of heavy rainfall is an expected outcome of a warmer atmosphere

[9,73]. Storm rainfall is a water-treatment challenge because it increases sediment and

pathogen loads, urban stormwater runoff, and combined sewer overflows [74]. Droughts

are also expected to be more common and intense and to last longer [73]. A drought

followed by runoff associated with heavy precipitation results in higher concentrations of

contaminants and increased nutrient loads [75]. These higher levels of nutrients, in turn,

increase the potential for algal blooms and the associated taste- and odor- and algal-toxin

FIGURE 2-18 Trends for the onset of spring snowmelt are shown for the western United States. This is the date on
which snowmelt runoff adds large water volume to rivers—the onset occurs 1 week to almost 3 weeks earlier now
than in the middle of the twentieth century [71,72]. Changes in the timing of streamflow have implications for
agricultural water management and hence nutrient transport. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred
to the online version of this book.)
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problems [75,76]. As such, the quality of source water is expected to be affected by more

frequent algal blooms, changes in types and abundance of watershed vegetation, and

increased water temperature, particularly in riparian areas [74].

In their review of potential impacts of climate change on groundwater resources

Earman and Dettinger [3], state that “changes in the Earth’s climate have the potential

to affect both the quality and quantity of available groundwater, primarily through

impacts on recharge, evapotranspiration and (indirectly) on pumpage and

abstraction.”

A well-documented aspect of the impact of climate change on water quality pertains

to saline intrusion in coastal aquifers. Globally, sea levels have risen by about 22 centi-

meters in the twentieth century. It is expected that sea level will continue to rise in

response to global warming, as ocean waters warm and expand and major ice sheets melt

into the seas. In coastal areas, these higher sea levels are likely to increase the potential for

the intrusion of ocean water into freshwater aquifers, increasing groundwater salinity [3].

One impact of changing patterns of precipitation on small streams is that they are

sustained through substantial parts of the year by groundwater flow [3]. These streams

are relatively shallow compared to the depth of the aquifers that supply the groundwater

inflow, and consequently receive inflows mainly from the uppermost parts of the

contributing aquifers. As groundwater recharge decreases, water tables drop and

contribution to streamflow declines [3].

The effects of reduced groundwater inflow on water quality and ecosystems have also

been described. One effect is the reduced dilution of contaminants and warmer stream

temperature. Groundwater is typically cooler than streamflow [3] because surface water

has traveled overland to (and through) stream channels. Warmer stream temperatures

are likely to have significant impacts on species viability, as described in two examples

below.

Surface temperatures of rivers and oceans have all increased significantly [4,9].

Warmer streamflow is a stressor on many endemic species and facilitates colonization by

introduced species. Additionally, spring warming of temperate lakes disrupts the timing

between zooplankton and the phytoplankton food supply [4].

Model projections by Cloern [4] suggest that “climate-driven changes to the San

Francisco Estuary-Watershed could lead to a diminishing water supply, continued shifts

toward wetter winters and drier summers, sea level rising to higher levels than were

projected only a few years ago, salt water intrusion, reduced habitat quality for native

aquatic species.” Warmer water temperature has had a negative effect on fish endemic to

the Sacramento Delta, such as the Delta Smelt [4]. These fish are adapted to cool, turbid,

low-salinity habitats and as delta waters warm and become more saline, their already-

compromised habitat may be further degraded.

Twentieth century warming has already affected the Salmonid habitat, with unfa-

vorable changes to thermal and hydrologic properties of aquatic systems, according to

a study of risks to coldwater fish as a result of climate change [77]. In their work on Native

Trout and Grayling within 11 western states, the authors note that climate model output
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indicates that these trends will continue and even accelerate until at least the middle of

the twenty-first century [77]. Drought is the most pervasive threat, with 40% or more of

the historic range of seven taxa at high risk. Greenback cutthroat trout are an example, in

Colorado, where population pressure and land-use change have eliminated the fish from

much of its former habitat, and most of the remaining populations are found in higher-

elevation streams and lakes [77]. Drought is a relatively high-risk factor for this fish;

additionally, increasing summer temperature and wildfire are also higher risks within its

historic habitat in the South Platte Basin as compared to where they are found now

(Figure 2-19) [77].

2.4 Conclusions
This brief set of mainly USGS-derived examples of water-quality status and trends in the

United States indicates that to sustain water supplies of high quality to meet human and

ecological needs, a continual advance in our understanding of an increasingly complex

set of underlying controlling factors is required. Furthermore, constant development of

new analytical tools and models to inform our approach will be essential. Lastly, the

scientific community needs to synthesize and translate the results of this work so that

resource managers and decisionmakers can effectively use the scientific information that

we provide.

FIGURE 2-19 Risk of summer temperature increases and drought for greenback cutthroat trout in their current range
in the drainages of the South Platte Basin and the Upper Arkansas Basin in Colorado. From Ref. [77]. (For color version
of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Water-quality issues facing the United States have changed since the implementation

of the CWA and are in large part, focused on nonpoint sources of pollution and other

environmental stressors. A major challenge for the monitoring of water-quality status

and trends is to improve understanding of the many nonpoint-related sources and

stresses that affect water quality, now and over the long term. This requires credible,

objective, and interdisciplinary data on, and interpretation of, the physical, chemical,

and biological conditions of water bodies and the natural landscape; and also of natural

factors such as climate, climate change, and human activities, that may contribute to

those conditions.

The water quality issues highlighted here are complex, and explanations for

degraded water quality include interactions among the natural environment, climate

change, and human land and water use that vary spatially and temporally over a variety

of scales. These complexities present challenges to scientists and policy makers who are

trying to understand and manage water-quality issues such as: changing patterns in

flow conditions; increasing water temperature and salinity; and increases in contami-

nation from a variety of naturally occurring and man-made chemicals. Complex

mixtures of organic compounds, such as pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and hormones,

can, even at very low concentrations, adversely affect the health or reproductive success

of aquatic organisms; and nutrient enrichment can lead to algal blooms, low oxygen,

and impaired ecosystems.

Given these complexities, achieving sustainable high-quality water across the nation

to meet human and ecosystem needs requires sustained and comprehensive efforts in

several key areas:

• Understanding the relations between water quality and the natural landscape,

hydrologic processes, climatic variability, and human activities;

• Evaluating water quality in the context of physical, chemical, and biological systems;

• Monitoring over short-term and long-time scales;

• Integrating modeling with monitoring to help apply our understanding of water-

quality conditions and hydrologic systems to unmonitored, yet comparable areas.

Such commitments and investments will continue to provide the critical and improved

scientific basis for decisionmakers to effectivelymanage and protect our waters across the

United States and in specific geographic areas, now and in the future. Science will help to

sort out and prioritize the multitude of decisions involving competing demands for safe

drinking water, irrigation, sustainable ecosystems, energy development, and recreation.
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3.1 Introduction
The challenges presented with regard to water in Africa come in three forms: Water is

either too much, too little, or too dirty. The rainfall pattern has changed because of

climatic variability and change. The drought and flooding cycle has been reduced from

a frequency of 7 years to a frequency of 2.5–3 years [1]. The water is unacceptably dirty

because of many factors that may include natural processes (such as seasonal trends,

underlying geology and hydrology, and weather and climate), as well as human activities,

including domestic, agricultural and industrial use, and environmental engineering.

Some of these are analyzed below. Africa has 84 rivers, of which 17 are major ones, each

with catchments over 100,000 km2. There are more than 160 lakes larger than 27 km2. In

addition, Africa has vast wetlands and widespread groundwater. It receives plentiful

rainfall, with annual precipitation equal to that of Europe and North America in different

regions. Water withdrawal is mainly for three purposes—for agricultural, domestic, and

industrial use at 3.8% of total annual renewals. There are large disparities of water
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availability amongst regions, with 50% of surface water in the Congo basin and 75% of

water found in eight major basins.

The causes for Africa’s water pollution may be found in high population growth

standing in 2009 at 1 � 109 [2] and growing at a rate of about 2.4%; overstocking and

overgrazing; poor agricultural practices; desertification; atmospheric deposition; indus-

trialization; and lack of sustainable sanitary facilities and alternatives. The high load of soil

sediments deposited [3] into the river systems was last estimated at 54 tons per hectare per

year of crop soil. Human and animal waste deposited in water arises from the fact that

most rural and peri-urban dwellings have no sewage-treatment plants. A further cause is

lack of efficient municipal and industrial waste collection, treatment, and disposal. Other

contributing causes are weak legal instruments coupled with weak enforcement of the

existing laws. The lack of quality data on water to assist policy formulation is another

major contributor to weak laws. The high load deposits of large quantities of nitrogen and

phosphorus plant nutrient arising possibly from biomass burning, sewage, industrial

effluents, and dust contribute to eutrophication of rivers and other water-receiving bodies.

Water- and sanitation-related diseases collectively account for 80% of sicknesses in

developing countries. TheWorld Health Organization [3] estimates that globally about 2.2

million children die from diseases related to inadequate water supply, poor sanitation

and poor hygiene annually—more than from AIDS, malaria, and TB combined. Diarrheal

diseases accounted for 16% mortality of children under five in Kenya in the year 2002–

2003 [4]. This is more than malaria (14%) and HIV/AIDS (15%). Diarrheal diseases killed

24,000 Kenyans in 2002 and constituted 7% of all deaths among people of all ages. The

waterborne diseases caused by pathogenic bacteria, viruses and parasites (e.g. protozoa

and helminths) are the most common and widespread health risk associated with

drinking water. The public health burden is determined by the severity of the illnesses

associated with pathogens, their infectivity, and the population exposed.

The coliform counts in most river waters are often very high. Figure 3-1 gives the

coliform loads in the Nairobi River [5]. The readings during the wet season were above

the scale of the instrument used. Rainwater is the environmental cleansing agent during

the wet season. Hence all human and animal wastes in the bush are carried by storm

water into the river. This is the cause of the high coliform load during the rainy season.

During the dry season, the storm drains are used to carry sewage water from residential

houses. This is contrasted with the water spring source at Ondiri, Swamp in Kenya, which

has low coliform load in both seasons.

3.2 The Pollution of River Systems
Several human activities lead to the deterioration of river systems. Some of the most

obvious activities are deforestation and biomass burning of the trees in watershed areas;

agricultural activities such as food and horticultural crops growing next to the riverbed;

dumping of agricultural residues into the water; soil erosion; and inflows of sanitary,

animal, and industrial wastes into the river system. These activities lead to overloading of
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the nutrients phosphorus and nitrogen, with subsequent depletion of water oxygen

resulting in eutrophication of the water body. Most river systems have seen their

ecological systems changed by the increasing encroachment of settlements into their

riparian course ways. The increased settlements have brought with them high withdrawals

of water for agricultural practices, household use, and industrial activities; and the return

of untreated wastewater into the rivers. Figure 3-2 shows some of these activities.

Figure 3-3 further illustrates some of the bad practices along riverbeds. The photos

show a weir used to raise the water level to pumpable height. Above and below the weir

there are human settlements. In addition, a road runoff directed into the river, directs

stormwaters along the road into the river. The combined discharges of raw sewage, storm

water, and riparian agricultural wastes, accelerate the deterioration of the water systems.

Most rivers pass through urban centers with artisan activities. For example, effluents from

the informal sector, garages, markets, residential areas, and hotels, as well as from

industries, enter the river systems untreated.

Burning of motor vehicle tires and plastics is a common activity at riverside garages.

Furthermore, solid wastes from markets, hotels, and residences are frequently dumped

along the riverbed or into the river (Figure 3-4). In large bodies of water, sighting of dead

animals and humans floating in the river is common. Tillage frommining and prospecting

activities, such as gold prospecting, add mercury and cyanide contents into river waters.

The deterioration of quality in large and small water systems has evolved since

independence of the developing countries, because of neglect and inaction by the local

government and citizens whose livelihoods depend on the water. Yet these rivers provide

life-support for the livelihoods of innumerable riparian communities. The destruction of

FIGURE 3-1 Coliform load in the Nairobi River (All readings during the wet season were above the scale of the
instrument used.). (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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the water catchments through deforestation and poor agricultural practices has resulted

in increased soil erosion, as well as release of agricultural chemicals into the rivers.

Riparian communities dispose of their wastes into the rivers as if the waterways were their

cesspools, with little regard for the downstream user. As a result, health has deteriorated

in the downstream riparian communities. Anthropogenic abuses have combined forces

with nature in the destruction of the rivers through global climate change and variability.

Shortage of fresh water that flows through the rivers may also be attributed to changes in

the rainfall pattern and intensity. Continued climate change and variability may worsen

the water situation in the future. It is for these considerations that river basin restoration

and water-management systems need to be established.

3.3 Climate Variability and Change
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th Assessment Report [6] states

that “climate change and variability have the potential to impose additional pressures on

water availability, water accessibility, and water demand in Africa. Even in the absence of

climate change, present population trends and patterns of water use indicate that more

African countries will exceed the limits of their ‘economically usable and land-based

FIGURE 3-2 Human pressures along a riverbed. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online
version of this book.)
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water resources before 2025.’ In some assessments, the population at risk of increased

water stress in Africa, for the full range of SRES scenarios, is projected to be 75–250million

and 350–600 million people by the 2020s and 2050s, respectively.” Climate variability and

change affect food availability and food accessibility by its variation and through extreme

events, such as droughts, floods, and heat waves. There is indeed in the Sahel region

a strong correlation between the years of poor rainfall and years of food crises. The years

1973, 1985, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2005, and 2010 that have been years of drought and also

years of food crises or famine in some areas or the whole of the Sahel region [7–9],

illustrate this correlation. The climate-related risks for food security could increase in the

future because of climate change that could alter rainfall patterns, increase the frequency

and the intensity of climate shocks, and induce transformations of ecosystems [10].

According to the latest report of the IPCC, some impacts of climate change on food

security in Africa could be large by 2020; in some countries, yields from rain-fed agri-

culture could be reduced by up to 50%; and by 2080, an increase of 5–8% in arid and

semiarid land in Africa is projected, under a range of climate scenarios.

For Africa, 2010 was the warmest year on record. Temperatures in 2010 averaged

1.29 �C above the long-term average for Africa. From 1980 to 1998, global maize and wheat

yields decreased by 3.8% and 5.5% respectively, because of increasing temperatures [10].

FIGURE 3-3 Weir for water- and sewer-exhaustion next to a riverbed. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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3.4 Agricultural and Industrial Chemical Pollution
Africa’s agriculture is the least developed because of low levels of investment. Agriculture

accounts for only 4% of most African government budgets compared to 14% for Asia.

Agricultural yield declined by 30% between 1967 and 2007 on the African continent. On

the other hand, the yield in South Asia increased two-fold, while in East Asia it was three

times higher. Africa relies on rain-fed agriculture as only 6.5% of its farmland is irrigated,

compared to 40% for Asia. The continent’s cultivable land stands at 60% compared to 31%

for Latin America. It uses one tenth of the fertilizer per hectare, compared to European

levels. Given these levels of agricultural activities, one would expect that African rivers

would bemuch cleaner than they are. However, as Africa needs to increase its agricultural

productivity by at least 70% in order to feed its burgeoning population, one worries about

the possible demise of life in all the river systems in the continent, if the present agri-

cultural practices are maintained.

Various pesticides are in wide public use in Kenya. Rivers receive the pesticides from

storm waters that drain into the rivers. Figures 3-5 and 3-6 give the concentrations of

pesticides in theNairobi River during the dry seasons and thewet seasons. Heptachlor and

g-hexachlorohexane were the widely used pesticides along the catchments of this river.

FIGURE 3-4 Waste dumping along a riverbed. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online
version of this book.)
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Rivers also contain harmful trace metals like cadmium, mercury, lead, and chromium,

to mention a few. The sources of these metals are attributed to industrial artisanal usage,

agriculture, vehicles using leaded gasoline and the general mass circulation system.

Figure 3-7 gives the concentration of lead in the Nairobi and Ngong rivers during the dry

FIGURE 3-5 Concentrations of pesticides in Ngong River during the dry season. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 3-6 Concentration of pesticides in Ngong River during the wet season. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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andwet seasons. The concentration of thismetal during the wet and dry seasons exceeded

the WHO limit of 10 mg/L at all sites. These sites are located at the source and along the

stream of the rivers, implying high traffic and industrial activity. It is also possible that the

storm water cleanses the deposits from the drainages and soils into the river.

FIGURE 3-7 The concentration of lead in the Ngong and Nairobi rivers water during the wet and dry seasons. (For
color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 3-8 The concentration of chromium in Nairobi River water samples during wet and dry seasons. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Figure 3-8 presents the concentrations of chromium along the Nairobi River. The wet

season concentrations are much higher than the dry season concentrations. The

concentrations generally increase as one moves from the source of the river to the resi-

dential and industrial areas. The dry-season concentration at the Kagundo site reflects

the impact of the sewage-treatment plant outlet. The metal is used mainly for chrome

plating, leather processing, and for making metal alloys.

In addition to the sanitary wastes deposited into the rivers, the rivers carry high

deposits of various chemicals and sediments. Some of the chemicals found in the water

have developmental consequences to the consumers of such waters. Figure 3-9 gives the

levels of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) some of which are known endocrine disruptors.

The PCB concentration levels are highest in the industrial area of Nairobi city

through which the Ngong and Nairobi rivers flow. The upper parts of these rivers and

residential areas, show low levels of these compounds. However the concentration picks

up as one approaches the busy roads and after passing the city sewage-treatment plant.

The pattern of the dry-season river content is different from the wet-season pattern.

Figure 3-10 gives the concentration of PCBs during the dry season. Selected congeners

of PCBs are found to be more prevalent at sites with either high traffic or industrial

activities. PCBs 28, 52, 118, and 105 are more prevalent in measurable quantities at these

sites. The source of these chemicals is speculated to be old electric transformers that are

still in use, burning of plastics, high traffic levels, and general mass circulation of wind

that may import these chemicals from other countries. The presence of the chemicals,

though at low concentrations at the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) station

at Mt. Kenya confirms that wind is capable of transporting these chemicals over long

distances [11].

FIGURE 3-9 Concentration of PCBs in Ngong and Nairobi rivers during wet season. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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FIGURE 3-10 Concentrations of PCBs during the dry season in Ngong and Nairobi rivers. (For color version of this
figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

3.5 Sediments and Other Physicochemical Parameters
Most rivers carry high loads of sediments because of soil erosion, poor farming prac-

tices that allow plowing up to the riverbanks, and lack of construction of terraces to

slow down the water runoff. As a result of this, most rivers have water whose color is

muddy brown. Measurement of total dissolved solids and electrical conductivity indi-

cates that the nature of dissolved substances in the water is within the USEPA standards

of 500 mg/L and 900 mS/cm respectively, except for six sites of high industrial artisan

activity. Figure 3-11 presents the Nairobi River water conductivity at various sampling

points.

On the other hand, measurements of the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and

dissolved oxygen indicate that the rivers have low water quality with respect to these

two parameters. Figures 3-12 and 3-13 give the results of the measurements. The BOD

levels are much higher in areas of industrial activity, and the situation deteriorates

during the dry season when there is less water for dilution. The levels of dissolved

oxygen are worse during the dry season and imply that during this period, higher

aquatic species may not survive in the river water. A dissolved oxygen level of 4–8 mg/L

is normally accepted as good for supporting life-form ecosystems.

Agricultural fertilizers are not excluded from the water system. Some of these come as

a result of rainwater runoff from crop fields. Some leach through the groundwater into the

river system. The Nairobi River passes through some agricultural fields and receives

agricultural chemicals like phosphates, nitrates, sulphates and pesticides from storm

water and field runoffs.

Figure 3-14 gives the level of phosphates detected in the water during the wet and dry

seasons. The phosphate levels are low at the upper portion of the river, but increase after
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FIGURE 3-11 Nairobi River basin water conductivities during the wet and dry seasons. (For color version of this figure,
the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 3-12 The BOD of the river waters during the wet and dry seasons. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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passing the residential area. The high levels observed at the lower reaches of the river

indicate that the industrial area also adds significant amounts of fertilizers into the water.

The increased levels could be attributed to the use of phosphate detergents in the

washing of clothes and also in urban farming. Themarked difference between the seasons

is the dilution effect during the rainy season.

FIGURE 3-13 Dissolved oxygen in the river waters during the wet and dry seasons. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 3-14 The concentration of phosphates in Nairobi River basin waters. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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The artisan mechanics that repair motor vehicles have no proper disposal system for

oil and grease. They either dispose of the oils directly into the river or into storm-water

drainage pipes. Figure 3-15 gives the concentration of oil and grease in the Nairobi River

during the experimental period. The dry-season concentration is generally much higher

than concentrations in the wet season. The sites with the highest level correspond to the

density of artisans working in these areas.

3.6 Atmospheric Deposition
Pesticides and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have also been detected in

atmospheric depositions at various points monitored in Kenya [10]. These deposits add to

the load of chemicals in the rivers. The deposition of persistent organic pollutants (POPs)

was measured at four sites in Kenya. These were located at the WMO Mt. Kenya site,

which served as a reference point, the Kabete campus of the University of Nairobi, which

represents an agricultural environment with less industrial and vehicle activity, the

Dandora, City of Nairobi waste dump site, and at Kitengela, an old pesticide storage site

for the Desert Locust Organization. All depositionmeasurements were done using passive

air samplers with polyurethane foam, mounted on containers that allow air to flow

through, on stands that are about 2 m above the ground. Each filter was replaced after

three months of exposure and analyzed in the laboratory. Similar deposits have recently

been reported [11] in several African and Asia Pacific countries. The long-range transport

of chemicals has been established and reported [11].

FIGURE 3-15 The concentration of oil and grease in Nairobi River water. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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3.7 POPs and PCBs Found
Tables 3-1 and 3-2 give the maximum and minimum concentrations of POPs and PCBs

found at sites in Nairobi. The detection of atmospheric deposits of POPs and PCBs

confirms the grasshopper movement of the pesticides through air-mass circulation

around the globe. It further complicates the efforts mounted under the Stockholm

Convention to eliminate these chemicals from the environment. The cumulative effect of

wet and dry deposition onto the soil and the water systems adds to the difficulty of

identifying the sources of pesticides in the environment. However, their contribution to

the worsening status of rivers cannot be denied.

Table 3-1 Results of POPs in Air Analysis (ng/mL)

Average Median Geomean Min Max SD %RSD n/45
Orins

Aldrin 38 35 36 22 78 13 34 21
Dieldrin 39 37 36 14.20 92 16 40 25
Endrin 38 40 35 7 61 13 35 20

Chlordanes

trans-Chlordane 36 34 35 20 68 11 31 16
cis-Chlordane 38 38 36 13 68 12 32 17
trans-Nanochlor 45 41 42 27 81 18 41 10
Oxychlordane 48 45 44 29 70 20 43 4
Heptachlor 60 42 47 25.5 155 54 90 5
cis-Hepta-chlorepoxide 38 34 36 20 71 12 32 20
trans-Hepta-chlorepoxide 36 32 34 22 90 16 45 15

DDTs

P,p’-DDT 40 38 36 8 67 15 38 21
O,p’-DDT 37 34 34 13 71 16 44 10
P,p’-DDT 53 37 40 14 420 76 143 26
P,p’-DDE 38 36 37 21 68 11 30 14
O,p’-DDE 45 40 40 9 85 19 43 22
P,p’-DDD 41 37 40 29 75 14 33 14
O,p’DDD 40 38 36 8 67 15 38 21

Table 3-2 Results of PCBs in Air Analysis (ng/mL)

PCBs Average Median Min Max SD %RSD n/44

PCB #28 1.20 1.23 0.61 1.87 0.29 24 17
PCB #52 1.20 1.21 0.52 2.00 0.32 27 18
PCB #101 1.17 1.15 0.59 2.15 0.34 29 18
PCB #118 0.42 0.04 0.001 1.12 0.57 134 5
PCB #138 1.26 1.10 0.10 3.82 0.81 64 18
PCB #153 1.22 1.22 0.29 2.19 0.39 32 19
PCB #180 1.22 1.06 0.07 3.49 0.68 56 19
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3.8 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
PAHs can find their way into soil and water from the air. Sixteen PAHs were detected [11]

in air samples from three sites in Nairobi, using passive air-samplers. Concentrations of

the PAHs in air are reported in nanograms per filter (ng/filter). This provides information

on time-integrated values based on a weighted 28-day scale, which is approximately

equivalent to 1000 m3 of air obtained during one day of active sampling. PAHs were

detected in all air samples collected in the Nairobi industrial area, a municipal dump site

in Dandora, and the urban background in Kabete. The total 16 PAHs (ng/filter) were

lowest in Kabete (1512.0) during the wet month of March and highest in Dandora (8467.4)

in July during the dry season. A summary of the maximum and minimum levels of PAHs

detected over the 6-month period at the three sites are given in Table 3-3 below.

The levels of PAHs were highest in the industrial area until the beginning of the long

rainy season in March. There was a general increase in the levels of PAHs between

March and May in Dandora and the industrial area. In Kabete, PAH levels dropped

from 1908.8 ng/filter in February to 1512 ng/filter in March, and then rose to 2082 ng/

filter in the next month. This was followed by a decline at all sites in May. However,

during the cool dry season, levels of PAHs in the air in the industrial area and Kabete

remained relatively constant within the 6000 and 2000 ng/filter, respectively. In Dan-

dora, there was a more marked increase from 8402 ng/filter in June to 9676 ng/filter

(Figure 3-16).

The fairly constant level of PAHs in Kabete and more marked variations in Dandora

and the industrial area suggest point source inputs of PAHs in Nairobi air. The Kabete

Table 3-3 Maximum and Minimum Levels of PAHs Detected in Nairobi Air (ng/filter)

PAHs

Sampling Sites

Kabete Dandora Industrial Area

Min Max Min Max Min Max

1 Naphthalene 84.0 310.7 143.0 334.0 161.0 322.0
2 Acenaphthylene 9.3 84.0 46.4 123.0 50.6 86.0
3 Acenaphthene 17.0 181.2 56.0 88.5 42.5 69.1
4 Fluorene 153.0 245.8 579.3 774.0 395.6 528.5
5 Phenanthrene 667.0 977.9 2881.3 3867.0 2138.8 2896.6
6 Anthracene 28.0 46.7 230.8 359.0 195.0 297.5
7 Fluoranthene 265.0 426.2 1142.2 1591.0 1180.0 1727.3
8 Pyrene 204.0 340.1 940.4 1429.0 1118.0 1695.4
9 Benzo(a)anthracene 10.0 19.7 74.3 100.0 83.1 115.9
10 Chrysene 23.0 46.7 92.7 137.0 119.0 164.1
11 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 6.0 12.4 24.1 38.0 25.4 47.3
12 Benzo(k)fluoranthene 4.0 8.3 10.6 23.0 16.0 21.7
13 Benzo(a)pyrene 1.7 5.2 4.4 21.0 12.3 19.9
14 Benzo(ghi)perylene 1.8 3.0 7.7 18.0 11.4 18.1
15 Indeno(1,2,3-cd )pyrene bd bd 0.9 2.0 1.8 2.0
16 Dibenz(ah)anthracene 1.8 6.8 8.7 24.0 13.1 20.8
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site has minimum human settlement and there are no industrial activities. The Dan-

dora dump site is subjected to inputs from municipal dumping and burning of waste.

The possible inputs of PAHs in the industrial area are from industries and motor

vehicles.

At all sites, phenanthrene was the most abundant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon in

air samples. Levels between 667.0 and 3896.0 ng/filter were detected in Kabete and

Dandora in March, during the rainy season. Concentration ranges of phenanthrene were

widespread across the seasons (Kabete 667.0–997.9 ng/filter; industrial area 2138.8–

3278.0 ng/filter; Dandora 2881.3–3867.0 ng/filter). Phenanthrene is a source marker for

incineration and for motor vehicle emissions. There is an indication that the burning of

municipal waste in Dandora and the emission from motor vehicles in the industrial area

are the most probable sources of phenanthrene at these sites.

The concentrations of the other three-ringed PAHs: naphthalene, acenaphthylene,

acenaphthene, fluorine, and anthracene were much lower at all sites. The lowest average

concentrations were those of acenaphthylene (17.1 ng/filter in Kabete; 70.6 ng/filter in

the industrial area; 72.2 ng/filter in Dandora) and acenaphthene (21.6 ng/filter in Kabete;

62.2 ng/filter in the industrial area; and 71.1 ng/filter in Dandora). Concentrations of the

simplest PAH, two-ringed naphthalene, were 188.7, 246.2 and 201.3 ng/filter in Kabete,

the industrial area and Dandora, respectively.

The levels of six-ringed PAHs benzo(ghi)perylene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene and

dibenz(ah)anthracene averaged between below the limit of quantitation and 24.0 ng/

filter. Passive sampling using polyurethane foam captures the low-molecular-weight

PAHs more effectively than the heavier ones. There may be an underestimation of levels

of heavier PAHs numbers (10–16) that calls for further investigation. The average

concentrations of PAHs in the air at the three sites are provided in Figure 3-17.
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FIGURE 3-16 Graphs showing variations in concentrations of total 16 PAHs in air. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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3.8.1 Levels of PAHs Detected in Soils

All the 16 targeted PAHs in the survey were detected in soils in Nairobi. However, only

eight of these were quantified because of shortage of standards in the local laboratory.

The Research Centre for Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology (RECETOX) labo-

ratory analyzed a mixture of soil for the first three months only, since soil analysis was

complementary to air. The integrated concentrations of PAHs are highlighted at the end

of this section. Levels reported are for dry soils obtained by treating soils with baked-out

sodium sulfate.

Levels of PAHs in soils were generally lowest in Kabete soils compared with Dandora

and the industrial area. Acenaphthene was the least abundant compound at all three

sites. The compoundwas not detected in soils at the three sites, except inMarch when the

concentration was 0.02 � 0.01 ng/g in Dandora; and in June at the industrial area site

(1.5� 0.31 ng/g). Phenanthrene was remarkably abundant at the Dandora dump site with

concentrations ranging between 14.9 � 2.76 ng/g in February and 526.7 � 8.62 ng/g in

July. This was unlike other PAHs whose concentrations were within the same range of

magnitude. The possibility of higher loadings because of localized contamination

requires further investigation. Ranges of PAHs at the three sites are given in Table 3-4.

Marked variations in levels of the eight PAHs were noted at the Dandora and the

industrial area. Levels of the eight PAHs quantified in soils were fairly constant in Kabete,

where the lowest concentrations were also detected (17.3 � 1.19 to 62.2 � 0.97 ng/g).

Throughout the study period, levels of the total eight PAHs were lowest in Kabete and

highest in Dandora (Table 3-5).

There was a general increase in the concentrations of PAHs at the Dandora and the

industrial area sites between April and July. At the Dandora dump site, the lowest levels of
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FIGURE 3-17 Average concentrations of PAHs in Nairobi air. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to
the online version of this book.)
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(175.8 � 2.46 ng/g) were recorded in the wet month of April. This was followed by an

increase in levels of PAHs in the next two months to the highest concentration of

726.5 � 4.50 ng/g in July, a dry cool month. In the industrial area soil, the lowest levels of

PAHs (63.4 � 1.29 ng/g) were detected in March and the highest levels in July,

(138.7 � 1.93 ng/g) as illustrated in Figure 3-18.

Table 3-4 Minimum and Maximum Levels of PAHs Detected in Soils (ng/g)

Sampling Sites

Kabete Dandora Industrial Area

Min Max Min Max Min Max

1 Naphthalene bd 10.2 � 0.59 bd 12.0 � 4.50 bd 9.4 � 1.52
2 Acenaphthylene bd bd bd 2.0 � 0.10 bd 39.4 � 1.03
3 Acenaphthene bd bd bd 0.03 � 0.01 bd 1.5 � 0.31
4 Fluorene bd bd bd 146.4 � 7.52 bd bd
5 Phenanthrene bd 0.92 � 0.03 14.9 � 2.76 526.7 � 18.62 12.8 � 0.44 19.8 � 1.05
6 Anthracene bd 0.92 � 0.03 68.1 � 15.77 162.7 � 18.70 16.1 � 3.44 41.6 � 1.15
7 Fluoranthene 4.3 � 1.76 33.1 � 2.81 18.6 � 0.11 40.2 � 2.90 16.1 � 3.44 41.6 � 1.15
8 Pyrene 7.2 � 0.49 16.6 � 3.45 7.8 � 0.17 81.9 � 9.58 19.1 � 1.33 25.4 � 1.44

bd ¼ below detection.

The number of filters used for analysis is 3.

Table 3-5 Levels of Total Eight PAHs Detected in Soils (ng/g � SD)

Sampling Sites February March April May June July

Kabete 40.3 � 0.84 32.1 � 0.46 38.4 � 1.52 51.9 � 1.28 62.2 � 0.97 117.3 � 1.28
Dandora 204.2 � 1.27 281.4 � 3.56 175.8 � 2.46 141.4 � 1.03 211.9 � 2.01 726.6 � 4.50
Industrial area 86.2 � 1.30 56.3 � 1.29 116.3 � 4.6 109.7 � 4.3 99.9 � 0.74 138.7 � 1.93

The number of filters used for analysis is 3.
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FIGURE 3-18 Graphs showing variation in concentrations of total eight PAHs in soil. (For color version of this figure,
the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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On the average, phenanthrene was the most abundant of the eight PAHs in soils at the

Dandora site, where 137.4 � 5.09 ng/g was detected. At the industrial area site, fluo-

ranthene levels were the highest, averaging 30.4 � 2.42 ng/g. Levels of PAHs were

generally lowest in Kabete, but there were appreciable quantities of fluoranthene and

pyrene at this site, whose average concentrations (ng/g) at the site were 24.7 � 1.86 and

11.7 � 2.00, respectively.

Notable also are the more marked levels of the heavier four- to five-ringed PAHs than

the lighter two- to three-ringed PAHs in the soils. Concentrations of acenaphthene were

particularly low at all sites, with none detected in Kabete and Dandora soil samples and

1.5 � 0.05 ng/g in the industrial area (Figure 3-19).

3.8.2 Correlation of Levels of PAHs in Air and Soil

The main limitation of comparing actual concentrations is the difference in the matrices,

which also results in a difference in the units of measurement. For comparability of data,

only PAHs 1–8 that were quantified in both matrices were considered. Correlation was

done using Pearson’s correlation coefficient from MS Excel 2007.

The Pearson’s correlation coefficients of levels of the total of eight PAHs in soils and air

were 0.7976, 0.5527, and 0.1796 at Kabete, Dandora, and the industrial area respectively.

The relatively strong correlation at the Kabete site indicates balanced exchanges of PAHs

between the air and the soil. Lower correlation coefficients at the Dandora and the

industrial area sites suggest sudden changes in the local input of PAHs in soils or air.

These studies of atmospheric deposition convince us to believe that the levels of

chemicals detected in water are fortified by atmospheric sources. Cleaning up the rivers

would require stringent enforcement of anti-air-pollution measures, which are unavail-

able in most African countries.
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FIGURE 3-19 Variation of average concentrations of PAHs in Nairobi soils. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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3.9 The Cost of River Restoration
Very few countries have the resources or the technical capabilities to undertake river

restoration works. As a result, not many African countries have undertaken projects

aimed at rehabilitating, restoring, and managing river systems. Kenya, in collaboration

with the United Nations Environment Programme, has been involved in the Nairobi River

Basin Programme for the last 6 years. The cost of this project has been estimated at

200,000 US dollars. Figure 3-20 shows the results that have been achieved by the project.

A similar restoration project at a cost of 4 � 109 US dollars has been proposed by the

Indian Government for the rehabilitation of the Ganges River. For financial reasons alone,

it is preferable to prevent the degradation of the river system rather than wait, and then

restore it after it has been decimated.

3.10 Conclusions
Water quality in Africa is generally impacted by natural processes—seasonal trends,

underlying geology and hydrology, atmospheric deposition, and human activities. It is

estimated that 75% of Africa’s drinking water comes from groundwater, and it is often

used with little or no purification. If such water is contaminated by microbiological

pollutants, diseases like dysentery, cholera, and typhoid will easily spread. Sources of

water with chemicals that are endocrine disruptors and/or carcinogenic, or teratogenic,

have disease consequences for the long-term users of such waters. It is estimated that,

globally, about 884 million people have no access to potable drinking water and about 2.5

million people globally have no sustainable sanitation. Access to clean drinking water and

basic sanitation, including toilets, wastewater treatment, and recycling, affects a coun-

try’s developmental progress in terms of human health, education, and gender equality.

The provision of sustainable drinking water and sanitation are inadequate across many

parts of Africa, and, where available, water supply and sanitation services are differen-

tiated according to urban, rural, or informal settlements.

Food production comprises a large proportion of Africa’s economy, bringing in, on

average, 20% of the gross domestic product (GDP) for each country. In sub-Saharan

Africa, it accounts for 67% of jobs. Africa has the highest rate of rural poverty in the world

and the poorest people remain in agriculture, with women taking the leading role in

agricultural activities. Improving and sustaining agriculture in Africa will therefore be

fundamental to economic development and the alleviation of poverty.

It follows therefore that Africa needs a strong integrated system for water-quality

monitoring. A strong focus on developing and improving technologies to conserve and

reuse water for agriculture is required, including optimizing water use, treating

contaminated water, recycling water, desalinating water, and harvesting water for irri-

gation. Rapid analytical techniques fit for these purposes are required. The analytical

instrument which has robust, portable, automated instrumentation; has contamination-

free environment (includes reagents, containers, sampling apparatus, transportation);
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has sensitive and selective detection with removal of matrix interferences, e.g. sea salts;

has system stability (reagents, standards, pumps, detector); has onboard filtration and

prevention of bio-fouling; and has remote calibration, validation, and maintenance.

African scientists call for collaboration and assistance in building such systems.
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4.1 Septic Systems and Their Prevalence
in the United States

The septic system is a relatively simple means of treating human sewage, also known as

wastewater. These systems are the major subset of small-scale wastewater-treatment

processes that fall under the acronym OWTSs, or on-site wastewater-treatment systems.

They play an important role in wastewater treatment because they provide a means of

pollution abatement in rural areas, outlying suburban areas, and in areas that are distant

from centralized sewage-treatment systems. A centralized sewage-treatment system

requires a large capital expenditure (millions of dollars) and a consistent tax base to support

its construction and maintenance [1]. In the areas mentioned above, one or both of the

required financial support requirements may not be available. Septic systems can be small

or large in that they have been used to treat human sewage from individual homes,

multifamily structures, businesses and even hotels in both urbanized and rural areas.

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) [2], nearly one-

fourth (23%) of homes in the US use septic systems, and they are particularly abundant in

the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky, West Virginia, Maine, Vermont and New

Hampshire. Vermont has the highest septic-system usage (55%), and California has the

lowest (10%). Reliance on septic tanks for wastewater treatment is often significant in

waterfront areas in other coastal and inland areas [3]. This discussion will focus on septic

systems for individual homes; for detailed information on multifamily or institutional

systems, see Ref. [2].

How does a septic system function? At its simplest (Figure 4-1), a septic system

consists of a septic tank and an overflow pipe connecting to a set of pipes that discharge

liquid waste into a drain field [2,4]. Wastewater from the commode, sink, shower, and

washing machine enters the septic tank, where solids are settled, grease is retained, and

some anaerobic microbial digestion of sewage occurs. The remaining liquid waste

(supernatant) passes through a filtered valve into a set of perforated pipes that discharge

the waste in a diffuse manner into a drain field, which is also known as a distribution

trench, leach field, soil absorption field, or subsurface wastewater infiltration system

(Figure 4-1). The drain field is generally located 0.3–0.6 m (1–2 ft) below the ground

surface and lined with gravel. In cold climates it may be from 0.9–1.2 m (3–4 ft) below the

surface, to prevent freezing. The gravel and pipes are covered with a porous cloth which,

in turn, is covered with soil and planted with grass. The drain field sits above a zone of

aerated soil, called the vadose zone. The vadose zone is perched at some distance above

the upper groundwater table, which is the eventual destination of the treated wastewater.

4.2 Septic System Pollutants and Treatment Processes
Wastewater contains pathogenic and other microbes (viruses, fecal bacteria, protozoans);

organic material that exerts a biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) during decomposition;

plant nutrients—total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) are of particular
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importance to receiving aquatic ecosystems; surfactants from soaps and detergents;

heavy metals; chemical cleaning agents; and other chemical environmental contami-

nants, such as personal care products including prescription medications, over-the-

counter drugs and vitamins, makeup products, and anything else that people flush down

sinks and toilets (Table 4-1). After wastewater enters the septic tank, the solids settle and

the tank requires to be regularly pumped out to prevent problems. The remaining liquid

Table 4-1 Approximate Concentrations of Typical Pollutants
in Raw Domestic Wastewater

Parameter Concentration (mg/L)

Total solids 500–880
Total suspended solids 155–330
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) 155–286
Ammonium-N 4–23
Nitrate-N <1
Total nitrogen 26–75
Soluble phosphorus-P 7
Total phosphorus 7–12
Surfactants 9–18
Fecal coliform bacteria (as CFU/100 mL) 106–108

From Refs. [2,47]; City of Wilmington, NC, records.

Below the drain field is the vadose zone (aerated soils) 
–ideally 3-5 ft above water table; moderately 
permeable soils most appropriate

Septic tank for solids 
collection

Supernatant from tank overflows into infiltration 
trench, also called drain field; consists of gravel 
about 6 inches deep

Upper or surface water table receives treated leachate, which 
will flow in the direction of the groundwater movement

Fecal microbes, BOD and some nutrient species are treated in drain field by a 
combination of filtration, microbial consumption, microbial transformation, protozoan 
consumption; in underlying soil layer, adsorption of phosphate and ammonium can occur 
as well. Nitrate is not significantly removed in the septic-system process.

FIGURE 4-1 Stylized depiction of a septic system (not to scale). (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to
the online version of this book.)
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waste passes through a screened valve and is transported to the drain field. As the liquid

waste is discharged over the gravel in the drain field, many of the constituent pollutants

undergo removal or reduction. Some dewatering occurs by evaporation, especially in

warm climates or seasons, and there is also some uptake and transpiration through

overlying grasses. Pollutant removal occurs as a result of filtration, aerobic decomposi-

tion, chemical transformation and microbial interactions. A biological mat (biomat or

biofilm) forms over the gravel in the drain field of a regularly used septic system. Within

the biomat, nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) nutrients are taken up by soil microbes, and

thus converted from inorganic nutrients into living material. These bacteria, in turn, are

consumed by protozoans and small macrofauna such as nematodes. Microbial trans-

formations of elements also occur, such as nitrification, which is the oxidation of

ammonium to nitrite and nitrate under aerobic conditions facilitated by the bacteria

Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter. Another process is called denitrification, which is the

microbial conversion of nitrate to elemental nitrogen gas, N2. This process is considered

beneficial because it involves the microbial conversion of the pollutant, nitrate, into

elemental nitrogen gas, N2. Little denitrification occurs, however: this process is most

efficient under anaerobic conditions, which are the least efficient conditions for removal

or reduction of the remainder of the pollutants in wastewater.

Labile carbon, which creates the majority of the BOD in wastewater, is used as

a substrate by bacteria. As the liquid percolates from the drain field down through the

vadose zone, other wastewater components such as orthophosphate, ammonium, and

some metals are adsorbed by the soil particles. Some of the fecal bacteria are consumed

by protozoans and other grazers; others are filtered within the biomat, and still others are

adsorbed by soil particles beneath the drain field. Death to enteric microbes also occurs

over time because they are removed from their optimal (intestinal tract) growth

conditions into a hostile environment characterized by different conditions of temper-

ature, DO concentrations, pH, etc. Treatment processes and efficacies for constituents

such as nutrients, fecal microbes, and BOD are well documented, but effectiveness of

treatment of residues frommany personal care products is poorly documented for septic

systems.

Aerated soils provide more effective treatment of fecal microbes than anaerobic

soils. Regarding treatment efficacy, the greater the contact between wastewater and

the soil particles in this aerated zone, the greater is the degree of treatment [4]. Under

ideal circumstances septic systems can achieve nearly complete removal of fecal

bacteria and BOD [2]. Unfortunately, under many circumstances septic systems and

other OWTS have caused significant water-pollution problems involving microbial

contamination of drinking water and bathing waters. Septic-tank leakage is the most

frequently reported cause of groundwater (well water) contamination [5]. Such prob-

lems are largely caused by placing septic systems in locations inappropriate for

adequate treatment.

What are the proper hydrological and geographical requirements for optimal septic-

system usage? First, the soil should have moderate percolation capabilities. If the soils are
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very rapidly drained, like many of the coastal sands, there will be little attenuation and

adsorption of pollutants and many will pass through to reach groundwater. Alternatively,

if the soil is too resistant to percolation (such as many fine-grained clays), surface

ponding may result, wherein poorly treated wastewater sitting above the system is unable

to drain through. Surface ponding obviously presents a health hazard to humans, pets,

livestock, and wildlife. Thus, in permitting a site for septic-system usage, state agencies

rely on soil tests of permeability to avoid surface ponding. A second key factor is the

groundwater table. The USEPA [2] recommends that the vadose zone (aerated soil layer)

should be at least 0.6 m (2 ft) and, ideally, up to 1.5 m (5 ft) in depth, but individual states

often permit less depth to the water table. High water tables commonly lead to poorly

treated sewage and pollution of nearby water bodies. An important consideration is that

the depth of the upper groundwater table typically changes seasonally. In summer, the

active terrestrial vegetation uses large quantities of groundwater and also transpires large

volumes to the atmosphere. Evaporation is greatly enhanced in summer relative to

winter; for example, in the Coastal Plain of North Carolina, a warm temperate state,

evaporation increases by a factor of 6.5 between December and July [6]. Thus, in winter

the seasonal groundwater table is normally closest to the surface relative to warmer

seasons. Periods of rain cause the groundwater table to rise closer to (or even above) the

surface, whereas drought lowers the groundwater table.

A third important factor influencing optimal septic-system usage is proximity to

surface water bodies. In coastal areas characterized by relatively porous soils, plumes

from septic-system drain fields move downslope until they encounter a body of water.

Setback requirements vary widely among states and can be arbitrary [2]. For example,

an analysis of off-site nutrient movement from septic systems on St. George Island,

Florida, found that the legal setback limit of 23 m was inadequate to protect nearby

surface waters from receiving elevated nutrients, and a 50 m setback was recom-

mended for full protection [7]. Local ordinances should include science-based setback

requirements from drinking wells, streams and lakes, and property lines to prevent

off-site pollution.

In a given area, features such as the soil texture, the land slope, and the depth to the

water table, control the area’s carrying capacity for septic systems. Too many septic

systems in the area will overwhelm the carrying capacity and render treatment ineffective

[2,8,9]. Where there is excessive crowding, individual septic plumes may intermingle to

pollute large areas of groundwater. Duda and Cromartie [9] working in six tidal water-

sheds in coastal North Carolina, found significant positive correlations between fecal and

total coliform levels and increased densities of septic tank drain fields in the watersheds.

They also reported that in watersheds where septic-system density exceeded 0.62 drain

fields per ha (0.25 drain fields per acre), shellfish beds were closed due to high fecal

bacteria counts; and in watersheds where drain field densities were less than 0.37 per ha

(0.15 per acre), water quality was acceptable and shellfish beds were open. The USEPA

has designated areas with greater than 0.15 septic tanks per ha (0.06 septic tanks per acre)

as potentially problematic [5].
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4.3 Septic Systems and Fecal Microbial Pollution
According to the USEPA (2002) [2], average water use in the US ranges from 150 to 265 L/

day (40–70 gallons per day). Thus, areas with high septic-system density can contribute

considerable pollutant loading to groundwaters and surface waters, if the septic effluent

is not effectively treated by the soil. In the US, various documented disease outbreaks

have been traced to drinking well contamination by fecal bacteria or viruses from septic-

system drain fields [5]. In addition to the direct contamination of drinking waters,

microbial pollution from septic-system drain fields was implicated as contributing to

about one-third (32%) of the shellfish bed closures in a 1995 survey of US state shellfish

managers (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s State of the Coast

Report) [10]. Among coastal areas of the US, this type of shellfish-bed pollution was

noted as particularly problematic in coastal areas of the Gulf of Mexico and the West

Coast [10].

The location of septic systems in improper soils is a major fecal microbial pollution

issue in surface waters and shallow groundwaters. Improper septic-system location

occurs where drain fields are situated on porous soils such as sand, combined with

a high water table. Research has demonstrated that at least 0.6 m of aerated soil is

needed for adequate treatment of fecal microbes [4,11,12]. Accordingly, the USEPA

(2002) [2] recommends that 0.6–1.5 m (2–5 ft) of aerated soil is needed to achieve nearly

complete treatment of the wastewater before it enters the groundwater table. It is

important to note that where soils are sandy, porous, and waterlogged, microbial

pollutants such as fecal bacteria and viruses can flow through the soils laterally via the

shallow groundwater to enter surface waters. For example, Scandura and Sobsey [3],

found that septic-sourced viruses can travel rapidly in waterlogged soils—approximately

35 m in two days.

Another major microbial pollution problem occurs when septic systems are placed in

soils that are too impermeable to permit proper percolation. This is primarily an inland

phenomenon, where clay soils are common. As mentioned, in such circumstances, the

polluted liquid from the drain field will seep to the surface, causing ponding. The high

fecal microbial concentrations in such ponded wastewater make it an immediate health

hazard to humans and animals that contact it. While ponded on the soil surface, the

wastewater is also subject to rainfall, leading to stormwater runoff that contains very high

fecal bacteria concentrations [13].

4.4 Examples of Coastal Microbial Pollution from
Septic Systems

4.4.1 Brunswick County, North Carolina

This area is characterized by sandy coastal soils that are poorly suited for wastewater

treatment [8]. Nevertheless, it contains excessive densities of septic systems (20 per ha, or
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8 per acre) and sampling within estuarine watersheds yielded the highest fecal coliform

concentrations in association with septic tanks. Cahoon et al. [8] also reported high levels

of N and P in septic-system-rich areas, with pollutant movement facilitated by ditching

and draining activity.

4.4.2 Charlotte Harbor, Florida

Charlotte Harbor, the second largest estuary in Florida, is located on the west coast of that

state. Approximately 37,000 septic systems are located within Charlotte County [14].

A study was undertaken to investigate the relationship between tidal movement and

microbial water quality in a residential canal. The greatest abundances of fecal coliforms,

Enterococci bacteria, and fecal coliphages were found at low- to outgoing tides, because

the action of outgoing tidal water on the saturated soils drew septic-system-polluted

groundwater into the canal on the falling tide. A further study of seven watersheds in the

Charlotte Harbor system [15], found that fecal microbes were concentrated in areas of

low salinity and high septic-system density. The highest pollution levels in this study were

reported for a 292-ha (672-acre) watershed that contained 252 septic systems at a density

of 0.94 septic tanks/ha (0.38/acre).

4.4.3 The Florida Keys

The Florida Keys presents a different problem with underlying soils. The Keys contain

over 30,000 septic systems and injection wells into which raw sewage is disposed [16].

However, the soils are karst (limestone) and, thus, very porous [17]. Field experiments

showed that fecal viruses injected into injection wells flow out through the porous soils

into coastal waters within 10–53 h depending on location in the Keys, with movement as

fast as 19 m/h in the Key Largo area [18]. Outgoing tides exacerbate this offshore

movement of fecal waste [18]. Furthermore, microbial contaminants associated with

human sewage have been isolated in mucus layers of coral heads in waters of the Keys

[16], indicating that inadequate treatment by the abundant septic systems in that region

can pose a health threat to humans (e.g., recreational divers) and beneficial aquatic life,

even in marine waters away from the immediate coastline.

4.5 Septic Systems and Nutrient Pollution
Coastal water bodies, including tidal creeks, lagoons, riverine estuaries and the coastal

ocean can be highly sensitive to nutrient pollution (i.e. eutrophication). This sensitivity

to nutrient inputs is evidenced by formation of toxic and otherwise noxious phyto-

plankton blooms [19–21], overgrowths of periphyton and/or macroalgae that can

smother seagrass beds and generate hypoxia (see Refs. [22,23] and references therein),

and direct toxicity to sensitive seagrass species by nitrate or ammonium inputs (see

Ref. [22]; and references therein). Production of noxious high-biomass algal blooms in

many coastal waters has resulted in increased BOD which contributes to hypoxia [24].
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Creation of more bacterial biomass provides more food for harmful algal species that

can use mixotrophy for their nutrition (see Ref. [25]; and references therein). Mixo-

trophy is the concomitant use by algae of photosynthesis and heterotropy to obtain

nutrition. Eutrophic conditions typically are characterized by abundant dissolved

organic substances from high organic loads and excreted or lysed materials, together

with abundant particulate living matter such as bacteria, small phytoplankton, and

protozoans, whose growth has been stimulated by the nutrient loading. These

organisms are available for phagotrophy. Thus, all of these prey items and dissolved

substances are available for consumption by mixotrophic harmful algal species (see

Ref. [25]; and references therein).

In many coastal systems, N is the principal nutrient controlling phytoplankton growth

(e.g., Refs. [26,27]), although P can limit or colimit algal growth in some situations [28].

Septic-system leachate can have high concentrations of ammonium in the tank (Table

4-1); in the drain field and beyond; inorganic nitrogen can be in the form of ammonium

or nitrate, depending upon redox conditions.

The concentrations of nitrate known to cause enhanced algal growth can be quite low

in these naturally oligotrophic coastal waters. Results of nutrient-addition bioassay

experiments have shown that additions of 50–100 mg N/L (3.5–7.0 mM) of nitrate can cause

significant chlorophyll a increases over controls in systems as diverse as the coastal ocean

[29], the lower Neuse Estuary [30], and North Carolina tidal creeks [31]. Mesocosm

experiments have demonstrated that nitrate concentrations as low as 100 mg N/L (7 mM)

can cause direct toxicity to the seagrass Zostera marina (see Ref. [22]; and references

therein). In coral reef systems, such as those near the shorelines of Caribbean islands,

concentrations of inorganic nitrogen of 14 mg N/L (1 mM) and concentrations of phos-

phorus of inorganic P of 3.1 mg P/L (3.2 mg/L, or 0.1 mM) can promote eutrophication and

coral reef degradation [32,33]. Thus, in coastal areas where septic systems are the

dominant form of sewage treatment, excessive nutrients entering creeks, lagoons, and

bays can cause serious environmental damage.

With sufficient aerated soil beneath the drain field, N in the wastewater is nitrified to

nitrate, which is highly soluble andmoves readily through soils. Plumes of nitrate sourced

from septic systems have been documented to move more than 100 m from their source

[2]. Under reducing conditions where nitrification is suppressed, elevated ammonia

concentrations occur in the septic plumes [34]. While not as mobile in the soil as nitrate,

under sandy, porous soil and waterlogged conditions, groundwater ammonia plumes can

adversely affect nearby surface waters and increase eutrophication.

Nitrate pollution can be a human health problem where septic systems are placed

near drinking-water wells. High concentrations of nitrate accumulate in groundwater,

and can exceed national standards (USEPA, Canada) of 10 mg nitrate N/L to protect

against methemoglobinemia (blue-baby syndrome; [35]). Studies have shown nitrate

concentrations well in excess of this standard in groundwater plumes draining septic-

system drain fields [4,12,34,36]; and drinking wells have been contaminated by nitrate

from septic systems [37].
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Phosphate in the wastewater plume binds readily to soils and is much less mobile than

nitrate [4], such that considerable phosphate sorption occurs in the vadose zone [34].

Even so, under sandy soil conditions or conditions where long usage has led to saturation

of phosphate sorption capacity in soils, phosphate concentrations exceeding 1.0 mg P/L

in septic-system plumes have been documented as far as 70 m from point of origin [34].

For septic systems serving homes or cottages along lake shores, the phosphate from

septic effluent leachate can contribute to algal blooms and the eutrophication of fresh

waters. Karst regions (e.g., in Florida) and coarse-textured soils low in aluminum, calcium

and iron present the biggest risk of phosphate movement and water contamination [2].

Thus, in Florida it has been estimated that nearly three-fourths (74%) of the soils have

severe limitations to conventional septic-system usage [2].

4.6 Examples of Coastal Nutrient Pollution
from Septic Systems

4.6.1 Florida Keys

The principal means of wastewater disposal in the Florida Keys is OWTSs—primarily

30,000 conventional septic tanks [16,17]. The soils are porous limestone in many areas

and, as noted, subject to rapid transmission of septic-sourced nutrients. The vadose zone

over the groundwater table is, on average, only 40 cm [17]. Numerous constructed resi-

dential canals, built to facilitate boaters’ access to the ocean, provide inadequate space

between septic drain fields and surface waters. Lapointe et al. [17] determined that

groundwaters adjacent to septic drain fields were enriched 400-fold in dissolved inor-

ganic N, and by 70-fold for soluble P. The wet season increases hydraulic head, and this,

in combination with tidal movement, forces nutrients into the canals. The canal waters

and nearby seagrass meadows outside of the canals, receive elevated N and P loading

from septic leachate and show eutrophication symptoms of algal blooms and hypoxia

relative to other, nearby ecosystems [28].

4.6.2 Chesapeake Bay

Seagrass beds are critical coastal habitat for production of commercially and ecolog-

ically important finfish and shellfish, and protect the sediments from erosion by wind,

wave and currents (see Ref. [22] and references therein). In Chesapeake Bay a statis-

tical analysis of factors influencing seagrass growth and survival in 101 subestuaries

showed that a sharp decline in seagrass coverage occurred where watershed septic-

system density exceeded 39/km2 (0.39/ha or 0.16/acre) [38]. Another set of septic-

system-impact studies was conducted at three Virginia Chesapeake Bay tributary

watersheds [39]. This study found significant attenuation of TP and fecal microbes in

the drain field, but the dissolved inorganic N concentrations reaching the estuarine

shoreline were 50- to 100-fold higher than in nearby open waters. The groundwater
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loads of dissolved N to shoreline waters were estimated to be equivalent to ground-

water loads from row crop agriculture.

4.6.3 Maryland

A statistical study of land use factors potentially impacting nitrate concentrations in

community well-water systems was undertaken in three Maryland provinces: the Eastern

Shore, Southern Maryland, and the Piedmont [40]. A highly significant relationship was

reported between community-well-water nitrate concentrations and the number of

county septic systems. The models indicated that a 1% increase in the number of septic

systems in a county was associated with a 1.1% increase in well-water nitrate

concentration.

4.7 North Carolina’s Outer Banks—Idyllic,
but Not for Septic Systems

4.7.1 Background

This section describes in more detail a study conducted by the author.

The Outer Banks of North Carolina consist of a string of long, narrow islands

stretching from the Virginia border south along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean for

over 260 km. In historic times the Banks figured heavily in shipping commerce, but

presently they are best known as premier vacation destinations for tourists, with

abundant motels, rental homes, and second or third homes for inlanders with means.

Most of the land is presently owned by the US National Park Service and is within the

bounds of either Cape Hatteras National Seashore or Cape Lookout National Seashore.

However, several municipalities that are densely populated (on a seasonal basis) abut

Federal Park property. These population centers include the villages of Nags Head on

South Bodie Island to the North, and the villages of Corolla, Rodanthe, Duck, Waves,

Frisco, Hatteras and Ocracoke farther South. These villages are linked by Highway 12,

which in some areas that are owned by the National Park Service is the only North-

South road. Almost all of the human sewage produced on these islands is treated by

septic systems.

As mentioned above, septic systems are most common in areas that are rural or

otherwise decentralized, and the Outer Banks villages fall into this category. However, the

hydrological and geological characteristics of these islands are not favorable to septic-

system usage. The predominant soils in this area are Duckston fine sand and Corolla fine

sand and have very rapid permeability above the water table, averaging from 0.3 to 0.5 m

(12- to more than 20 inches) per hour [41,42]. Coupled with rapid soil permeability

is a high local water table, which in much of South Bodie Island ranges from less

than 0.3–1.2 m (less than 1–4 ft) from the soil surface [42]. In some areas of the Outer

Banks wetlands are abundant, and some are subject to tidal water movement. These
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characteristics lead to poorly treated waste and enhance the movement of pollutants to

nearby waterways.

4.7.2 Sampling and Analysis

In 2007 a water sampling program was completed on surface waters within and near the

northern portion of Cape Hatteras National Seashore (CAHA), where it borders the village

of Nags Head on South Bodie Island. Nine stations were sampled on six dates between

April and November, of which seven stations are described here. One is a control site;

a pond located well away from human habitations designated CP. Another station (called

URD) was near the terminus of a large drainage ditch (holding water continuously) that

runs along the main road through urban Nags Head for several kilometers; the ditch

subsequently empties into the Atlantic Ocean at a swimming beach located at CAHA

ramp. The other sites were five large ditches, some of which were modified tidal creeks

that flow westward from Nags Head into CAHA, then flow under Highway 12 and drain

into Roanoke Sound. These ditches are strongly tidally influenced. They were designated

as sites D1–D5 southward along Highway 12. The upper ends of these ditches are within

a few meters of the last row of houses along the park border in Nags Head.

The sites were sampled for physical parameters including water temperature,

salinity, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen (DO, sampled on-site using a YSI 6920 Multi-

parameter Water Quality Sonde probe linked to a YSI 650 MDS display unit). DO

concentrations were low on several dates at the ditch sites, especially D4 and D5. The

two latter sites maintained mean and median DO levels below the North Carolina

brackish water standard of 5.0 mg/L to protect aquatic life. Overall, DO concentrations

in the drainage ditches were below the state standard on 33–83% of the sampling dates,

depending on the site.

At each location water samples were collected from either shore or bridges for analysis

of nutrients including TN (TN ¼ TKN þ nitrate), ammonium, nitrate þ nitrite (hereafter

referred to as nitrate), TP and orthophosphate. Analytical methods (see Refs. [43–45])

were as follows: TKN (USEPA 351.1), nitrate þ nitrite (SM 4500-NO3-F), ammonia (SM

4500-NH3-H), TP (SM 4500-P-E) and orthophosphate (SM 4500-P-F). Chlorophyll

a samples (in triplicate) were collected at all sites as ameasure of phytoplankton biomass,

and analyzed fluorometrically (USEPA 445.0). Septic leachate is a direct source of BOD,

and as excess phytoplankton, periphyton, and macroalgae die, the decaying organic

matter becomes another source of BOD which can subsequently depress DO [24].

Therefore, five-day BOD (BOD5) was sampled as well, and was analyzed using method

SM 5210 B. Samples for two indicators of fecal pollution, fecal coliform bacteria and

Enterococcus, were analyzed using membrane filtration methods (SM 922 D and USEPA

1600, respectively).

The data were subjected to summary statistical analysis in Excel (mean, standard

deviation, median, range, geometric mean for fecal bacteria). Datasets were tested for

normality using the Shapiro–Wilk test, with log-transformation required for subsequent
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normalization of most parameters. Correlation analyses were used to investigate

potential relationships between sampling parameters or between sampling parameters

and environmental variables. These correlations included nutrient concentrations versus

monthly municipal water use for the Town of Nags Head, with water-use data kindly

provided by the Town of Nags Head, Department of Public Works, Water Operations. To

investigate impacts of storm water runoff, fecal bacteria counts and nutrient concen-

trations versus local rainfall were tested in three ways (counts versus rainfall the day of

sampling, counts versus rainfall the day of sampling plus total rain fallen within the

previous 24 h, and counts versus rainfall the day of sampling plus cumulative rain fallen

within the previous 48 h). Rainfall data for the nearest location, Manteo Airport on

Roanoke Island (10 km from the sampling area), were obtained from the North Carolina

State Climate Office in Raleigh, NC. Correlation analysis was used to investigate potential

factors causing hypoxia, including BOD5 versus potential drivers including chlorophyll a,

total organic carbon, and ammonium. A significance level of a ¼ 0.05 was used for all

correlations except those involving fecal bacteria counts; due to the inherent high vari-

ability with bacterial counts (especially when caused by storm water), the significance

level was set at a ¼ 0.10.

4.7.3 Findings

Average nitrate-N concentrations at most sampling sites were low tomoderate (23–71 mg/

L) and lowest at the control site CP (12 mg N/L). However, average ammonium concen-

trations in our sites were substantially greater, (175–247 mg N/L) with average ammonium

at three ditches (D1, D5 and URD) exceeding 200 mg N/L. Average ammonium concen-

trations in those three sites were comparable to the average ammonium concentrations

found in tidal Calico Creek, which accepts sewage effluent from a wastewater-treatment

plant in Carteret Count, NC [46]. Thus, ammonium was the dominant inorganic N form,

and was present in substantial concentrations in the sampled areas. Since, as discussed,

an aerated vadose layer is required beneath septic-system drain fields for nitrification of

sewage N to nitrate to occur, the high water table in the area [42] may have prevented

appreciable nitrification of septic system waste. Ammonium is a by-product of sewage

(see Ref. [47]; and also Table 4-1) and it was hypothesized that the primary source of

ammonium loading to these waters was septic leachate (decaying organic matter is also

a source of ammonium). Additionally, periodic low DO concentrations in the ditches may

favor the predominance of ammonium (a reduced N compound) rather than the oxidized

nitrate form of N. Thus, the elevated ammonium signal suggests that septic-system

leachate impacts area groundwater and ditches. It predominates as the principal inor-

ganic N form sourced from barrier island septic systems in sandy soils with a high water

table [12]. Seasonally, ammonium concentrations peaked in mid-summer and showed

a strong correlation (r ¼ 0.834, p ¼ 0.039) with monthly water use in Nags Head

(Figure 4-2). Ammonium concentrations in summer, when human presence is highest

and septic-tank usage is greatest, rose to 3- to 5-fold higher than levels in spring and fall.
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Orthophosphate concentrations were generally high, and highest in the first two

ditches crossing Highway 12 (D1, 250 mg P/L; D2, 176 mg P/L) and the urban ditch in

Nags Head (178 mg P/L). For all sites combined, the average and median TP concen-

trations were 249 mg P/L and 247 mg P/L, respectively. In comparison with stream and

lake data, TP concentrations at all sites except the control pond (TP – 57 mg P/L) would

be considered to be representative of eutrophic waters [48,49]. Seasonally, the highest

concentrations were in June and July, and TP concentrations were strongly correlated

with human water use in the Town of Nags Head (r ¼ 0.865, p ¼ 0.026; Figure 4-2).

These data would also support the premise that septic leachate, which contains

elevated phosphorus, is contributing significantly to water bodies near the populated

areas.

Ratios of N to P in water bodies can provide insight into sources of nutrients; for

example, fertilizer has generally high N/P ratios, so that if elevated N/P ratios are found in

a lake or stream, the nutrients may originate from lawn, ornamentals or crop fertilization.

Historically, N/P ratios much less than 16 (the Redfield ratio) were generally considered

indicative of situations where N limited algal growth, while P was considered to be
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FIGURE 4-2 Ammonium-N and total phosphorus (TP) concentrations over time in South Bodie Island stations in and
near Cape Hatteras National Seashore, compared with monthly municipal water use for the town of Nags Head.
Nutrient data are averages of nine stations.
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limiting when ratios were considerably higher than 16. The control site in this study,

control pond CP, had a median inorganic N/P ratio of 17.7, very close to the Redfield

Ratio, while the TN/TP ratio was 11.3, indicating little sewage influence. This site had one

of the lowest TN concentrations, and by far the lowest P concentration of any site in the

dataset. However, at all of the other sites, the excessive nutrient concentrations and very

low N/P ratios suggest stoichiometric imbalance (see [50,51]). Median inorganic N/P

molar ratio (i.e. ammonium, nitrate, and orthophosphate data) for the five Highway 12

ditches considered collectively, was 5.4, whereas the median inorganic N/P molar ratio

for the runoff ditch URD was 3.3. Median TN/TP ratios ranged from 1.5 to 5.5, except for

the control site. Sewage is rich in P relative to N, and has inorganic molar N/P ratios of 1–7

(see Table 4-1); thus, the low N/P ratios found at most sites indicate strong sewage

influence.

Phytoplankton blooms were a frequent occurrence particularly in some of the ditches

passing under Highway 12 (Table 4-2). The North Carolina State standard for acceptable

algal biomass as chlorophyll a is less than or equal to 40 mg/L [52]. Stations D3 and D5

exceeded the State standard on three of six sampling dates. All of the sites sustained at

least one algal bloom exceeding the State standard during the study, while the control

pond and the urban runoff ditch maintained the lowest median chlorophyll a concen-

trations (Table 4-2). Average BOD5 concentrations ranged from 3.5- to 6.9 mg/L, with

high concentrations in the ditches along Highway 12, and the lowest concentration in the

beach drainage ditch (Table 4-2). There was a significant relationship between BOD5 and

chlorophyll a (p < 0.001), with chlorophyll a explaining 43% of the variability in BOD5.

Table 4-2 Chlorophyll a, BOD5, Dissolved Oxygen, Fecal Coliform Bacteria and
Enterococcus Bacteria Concentrations at Several Sampling Sites on South Bodie Island,
North Carolina. Data Presented as mean � standard deviation/median, Fecal Bacteria
Presented as Geometric mean/median. Units are mg/L for Chlorophyll a, mg/L for BOD5
and DO, and Colony Forming Units (CFU)/100 mL for Fecal Bacteria

Site Chlorophyll a Five-day BOD DO Fecal Coliforms Enterococcus

D1 31 � 15 4.1 � 1.5 5.6 � 3.2 194 596
33 4.0 5.4 312 632

D2 28 � 13 4.8 � 3.3 7.1 � 4.5 213 443
30 4.0 6.4 198 463

D3 38 � 18 4.4 � 1.8 6.0 � 3.7 216 348
41 5.0 5.5 225 297

D4 36 � 32 4.8 � 2.1 4.3 � 3.0 305 272
23 5.0 3.8 213 317

D5 83 � 99 6.5 � 1.6 3.7 � 1.9 95 367
49 6.0 3.1 163 358

URD 25 � 16 3.5 � 2.3 7.9 � 3.0 204 6267
20 2.5 7.6 188 4560

CP 27 � 19 4.3 � 1.9 9.0 � 2.4 29 80
21 4.5 9.3 83 60
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The analysis suggests that stimulation of algal blooms in the ditches by labile N from

septic leachate, created a BOD load that contributed to the low DO levels found in the

ditch/tidal creek sites.

High fecal coliform bacteria counts characterized most of the sampling locations.

Of the 54 samples collected, 26 exceeded the state freshwater standard for human

contact (200 CFU/100 mL) [45] for an exceedence rate of 48%. The geometric mean

fecal coliform bacteria count for the five Highway 12 ditches considered collectively

was 192 CFU/100 mL (Table 4-2). As mentioned, the ditch site URD was sampled

just upstream from where the outfall enters the swimming beach at Ramp 1 of CAHA.

The control pond maintained the lowest geometric mean count of 29 CFU/100 mL

(Table 4-2).

Enterococcus samples indicated even greater fecal bacterial pollution than the fecal

coliform counts. Geometric mean Enterococcus counts for the five ditch sites on Highway

12 considered collectively were 391 CFU/100 mL. The geometric mean for the drainage

ditch URD was 6267 CFU/100 mL, while control pond CP had a geometric mean of

80 CFU/100 mL. The North Carolina (and USEPA) beach water Enterococcus standard of

104 CFU/100 mL was exceeded on 44 of 54 occasions for an 82% exceedence rate. Some

sites (D1, D2, URD) exceeded the beach water standard on all sampling dates.

Rainfall had a strong influence on fecal bacteria abundance andmovement. There was

a strong positive correlation between rainfall the day of sampling and Enterococcus

counts at URD, the roadside ditch within the developed area (r ¼ 0.869, p ¼ 0.020),

although there was no significant correlation (p> 0.05) between rainfall lagged 24 or 48 h.

The rapid response of fecal bacteria in the beach drainage ditch URD to same-day rainfall

indicates that it received urban storm water runoff that likely was contaminated with

fecal microbes from dogs, cats, and urban wildlife. Based on the high ammonium

concentrations, this beach drainage ditch may also have received septic system leachate

from dwellings located east of the ridgeline in Nags Head, but urban storm water runoff

appeared to be the major source of fecal microbial pollution.

Thewestward flowing ditches alsomaintained high fecal bacteria counts, well in excess

of the fecal bacterial densities in the control pond. Correlation analysis between rainfall

and the mean Enterococcus bacterial counts in the five westward flowing ditches showed

that, in contrast to the urban ditch, there was no significant correlation between Entero-

coccus and rainfall on the day of sampling. However, Enterococcus counts were strongly

correlated with lagged rainfall (for 24 h, r¼ 0.938, p¼ 0.006; for 48 h, r¼ 0.938, p¼ 0.005).

Some of these ditches began within a fewmeters of the last row of houses in the developed

area (Figure 4-3), yet there was no same-day effect of rain. It was hypothesized that surface

storm water runoff had little impact on these ditch/creek sites. Given the strong delayed

(24–48 h) rain signal, the rainfall apparently saturated the surface and applied vertical head

to the shallow groundwater table, thus forcing lateral movement of groundwater (and

associated septic leachate) through the porous soils into the drainage ditches flowing

westward through the park. Since most of these drainage ditches were influenced by the

tides, the outgoing tide tended to draw fecal bacteria from septic-influenced saturated
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soils into waterways toward and possibly into the sound. The presence of drainage ditches

exacerbates the movement of fecal microbes from polluted groundwater near the septic

systems [8]. The present-day extensive septic system usage within Nags Head, shallow

groundwater, porous soils, and lack of centralized sewage treatment promote pollution of

nearby public waters with human-derived fecal microbes.

There is evidence that fecal bacteria find an environment conducive to survival and

even growth in river and creek sediments, due to elevated nutrients and protection from

UV radiation. For instance, following an animal waste spill [21] and a human sewage spill

[53] fecal bacteria concentration were found to persist for months in sediments, as

opposed to days in the water column. It is likely that the N- and P-enriched groundwater

in septic plumes also provide a similar refuge environment for fecal bacteria in water-

logged soils in coastal areas.

Microbial contamination of the waterways near Nags Head is also increased by local

human water consumption. Abundance of Enterococcus in the sampling sites was posi-

tively correlated with town of Nags Head water use (r ¼ 0.336; p ¼ 0.013). This finding

supports the premise that with more people in this resort area, more water is used, more

wastewater is subsequently discharged into septic systems, and more Enterococci appear

in local waterways.

In summary, the ditches and altered tidal creeks on South Bodie Island are

polluted with high concentrations of fecal bacteria, ammonium and phosphate.

FIGURE 4-3 Close proximity of housing in the town of Nags Head, North Carolina, to drainage ditches/tidal creeks
within Cape Hatteras National Seashore. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of
this book.)
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These contaminated waters support frequent algal blooms, and have elevated BOD

and hypoxia. The high ammonium and phosphate concentrations and very low N/P

ratios suggest a sewage source, notably septic effluent leachate. The delayed

(24–48 h) fecal coliform response to rainfall in the ditches suggests lateral forcing of

septic effluent leachate and polluted groundwater into the ditches. The strong

correlation between ammonium, phosphate, and Enterococcus counts at the

sampling sites with municipal water use also supports the premise that septic

system pollution is impacting human health (fecal microbial) and the ecosystem

(algal blooms, hypoxia) along Cape Hatteras National Seashore. Standard septic

systems are clearly inappropriate for the porous soils and high water tables in this

environment. North Carolina Environmental Health regulations requires septic-

system drain fields to be at least 0.3 m (12 inches) above the water table, and at

least 0.15 m (6 inches) of soil above the infiltration trench (15A NCAC 18A.1955). In

much of South Bodie Island, septic drain fields are in contact with the water table,

in violation of these regulations. As mentioned, the USEPA (2002) [2] recommends

0.6–1.5 m (2–5 ft) of unsaturated, aerobic soil above the water table—which is not

available in much of the Outer Banks—for effective removal of fecal bacteria and

BOD in septic effluent. There are also exceedingly large numbers of septic systems

per unit area in this community, considering that dwelling unit density along the

beach areas in Nags Head averages about 7.5/ha (3.0/acre) [54].

Several other communities adjoin CAHA property to the south of Nags Head, and

septic systems are commonly used within the communities and within the park. It is of

interest to note that Cape Lookout National Seashore, just to the south of CAHA,managed

to greatly reduce sewage disposal problems (either by chance or design) by purchasing all

of the homes of former permanent residents, and leaving just a few seasonal cabins for

tourist use.

The study described above provides an example of surface storm water runoff and

septic-system pollution from a coastal community entering a large public nature park

that contains extensive estuarine and marine resources. Barrier islands and many low-

lying coastal mainland areas share the physical characteristics of porous sandy soils,

high water tables, and drainage into adjoining estuaries and coastal waters, including

areas where shellfishing is a common occupation or recreational pursuit. In the US,

development of barrier and other coastal islands continues to occur, particularly in the

Southeast, including sewage treatment by septic systems [55,56]. For example, regu-

lations on septic-system usage devised by a stakeholder group and approved by the

South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control were subsequently

rejected by a legislative review committee [56], leaving formerly pristine marsh island

areas subject to future pollution. Similarly, residential building on Georgia marsh

hammocks is ongoing [55], and septic-system use is likely to pollute the adjacent

waters. Clearly, in low-lying coastal areas it is imperative to use alternatives to standard

septic systems to treat human waste in order to protect both ecosystem quality and

human health.
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4.8 Minimizing Pollution from Septic Systems
Under suitable conditions, septic systems can serve as efficient and safe means of

disposal of human waste, but proper placement of septic systems is key. Movement of

fecal microbes off-site will occur if the soils are too impervious and ponding occurs, or if

the soils are too porous (sandy or karst) and the water table is too high for an appro-

priately aerated vadose zone. Where there is a high water table, a “mounded” system in

which the drain field is essentially located above the ground surface can provide an

aerated vadose zone to achieve proper pollutant removal, and this approach has been

effective in coastal soils [57]. Corbett et al. [7] recommended that such a system should

provide 1 m of vadose layer above the surface.

Even under the best circumstances, pollution can move off-site if there are excessive

densities of septic systems in a given area. Based on the various research efforts cited

above, having more than 0.61 systems/ha (0.25/acre) has been shown to be problematic

in terms of fecal contamination, while densities as low as 0.39 system/ha (0.16/acre) have

shown nutrient (N)-based impacts on coastal ecosystems. As seen within this chapter,

some coastal areas have far higher densities. Movement of leachate-polluted ground-

water toward sensitive coastal water bodies is further enhanced when an area is ditched

and drained for development, providing rapid conduits for nutrients and other waste-

water constituents. Finally, risks to the environment and human health are increased

when septic system use is prevalent near drinking water wells, surface water bodies that

are nutrient-sensitive and coastal waters where shellfishing occurs. The placement of

septic-system drain fields less than 50 m from surface waters increases nutrient pollution

risks [7].

4.9 Summary and Conclusions
Septic systems are very common means of wastewater treatment in mainland coastal

areas and on barrier islands. Unfortunately scientific studies from a variety of locations

along the east and southeast coasts of the US have demonstrated incomplete treatment of

sewage and subsequent pollution of nearby waterways. The principal pollutants docu-

mented as coming from septic systems include fecal microbes and nutrients, especially

ammonium and phosphorus. Thus the pollutants are both concerns to human health (i.e.

infection from human contact or contamination of shellfish) and ecosystem-level (algal

bloom formation, BOD, and hypoxia). The principal reasons for off-site pollution in

coastal areas are hydrological and geological. The water table is often <1 m from the

surface, saturating septic drain fields. The soils are sandy and porous, or else karst and

porous, so that pollutants in saturated drain fields canmove readily through groundwater

until surface waters are reached. The continued development of coastal mainland and

island habitats for human use will lead to further such pollution; thus alternative means

of treatment such as mounded individual systems, or small-scale treatment plants must

be more widely required and utilized.
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5.1 Introduction
Exposures to environmental concentrations of endocrine disrupting compounds are now

a known threat to both human and ecological health [1,2]. A large body of work has

established that endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) can agonize, antagonize or

synergize the effects of endogenous hormones, resulting in epidemiological impacts in

humans and in physiological and behavioral abnormalities in aquatic organisms [1,3,4,5].

EDCs originate from a variety of sources and are widespread in the aquatic environment

[3,6]. Examples of EDC-mediated disruption in fishes include altered secondary sexual

characteristics and male production of female egg proteins [7,8], while in invertebrates,

EDCs appear to impact protein expression, immune response, and adversely affect

development [4,9,10]. This chapter reviews historic and emerging topics in EDC research

on aquatic organisms, with a focus on fish physiology. Also suggested are considerations

for evaluating risk that are not currently factored into EDC assessments. This includes the

role of less-considered pathways (such as those mediated by progestins, prostaglandins,

and insulin-like growth factors), disruption of the neuroendocrine system, and the

alteration of immune response. The importance of assessing impacts at multiple

biological scales, the effects of complex environmental mixtures, differences in species-

sensitivity, adaptation to pollution, epigenetic change, and the occurrence of non-

monotonic responses to EDCs are also discussed.

5.2 EDC Sources
The universe of potential EDCs is expanding as new pesticides and pharmaceuticals

constantly enter the marketplace. Since the establishment of the now outdated US

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) in 1976, upwards of 20,000 new chemical

compounds have been developed for commercial use globally. There is little infor-

mation available on the many of these chemicals, most of which are not subject to

review prior to entering into the marketplace [11,12]. Legislation introduced in the

European Union in 2006, “Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of

Chemicals (REACH),” and new United States Environmental Protection Agency
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(USEPA) chemical screening initiatives, such as ToxCast�, and the Endocrine Disruptor

Screening Program (EDSP), seek to address this problem either through increased

regulation of chemical manufacturers or by the development of high throughput

screening approaches [11–13]. However, the monumental tasks of prioritizing the

backlog of compounds to be assessed and reducing their release into the environment

remain. The largest sources of environmental EDCs are wastewater from sewage

treatment plants and concentrated animal feed lots, and urban and agricultural runoff

(Table 5-1).

5.2.1 Wastewater

Municipal and industrial wastewater outfalls are a well-documented source of EDCs

[3,12–14]. While much concern regarding endocrine disruption has focused on the

estrogenic effects of wastewater effluent [17,18,19], EDCs in such effluent may disrupt

the actions of any number of hormones in exposed organisms, including estrogens,

androgens, thyroid hormone, and glucocorticoids [20,21]. For example, the synthetic

progestins and estrogens present in oral contraceptives detected downstream of

outfalls, act as estrogens, antiandrogens and androgens in exposed organisms [15]. The

EDCs triclosan and triclocarban (antimicrobials commonly used in consumer products

such as soap, toothpaste, and plastics) are also frequently detected in the vicinity of

outfalls [22].

Commonly prescribed drugs, such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)

and ibuprofen, which are known to modulate hormones involved in fish reproductive

behavior [23–26] (see Section 6.7: Neuroendocrine Disruption), are also ubiquitous in

aquatic ecosystems [27,28]. Pharmaceuticals that were not previously suspected to be

EDCs, such as b-blockers, which interfere with the action of catecholamines, potentially

impact reproduction and stress response in fishes and may alter metabolic rate and

immune response in aquatic invertebrates [29]. Additionally, municipal wastewater

contamination extends beyond endogenous hormones and pharmaceuticals or metab-

olites excreted by humans, to EDCs associated with consumer products, such as alkyl-

phenols, plasticizers (bisphenol A, phthalates), flame retardants (polybrominated

diphenyl ethers—PBDEs) and pesticides [16,19,30–32]. The endocrine-disrupting

propensity of alkylphenols, bisphenol A (BPA), phthalates and PBDEs has been well-

documented and continues to be an environmental health concern [33–35].

Wastewater runoff originating from dairy farms and concentrated animal feeding

operations (CAFOs) also contains a mixture of hormones and pharmaceuticals. Beef

and dairy cattle are typically administered a cocktail of hormones containing a mixture

of growth hormone (GH), androgens, estrogens and progestins, some of which may be

excreted as either parent or metabolized forms and transported via runoff to the

aquatic environment [36–38]. Both endogenous and synthetic hormones detected in

effluent from CAFOs have been shown to alter hormone levels, alter endocrine gene

and protein expression, interfere with gonadal or secondary sex characteristic
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Table 5-1 Commonly Detected Endocrine-Disrupting Compounds in Municipal or Feedlot Wastewater
and Agricultural or Urban Runoff

Source Compound Description
Affected Hormone
Pathway(s)

Biological
Effect(s) in Fishes

Municipal wastewater
effluent

Estradiol Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio—feminization, immunotoxicity
(reviewed in Refs. [37,241])

Estrone Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio (reviewed in Ref. [37])

Estriol Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio (reviewed in Ref. [37])

Progesterone Endogenous hormone Gestagen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
reduced GSI, reduced fecundity, immunotoxicity
[178,241]

Testosterone Endogenous hormone Androgen May alter steroidogenesis (reviewed in Ref. [37])
Cortisol Endogenous hormone Glucocorticoid May disrupt steroidogenesis, masculinization [172]
Cortisone Endogenous hormone Glucocorticoid Immunotoxicity [241]
Dexamethasone Synthetic hormone;

antiinflammatory
Glucocorticoid Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,

decreased fecundity, malformation of offspring
[201]

Levonorgestrel Synthetic hormone; birth control,
hormone replacement therapy

Gestagen, antiestrogen Reduced fecundity, masculinization [173]

Drospirenone Synthetic hormone; birth control,
hormone replacement therapy

Gestagen, antiestrogen Reduced fecundity, masculinization [173]

Norethindrone Synthetic hormone; birth control,
hormone replacement therapy

Gestagen, antiestrogen Alters steroidogenesis, reduces fecundity,
morphological changes, masculinization [177]

Ethinylestradiol Synthetic hormone; birth control,
hormone replacement therapy

Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis, reduces fecundity,
morphological changes, feminization, intersex,
altered sex ratio [151], disrupts social hierarchy
[316]

Fluoxetine Serotonin reuptake
inhibitor, antidepressant

Neuroendocrine Alters steroidogenesis [317], behavioral disruption,
reduced fecundity, morphological changes,
altered feeding, bioconcentration (reviewed in
Refs. [215,318])

Sertraline Serotonin reuptake
inhibitor, antidepressant

Neuroendocrine Morphological changes, altered feeding,
bioconcentration [318]

Buproprion Dopamine reuptake inhibitor;
antidepressant

Neuroendocrine Bioconcentration [318]
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Ibuprofen Cyclooxygenase inhibitor; NSAID Prostaglandin Alters steroidogenesis, endocrine gene, protein
expression [319], disrupts spawning activity [319]
(Flippen et al., 2007), delays hatching [319]

Bisphenol A Plasticizer; adds flexibility to plastics Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis [33,320], endocrine gene,
protein expression, alters hatching, development
(reviewed in [321]), neuroendocrine disruption
[322], alters sex ratio [19]

Phthalates Plasticizers; adds flexibility to
plastics

Antiandrogen Alters steroidogenesis [85], gene, protein
expression [237], immunotoxicity [241]

Nonylphenol Surfactant in consumer products Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis [33,85], sex ratio [19], social
behavior [323]

Octylphenol Surfactant in consumer products Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis [33], gene, protein
expression [324], sex ratio [19]

Parabens Preservative in cosmetics Estrogen Alters gene, protein expression [342]
Triclosan Antimicrobial; consumer products Estrogen,Thyroid Alters gene, protein expression (reviewed in

Ref. [22,343], reduces sperm count, increases
hepatosomatic index [343], alters morphology,
bioconcentration (reviewed in Ref. [22])

Triclocarban Antimicrobial; consumer products Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis [320], bioconcentration
(reviewed in Ref. [22])

PBDE Flame retardant in consumer
products

Thyroid Alters thyroid hormone levels, thyroid gene
expression [93,182], developmental disruption
[325]

Feedlot/dairy
farm runoff

Trenbolone
acetate

Synthetic androgen; growth
promoter

Androgen Alters gene, protein expression, morphology,
intersex, fecundity, sex ratio (reviewed in
Ref. [37,326])

Melengestrol
acetate

Synthetic progestin; growth
promoter

Gestagen May alter oocyte maturation and spermatogenesis
(reviewed in Ref. [37])

Estradiol benzoate Synthetic estrogen; growth
promoter

Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
morphology, intersex, fecundity, sex ratio
(reviewed in Ref. [37])

Estradiol Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio (reviewed in Ref. [37])

Estrone Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio (reviewed in Ref. [37])

(continued on next page)
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Table 5-1 Commonly Detected Endocrine-Disrupting Compounds in Municipal or Feedlot Wastewater
and Agricultural or Urban Runoff—cont’d

Source Compound Description
Affected Hormone
Pathway(s)

Biological
Effect(s) in Fishes

Estriol Endogenous hormone Estrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
intersex, sex ratio (reviewed in Ref. [37])

Testosterone Endogenous hormone Androgen May alter steroidogenesis (reviewed in Ref. [37])
Progesterone Endogenous hormone Gestagen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,

reduced GSI, reduced fecundity, immunotoxicity
[178,241]

Agricultural/
urbanrunoff

Permethrin Pesticide; ion channel opening Estrogen, Antiestrogen Alters gene, protein expression [48,91]
Bifenthrin Pesticide; ion channel opening Estrogen, Antiestrogen Alters gene, protein expression [88,91]
Cypermethrin Pesticide; ion channel opening Antiandrogen Alters reproductive behavior [339]
Prochloraz Fungicide; fungal metabolism

interference
Antiandrogen Alters androgenic endocrine gene, protein

expression, steroidogenesis, androgen receptor
antagonist, intersex, masculinization [50,327]

Atrazine Herbicide; inhibits photosynthesis Estrogen Alters reproductive behavior [196], alters
steroidogenesis [85]

Simazine Herbicide; inhibits photosynthesis Estrogen Alters reproductive behavior [196], alters
steroidogenesis [340]

Vinclozolin Fungicide; fungal metabolism
interference

Antiandrogen Alters endocrine gene, protein expression,
decreased fecundity [328]

Dicofol Pesticide; nervous system
stimulation

Estrogen Alters steroidogenesis [85]
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development, reduce fecundity and alter sex ratio in fishes [35,37]. For example, results

from a recent study showed evidence of masculinization of female fish exposed in the

wild to such runoff [38].

5.2.2 Pesticides

Organochlorine legacy pesticides such as DDT, which persist in sediments decades after

their last application [41], are well-established xenoestrogens [42,43]. While remnants of

organochlorine contamination contribute to the overall problem of aquatic endocrine

disruption and may be resuspended during restoration or dredging events concern is

building over newer-use, endocrine-active pesticides. In particular, use of pyrethroid

pesticides has increased considerably as organophosphate pesticides that are more toxic

to mammals are phased out [44]. In addition to toxicity caused by the intended

mechanism of pyrethroids, which is paralysis via sodium channel binding, recent results

from in vitro and in vivo assays reveal that some pyrethroids can act as estrogens,

antiestrogens and/or antiandrogens [45–48]. For example, a recent study showed that

aqueous exposure to the pyrethroid bifenthrin causes expression of an estrogen-

dependent protein in juvenile fish at concentrations as low as 1 ng/L [45]. Furthermore,

pyrethroid metabolites are reported to have even greater endocrine activity than their

parent structures [48,49]. Additionally, fungicides such as prochloraz, among others, can

alter sex ratio, cause development of intersex gonads, and increase or decrease

expression of estrogen-dependent genes, depending on exposure concentration, in

juvenile zebrafish [50]. The effects of the above mentioned pesticides and of EDCs found

in wastewater with respect to specific endocrine pathways will be detailed later in this

review.

5.3 Cellular Mechanisms of Endocrine Disruption
EDCs modulate the function and response of hormones because they operate via the

same cellular mechanisms, be it via binding to nuclear or cell membrane-bound

receptors, or interacting with ion channels or other membrane-associated proteins such

as multidrug transporters (Figure 5-1). Steroid hormones are typically transported

through the bloodstream bound to a carrier protein, from which they can be displaced

by an EDC [51]. Estrogens, androgens, progestogens, thyroid hormones, glucocorticoids

and retinoic acid (vitamin D) and many EDCs are lipophilic, meaning they are able to

cross the cell membrane to bind nuclear receptors, forming a receptor–hormone

complex that acts as a transcription factor. This complex, along with a suite of other

coactivators, binds to a specific region of the DNA known as a hormone response

element [52–55].

EDCs thatoperate via this so-called classical nuclear signalingpathway (Figure5-1, 1–6a)

include components of oral contraceptives such as ethinylestradiol, growth promoters such
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as trenbolone acetate, and the plasticizer BPA [56–58]. EDCs such as BPA appear to increase

levels of transcriptional coactivators, altering response to endogenous hormones or EDCs.

BPA and other EDCs may also alter of the rate of receptor degradation. Certain xenobiotics

can also enhance or decrease the activity of protein kinases, leading to increased sensitivity

to both endogenous hormones and EDCs via nuclear receptors [59]. In addition to binding

the nuclear receptors for specific endogenous hormones, many EDCs also bind to the

FIGURE 5-1 Summary of the cellular mechanisms by which hormones and EDCs act. Endocrine-disrupting compounds
(EDCs) modulate the function and response of hormones by operating via the same cellular mechanisms as
endogenous hormones. 1. EDC may displace an endogenous hormone from carrier protein. 2a–6a. An EDC crosses cell
and nuclear membrane, binds to a nuclear receptor, which forms a complex that interacts with other transcription
factors, and binds to a hormone-response element which results in gene expression and often the translation of
a gene product (protein). 2b–4b. EDC binds to a membrane hormone receptor and causes a cellular signaling cascade
mediated by protein kinases, generating a variety of downstream cellular responses. 2c–4c. An EDC interacts with an
ion channel, facilitating the passage of ions (i.e., calcium) into the cell, which causes a cellular signaling cascade as
described in 2b–4b. 2d–6d. An EDC bypasses multidrug transporter, entering the cell and proceeding as described in
2a–6a. 2e–4e. An EDC crosses cell and nuclear membrane, but binds to orphan receptor (PXR or CAR) instead of nuclear
hormone receptor, influencing gene expression and possibly resulting in a gene product. Cross talk may occur
between any of these pathways. Other mechanisms, not pictured, include alteration of transcription factors (e.g.,
coactivators or corepressors), altering the rate of nuclear receptor degradation, and binding to neurotransmitter
receptors or transporters, resulting in alteration of signaling.
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“orphan” receptors pregnane X receptor (PXR) and constitutive androstane receptor (CAR),

whichare involved in themetabolism, transport, anddeactivationof endogenoushormones

(Figure 5-1, 1–6e) [60].

Although there is a large degree of homology between human and fish nuclear-

hormone receptors, differences in a few key amino acids situated in the ligand-binding

pocket of the estrogen receptor (ER), for example, may contribute to differences in

the binding affinity of endogenous hormones and EDCs between fish and human

ER [61–63]. Because of a whole genome duplication event that occurred just prior to

the divergence of ray-finned and lobe-finned fishes [61,64,65], there is more variation

amongst teleost species in nuclear receptor sequence than there is amongst tetra-

pods [61], due to numerous lineage-specific gene and genome duplications followed

by independent divergence [66]. This adds complexity to the task of determining

which receptor(s) a particular EDC interacts with when extrapolating from mam-

malian cell lines to fish responses or even between different species of fishes

[61,66,67,68].

In the past decade, alternative mechanisms of endogenous hormone action have

been elucidated, and it is now known that steroid hormones also bind to receptors on

the cell membrane surface [69,70] (Figure 5-1, 2b–4b). In addition, steroid hormones

interact with ion channels to facilitate calcium-mediated cell signaling [71] (Figure 5-1,

2c–4c). Adding to this complexity is that many pharmaceuticals that disrupt endocrine

function in aquatic organisms do not operate via steroid receptors, but can be influ-

enced by the action of steroids or EDCs. For example, SSRIs such as fluoxetine bind to

transporters for the neurotransmitter serotonin [24,25]. The binding of SSRIs can be

affected by the simultaneous presence of estrogen or estrogenic EDCs (Nadal et al.,

2005). In invertebrates, evidence is accumulating that these nonclassical pathways

dominate [73]. Furthermore, cross talk between pathways activated by the same EDC or

by different EDCs in an environmental mixture can occur in both vertebrates and

invertebrates [74–77].

Additionally, the importance of multidrug transporters must be considered, since

these membrane-bound proteins act as the cell’s “bouncers,” essentially preventing

certain molecules from entering. Although a diversity of molecules, including hormones,

are substrates for these transporters [78,79], EDCs that either have low affinity for or are

not substrates for multidrug transporters may be able to accumulate in cells at higher

concentrations, hence exacerbating their detrimental impact [80,81] (Figure 5-1, 2d–6d).

There is also growing evidence that multidrug transporters facilitate the transport and

elimination of steroid metabolites in fish, and that endocrine-disrupting compounds

can interfere with this process [82]. For example, in catfish the xenoestrogen non-

ylphenol appears to interfere with the efflux of estradiol by such transporters, potentially

leading to cellular accretion and prolonging the effects of estradiol [83]. Ultimately the

binding of EDCs to endocrine targets, be they receptors, ion channels or transporters;

alters hormonal gene expression, protein transcription, steroidogenesis, and elimination

rates [84,85].
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5.4 Impacts on Fish
5.4.1 Gene Transcription

Evaluating the expression of endocrine-sensitive genes by measuring mRNA transcript

levels is an effective and common approach used to discern mechanisms of action of

EDCs or EDC mixtures. It has been demonstrated in a number of studies that wild male

fish captured from sites with measurable estrogenic activity express the mRNA tran-

scripts for the female reproductive proteins vitellogenin (Vtg) and choriogenin (Chg)

[84,86]. Conversely, female fish exposed to androgenic EDCs have decreased Vtg mRNA

expression [87], suggesting that estrogen levels decrease concomitantly with xenoan-

drogen exposure. Emerging estrogenic EDCs are still being discovered; it was recently

found by several research groups that the pyrethroid pesticides bifenthrin and

permethrin influence the expression of estrogen-responsive genes in fish [48,88,90,91].

The influence of EDCs extends well beyond estrogen-responsive genes, however, as

a recent study found that anti-androgenic and estrogenic EDCs not only modulate the

expression of genes for steroidogenic enzymes, but also influence expression of genes for

GH and its receptor, insulin-like growth factor and thyroid hormone [92]. Other research

has demonstrated that flame retardants, ubiquitous EDCs which are known to bio-

accumulate, selectively modulate the expression of thyroid transcripts in the brain of

fathead minnows [93]. These genes are not only essential for reproduction but also for

somatic growth [92,94,95]. With recent advances in genomic sequencing technology,

microarrays have been developed for many fish species [96–100], and the ability to

evaluate thousands of genes simultaneously has revealed that EDCs influence cellular

functions as diverse as stress response, cell division and apoptosis [99,101,102]. Next

generation sequencing technologies, which are now being employed in EDC studies,

include RNA-Seq for study of the transcriptome and Chip-Seq to identify regulatory

regions of DNA. RNA-Seq is a powerful technique that allows a detailed examination of

gene transcription to the level of alternative splicing, providing higher resolution than

a microarray [103]. RNA-Seq was recently used in concert with a microarray, to compare

the transcriptome of populations of the Atlantic Killifish from polluted sites that are

known to be resistant to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)—an EDC—with those from

reference sites [104].

In vitro transactivation assays have also been heavily utilized to determine the

impact of EDCs on gene transcription. The yeast estrogen/androgen screen (YES/YAS),

which consists of yeast cells stably transfected with the estrogen or androgen receptor

(ER or AR) and a reporter plasmid, has been used in numerous studies to determine that

compounds ranging from pesticides to plasticizers can interfere with ER and AR tran-

scriptional activity [49,105–108]. A more sensitive alternative to the YES/YAS assays is

the CALUX (Chemically Activated Luciferase Gene Expression), which consists of cells

that natively express ER or AR, but are stably transfected with a reporter plasmid con-

taining luciferase [109,110]. The CALUX assays offer an approach to measuring the
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overall nuclear receptor-transcriptional activity of complex environmental mixtures

[19,42,99,100].

5.4.2 Protein Expression

The impact of endocrine disruption on protein expression, the products of genes, is in

many ways a better predictor of tissue- and organism-level EDC effects than the mRNA

transcripts. In fact, there is often lack of correlation between mRNA expression and

protein amounts or activity, and transcript levels only partially explain levels of protein

expression [112]. Therefore, specific proteins that are modulated by exposure to EDCs

have been established for use as biomarkers. For example, the estrogen-responsive

proteins Vtg and Chg have been in use as indicators of exposure to estrogenic EDCs in

male fish [113], and high throughput enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs)

have been developed for both Vtg and Chg for a number of different species and sample

types [57,75,76,113]. An androgen-responsive protein marker, spiggin, has also been

identified, although its applicability is much reduced in comparison to Vtg and Chg, since

it can only be used in one fish species. Expression of this nest glue protein that is normally

produced by male three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) is increased in

males and also produced in females in the presence of androgenic EDCs and decreased in

males in the presence of estrogenic EDCs [115,116]. Probably partly because of the

considerable investment of time and expense associated with antibody development,

other widely-used estrogen and androgen-responsive protein biomarkers have not been

developed. However, the use of proteomics in ecotoxicology is rapidly expanding,

allowing the high throughput analysis of hundreds of proteins simultaneously via several

mass spectrometry-supported methods [117–119]. Although the application of this

technology is in its infancy, the use of proteomic, metabolomic and transcriptomic

approaches in tandem will eventually allow for a better mechanistic understanding of the

links between EDC-influenced changes in protein and gene expression [120].

5.4.3 Morphological Change

Usually occurring concomitantly with changes in gene transcription and/or protein

expression, alterations in secondary sexual characteristics or gonad morphology are

common in cases of moderate to severe endocrine disruption correlated with reduced

reproductive performance [121]. In the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas),

a commonly utilized bioindicator species, exposure to estrogenic EDCs causes reduction

or elimination of masculine characteristics, such as breeding tubercles, fat pads, and

breeding coloration in males. Conversely, exposure to androgenic EDCs causes devel-

opment of these masculine traits in females [122,123].

Additionally, the appearance of histological sections of gonads, coupled with analysis

of endocrine-responsive protein expression, is considered one of the most sensitive end

points for determining whether endocrine disruption has occurred [124]. Exposure to
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both estrogenic and androgenic compounds has been shown to reduce gonadal somatic

index (gonad weight relative to total body weight) and increase the incidence of germ cell

necrosis, which may represent an interruption of spermatogenesis [125–127]. In cases of

severe intersexuality, the presence of both male and female gonads in one organism or

a complete sex reversal can occur [123,128,129]. Intersexuality in fish has been correlated

with a significant reduction in fecundity [121].

5.4.4 Behavioral Change

Behavioral changes that occur as a result of exposure to EDCs can be more sensitive than

and are often seen in conjunction with physiological disruption [130,131]. In fishes,

a number of studies have evaluated the behavior of either estrogen- or androgen-exposed

males in two pair-breeding species: fathead minnows and three-spined sticklebacks.

Changes in aggression levels, ability to maintain spawning substrate, courtship frequency

and nest-building behavior were observed [132–137]. Fewer studies have been conducted

on group-spawning fish, but findings in zebrafish exposed to estrogenic EDCs indicate

that environmentally relevant concentrations disrupt reproductive hierarchies by altering

aggression and courtship behavior [138–140]. Subtle changes elicited by EDCs in male

secondary sexual characteristics can also decrease the response of females to altered

males [141]. The latest research findings demonstrate that non-reproductive behaviors

can also be impacted by estrogenic EDCs. For example, in zebrafish (Danio rerio),

shoaling and anxiety-related behaviors were modified in the presence of ethinylestradiol

[142].

5.4.5 Population-Level Effects

Both mathematical models and empirical data confirm that EDCs can cause declines

in fish populations [143,144]. Recent studies have utilized the results from single-EDC

laboratory exposures to produce predictive population models [145,146] and have

correlated EDC-perturbations in gonads or gene-expression changes with reduced

reproductive performance or varying degrees of urbanization [121,147]. The study that

demonstrated the clearest link between markers at lower levels of biological organi-

zation and population decline was performed over a seven-year period in an experi-

mental lake. A population of fathead minnows exposed to an environmentally relevant

concentration of ethinylestradiol experienced a population crash beginning with

the disappearance of juvenile fish (age 0, <4 cm), concomitant with increased Vtg

expression in males and the occurrence of intersexuality ([144] – Figure 5-2). The need

for EDC studies that examine and link impacts at multiple biological scales, including

the population level, has been suggested by a number of papers in the field

[52,84,148,149] and such studies are becoming increasingly common. Studies should

encompass end points with both high ecological significance (sex ratio, growth) and

high mechanistic significance (gene expression, histopathology) [52]. The challenge for

ecotoxicologists is to determine which molecular and organism level end points should
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be measured in order to most accurately predict impacts at the population and even at

the ecosystem levels.

5.5 Considerations for Risk Assessment
EDCs are often, but not exclusively, lipophilic compounds with a tendency to persist in

the environment by binding to sediments or by accumulating in the fat tissues of

organisms. EDCs that fit this description also tend to pass easily through cell membranes,

binding with nuclear hormone receptors and/or otherwise modulating cellular pathways

[52]. The propensity for known EDCs to have a relatively high log Kow (octanol/water

partition coefficient) continues to be used to inform risk assessment decisions [13],

however some pharmaceuticals that can act as EDCs appear to concentrate in fish tissues

regardless of lipid content [28]. Very low concentrations are known to impact fish, with

predicted no effect concentrations (PNECs) for common estrogenic EDCs such as ethi-

nylestradiol and estradiol at 0.1 and 2 ng/L, respectively [150,151].

Large-scale screening approaches, such as those adopted by the USEPA’s Endocrine

Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP) [13] are effective at identifying mechanisms of

toxicity and prioritizing some classes of suspected EDCs for more extensive testing.

FIGURE 5-2 Length-frequency distributions of fathead minnow, which reflects the age distribution, captured in trap
nets in reference Lake 442 (A) and Lake 260 (B), amended with 5–6 ng/L of ethinylestradiol in 2001–2003 during the
fall, in the period 1999–2005. Distributions for each fall have been standardized to 100 trap-net days. Mean þ SE daily
trap-net CPUE data for adults and juveniles for the fall catches are shown in the panels. Reprinted with permission
from Kidd et al., 2007, PNAS.
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EDSP in particular combines in vitro assays that quantify receptor-binding and enzyme

activity with in vivo assays in a number of vertebrates [152,153]. This suite of in vivo

assays includes a 21-day fish reproduction assay [154]. Results from these assays are

then prioritized via a Toxicological Priority Index (ToxPi), which incorporates elements

such as organism metabolism, exposure amount/duration and individual chemical

properties that underlie bioavailability (KOW and cell membrane permeability) [13].

Values from the suite of assays used to generate the index represent the half-maximal

activity for a particular assay divided by the lowest effective concentration [155]. The

ToxPi index (Figure 5-3, [13]), for example, generates valuable information for use in

assessing environmental health risks and elucidating mechanism or mode of action.

However, a number of suspected and confirmed EDCs, such as particular endocrine-

active pharmaceuticals and industrial contaminants, have yet to be run through the

EDSP’s suite of assays, as the effort is mainly focused on pesticides and herbicides

[152].

Approaches tailored specifically for use in ecological risk assessment have broad

similarities to EDSP in that the focus is on mechanisms of action and predictive

modeling, often using knownmodes of action from human pharmaceutical studies, since

FIGURE 5-3 Definitions and notation for ToxPi. Weighted combinations of data were integrated for each chemical
from multiple domains, with relative scores represented in ToxPi profiles composed of slices based on one or more
components. Domains are basic data types represented by slices of a given pattern: grayscale ¼ in vitro assay slices;
stripes ¼ chemical properties; dots ¼ pathways. Slices represent data from related assays, properties, or pathways,
including the androgen receptor (AR); estrogen receptor (ER); thyroid receptor (TR); xenobiotics-metabolizing
enzymes/adsorption, distribution, metabolism & excretion (XME/ADME); other nuclear receptors (NR); relationships
between phenotype and genotype (OMIM); the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG); pathways with
endocrine-relevance (Ingenuity); octanol-water partition coefficent (LogP); and the cell membrane permeability assay
(Caco-2). Ninety assays, two properties, and 27 pathways make up the 119 components of this endocrine ToxPi. The
number of components in each slice is shown in parentheses. ToxPi profiles for BPA and tebuthiuron are shown as
examples of high- and low-ranked chemicals. Adapted and reprinted with permission from Environmental Health
Perspectives [11].
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many pathways are highly conserved in fish [156]. Prior knowledge of endocrine toxicity

mechanisms allows for extrapolation from molecular assays to higher levels of biological

organization and to other species that may differ in sensitivity [156], both components of

risk assessment that are inherent to ecotoxicology [157]. Incorporating these compo-

nents, the newly coined “adverse outcome pathway” approach (AOP) aims to link a key

toxic event at the molecular level to demographically meaningful end points (i.e., pop-

ulation decline, skewed sex ratio) [148]. Further enhancements to the AOP approach have

been made by Garcia-Reyero and Perkins [158], via the use of reverse engineering to

identify gene networks in large datasets.

Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models, which characterize the

mathematical relationship between the chemical properties and biological activities of

known molecules to predict the activities of unknownmolecules, also have wide utility in

the early stages of risk assessment [159,160]. These in silicomethods have been developed

for various classes of EDCs, such as estrogenic, androgenic and thyroid-active EDCs [161–

163]; and also hold promise for themodeling of mixtures, which represent amore realistic

environmental exposure regime [164]. QSAR models can be used to direct resources for

laboratory assays toward the most probable mechanism(s) of toxicity. In the future, the

best-informed approaches will probably combine the use of approaches such as QSAR,

adverse outcome pathways, and predictive modeling.

5.6 Alternative EDC Mechanisms
The majority of EDC research has focused on reproductive impacts, particularly those

caused by estrogenic compounds or to a lesser extent, androgenic compounds. Much of

this research has centered on the feminization of male fish [165]. Although estrogenic and

androgenic EDCs are prevalent in the aquatic environment and are of great concern, the

view that research efforts should be directed toward EDCs that operate via alternative

mechanisms has been put forth by several recent reviews [95,166,167]. Attention is

beginning to be directed toward reproductive impacts inflicted via novel mechanisms

and toward impacts on other aspects of the endocrine system, both those caused by

established EDCs and by emerging EDCs. Examples of lesser-known impacts of EDCs on

fish, include changes in somatic growth [45,168] and modulation of the immune system

[92,169,170]. EDCs are known to disrupt pathways mediated by thyroid hormone [171],

glucocorticoids [172], progestogens [173], and prostaglandins [174], among others.

Additionally, as mentioned earlier, well-known estrogenic EDCs have been demonstrated

to operate through diverse, cellular, signaling pathways [77,175].

5.6.1 Progestins

Progestins are components of oral contraceptives and hormone replacement treat-

ments, are present in wastewater effluent [21], and known to interact pharmacologically

with multiple steroid receptors [173,176]. In fish, endogenous progestins play an
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important role in oocyte maturation, spermmotility, and to function as sex pheromones

[177]. Compounds typically detected in wastewater effluent such as the synthetic

progestins levonorgestrel and norethindrone have recently been demonstrated to

masculinize female fish, reduce fecundity, and reduce plasma-androgen concentrations

in males of various species at environmentally relevant concentrations [173,177]—in

fathead minnows, for example, levonorgestrel-inhibited reproduction at the environ-

mentally relevant concentration of 0.8 ng/L and masculinized females at 3.3 ng/L [173].

Similar effects were seen in fatheadminnows exposed to progesterone excreted by cattle

from a CAFO [178]. This preliminary evidence suggests that progesterone and synthetic

progestins found in CAFO runoff and/or wastewater effluent interfere with the

androgen-signaling pathway in several species of fish via an unknown mechanism

[37,173].

5.6.2 Thyroid Hormone

A number of ubiquitously distributed EDCs, such as PBDEs (flame retardants), phthalates

(plasticizers), PCBs and BPA are now known to interfere with the biological actions

mediated by thyroid hormone in vertebrates [171,179–181]. PBDEs and PCBs have been

shown to alter the transcription of genes in the brain that regulate thyroid function

[93,182], and PBDEs, PCBs and phthalates are known to bind competitively to trans-

thyretin, a thyroid hormone transport protein [183]. PBDEs are also purported to interfere

with deiodinases, enzymes that convert thyroxine (T4) to the biologically active thyroid

hormone (T3) [184]. BPA, which is primarily known as an estrogenic EDC, appears to

interfere with the recruitment of transcription factors to the TR [181]. Thyroid hormone

signaling and reproduction are also known to be interrelated in fishes, governing the

balance between stimulation of somatic growth and investment in oocyte production

[185]. Therefore EDCs that disrupt thyroid action probably indirectly modulate repro-

ductive physiology.

5.6.3 Retinoic Acid

Retinol (vitamin A) and its metabolites are vital to development, growth, differentiation,

immune function, and reproduction in vertebrates [186,187]. The retinoic acid receptor

(RAR) and the retinoid X receptor (RXR) act in concert with other nuclear receptors,

including TR and the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) [186,188]. Reti-

noic acid (RA) is now present in many cosmetic products and RA activity has been

detected in a number of watersheds across the globe [189–192]. By forming complexes

with other nuclear receptors, RA receptors can influence the expression of a large and

diverse set of genes [186]. For example, organotins, which in the past had been used as

marine antibiofouling agents, are known tomasculinize fish and invertebrates [85]. These

compounds appear to activate a heterodimer formed between RXR and PPAR, and may

influence other nuclear receptor pathways and hence expression of a wide array of genes
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through this mechanism [193]. In another study, the administration of RA via diet to fish,

attenuated the expression of genes induced by PCB-activation of the aryl hydrocarbon

receptor (AhR) [187]. Considering that EDCs, which disrupt RA signaling and are AhR

active (PCBs), co-occur in waterways [189], the interactions between these two classes of

EDCs should be further investigated.

5.6.4 Prostaglandins

Prostaglandins are short-lived fatty acids that are involved in cellular signaling path-

ways modulating reproduction, inflammation and hormone regulation. Phthalates,

which are used as plasticizers and are well-established EDCs, have some similarities to

pharmaceuticals (nonsteroidal inflammatory drugs—NSAIDs) that inhibit the enzyme-

mediated production of prostaglandins in vertebrates [174]. Additionally, many of the

compounds identified as inhibitors of prostaglandin synthesis in mammalian cell lines

also have confirmed estrogenic activity [1,174]. In aquatic environments downstream of

wastewater outfalls, exposure to NSAIDs such as ibuprofen, is also of concern. Short-term

exposure to ibuprofen in the laboratory has been shown to decrease expression of

prostaglandin E2 in minnows [194]. This could have a direct impact on reproduction

because some fish species use prostaglandin as a pheromone to signal spawning readi-

ness [195,196]. Furthermore, ovulation in fish can be inhibited by antagonizing the

prostaglandin receptor [197]. Medaka exposed to low concentrations of ibuprofen over

a 6-week period exhibited a dose-dependent decrease in the number of weekly spawning

events [23]. Chronic exposure to environmental concentrations of NSAIDs, phthalates,

and potentially other yet-to-be identified EDCs could impact both mating behavior and

fecundity via reduction of prostaglandin synthesis.

5.6.5 Glucocorticoids

Glucocorticoids are known to affect physiology, reproduction, and behavior in verte-

brates. In teleost fishes it is known to be involved in immune and inflammatory

responses, reproduction, metabolism, osmoregulation, to affect fat deposition, and to

play a role in temperature-dependent sex determination [172,198–200]. The glucocor-

ticoid cortisol was recently demonstrated to masculinize and to reduce the fecundity of

female mosquitofish. Female mosquitofish exposed to elevated levels of this naturally

occurring hormone developed a gonopodium (anal fin used for sperm transfer) and

attempted to mate with other females [172] fathead minnows responded in a similar

fashion to the synthetic cortisol dexamethasone, a frequently prescribed antiin-

flammatory drug that has been detected in wastewater effluent. Female fatheads

experienced a decrease in fecundity and in plasma estradiol concentrations and

counter-intuitively displayed an increase in the estrogen-responsive protein vitellogenin

(Vtg); the development and growth of offspring was also significantly impacted [201].

Cellular interactions involving both natural and synthetic glucocorticoids are clearly
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complex, potentially also involving so-called orphan receptors (described below) [176],

and can have a positive or negative impact on fish physiology depending on the

concentration and timing of exposure [199,203]. As with other alternate EDC pathways,

further research is necessary to elucidate these effects.

5.6.6 Orphan Receptor Interactions

The AHR, PXR, and the CAR are orphan receptors, meaning that a specific endogenous

ligand has not been identified for each. These orphan receptors are often referred to as

“xenosensors,” because their role in vertebrates is to induce metabolism and excretion of

the molecules they bind [204]. Well-known EDCs such as BPA are known to bind these

receptors [205,206] and they are confirmed to exist in fish [202,207,208]. In Salmonids, for

example, exposure to the glucocorticoid, dexamethasone, decreased PXR mRNA levels

and omeprazole, a medication used for gastric reflux, altered the expression of metabolic

enzymes induced by PXR binding [202]. In particular, AhR is known to exhibit cross talk

with estrogen receptor-mediated responses, and coexposure with an estrogenic EDC and

a known AhR agonist in fish, resulted in a reduction in the magnitude of the estrogenic

response [75,76]. As a whole, downstream-signaling from these xenosensors is known to

affect signaling downstream of steroid receptors [209], and the impact of EDCs on their

related gene expression and metabolic influence must be included in future assessments

of EDC impact.

5.6.7 Neuroendocrine Disruption

As in higher vertebrates, behaviors in fish related to reproduction, aggression, and risk-

taking are mediated by neurotransmitters and hormones in the brain [26,210–213,214].

EDCs implicated in modulating these behaviors include natural and synthetic steroids,

pesticides, and pharmaceuticals [130]. As described above, a number of studies have been

performed on the effect of estrogenic or androgenic EDCs on reproductive behavior.

However, only a few studies have evaluated how EDCs that directly target neurotransmitter

release and uptake, such as antidepressants, affect both reproductive behavior and other

types of behavioral responses integral to survival, such as predator avoidance and food

acquisition [215–217]. For example, fathead minnows exposed to environmental concen-

trations of commonly used antidepressants (fluoxetine, bupropion, sertraline) had

a reduced response to threat stimuli [217]. At higher doses of fluoxetine (a common

serotonin-reuptake inhibitor), suppressed appetite and altered glucose metabolism in

goldfish and reduced attempts to capture prey in striped bass, occurred [24,25,218]. In

addition to changes in startle response and feeding behavior, fluoxetine is known to

interfere with reproductive behavior [216], potentially by inhibiting the release of the

hormone isotocin, which inhibits reproduction [219]. Furthermore, the enzyme that

converts the amino acid tryptophan into serotonin, tryptophan hydroxylase, is also

a known target of EDCs [220]. Hormones such as arginine vasotocin (AVT) are also altered
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in fish exposed to fluoxetine [213]. This warrants further investigation considering that AVT

underlies the tendency toward aggressive behavior, and hence social rank, in many fish

species [211,221]. These pharmaceuticals were designed to be effective at low doses in

humans, therefore their presence at ng/L and mg/L concentrations in the aquatic envi-

ronment [188] may be sufficient to disrupt behavior in fishes.

With regard to neuroendocrine hormones, recent research efforts have elucidated the

action of the peptide hormone kisspeptin in non-mammalian vertebrates. Kisspeptin

regulates the release of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) from the hypothalamus

and appears to play an important role in the timing of reproduction in fishes [222].

Emerging evidence demonstrates that kisspeptin’s action may be altered by exposure to

EDCs, particularly xenoestrogens [222,223]. Alteration in the release of GnRH, which

controls the majority of reproductive functions in fishes [224], could have detrimental

effects on the ability to spawn and on overall fecundity. Another class of neuroendocrine

hormones, the endocannabinoids, play important roles in systemic metabolism but also

influence reproduction in teleosts [225]. Recently it was shown that the xenoestrogen,

nonylphenol, can modulate the transcription of cannabinoid receptors in the brain of

goldfish [226]. Further research is necessary to clarify the role of endocannabinoids in

teleost reproduction and the mechanisms by which they are impacted upon exposure to

EDCs.

5.6.8 Insulin-like Growth Factor

The actions of insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), which have been understood in higher

vertebrates for some time, are now being elucidated in fishes. IGFs play important roles in

both somatic andgonadal growth, are stimulatedbyGH,and interactwith steroidhormones

in order to execute their many biological functions [94,227–230]. IGFs, which are expressed

in the liver andalso circulate inplasma, appear tobedown-regulated infish that are exposed

to estrogenic EDCs such as nonylphenol, ethinylestradiol, and estradiol [95,231–233]. Such

disruption can interfere with important biological transformations such as the morpho-

logical switch from osmoregulation in freshwater to seawater, in salmonids [232].

Furthermore, pesticides, such as the pyrethroid deltamethrin appear to interfere with GH

and IGF gene expression in salmonid muscle tissue [234], with implications for impaired

development and reproduction in fish exposed to pyrethroids in urban and agricultural

runoff. Timing of exposure is crucial to impacts, as juvenile fishes may experience organi-

zational changes in the IGF system that could lead to permanent alterations from the norm

in both growth and reproduction [94]. As such, it is possible that IGF alterations are at least

partially responsible for the reduced fecundity seen in female fishes exposed to environ-

mental estrogens [94].

5.6.9 Immune Response

It is well established that hormones such as estrogens influence immune response in

higher vertebrates [235,236]. Less information is available on fishes, but it is known that
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they possess the same primary immune cells as mammals—lymphocytes, granulocytes,

andmonocytes, as well as immune-responsemolecules—cytokines and immunoglobulins,

and that innate immunity predominates [237–239]. Recent research strongly suggests that

estrogens and androgens interact with the teleost immune system via mechanisms that are

comparable those in tetrapods, including mammals [169,170,237]. For example, as occurs

in mammals during pregnancy [240], fish tend to be more susceptible to disease during

gametogenesis [170], and it has been shown that injections of estradiol, progesterone or 11-

ketotestosterone will suppress immune function or immune-related gene expression in

fishes [100,241]. Another study demonstrated that both estradiol and the estrogenic EDC

nonylphenol suppress leukocytes at nM concentrations [242]. Immunotoxicity due to EDC

exposure may be a more sensitive measure of EDC effects than reproductive end points. A

study evaluating the toxicity of wastewater effluent found that immunotoxic effects were

induced at lower concentrations than end points, indicating exposure to estrogens [243].

However, research results from experiments using mixtures are not as clear-cut, with

estrogenic effluents causing differential responses depending on the potency of the

effluent or the type of immune response being measured. One trial studied exposure to

a potent estrogenic effluent alone or a weakly estrogenic effluent spiked with ethinyles-

tradiol. This suppressed lymphocyte counts but elevated granulocyte and thrombocyte

counts, in wild roach [86], Figure 5-4. Although more research is needed to elucidate the

impact of EDCs on immunological function in fishes, evidence suggests that adding

immunotoxicity to the list of considerations made during EDC risk assessment would lead

to better-informed regulatory decisions.

5.6.10 Epigenetics

An emerging area of research with serious implications for environmental health is the

field of epigenetics. The term “epigenetics” is defined as “the study of mitotically and/or

FIGURE 5-4 Immunotoxic responses in fish exposed to a potent estrogenic wastewater effluent (experiment 1),
a weak estrogenic effluent with or without supplementation with ethinylestradiol or ethinylestradiol alone
(experiment 2), quantified by counts of lymphocytes (A), granulocytes (B), and thrombocytes (C), shown as
percentages of total leukocytes. Twelve males and 12 females were analyzed per treatment; data are shown as
mean � SE. Statistically significant differences between experimental groups for each sex are denoted by different
letters (p< 0.05).Adapted and reprinted with permission from Environmental Health Perspectives, (Filby et al., 2007).
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meiotically heritable changes in gene function that cannot be explained by changes in

DNA sequence” [244]. Recent revelations demonstrate that stress and exposure to envi-

ronmental chemicals, such as EDCs, can foment epigenetic change that may then be

passed on to subsequent generations [245]. Epigenetic change can occur via DNA

methylation, by changes to the histones around which DNA is wrapped, or through

regulation by noncoding RNA [246–248]. In studies investigating the epigenomic impact

of EDCs conducted withmice, phthalates and the now banned estrogenic pharmaceutical

diethylstilbestrol were found to cause increased DNA methylation leading to adverse

reproductive health outcomes in the offspring of exposed adults [249]. Little epigenetic

research has been done on fish, but recent studies did find an increase in gonadal DNA

methylation in estradiol-exposed male sticklebacks [250] and increased methylation of

vitellogenin genes in ethinylestradiol-exposed zebrafish [251]. Whether epigenetic

changes are passed onto the next generation has yet to be determined, but considering

that this is known to occur in mammals and since the mechanisms of inheritance are

generally highly conserved, it is almost certain that epigenetic inheritance occurs

in fishes.

5.7 Additional Considerations
5.7.1 Complex Mixtures

Although the majority of EDC research has focused on examining the effects of single

chemicals in the laboratory, in reality aquatic organisms are continuously exposed to

a diverse cocktail of compounds. This is a matter of concern because the so-called “no

effect” concentrations of single EDCs, can in combination cause detrimental effects

[107,252]. The model of concentration-addition (CA) has been demonstrated to accu-

rately describe the action of EDC mixtures in vitro, containing components that act via

similar mechanisms (i.e., estrogenic, antiestrogenic, thyroid) [252–254]. Some studies

conducted in vivo with fishes using similarly acting estrogenic EDCs also agree with the

CA model [255–257]. However other research has shown that mechanistically similar

EDCs in mixtures can antagonize or synergize one another, leading to a summed toxicity

that is greater or less than additive, potentially because of changes in steroid metabolism

triggered by EDC exposure [258–260].

When EDCs with differing mechanisms of action are combined, responses no longer

adhere to the principles of CA [261]. One study in fish found that exposure to the

estrogenic EDC ethinylestradiol in the presence of the androgenic EDC tributyltin (TBT)

neutralized the masculinizing effects of TBT [262]. However, other studies of the

combined effects of estrogens and androgens or antiestrogens have had unpredictable

results [263,264]. For example, coexposure to estradiol and an antiestrogen such as

tamoxifen or letrozole resulted in the reduction of the estrogen-responsive biomarker

Vtg, but overall impairment of reproductive performance remained the same or wors-

ened [264]. Results are even less clear-cut when it comes to complex environmental
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mixtures. For example, studies have shown simultaneous expression of the estrogen-

responsive proteins or transcripts Vtg or Chg in male fish and male-biased sex ratios

in the same population downstream of wastewater or pharmaceutical discharges

[45,265,266]. Furthermore, one class of steroids in a complex mixture can interfere with

the actions of a different class; for example, the occurrence of androgenic EDCs in

wastewater influent has been associated with antagonism of progesterone and gluco-

corticoid receptors [267].

5.7.2 Variations in Sexual Differentiation

Testing procedures for determining the effects of EDCs on several model fishes

(medaka, zebrafish, fathead minnow, stickleback) have been standardized in many

respects [268–270]. However, relatively little consideration has been given to potential

differences in response amongst these phylogenetically different species that vary

considerably in their modes of sexual differentiation. Recent studies comparing the

response of several of these model fishes to EDCs demonstrated that while sex ratio

alterations occurred in all, response differed with respect to sensitivity of gonadal

differentiation [271,272]. In the study comparing zebrafish and fathead minnows,

zebrafish had an increased incidence of ovotestis whereas fathead minnow showed

increase in undifferentiated gonads; and fathead minnow testes were delayed in

maturation while zebrafish testes were not delayed [271]. As such, whether intersex or

sex reversal is observed after EDC-exposure or in wild fish captured at a site receiving

inputs of EDCs, may depend on the species being examined [273]. For example, fishes in

which sex determination is more labile and is governed by the interaction of genes and

environmental factors (i.e., temperature), may be more susceptible to alterations in sex

ratio caused by environmental changes [274]. Additionally, the timing of exposure has

considerable influence on the development of intersex or sex reversal; with juvenile

fishes being much more sensitive to developing both conditions in response to EDC

perturbations in the environment [275].

5.7.3 Adaptation

Another factor that may complicate risk-assessment decisions is the ability of fish to

adapt to environmental change and interspecies variability in the aptitude to do so. It is

well established that some fish species are capable of undergoing relatively rapid adap-

tation in response to long-term exposure to pollutants or other factors [276,277]. For

example, a number of studies have demonstrated the evolved tolerance of killifish

(Fundulus heteroclitis) to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), a ubiquitous class of EDCs

[275–280]. Similar adaptations to various pollutants have been observed in fathead

minnows, mosquitofish and the common sole [283–285]. It is also known that this evolved

tolerance is often balanced with costly trade-offs, with fish becoming less tolerant of

other stressors as a result of increased resistance to a particular toxicant or suite of

toxicants [286]. Furthermore, results from laboratory assays using fish specifically bred
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for such testing may not be representative of responses in wild populations of the same

species, because of genetic variation and local adaptation [276].

5.7.4 Metabolites

With the current move toward relying on in vitro systems to determine the toxicity of

contaminants (REACH, ToxCast, EDSP) [11–13,229,287], the importance of whole-

organism metabolism is at risk of being overlooked in the regulatory community. A

number of EDCs, including flame retardants (PBDEs), pesticides such as methoxychlor

and pyrethroids, and the plasticizer BPA are converted into more endocrine-active or

more toxic metabolites in vivo [48,288–293]. The metabolic activation of the methoxy-

chlor, which was introduced as an alternative to the highly estrogenic pesticide DDT, is

well understood. With the availability of microarrays, it is now known that methoxychlor

metabolites can interfere with upwards of 30 different transcripts related to estrogenic

and androgenic signaling pathways in the livers of fishes [290]. Pyrethroid pesticides, in

particular permethrin and bifenthrin, now widely used for urban and agricultural pest

management, are considered to be emerging EDCs. The endocrine activity of some

pyrethroid metabolites is significantly higher than that of particular pyrethroid parent

compounds [48,49], and the nature of that activity may change depending on whether

an in vitro or in vivo assay is used to assess these EDCs, likely because of hepatic

metabolism converting the parent compound into an estrogenic metabolite [91].

Although the use of agents (i.e., S-9) that mimic hepatic metabolism in vitro generates

results that are similar to in vivo responses [294], more data on the similarities and

differences between in vitro and in vivo responses to endocrine-disrupting compounds

is needed, before we rely exclusively on in vitro results to make regulatory decisions. In

their current state, in vitro assays are highly useful for pinpointing mechanisms but do

not take into account the complicated web of pathways involved in endocrine signaling

and response [209].

5.7.5 Abiotic Factors

The effects of EDCs can be exacerbated by abiotic environmental factors such as hypoxia,

photoperiod and temperature [69,198,295–298], and the exposure of fish to conditions

such as hypoxia may even have population-level consequences [297,299]. Studies in

zebrafish and medaka demonstrate that transcription of estrogen-responsive genes in

response to estradiol or nonylphenol exposure differs depending on temperature and

day-length [295,296]. This has implications for observations made regarding expression

of such genes in wild fish, as these responses may vary widely, based on the season during

which fish were collected. It also has implications for laboratory testing, as these tests

should be conducted at similar temperatures and photoperiods in order to be compa-

rable. Another abiotic factor now recognized to be of increasing importance to endocrine

disruption is hypoxia. A number of studies conducted on Atlantic croaker, a species native

to the Gulf of Mexico, implicate hypoxia as a major cause of endocrine disruption.
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Hypoxic events, which are on the increase globally because of anthropogenic influences

[300], have been shown to masculinize this species, which is now exposed to more

frequent and longer periods of low dissolved oxygen in the Gulf of Mexico [69,297].

Impacts on Atlantic croaker because of hypoxia included impairment of gonadal growth

and gamete production, along with a male-skewed sex ratio. Croaker exposed to hypoxia

in the laboratory had a decrease in aromatase expression, the enzyme that converts

testosterone to estrogen, suggesting the potential mechanism behind masculinization

[297]. Variations in abiotic factors such as temperature, photoperiod and dissolved

oxygen levels should be documented, particularly in field observations of endocrine

disruption, so that these conditions can be taken into account when comparing

responses with other studies.

5.7.6 Non-monotonic Responses

Although the latest evaluations of EDC risk do incorporate some of the factors

mentioned above that can influence EDC action [13,229], the nature of how endogenous

hormones in the vertebrate endocrine system interact with their targets makes

prediction of a “safe” concentration of an EDC quite difficult. For example, the method

used to calculate effective concentrations for the USEPA EDSP, and hence the way risk is

ultimately evaluated, assumes that response to EDCs is linear [13]. To the contrary,

a number of EDC studies have observed that many endocrine-active compounds do not

induce a linear or typical sigmoidal dose–response curve. Instead, exposure to a range of

concentrations results in a “U”- or inverted “U”-shaped non-monotonic response

because of low dose stimulation and higher dose inhibition (Figure 5-5) [45,301–304].

This is particularly evident with receptor-mediated responses that can saturate or

vary depending on the concentration [304]. Computer simulations indicate that

FIGURE 5-5 Unimodal or biphasic dose response versus sigmoidal dose response. a) Sigmoidal dose–response curve:
demonstrative of many toxic responses, in which toxicity increases in a linear fashion, eventually reaching an
asymptote. b) Biphasic or c) Unimodal dose–response curves: typical of EDCs, response is not linear due to the presence
of endogenous hormones, action via different mechanisms depending on dose, and/or feedback inhibition. Responses
at high doses or concentrations are often extrapolated downward for regulatory purposes, assuming a linear
response, to determine a “safe” level. However, this becomes problematic with responses to EDCs that are unimodal
or biphasic (both types are “non-monotonic”).
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a non-monotonic dose–response can also occur when receptor dimerization is dis-

rupted. In particular, a mixed-ligand homodimer can be formed with an endogenous

ligand such as estrogen and an exogenous ligand such as an EDC, impacting gene

transcription and ultimately protein expression [305]. In fact, a recent high-profile

review puts forth a strong justification for changing the way risk is assessed for EDCs,

because the design of current toxicological assessments ignores nontypical responses,

and no observable adverse effect levels would be derived based on the resulting

incomplete data set [2]. This is due both to a tendency toward unimodal or non-

monotonic responses and because endogenous hormones and many EDCs, including

BPA, nonylphenol, the herbicide atrazine, PBDEs, PCBs, and pyrethroid pesticides, can

exert action at nanomolar/micromolar concentrations, (some even as low as picomolar)

that may not even be included in testing regimes [2,91].

5.8 Ecotoxicology in Risk Assessment
In 2002, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) put

forth a proposed plan for a tiered approach toward ecological risk assessment. This

tiered plan would include an initial 14-day screening assay, fish development and

reproduction testing, and a fish full life-cycle test. As of 2010, while some revisions to

current testing have beenmade and test guidelines are available for assessing estrogenic

and androgenic EDCs in fish, a final strategy toward EDC testing in wildlife is being

developed by the OECD and the European Commission, but has yet to be implemented

[124,306,307]. The USEPA EDSP program has formulated a similar approach, in that

a fish partial life-cycle assay has been incorporated into a suite of mostly mammalian in

vitro assays intended to identify whether a particular chemical interferes with estrogen,

androgen or thyroid signaling [13]. Neither of these approaches integrates behavioral

responses or field data, which while challenging, is necessary for an accurate evaluation

of EDC impacts in fish. The complexity involved in applying biomarker responses

derived from laboratory testing to assessing risk in aquatic environments is continually

acknowledged by those in the field. Uncertainties exist as to whether biomarker no

effect concentrations (NOECs) should be used to derive predicted no effect concen-

trations (PNECs), unless direct linkages can bemade between lower-level responses and

higher levels of biological organization such as altered development, growth, or pop-

ulation decline [308,309]. An alternative to deriving PNECs or threshold concentrations

below which effects are unlikely to occur, is the generation of species-sensitivity

distributions [157]. This method uses available response data, such as NOECs from

multiple tests, to build a frequency distribution to determine the chemical concentra-

tion that is detrimental to a certain percentage of species [157,310]. Concerns arising

from this approach are that the end points used to build the SSDmay not be appropriate

for the chemical(s) of concern or that the species used are not relevant to the ecosystem

being assessed [157].
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As mentioned earlier, a number of studies have made mechanistic links between gene

transcription or protein expression (Vtg) and larger-scale impacts with regards to estro-

genic or androgenic EDCs [45,121,144,145,147,309]. However, even when comparing the

results of standard laboratory assays measuring biomarker Vtg and apical end points such

as fecundity, the lowest effective concentrations are often disparate [124]. Additionally,

much work remains to be done with respect to connecting the dots between changes in

gene or protein expression related to alternative endocrine targets (i.e., thyroid, prosta-

glandins, progestins, glucocorticoids, etc.) with whole organism or population-level

consequences. Endocrine disruption occurring via these pathways probably has just as

much of an influence on reproductive health, for example, as disruption along estrogenic

or androgenic signaling pathways does.

Another aspect crucial to accurately assessing risk to fishes is the ability to extrapolate

from frequently utilized laboratory denizens such as the fathead minnow and zebrafish to

other species. As mentioned above, fishes are highly plastic in regard to modes of sexual

differentiation [311], so a concentration of an EDC that affects one population of fishes

may not have the same impact on a phylogenetically distant species [271]. The capacity to

predict response in alternative fish species lies not only in linking biomarker responses to

population-level effects, but also in appropriately applied mathematical modeling

approaches [143,312,313]. However knowledge gaps, such as having a better grasp on how

differences in reproductive strategies influence susceptibility to EDCs, and again, how

changes in gene expression influence whole organism response, must be filled before

accurate models can be built [271,308,313]. Furthermore, the importance of population

density and biodiversity with regard to EDC effects must be considered, particularly if the

responses of a few individuals must be extrapolated to entire ecosystems [312,314,315].

5.9 Conclusions
In conclusion, although putative NOECs for estradiol and ethinylestradiol have been

derived [150], much work remains to be done in determining acceptable aquatic

concentrations of EDCs that disrupt thyroid, RA, progestin, prostaglandin, insulin-like

growth factor and glucocorticoid signaling. Modulation of these hormones in ways that

can impact immune function, growth, stress response, and behavior via mechanisms

have yet to be thoroughly explored. Determining which emerging EDCs should receive

the shrinking pool of research dollars in coming years will continue to challenge toxi-

cologists, particularly those charged with discerning how toxicity-induced changes at the

molecular level scale up to affect populations and ecosystems. Furthermore, in addition

to assessing risk at multiple biological scales, the effects of complex environmental

mixtures, differences in species sensitivity, adaptation to pollution, and the potential for

epigenetic change must also be integrated into determinations of “safe” EDC concen-

trations. Considering the propensity of EDCs to exert effect at low doses and to exhibit

non-monotonic responses, this is a task that will require increased collaboration and

ingenuity amongst researchers in the field.
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6.1 Introduction
Environmental monitoring may have several goals: determining compliance with

discharge and ambient standards, identifying areas with persistent problems for reme-

diation efforts, establishing cause and effect relationships, and providing information for

modeling and management tools, such as total maximum daily loads, among others.

Monitoring programs need not be extensive in time and space to serve some of these

goals, such as compliance determinations for point source discharges, but long-term,

spatially comprehensive monitoring programs provide additional power to address larger

scale questions about environmental hazards, particularly with regard to sets of

parameters that describe different aspects of those hazards. Such large-scale approaches

lend themselves to more formal risk assessments, which can help focus the attention of

managers, policy makers, the regulated community, and the public at large on the most

important problems.

Risk assessment protocols include four steps: (1) identification of a hazard; (2) iden-

tification of the population(s) exposed to that hazard; (3) establishment of dose-response

or other quantitative cause and effect relationships for the hazard and for exposed

population(s); (4) overall assessment of the risk posed by the specific hazard to the

exposed population. Environmental hazards can be diverse, encompassing a wide array

of pollutants, direct and indirect impacts, and interactive effects. In an environmental

context, one must consider both risks to human users (who generally create, expose

themselves to, and manage those risks) as well as risks to ecologic integrity—the ability of

an ecosystem to support its “normal” suite of ecosystem services from an anthropo-

centric perspective, and to support its inherent ecological properties, such as stability,

resilience, and biodiversity, among others. For instance, academic researchers have

produced strong field and laboratory evidence that implicate key concentrations of

various metals and organic toxins that cause negative effects upon benthic organisms in

freshwater and estuarine sediments [1,2]. Cause and effect relationships for environ-

mental hazards are sometimes sufficiently well established to justify regulations and

standards, so that more informative risk assessments can be conducted [3].

This chapter develops risk assessment metrics for four environmental parameters in

aquatic ecosystems (dissolved oxygen (DO), chlorophyll a, fecal coliform bacteria, and

turbidity) for which regulatory standards have been established and that have been

monitored extensively in time and space in southeastern North Carolina. The aims are

twofold: to compare relative risks to human and ecosystem health among differing

Coastal Plain aquatic habitats and to compare the risks posed by nonattainment of

standards for different water-quality parameters. DO is important for aerobic aquatic life

forms and has been implicated as a major factor in fish kills and shellfish losses [4–6]. The

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and most states have adopted

a general minimum standard of 5 mg/L (ppm), with exceptions for certain habitats

(higher for “trout waters” and lower for “swampwaters”) [7]. Chlorophyll a is ameasure of

phytoplankton biomass, and therefore a diagnostic for algae blooms, which can (1) cause
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problems with low DO through creation of a biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) upon

bloom death and decay [8,9]; (2) impact taste and odor in drinking water supplies [10]; (3)

release microalgal toxins in certain settings [11]; and (4) provide a usable food source for

mixotrophic toxic algae and protozoa [12]. Algal blooms also can have a substantial

human economic impact based on toxic effects, nuisance implications, and other

problems [13]. USEPA and some states have set a maximum standard of 40 mg/L for

chlorophyll a in surface waters [7]. Note, however, that this applies only to the planktonic

(suspended) plant biomass, not to filamentous algae, associated with surfaces, benthic

microalgae, or aquatic macrophytes, for which no standards have been promulgated as

there are no approved standard methods for sampling and/or quantifying them. (We note

that some states, such as Florida, Ohio, and Wisconsin are investigating the initiation of

benthicmicroalgal standards). It is notable that both DO and chlorophyll a are commonly

used standards for estimating the degree of eutrophication of water bodies [14]. Fecal

coliform bacteria, and more recently Escherichia coli, are indicators of fecal microbial

contamination from warm-blooded animals, including humans, and as such are strongly

associated with exposure to water-borne pathogens through drinking, eating contami-

nated aquatic organisms, or body contact. USEPA, the United States Food and Drug

Administration (US FDA) and most states set maximal fecal coliform bacteria standards

as zero, 14, or 200 colony-forming units (CFU) per 100 ml for drinking water, shellfish

waters, and recreational waters, respectively. (Note that the latter two values are applied

as geometric means of multiple samples taken under specified conditions, with separate

provisions for single instantaneous values) [7,15]. Fecal enterococcus bacteria are used

more generally now as fecal pollution indicators in salt water environments [16], owing to

their relatively higher persistence in that more stressful environment [17,18]. Turbidity is

a measure of the light-scattering properties of suspended particulates, which is strongly

indicative of fine-grained sediment loads but also addresses the ability of suspended

matter, including phytoplankton, to attenuate light flux. Suspended sediment interferes

with shellfish filter-feeding [19]; alters bottom habitat to the detriment of native organ-

isms [20]; adsorbs pollutants by a variety of physical and chemical means [21] resulting in

suspended sediment and turbidity concentrations being strongly correlated with

pollutants, especially fecal bacteria, phosphorus, and BOD [22–24]. Attenuation of light

through turbidity restricts growth of aquatic plants [25,26] and reduces visibility and

prey-capture success in fish [27,28]. USEPA and many states have set standards for

turbidity as 25 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) for seawater and 50 NTU for fresh-

water [7], reflecting the effects of salinity on particle flocculation and settlement.

Data used in this analysis were derived from two large-scale regional monitoring

programs in southeastern North Carolina. The South Brunswick Water and Sewer

Authority (SBWSA)was formed in 1994 andwas chargedwith developing a comprehensive

regional program for managing wastewater and storm water in southwest Brunswick

County, a rapidly developing coastal area that included the incorporated towns of Cala-

bash and Sunset Beach as well as adjoining portions of the unincorporated county

(Figure 6-1). Water-quality monitoring by University of North Carolina Wilmington
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researchers under contract to SBWSA began in late 1996 and continued throughmid-2003,

when SBWSA was dissolved by Brunswick County. The Lower Cape Fear River Program

(LCFRP) was developed in response to a perceived need by a large number (~20) of

industrial and municipal dischargers to meet the monitoring requirements of their

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits by combining efforts

and contracting with UNC Wilmington researchers to conduct field sampling and some

measurements, with others sub-contracted to state-certified commercial laboratories. The

lower Cape Fear basin included portions of the Cape Fear River below Elizabethtown in

Bladen County, as well as twomajor tributaries, the Black and Northeast Cape Fear rivers,

and the Cape Fear River estuary (Figure 6-2). Monitoring began in 1995 and is continuing.

FIGURE 6-1 Map of SBWSA sampling sites (ML), numbered in sequence of designation, in southwest Brunswick
County, North Carolina, within the boundary of the 201 Planning Area (NC/SC line and heavy solid line). Lighter solid
lines are perennial watercourses, dashed lines are major roads, and cross hatched areas are open surface waters.
Incorporated towns of Calabash, Carolina Shores, and Sunset Beach include ML 10–12; ML 3–7, 38, and 39; and ML 14–
18, 25, 27, 30, 34, 36, 41, and 42, respectively.
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FIGURE 6-2 Map of the Lower Cape Fear River system and the LCFRP sampling stations. (For color version of this figure,
the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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These two monitoring programs have yielded data on a wide variety of aquatic

habitats, ranging from “small water” habitats such as small ponds and first-order streams

to larger bodies of water, including the fifth-order Black and Northeast Cape Fear rivers

and the sixth-order Cape Fear River, as well as estuarine waters in both the SBWSA area

and the Cape Fear Estuary. This geographical diversity of aquatic habitats provides an

opportunity to conduct environmental risk assessments in a broadly representative set of

water bodies, with consequently broader relevance, and to look for larger patterns of

environmental risks. Data from these two monitoring programs also provide an oppor-

tunity to test the hypothesis that environmental risks vary from one habitat type to

another, with some hazards relatively more important in some habitats than others.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Field Sampling and Techniques

SBWSA: Water quality monitoring began in October 1996 at 22 monitoring locations (ML)

throughout the SBWSA 201 Area (approximately 41 square miles), with twenty additional

ML subsequently added and a few ML discontinued for various reasons (Figure 6-1).

Monitoring locations were numbered in sequence of selection, and were selected to

represent all drainage basins and surface water bodies in the sampling area. All ML were

located within waters of the state or tributaries to these waters, and were accessed

through public rights of way or with permission of private owners. Each ML was sampled

on a set schedule every three to four weeks, always in themidmorning hours, 0900 to 1200

local time. Sampling was conducted once weekly during the first one and a half and last

three years of the program, and twice per week during the middle period. Sampling was

conducted at geographic subgroups of 7–10 ML each time, allowing sufficient time for

return of time-sensitive samples (fecal coliforms) within specified time limits [29].

Samples were all collected from just below the surface at each ML following specified

protocols for each parameter [29].

Values of the four water quality parameters examined in this study were measured

either in situ or from samples collected and returned to the laboratory for each sampling

location and time. All protocols followed standard methods and QA/QC as specified by

APHA (1998 or earlier); the laboratory was state certified to conduct these and other

measurements for the SBWSA project. DO wasmeasured and logged in situ using a YSI 85

multi-parameter water quality meter, which was calibrated before each daily sampling

trip. Chlorophyll a was measured in triplicate for 200 ml samples returned to the lab,

filtered through glass fiber filters, analyzed fluorometrically following the methods of

Welschmeyer (1994) [30] and USEPA (1997) [31], and reported as mg/L. Fecal coliform

analyses employed the membrane filtration method (MFC, method 9222D [29]). We

filtered, incubated, and counted five filtered subsamples (3 � 10 ml, 1 � 1 ml, and

1 � 100 ml) from each sample, reporting a mean value � one std dev. for the three 10-ml

subsamples as CFU/100 ml when values were within specified colony count ranges, and
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otherwise used values from single filters as appropriate. Turbidity was measured as NTU

on a single separate water sample using a DRT-15CE nephelometer (Fisher Scientific) that

was calibrated regularly with manufacturer’s formazin standards.

LCFRP: The main stem of the Cape Fear River is formed by the merging of the Haw and

the Deep rivers in Chatham County in the North Carolina Piedmont. The main stem of the

river has been altered by the construction of several dams and water control structures. In

the coastal plain, the river is joined by two major tributaries, the Black and the Northeast

Cape Fear rivers (Figure 6-2). These fifth-order blackwater streams drain extensive riverine

swamp forests and add organic colored dissolved organic matter (DOM) to the main stem.

The watershed (about 9149 square miles) is the most heavily industrialized in North Car-

olina with 244 NPDES permitted wastewater discharges with a total permitted flow of

approximately 425milliongallonsper day, and (as of 2000) over 1.83millionpeople residing

in the basin, and approximately 4,200,000 head of swine housed in concentrated animal

feeding operations, or CAFOs [32]. Approximately 24% of the land use in the watershed is

devoted to agriculture and livestock production [32], with livestock production dominated

by swine and poultry operations. Thus, the watershed receives considerable point and

nonpoint source loading of pollutants. However, the estuary is a well-flushed system, with

flushing time ranging from 1 to 22 days with a median flushing time of about seven days,

much shorter than the other large N.C. estuaries to the north [33].

Water quality is monitored by the Aquatic Ecology Laboratory of the University of

North Carolina Wilmington Center for Marine Science. Nine stations in the Cape Fear

estuary (from Navassa to Southport) and one station in the Northeast Cape Fear estuary

are sampled by boat (Figure 6-2). Riverine stations sampled by boat include NC11, AC,

DP, IC, and BBT (Figure 6-2). NC11 is located upstream of any major point source

discharges in the lower river and estuary system, and is considered to be representative of

water quality entering the lower system (we note that the City of Wilmington and portions

of Brunswick County get their drinking water from the river just upstream of Lock and

Dam #1). Station BBT is located on the Black River between Thoroughfare (a stream

connecting the Cape Fear and Black rivers) and the main stem Cape Fear, and is influ-

enced by both rivers. We consider B210 and NCF117 to represent water quality entering

the lower Black and Northeast Cape Fear rivers, respectively. Data have also been

collected at stream and river stations throughout the watersheds of the Cape Fear, the

Northeast Cape Fear, and the Black rivers. (Figure 6-2 [9,34]).

6.2.2 Techniques

All samples and field parameters collected for the estuarine stations of the Cape Fear

River (NAV down through M18) were gathered on an ebb tide. This was done so that the

data better represented the river water flowing downstream through the system rather

than the tidal influx of coastal ocean water. Sample collection and analyses were con-

ducted according to the procedures in the Lower Cape Fear River Program Quality

Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) manual, and included periodic inspection by
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representatives from the North Carolina Division of Water Quality to verify University of

North Carolina Wilmington (UNCW) field and laboratory procedures.

Field parameters (DO, water temperature, pH, turbidity, salinity, conductivity) were

measured at each LCFRP site using a YSI 6920 (or 6820) multi-parameter water quality

sonde displayed on a YSI 650 MDS. Each parameter was measured with individual probes

on the sonde. At stations sampled by boat, physical parameters were measured at 0.1 m,

the middle of the water column, and at the bottom (up to 12 m). Occasionally, high flow

prohibited the sonde from reaching the actual bottom and measurements were taken as

deep as possible. At the terrestrially sampled stations the physical parameters were

measured at a depth of 0.1 m. The Aquatic Ecology Laboratory at UNCW is state-certified

by the N.C. Division of Water Quality to perform field parameter measurements.

Fecal coliform bacteria were analyzed at a state-certified laboratory contracted by the

LCFRP. Samples were collected approximately 0.1 m below the surface in sterile plastic

bottles provided by the contract laboratory and placed on ice for no more than 6 h before

analysis. Chlorophyll a was measured for the LCFRP by UNCW personnel as above, using

the methods described in Refs. [30,31]. The Aquatic Ecology Laboratory at the UNCW

Center for Marine Science is state-certified by the N.C. Division of Water Quality for the

analysis of chlorophyll a.

6.2.3 Habitat Groupings

Aquatic habitats in the SBWSA area were grouped into three categories. “Estuary” sites

were all those located in aquatic habitats behind Sunset Beach or in the Calabash River

and they had measurable (>1 part per trillion [ppt]) salinity most of the time. “Pond”

sites were in freshwater ponds, some natural but most man-made. “Stream” sites were

all in flowing freshwater bodies, most natural and some man-made or altered. Aquatic

habitats in the LCFRP area were grouped into five categories by location and stream

order. Estuary sites were all those sites in the Cape Fear River estuary where salinity

routinely exceeded 1–2 ppt, from approximately Station NAV downstream to the ocean

(Figure 6-2), covering an approximate reach of 25 miles in the river and broader estuary.

“Cape Fear Main” sites were located in the main stem of the Cape Fear River between

Elizabethtown and the estuary proper. “NECFR/Black Main” sites were located in the

main channels of the Northeast Cape Fear and Black rivers, respectively. “NECFRUpper”

sites were all located within the tributaries, i.e., lower order streams, of the Northeast

Cape Fear river. Similarly, “Black Upper” sites were all located within tributaries to the

Black River.

6.2.4 Data Analysis

Values of each measured parameter were compared to relevant regulatory water quality

standards, and the frequencies of values failing to meet those standards were calculated

for each habitat category. For DO, an instantaneous, i.e., single time of measurement,

value of 5 mg/L was used in estuary-monitoring locations. Following guidance from NC
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DENR the instantaneous standard for swamp waters, 4 mg/L was used for the other

freshwater monitoring locations. Values of chlorophyll a above 40 mg/L were considered

to fail the standard in all habitat categories. Values of fecal coliform bacteria above

200 CFU/100 ml were always considered as failing to meet the standard for human body

contact. Values above 14 CFU/100 ml were considered to fail the standard in Estuary

waters, where shellfishing is the appropriate designated use. The drinking water standard

of 0 (zero) CFU/100 ml was considered irrelevant, as none of these waters are used

untreated as drinking water sources. Turbidity values above 25 NTU in “estuary” sites and

above 50 NTU in all other sites were considered to fail to meet the standards. The

percentages of values that failed to meet North Carolina (NC) standards were calculated

and used directly in subsequent calculations of risk assessment.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Dissolved Oxygen

Average values for DO concentrations were generally lower in the small waters sampled

by the SBWSA program than in the larger water bodies sampled by the LCFRP (Table 6-1).

Significant portions of the DO data sets for all groupings were below the respective state

Table 6-1 Groupings and Average Values of Water Quality Parameters of Monitoring
Locations (ML, Shown in Maps, Figures 6-1 and 6-2) in the SBWSA 201 Planning Area,
(1996–2003) and in the Lower Cape Fear River Program Sampling Area, (1995–2010)

ML DO Chla Fecal Turb

SBWSA Group

Estuary: N ¼ 507 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 30, 41, 42 4.96 (2.36) 13.1 (23.8) 174 (498) 14.5 (33.0)
Pond: N ¼ 763 12, 14, 18, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 33,

34
5.09 (2.43) 11.0 (16.9) 160 (413) 14.0 (40.0)

Stream: N ¼ 1165 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 24,
26, 31, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40

5.52 (2.47) 14.4 (64.7) 1120 (18900) 19.6 (47.9)

Overall: N ¼ 2435 All 5.25 (2.43) 10.5 (36.4) 611 (9240) 16.7 (42.3)

LCFRP Group

Estuary: N ¼ 1830 SPD, M18, M23, M35, M42, M54,
BRR, M61, HB, NAV

7.27 (2.15) 5.03 (5.19) 45.5 (155) 16.7 (13.5)

CFR Main: N ¼ 910 IC, DP, AC, LVC, NC11 7.52 (2.56) 4.00 (5.35) 60.7 (174) 20.1 (19.7)
NECFR/Black Main:
N ¼ 552

B210, NCF6, NCF117 6.47 (2.38) 1.77 (3.05) 82.0 (293) 7.7 (7.7)

NECFR Upper:
N ¼ 1583

BC117, BCRR, ANC, ROC, LRC,
SAR, GS, NC403, PB

6.65 (3.21) 7.67 (25.2) 523 (2730) 10.7 (15.9)

Black Upper: N ¼ 890 COL, 6RC, LCO, GCO, SR 6.83 (2.80) 3.22 (13.2) 167 (710) 5.0 (6.7)
Overall: N ¼ 5765 6.99 (2.63) 5.00 (11.7) 201 (964) 12.7 (8.8)

N ¼ Number of Samples (Locations � Times) Taken for Each ML Grouping. Data are Means (Std Dev.)
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standards of 5 or 4 mg/L, varying from 7.1% of the Cape Fear main data to 52.9% of the

SBWSA estuary data (Table 6-2). Much of the extensive seasonal variability in DO

concentrations is related to temperature, which controls oxygen solubility (Cahoon et al.,

in prep.), so the differences among habitat types probably reflect habitat characteristics.

The shallower, small water habitats probably have relatively greater groundwater impact,

less aeration effect by wind and wave action, and higher respiratory consumption of

oxygen by sediments and benthic organisms [35]. Blackwater fluvial systems drain

swamps, which feature shallow water that has considerable contact with the organically-

rich sediments of the riparian swamp floor. Much microbial respiration occurs in this

situation, reducing the DO in the swamp water [36]. The Cape Fear estuary proper,

especially the lower estuary, is buffered against severe bottom-water hypoxia through

strong currents and gravitational mixing [37].

6.3.2 Chlorophyll a

Average values of chlorophyll a were generally higher in the small water habitats of the

SBWSA area than in the larger water bodies sampled by the LCFRP (Table 6-1). All average

values were well below the NC standard of 40 mg/L, and so the percentages of values

exceeding the state standard were also quite low, varying from 0% in themain channels of

the Northeast Cape Fear and Black rivers to about 7% in the Stream habitats of the SBWSA

area. Phytoplankton require a combination of nutrient loading, water clarity, and

Table 6-2 Percent of Values for Regulated Water Quality Parameters That Fail to Meet
Relevant Standards in Habitat Groups in the SBWSA 201 Planning Area, (1996–2003) and
in the Lower Cape Fear River Program Sampling Area, (1995–2010), Respectively

ML DO Chla Fecal Turb

SBWSA Group

Estuary: N ¼ 507 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 30, 41, 42 52.9 5.9 14.9/66.4 9.9
Pond: N ¼ 763 12, 14, 18, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 33,

34
36.1 3.5 17.3 2.9

Stream: N ¼ 1165 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 24,
26, 31, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40

28.5 7.0 25.0 6.2

Overall: N ¼ 2435 All 36.0 5.4 20.5 5.9

LCFRP Group

Estuary: N ¼ 1830 SPD, M18, M23, M35, M42, M54,
BRR, M61, HB, NAV

14.8 0.2 3.1/56.9 17.9

CFR Main: N ¼ 1266 IC, DP, AC, LVC, NC11 7.1 0.4 12.0 5.5
NECFR/Black Main: N ¼ 552 B210, NCF6, NCF117 12.7 0.0 2.4 0.4
NECFR Upper: N ¼ 1583 BC117, BCRR, ANC, ROC, GS,

NC403, PB, SAR, LRC
21.2 3.6 30.9 2.5

Black Upper: N ¼ 890 COL, 6RC, LCO, GCO, SR 15.1 1.6 11.8 0.2
Overall: N ¼ 6121 All 15.1 1.3 13.4 7.3

The First Value for Fecal is %>200 CFU/100 ml and the Second Value is for %>14 CFU/100 ml
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residence time to create the blooms that values above the state standard indicate,

a combination that appears only infrequently satisfied in these habitats.

6.3.3 Fecal Coliform Bacteria

Average values of fecal coliform bacteria concentrations were highly variable among

habitat groupings, ranging over almost an order of magnitude in each sampling area and

by over an order of magnitude among habitat groups (Table 6-1). The standard deviations

within habitat groups were similarly large, always exceeding the means by substantial

multiples. Similarly, the proportions of fecal coliform values exceeding relevant standards

were variable and in some cases quite high,with values exceeding the shellfishing standard

of 14 CFU/100 ml in estuary sites in both areas over 56% of the time (Table 6-2) and

exceeding the human body contact standard (200 CFU/100 ml) from between 2.4% in the

main channels of theNortheast Cape Fear andBlack rivers to 30.9% in the tributaries of the

Northeast Cape Fear River. Such high variability and high frequency of excessive values

probably reflect the multiplicity of sources of fecal contamination, notably including high

concentrations of CAFOs in the upper Northeast Cape Fear watershed in particular [38], as

well as abundant and densely sited septic systems in much of the SBWSA area [39].

6.3.4 Turbidity

Average values of turbidity were generally similar, given wide variation among values over

time, but were notably lower in the tributaries to the Black River (Table 6-1). There were

generally higher frequencies of excessive turbidity in the Estuary habitats of both sampling

areas, owing to the lower turbidity standard in those waters. Otherwise, the frequency of

excessive turbidity values was generally well below 10% (Table 6-2). Generally low

turbidity values make sense in this setting; on the Coastal Plain the slope of headwaters

streams averages about 0.1% (or a 1m drop per km) and the slope ofmiddle order streams

averages amere 0.02% [40],making for slow-flowingwaters and little potential for erosion.

Additionally, there are widespread riparian wetlands in the region, and sediment and

particle trapping in these wetlands is a factor in low turbidity [23].

6.4 Discussion: Environmental Risk Analysis
The hazards posed by non-compliant values of environmental parameters clearly depend

on the at-risk population. Therefore, hazards to humansmust be considered in a different

light from hazards to ecosystem integrity. Considering hazards to humans first, two kinds

of problems may be defined: (1) direct threats to human health and (2) more indirect

threats to human uses of ecosystem services, such as recreational uses, passive enjoy-

ment of the waterscape, and, perhaps, property values as affected by impairment of water

quality. Hazards to ecosystem integrity are broader and, to some degree, more difficult to

separate into cleanly defined categories. Moreover, some responses to non-compliant

conditions might be perceived as positive, e.g., stimulation of primary production by

nutrient loading that causes higher phytoplankton biomass (chlorophyll a) might
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ultimately support more total ecosystem production, such as fishery productivity, at least

in some circumstances. Consequently, hazards to ecosystem integrity might consider (a)

direct mortality threats to aquatic flora and fauna, (b) sublethal stressors to aquatic flora

and fauna, (c) effects on primary production, (d) effects on secondary production, (e)

effects on species of interest to humans (fishery and recreational wildlife), including

indirect effects, and (f) effects on overall system resilience.

Each of the water-quality parameters considered in this analysis may now be evalu-

ated in terms of the above hazard categories. For the purposes of this examination, the

magnitude of impact of each potential threat by each parameter is rated as “high” (well

known as a major effect), “medium” (effects known only under extreme conditions), and

“low” (no major effects known). For example, low DO is known to be a primary cause of

fish kills, and so would be rated as “high” with regard to its hazard potential for “effects on

species of interest to humans.” Similarly, most violations of the fecal coliform standards

are relatively low in absolute magnitude and pose essentially no direct mortality threat to

aquatic flora and fauna, and would be rated as “low.”

Table 6-3 shows one such matrix of hazards and impact magnitude by parameter;

there may well be circumstances elsewhere in which different judgments would be

Table 6-3 Hazard and Impact Matrix for Noncompliance with Regulatory Standards for
Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Chlorophyll a (CHla), Fecal Coliform Bacteria (FCB; >200 CFU/
100 ml ¼ Human Body Contact Standard; >14 CFU/100 ml ¼ Shellfish Consumption
Standard); and Turbidity (Turb), Based on Experience in the SBWSAand LCFRPMonitoring
Programs

Hazard

Parameter

DO Chla

FCB

Turb>200 >14

Human impacts

Health Low Med High High Low
Contact Low Med High High Med
Non-contact sport Med Med Med Low Low
Aesthetics Med Med Low Low High
Property values Med Med Med Med Med

Human impact score S ¼ 8 10 11 10 8

Ecologic integrity

Mortality High Med Med Low High
Stressor High Med Low Low High
Primary production Low High Med Low Med
Secondary production High Med Low Low High
Human interest High Med Med High Med
Resilience High Med Low Low Med

Ecologic integrity score S ¼ 16 13 9 8 16
Overall impact score S ¼ 24 23 20 18 24

Impacts of Noncompliance are Rated as High (¼3), Med (¼2), and Low (¼1)
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offered, but the judgments offered here reflect our long experience with these two aquatic

ecosystems. The primary mechanism by which noncompliant (low) values of DO affect

aquatic ecosystems is by killing or stressing aquatic organisms, hence the “high” impact

ratings for most ecosystem effects (the exception being that primary producers, as oxygen

producers, would be less affected) and “low” impact rating for human health and contact

impacts but “medium” impact rating for those human uses tied more to the welfare of

aquatic organisms. High values of chlorophyll a, which signal algae blooms and the

occasionally more harmful effects of toxic algae blooms, were assigned “medium” impact

ratings for most hazard categories, the exception being an obviously “high” rating for

primary production, when high phytoplankton biomass might also correlate with high

primary-producer biomass in general, a strong eutrophication signal. Values of fecal

coliform bacteria above the human body contact standard of 200 CFU/100 ml obviously

have a “high” impact potential for situations involving human contact with, or

consumption of, aquatic resources. To the degree to which high fecal coliform bacteria

levels may correlate with sewage spills or other inputs of wastes, animal or human, with

their associated pathogens, nutrients, and other chemicals, the impact of high fecal

coliforms might be rated as “medium” in contexts aside from human body contact or

shellfish consumption. When fecal coliform bacteria levels exceed the shellfishing stan-

dard of 14 CFU/100 ml, there is a clear threat to human health that would engender the

only commonly encountered warnings widely posted in the environment to warn of

hazards: shellfish closure signs (Figure 6-3). These generally lower levels of fecal coliform

bacteria create little impact on ecosystem function, except for human perception of

ecosystem integrity. Studies have shown that when people are aware of elevated fecal

bacterial counts in adjacent waterways, residential land values can be negatively

impacted, posing a financial burden to humans [41].

FIGURE 6-3 Shellfishing closure sign in estuarine portion of SBWSA sampling area behind Sunset Beach. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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As mentioned above, noncompliant levels of turbidity in and of themselves and as

strong correlates with excessive sedimentation create several kinds of impacts, including

making water appear muddy (Figure 6-4); adsorbing other pollutants; reducing visibility

of hazards to humans and prey to consumers; reducing light flux to aquatic plants; and

even smothering or otherwise interfering with benthic organisms. Consequently non-

compliant turbidity values were generally rated as having “high” or “medium” impacts.

The generation of an overall environmental risk assessment requires that values for

the frequency of noncompliant levels of the several parameters estimated in this exercise

in Table 6-2 must now be integrated with the hazard-impact matrix in Table 6-3, to allow

identification of the most pressing water quality problems for human uses and ecologic

integrity among the different aquatic habitats of the two regions evaluated here. Simple

multiplication of the frequencies in Table 6-2 by the hazard-matrix scores in Table 6-3

yields relative values that permit rankings of relative risks by parameter and habitat type

FIGURE 6-4 High turbidity event in a stream in the SBSWAmonitoring area. (For color version of this figure, the reader
is referred to the online version of this book.)
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and comparisons of risks to humans directly and to ecosystem integrity (Table 6-4). This

approach can be applied in other settings as well, presuming the existence of suitable

data sets and informed judgments about impact potentials.

Several features of this overall risk assessment emerge immediately. First, low DO is

estimated to pose the greatest overall threat to both direct human uses and to ecologic

integrity in both monitoring areas and in almost all habitat types. This estimate derives

from the widespread occurrence of noncompliant DO values and the impacts of low DO

values on the ability of these habitats to fully support aquatic life. Undoubtedly some

portion of low DO values may be attributable to temperature effects on the solubility of

oxygen in the warmer months, and to naturally high loadings of BOD in this organic-rich

Table 6-4 Risk Assessment Matrix

DO Chla Fecal Turb

SBWSA Group

Estuary
Human impact 423 60 164/664 79
Ecologic integrity impact 846 77 134/531 159

Pond
Human impact 289 35 190 23
Ecologic integrity impact 578 45 156 47

Stream
Human impact 228 70 275 50
Ecologic integrity impact 456 91 225 100

Overall
Human impact 288 55 225 48
Ecologic integrity impact 576 71 184 95

LCRFP Group

Estuary
Human impact 118 2 34/569 143
Ecologic integrity impact 237 2 28/455 286

CFR Main
Human impact 57 4 132 44
Ecologic integrity impact 114 6 108 89

NECFR/Black Main
Human impact 102 0 27 3
Ecologic integrity impact 204 0 22 6

NECFR Upper
Human impact 170 36 340 21
Ecologic integrity impact 340 46 277 40

Black Upper
Human Impact 121 16 130 2
Ecologic integrity impact 242 20 106 4

Overall
Human impact 121 13 147 59
Ecologic integrity impact 242 17 121 117
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setting of coastal plain habitats. Shallower waters may also experience relatively high

oxygen consumption by sediments and benthos [36], an argument supported by the

relative rankings of the various habitat types in terms of average DO values (Table 6-1).

A human contribution can also be found in the broad and frequent occurrence of low DO

values, however, as large scale loadings of nutrients across the landscapes of these two

monitoring areas drive substantially increased autochthonous and allochthonous organic

production that drive oxygen demand in these aquatic habitats [34,42].

The assessment of low DO as a substantial risk to human uses is based more on the

loss of associated ecosystem services than on any direct impacts on human health, per se,

although low DO arising from cultural eutrophication may coincide with incidences of

sewage pollution, major runoff events that also load contaminants, and harmful algae

blooms. Fish kills, although not common throughout themonitoring areas, have occurred

during the respective monitoring periods, and in the large majority of cases were

attributable to low DO [43,44]. Loss of fish resources has a significant impact on human

uses and signals a lack of ecologic integrity that affects human valuations of these

habitats. This valuation effect may be local and respond to specific issues in a particular

body of water, however, we speculate that the broader sense of environmental degra-

dation conveyed by such headline events as fish kills may lower public perception of the

value of these ecosystems and facilitate other degrading uses, in a sense giving permis-

sion to abuse “less-than-pristine” ecosystems.

Second, fecal coliform contamination clearly poses major risks for human users of

aquatic resources in this region, signaling pollution by human and/or animal wastes

that can carry pathogens as well as nutrients that can support growth of other harmful

microbes. Widespread closures of estuarine waters to shellfishing and occasional

closures of surface waters to swimming indicate the magnitude of this risk and the

seriousness with which it is viewed by the public and environmental managers [23].

Nevertheless, the frequency with which noncompliant values of fecal coliform bacteria

were observed in both monitoring programs indicates that preventive practices and

compliance with established rules are still inadequate and require more effort. Signif-

icant emphasis in recent years on control of storm water runoff as a major nonpoint

source of fecal contamination has led to newer and tighter regulations, but the

perceived relative magnitude of the human health risk has not yet been sufficient to

“close the deal.”

Third, turbidity poses relatively lower risk overall than either low DO or fecal coliform

contamination in these aquatic habitats, but with a few interesting variants. Foremost

among these is the relatively high risk estimated for estuarine systems, which reflects the

much lower turbidity standard for estuarine waters (25 NTU) in comparison with

freshwater habitats (50 NTU), which is emplaced to protect submerged aquatic vegeta-

tion and filter-feeding bivalves. To the degree to which turbidity reflects sedimentation as

a problem, these data suggest that estuarine areas still receive excess sediment loading,

despite an aggressive effort to control sediment runoff by a variety of measures: silt

fencing and ground cover on disturbed soils, widespread use of sedimentation basins
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(both wet and dry ponds), setback rules, etc. The turbidity data may be biased to some

extent toward the lightest, smallest, and most easily suspended materials that are

managed with themost difficulty by these management tactics. Observations of sediment

composition in local estuarine habitats indicate a strong bias toward very fine particu-

lates as major components of terrigenous sediment loading [45]. The high affinity of

various pollutants for these finest particulates [21], however, leads to the troublesome

conclusion that current rules manage the least problematic components of the overall

sedimentation problem.

Fourth, the risk assessment results for chlorophyll a generally indicate less concern

about this aspect of water quality, with slightly more risk associated with small water

habitats than in the more extensive surface waters of the lower Cape Fear system. With

the exception of any major algal blooms that actually produce toxins, the direct risks for

human use are minor in these habitats. However, small water habitats elsewhere in the

southeast US that receive nutrient loading (such as golf course ponds and suburban wet-

detention ponds) have harbored toxic algal blooms that cause fish kills [46]. Some

summer cyanobacterial blooms were observed during 2009–2011 in both the main stem

of the Cape Fear River and in the Northeast Cape Fear River. The reasons for their recent

appearance are currently under investigation and may involve high summer tempera-

tures, low flow, and upstream nutrient loading. These blooms have on some occasions

caused taste and odor problems to water-treatment facilities and their customers drawing

water from the Cape Fear River, which is a nuisance and a human economic issue,

although no problems with algal toxins have been reported so far. One must recognize,

however, that chlorophyll a biomass represents only a fraction of the total primary

producer biomass in these aquatic ecosystems, and thus only a fraction of the total

biological cycling of nutrients, dissolved gases, food production, and habitat structure. In

some habitats native vegetation, i.e., Spartina in salt marshes, represents a much larger

portion of total primary-producer biomass. In other cases, notably golf course ponds in

the SBWSA area, filamentous algae, and aquatic macrophytes were much more prevalent

in quantities clearly beyond what would be expected without human impacts [47].

Consequently, chlorophyll a measures understate the environmental risks of excessive

primary production.

Fifth, across habitat types, i.e., by summing risk assessment scores across rows in

Table 6-4, one can discern several additional patterns. The small water habitats moni-

tored in the SBWSA area generally show higher risk-assessment values than the broader

surface waters of the Cape Fear River system, because the relative effects of terrigenous

inputs would be much higher for the former. When shellfishing is considered as human

use, the estuary habitats clearly present the highest risks of compromised integrity in

both areas. Interestingly, the tributaries to the Northeast Cape Fear River exhibit much

higher risk scores than the tributaries to the Black River, although the two watersheds lie

adjacent to each other and both support relatively low human populations and high

populations of domestic animals in CAFOs. We note there are three small waste water

treatment facilities influencing Northeast Cape Fear system streams, and these facilities
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frequently have excessive pollution issues in addition to nonpoint source CAFO runoff

issues in the area.

Finally, this assessment necessarily makes a variety of assumptions about the repre-

sentative nature of the data sets, the valuations selected for assessing hazards and

impacts in Table 6-3, and the perceptions of different user groups. Moreover, the degree

to which external factors, such as climate variability, control the various parameters

assessed in this analysis might change over a longer time frame and requires consider-

ation. Major hurricanes, a severe El Niño rainy season in 1998, and severe droughts in

2002 and 2007 had substantial effects detectable in one or both data sets [43]. Future

climate variation, whether associated with oscillators like the El Niño Southern Oscilla-

tion or progressive climate warming, may change patterns in important and unforeseen

ways. Humans are also major actors in this developing coastal region. Increasing water

withdrawals, continuing construction of impermeable surfaces, and changes in waste-

treatment practices may all have important consequences. This approach is, therefore an

assessment based on recent monitoring data, local knowledge and professional judg-

ment, and remains subject to change.

6.5 Summary and Conclusions
Environmental risks to human uses of these two Coastal Plain areas are generally

moderate across different uses, but higher when exposure to fecal pollution is an issue.

Risks to ecologic integrity are higher, however, from frequent noncompliance with

relevant standards for DO, turbidity and chlorophyll a. This dichotomy in risk assessment

indicates a potential for conflict among resource allocations for environmental remedi-

ation. These risk assessments indicate both the vulnerabilities and needs for more

effective regional environmental management approaches.
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7.1 Introduction
LakeMichigan’s southern shoreline borders approximately 59miles ofNorthwest Indiana,

rendering Indiana an important Great Lakes state. A large industrial base has occupied the

southern Lake Michigan shoreline, from the Illinois border of the lake to the Michigan

border, since the turn of the twentieth century. This is due to the beneficial functions

provided by the lake. When both Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Chicago, Illinois are

considered, the southern Lake Michigan shoreline is home to nearly 8 million people and

considered heavily urbanized. Many municipal wastewater treatment plants discharge

treated wastewater into the lake and combined sewer overflow (CSO) and sanitary sewer

overflow (SSO) events increasemunicipal waste pollution. It is estimated 24 billion gallons

of untreated sewage and storm water flow into the Great Lakes each year [1,2]. Over the

past few decades, municipal waste has increased in complexity while wastewater treat-

ment plants have aged, further stressing freshwater bodies with chemicals of emerging
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concern, a problem recognized worldwide [3–5] and highlighted in a recent United States

Environment Protection Agency (USEPA) literature review report [6].

7.2 Background
The essential protection of natural bodies of water from industrial and wastewater point

sources of pollution was established in 1972 with the enactment of the USEPA’s Clean

Water Act. Unfortunately, a significant amount of severe environmental degradation had

taken place for decades in and around the Great Lakes, which is evident from the Great

Lakes Areas of Concern (AOC) program, established by the USEPA to address severely

degraded geographical areas in the Great Lakes basin [7,8]. In Indiana, the Grand Calumet

River, which flows into Lake Michigan, remains on the AOC list, a clear example of the

results of years of high levels of point and nonpoint source pollution [9]. While point-

source pollution regulations are continually challenged and updated using the most

current scientific knowledge, important attention has also turned to the effects from

nonpoint sources. The less understood and often more complex nonpoint sources of

pollution include atmospheric pollutant deposition, urbanization, leaking septic systems,

and certain agricultural practices, among others.

In efforts to restore and protect waters from nonpoint source pollutants, the USEPA

and other government agencies have adopted the watershed management approach,

whereby water quality issues are addressed within a geographic area delineated by

watershed boundaries [10]. The design and implementation of watershed management

plans, including the responsibility for stream monitoring, often involves collaborations

initiated by environmental nonprofit, organizations, municipalities subject to MS-4

regulations, or community groups. The general goals of a watershed management plan

typically include decreasing nonpoint source pollution and nutrient inputs, improving

biotic communities and the instream habitat, reducing pathogen (Escherichia coli)

concentrations, increasing stakeholder education and involvement, and facilitating the

implementation of best-management practices. The determination of the nonpoint

sources and impacts of watershed pollutants, however, is complex and requires strategic

management planning in collaboration with research science.

The Little Calumet-Galien watershed discharges to the heavily modified channel of the

Little Calumet River which enters directly in to Lake Michigan at Burns Harbor, Porter

County, Indiana (Figure 7-1). The water impairment categories listed for the Little

Calumet-Galien watershed are pathogens, nutrients, and sediments. According to the

2010 USEPA Indiana Watershed Monitoring and Assessment Report [11], of the 67% of

rivers and streams assessed in the state, approximately 69% are considered impaired, due

mostly to pathogens, mercury, or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) contamination. Only

30% of the assessed miles support full-body contact recreational use. Of the lakes,

reservoirs, and ponds in Indiana that were assessed, only 4% qualify as good, leaving 96%

considered impaired, due mainly to mercury and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs). While

the impairments are clearly measurable, the sources of pollution are mostly unknown.
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For the Indiana rivers and streams category, the majority of the sources are unknown.

However, it is known that the prominent sources are associated with agriculture or

sewage discharge. Alarmingly, although almost all of Indiana’s 59 miles of Lake Michigan

shoreline outside the Indiana Harbor fully support aquatic life, few of the shoreline waters

are considered acceptable for full-body contact recreational use.

Early stages of the nonpoint source pollution study reported here are focused on the

Salt Creek watershed in northern Indiana, which ultimately drains into Lake Michigan

(Figure 7-2). Salt Creek and its tributaries flow into the Little Calumet River. Both water-

ways are considered impaired by the Indiana Department of Environmental Management

(IDEM)Office ofWaterQuality, specifically because of excessiveE. coli levels and impaired

biotic communities. The Salt Creek Watershed Plan (SCWMP) was initiated in 2006 and

implemented in 2008 by the Save the Dunes Conservation Fund (http://savedunes.org/)

with collaboration and funding from IDEM. The IDEM-approved watershedmanagement

plan for Salt Creek requires monthly measurements of general chemistry parameters

(dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, and conductivity), flow, turbidity, and E. coli from

May to October. Additional parameters periodically measured, but not required, include

total suspended solids (TSS) and various ions: nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, total phos-

phorous, phosphate, and dissolved phosphorous. Biological parameters that are moni-

tored monthly are macroinvertebrates and their habitats. Despite the diligence of

monitoring, the resources for necessary research and evaluation of the specific causes of

FIGURE 7-1 Map of the Little Calumet-Galien watershed (HUC04040001), located in Lake, Porter and Laporte counties
of northwest Indiana and its relation to the Great Lakes (inset figure). (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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water quality impairments are often limited. Moreover, the Salt Creek watershed

continues to undergo land use changes, with the conversion of agriculture land to housing

and the alteration of open land to a new hospital. This makes the integration of the

watershed-management group with research science even more vital [12].

FIGURE 7-2 Map of the Salt Creek watershed (HUC04040001050) located in Porter County showing the locations of
the five sampling sites (1, 4, 5, 12, 13). (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of
this book.)
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Targeted chemical and physical measurements and assessments are required to

ascertain the sources and effects of nonpoint pollution on waterways that ultimately

discharge into Lake Michigan. This pilot study was designed to utilize the strengths of the

watershed management component in combination with research science measure-

ments and analyses. Initial planning, sampling, and analyses occurred from summer 2010

through fall 2011 in the Salt Creek watershed, Porter County, Indiana and included

certain parameters along the Lake Michigan shoreline during fall 2011 (Figure 7-2). The

timing of the study involved sampling during the winter months (November–April),

which are not monitored under the SCWMP. This provides data on the effects of winter

processes, including road salting and snowmelt. The results offer insights into the

possible impacts of projected climate-change weather patterns, which suggest more

dynamic hydrologic processes in the winter season resulting from warmer air tempera-

tures in the Great Lakes region [13,14].

The long-term analytical analyses plan focuses on the most probable pollutants

present according to the land use in the specific area of the watershed. For example,

waterways surrounded by agricultural practices should be monitored mainly for fertil-

izers and pesticides. The analytical scope of the study can be grouped into (1) common

ions, such as chloride, sulfate, and nitrate; (2) pesticides; (3) polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons (PAHs) and other hydrocarbons, indicators of transportation and industrial air

pollutants, which will partition into the sediments; (4) fluorescent whitening agents

(FWAs), indicators of household contamination; (5) total organic carbon (TOC), a general

parameter potentially indicating sewage leakage or excess yard/livestock waste; and

(6) TSS. The first year’s data collection and analyses, presented here, focused on FWA

studies, the loads of suspended solids and dissolved ions, and the seasonal variations of

these parameters. It is the first step toward gauging some of the major sources of

nonpoint pollution in Indiana’s Lake Michigan watershed and shows the added under-

standing gained from research science involvement in watershed management plans.

7.3 Research Plan
7.3.1 Study Sites

The Salt Creek watershed (HUC 04040001050) is located in Porter County, Indiana within

the Little Calumet-Galien watershed which is the only watershed in Indiana that

discharges to Lake Michigan (Figure 7-1). The Salt Creek watershed is one of six sub-

watersheds that make up the Little Calumet-Galien watershed (Figure 7-2). The Salt

Creek drainage area encompasses 49,573 acres and includes the large communities of

Portage and Valparaiso, which are two of the fastest growing communities in northwest

Indiana. According to the 2010 US Census, the population of Portage was 36,828, a 9.9%

increase since 2000; the population of Valparaiso was 31,730, a 15.7% increase over the

same period. The various land uses of the Salt Creek watershed are classified as recre-

ational, industrial, commercial, agricultural, urban, forest, grassland, and residential
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(SCWMP 2008). In the past 10 years, there has been significant conversion of agricultural

land to residential use. For the first year of the study, five sites within the Salt Creek

watershed were chosen for the integrated watershed testing and water collections from

the 23 sites established as part of the SCWMP. Sites were selected on the basis of their

different land uses and expected human impacts and are summarized in Table 7-1.

Several samples were also collected along the Lake Michigan shoreline (Portage and

Chesterton, IN) during fall 2011 and from two tributaries, Burns Ditch, and the Little

Calumet River (west branch in Portage, IN).

7.3.2 Water Collections and Analyses

Instream measurements for temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, and conductivity were

determined in the Salt Creek streams using a Hach Quanta Datasonde, which was cali-

brated prior to sampling. Total discharge was determined at the time of sampling by

segmenting the cross sectional area along permanent transects established at each site.

Mean velocity was determined for each segment at 0.6 depth and multiplied by the

segment width. Total discharge was calculated as the sum of the total discharges for

individual stream segments. Samples for TSS analyses were collected from the center of

the stream at one half the water depth and processed according to USEPA Method 160.2.

All water samples collected for chemical analytical analyses were collected in brown

glass bottles to preclude plasticizers from the high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) fluorescence analyses and the water was transported in coolers. Within hours of

the sampling, the water samples were vacuum filtered in a dark area of the lab using

0.2 um filter paper; the filtered water was refrigerated and stored in the dark to avoid

photochemical changes.

For the analysis of FWAs, two liters of filtered water were passed through a solid phase

extraction disk (ENVI-Disk�, purchased from Supelco Analytical) using a vacuum filtra-

tion assembly. The disks were utilized as follows: 5 mL of methanol was poured through

the filter followed by 5 mL of water and then the solution of interest. Finally, 10 mL of

methanol was used to recover the membrane-extracted solute. The methanol extracts

were then analyzed using a Beckman System Gold HPLC fitted with a Supelco Discovery�

C18 Column (5 mm, 250 mm � 4.6 mm) and a JASCO FP 1520 Fluorescence Detector to

separate and quantify the fluorescent compounds. The excitation/emission wavelengths

for all samples were 350 and 430 nm. The mobile phase for the chromatography utilized

two solvents: acetonitrile and 0.45% aqueous tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate. The

isocratic solvent flow consisted of 15% acetonitrile and 85% aqueous ammonium salt at

a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Photine CBUS (benzenesulfonic acid, 2,20-([1,10-biphenyl]-4,40-
diyldi-2,1-ethenediyl) bis-disodium salt (CAS-No. 27,344-41-8), a common FWA and

verified in our lab in to be present in treated wastewater effluent, was donated by Keystone

Chemicals and used as the standard for comparison.

Ion chromatography was performed with a Waters HPLC system equipped with an

IC-Pak� Anion HR column and a Waters conductivity detector. Concentrated sodium
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Table 7-1 Sampling Sites, Research Science Assessments Planned for the Long Term Nonpoint Pollution Studies,
and Ranges for the General Measurement Parameters

Site 1 Site 4 Site 5 Site 12 Site 13

Site descriptions Agriculture.
Treated WW effluent
from affluent
community. Thermal
pollution.

Agriculture.
Nursery upstream.
Low flow and
volume.

Highway department
road salt storage.
High wetland
density.
Large number of
septic systems.

Several feet from
busy county road.
History of high
conductivity.
Many outfall pipes.

Residential.
Agriculture.
Downstream from
new hospital
(construction
underway 2010–12).

Analytical measurements
Pesticides/
fertilizers

◆ ◆ ◆

Fluorescent
whitening agents

◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Anions ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆
PAHs/hydrocarbons ◆ ◆
TOC ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆
Total suspended
solids

◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Temperature range
(�C)

6.81–15.78 – 0.26–11.74 �0.06–10.88 �0.10–13.66

Conductivity range
(nnhos/cm)

663–909 – 450–758 892–2710 484–954

pH range 7.06–7.91 – 7.14–8.10 7.19–7.85 7.21–8.57
Dissolved O2 range
(mg/L)

6.97–8.47 – 6.54–11.05 4.02–10.88 6.10–10.64
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borate gluconate was diluted with water and mixed with n-butanol and acetonitrile, as

specified by the Waters care and use manual. A stock solution consisting of fluoride

(1 ppm), chloride (2 ppm), nitrite (4 ppm), bromide (4 ppm), nitrate (4 ppm), phosphate

(6 ppm) and sulfate (4 ppm) was prepared and run prior to all the sample analyses.

Additional standards were prepared for the ions that were quantified: nitrate, nitrite,

chloride and sulfate.

7.4 Results and Discussion
Five stream sites in the Salt Creek Watershed were studied from the fall of 2010 through

spring 2011, months when stream monitoring was not required by the watershed

management plan. Throughout this time, the on-site measurements of temperature, pH,

dissolved oxygen and conductivity (ranges shown in Table 7-1 for Sites 1, 5, 12 and 13),

and flow were collected. Table 7-2 shows an example of the stream parameter data

collected from Site 13 (Figure 7-2) in relation to local weather. The measured values were

relatively consistent throughout the months of changing weather. The dissolved oxygen

varied from 6.10 mg/L in September (temperature ¼ 19.3 �C) to 10.64 mg/L in February,

demonstrating the expected relationship to temperature. Air-saturated water at 25 �C and

sea level has an oxygen content of 8.6 mg/L, compared to the increased solubility of

oxygen, 14.6 mg/L, at 0.0 �C. Conductivity and pH varied from 484 to 954 mmhos/cm and

7.21 to 8.57, respectively. The temperature range for Site 1, shown in Table 7-1, is worth

noting. This site is downstream from a community wastewater treatment facility, which is

a source of thermal pollution. Different from the other sites, the temperature never

dropped below 6.8 �C.
FWAs, also known as optical brighteners (OBs), are chemical compounds added to

most laundry detergent formulations and other common products, such as household

cleaners, toilet and other papers, fabrics, and plastics. Laundry activities produce

a significant percentage of household wastewater and the presence of anthropogenic

chemicals, such as FWAs, in natural bodies of water may be linked to improper sewage

water disposal, such as leaking septic systems [15]. FWAs and other commonly-used

compounds have been detected in many sewage influents and effluents and, therefore,

can be utilized as markers of human contamination [16,17]. During our months of

sampling, 2 L water samples were collected 6 inches below the water surface in large

brown bottles and concentrated to analyze for the presence of FWAs. In our unreported

work on the detection and measurement of FWAs, the method described in the experi-

mental section was developed. Several treated wastewater effluent samples were tested

with this method and the presence of Photine CBUS, one of the most highly utilized

FWAs, was verified and quantified.

Over the first few months, many water samples from the Salt Creek watershed were

tested for FWAs and none tested positive. We expected to detect FWAs from Site 1,

because of the presence of an upstream community sewage treatment plant, and possibly

at the other sites where septic fields are present. The fluorescent compounds undergo
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Table 7-2 Water Collection and On-site Measurement Dates, Weather Conditions, and Data for Site 13 in the Salt
Creek Watershed, Porter County, Indiana

Week Date
Weather Description
(Temp in �F)

Dissolved
Oxygen, mg/L pH

Temp.
�C

Conductivity,
mmhos/cm

Discharge,
L/s

1 September 10, 2010 Bright and sunny, very little rain past
week

9.88 8.23 16.5 842 70.1

2 September 17, 2010 Sunny with little rain, low 70s –

3 September 24, 2010 Rain in the morning, cloudy and
windy

6.10 7.95 19.3 852 85.7

4 October 8, 2010 Breezy, partly cloudy 8.40 8.08 11.1 848 83.8
5 October 15, 2010 Overcast to sunny, high 50s 7.72 8.03 12.5 888 89.8
6 October 22, 2010 Sunny, no precipitation last week,

high 50s
9.52 8.57 7.7 861 72.6

7 November 5, 2010 Precipitation previous day, flurries/
sleet, upper 30s

8 November 19, 2010 Cold and windy, no precipitation 10.49 8.28 4.6 881 91.6
9 December 10, 2010 1–2-inch snow, ice over most sites,

cold and sunny
7.52 7.91 – 135.5

10 February 11, 2011 Heavy snowfall: over 1-inch snow in
areas, freezing

10.64 7.41 �0.1 954

11 February 15, 2011 Tons of snow melting! Warm 321.4
12 February 18, 2011 Most snow melted, cold 9.42 7.21 4.7 484 2412.0
13 March 4, 2011 About 0.5-inch rain, high 50s 10.25 7.76 8.1 730 422.4
14 April 1, 2011 0.1-inch rain/sleet in early morning,

40s
NC June 29, 2010 5.99 7.64 22.4 603
NC July 21, 2010 7.32 7.95 23.7 818
NC August 26, 2011 8.92 8.26 19.9 833

NC ¼ no water collected.
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photolytic isomerization when exposed to ultraviolet light, and are rendered nonfluo-

rescent. In the shallow streams (depth < 8 inch), it is highly probable that these

compounds would be exposed to sunlight and photolyze, and, therefore, the shallow

streams were not sampled. But three of the five sampling sites contained water at a depth

greater than 8 inches and sampling was performed below this depth. As a result of the

unexpected absence of the FWAs, we conducted a simple experiment to establish the

residence time, or persistence, of FWAs in these stream waters.

A 10-gallon fish tank was filled with 7 L of water and 2 inches of sediment collected

from the Salt Creek watershed. The tank of stream water was kept in the dark and fitted

with an aerator to simulate natural conditions. A baseline water sample was taken to

ensure that the FWA was not present. The tank water was then spiked with the Photine

CBUS for a concentration of 7 ppm. A sample was taken after 1 h; the concentration of the

FWA decreased to 0.5 ppm and after a few hours was no longer detected. While a sedi-

ment extraction was not performed to verify the presence of the CBUS in the sediment,

the results of this simple experiment imply that Photine CBUS preferentially partitions on

the sediment, as is often the case with compounds with large nonpolar structures [18].

Although this FWA contains sulfonate groups (Figure 7-3) that offer some solubility in

water, it is predominantly a hydrocarbon structure and will preferably partition into

a more nonpolar medium, such as suspended particulates, sediments or fibers [19]. To

determine the presence of FWAs in watershed streams, sediments need to be collected,

extracted, and analyzed. This sediment-extraction procedure is now part of the

2011–2012 nonpoint-source study and should provide information on the possibility of

leaking sewage waters in the watershed, in addition to potential links to high bacteria

counts.

Dissolved anions in the filtered water samples were separated and analyzed by ion

chromatography using an IC-Pak� Anion HR Column and a Waters Conductivity

Detector. Chloride and sulfate ions were detected in every sample, while nitrate, nitrite,

fluoride, and phosphate were intermittently detected and often were below the detection

limits of this method. When the detected chloride ion concentrations from four of the

sampling sites are graphed over the course of the sampling weeks, concentration fluc-

tuations suggest a response to seasonal stresses, with higher chloride concentrations in

the winter months (Figure 7-4). This is probably associated with the management of

SS

O

ONa

O O O

ONa
FIGURE 7-3 Structure of Photine CBUS, benzenesulfonic acid, 2,20-([1,10-biphenyl]-4,40-diyldi-2,1-ethenediyl)bis,-
disodium salt, the FWA standard used in the study.
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freezing precipitation, i.e. the use of road salts in the wintermonths. The clearest seasonal

trends were evident at Sites 5 and 13, which show the most direct rainfall-runoff response

as determined through precipitation-discharge comparisons. A similar seasonal pattern

is noted for the nitrate ion concentrations. The highest measured nitrate concentrations

were associated with snowfall and snowmelt. Site 1 had measurable concentrations of

nitrate for all the collected water samples, while the other sites recorded “low” or “not

detected” for the more uneventful weather days (Figure 7-4). As noted in Table 7-1, Site 1

FIGURE 7-4 (A) Chloride ion concentrations, in ppm, for Sites 1, 5, and 13. The inset depicts the chloride ion
concentration in ppm for Site 12. (B) Nitrate ion concentrations, in ppm, for sites 1, 5, 12, and 13.
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is surrounded by an agricultural area and also downstream from the community sewage

treatment plant. One or both of these stressors probably contribute to the consistent

nitrate load in this part of the watershed.

The average concentrations of chloride ions from the sampling sites between

September 2010 and April 2011 varied from 41 ppm at Site 4 to 310 ppm at Site 12, a stream

with a reputation for high conductivity values, according to the watershed-management

data. Site 12 chloride concentrations consistently exceeded those of other sites by an order

of magnitude (Figure 7-4). Analyzing specific ion concentrations can offer information on

major nonpoint pollution stressors to the Salt Creek watershed. Chloride ions are

considered conservative ions, dissolved substances with no true natural “sink” ormeans of

elimination. Nonpoint sources of chloride in Indiana watersheds are water-softener

discharges, septic systems, and road salts. Without natural processes to eliminate or utilize

Cl�, these dissolved ions accumulate. Interestingly, the chloride ion concentration and

conductivity at Site 12 dropped to their lowest values of 208 ppm and 892 mmhos/cm

respectively, during the large-discharge event associated with heavy snowmelt on

February 18, 2011. This apparent dilution effect was reflected by low conductivity values at

all sites, even though chloride ion concentrations were not directly variable. In fact, the

conductivity values shown in Table 7-2 for Site 13 decreased after the snowmelt, contrary

to the ion concentrations and especially the ion load data. This data highlights the

complexity of the issues related to nonpoint-source pollution. High-discharge events can

lead to deceptively low values in conductivity because of dilution effects, while the total

load of chloride remains high, especially in areas that apply road salts (Figure 7-5).

FIGURE 7-5 Chloride ion concentrations, in ppm, (black) and load, in kg/day, (gray) for Site 13 over the 16 sampling
events beginning October 9, 2010.
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Chloride ion concentrations in Lake Michigan have been rising steadily since the turn

of the twentieth century [20–22]. This is confirmed by the results of our studies, where the

measured chloride ion concentrations were consistently higher in the tributaries.

The average concentration of chloride ions flowing through the Salt Creek watershed

streams throughout our study period was 102 ppm. Salt Creek flows into the Little

Calumet River, (which we tested and determined to be 105 ppm Cl�), which then flows

into Burns Ditch and to Lake Michigan. The average chloride ion concentration in

Burns Ditch (drainage area ¼ 331 square miles), sampled during fall 201, was 47 ppm. In

addition to the nonpoint impacts, wastewater treatment plant effluents add significant

amounts of chloride to the lake. Treated wastewater from one of the reclamation facilities

which discharges into the Little Calumet River was measured at 157 ppm. In spring 2009,

the average chloride ion concentration in the open waters of Lake Michigan was reported

as 12 ppm [22], up from 8 ppm in the late 1970s, and significantly higher than the reported

values of 1–3 ppm in the early 1900s [23]. For comparison, during the 2011 fall months,

the chloride ion concentration averaged 16 ppm in the beach waters along the southern

shoreline of Lake Michigan, which are impacted by several tributaries such as

Burns Ditch.

Both nonpoint- and point sources of chloride are contributing to the rising concen-

tration in Lake Michigan, according to the water samples tested in our studies. To more

quantitatively assess the nonpoint-source contributions, load values were calculated

using the discharge measurements at the sampling sites. Figure 7-5 shows the chloride

ion concentrations and chloride ion loads (kg/day) for Site 13 which were calculated by

multiplying ion concentrations by discharge rates. While the concentration for this site

varied from 43 to 80 ppm Cl�, the load, during and after the snowmelt, was significantly

higher than the average loading. This seems to indicate that winter months with heavy

precipitation can have a significant adverse impact on the watershed. The increase in

chloride ions in surface water from the application of road salts was also reported in

a recent study in Southern Indiana [24].

The specific chemical data offer insights into the main sources of nonpoint

pollution entering the watershed. In contrast, specific dissolved substances (indica-

tors) and seasonal patterns are not ascertained in the conductivity measurements

collected as part of the watershed management plan (Table 7-2). The importance

of monitoring the watershed throughout the year and with more specific measure-

ments is clearly illustrated with the ion load data and further exemplified by the TSS

loads.

TSS concentrations were determined for individual samples and converted to load

(mg/s) using corresponding discharge data. Discharge values for Site 13 are shown in

Table 7-2 and TSS concentrations and loads are shown in Figure 7-6. Transport of

suspended sediment is considered a concern in local rivers as sediment loading

contributes to stream embeddedness, degradation of aquatic habitat, and increased

water temperatures. It also provides a mechanism for the transport of pollutants

adsorbed to particle surfaces. While monitoring is not required in the SCWMP, there
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was great interest in understanding sediment dynamics in local rivers and streams in

relation to the health of biotic communities. While total maximum daily loads have not

been established for TSS in Salt Creek, the watershed management plan suggests that

targets should be maintained below 80 mg/L, with levels ideally below 25 mg/L, based

on assessed impacts on fish concentrations [25]. Data from Sites 4 and 12 were elim-

inated from the analysis since high levels of TSS were probably due to sediment

disturbance during sampling of the shallow streams. Stream flow at Site 1 is affected by

an upstream dam, which has historically had issues of sedimentation build-up behind

FIGURE 7-6 (A) TSS load in mg/s for Sites 1, 5, and 13. (B) TSS concentrations (ppm) for Sites 1, 5, and 13.
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the dam, probably affecting TSS and preventing a direct correlation between TSS and

weather events.

Concentrations of TSS typically remained below 25 mg/L (the level recommended by

the SCWMP), though a high degree of variability, reported in a previous study of Salt

Creek by Morris and Simon, is also observable in this data [12]. However, the significance

of studying TSS lies in documenting the variability in response to precipitation and

discharge events. Sites 5 and 13, which are larger streams in diameter and discharge,

consistently yield higher concentrations of TSS (Figure 7-6). Concentrations for TSS at

Sites 5 and 13 responded to individual precipitation and snowmelt events with the most

direct correlation observed at Site 13 (Figure 7-6B). The highest concentrations of TSS

occurred at all sites in response to the meltwater events after the record snowfall of

February 1, 2011. TSS values collected on February 18, 2011 exceeded 30 mg/L at Sites 5

and 13. When TSS concentration is combined with discharge data, the TSS load reflects

the volume of sediment that was mobilized in Salt Creek in response to individual

precipitation and melt events (Figure 7-6A).

The TSS data highlight the importance of hydrologic processes operating during the

cold seasons when ground is frozen. Increased rates of runoff from the reduced infil-

tration capacity of the landscape produce flashier stream dynamics characterized by

a rapid rise to peak flow and rapid fall to normal base flow levels. These conditions

promote landscape and instream erosion that contribute to higher sediment loads. The

results of this study and the prediction for increased winter rainfall and snowmelt under

projected climate-change scenarios suggest that steam erosion and sediment loading will

continue to increase and degrade water quality as well as the habitat in the Great Lakes

region in the twenty-first century [26].

The outcomes of the first-year study integrating research science with the watershed

management plan in monitoring the Lake Michigan watershed in northern Indiana

demonstrate the substantial increase in scientific knowledge gained from such partner-

ships. While basic measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen and other parameters offer an

idea of the waterway’s health, especially within a long-term context or with land-use

changes, the determination of nonpoint sources and impacts requires more specific,

analytical, measurements and assessments. Concentrations and loads of specific ions

point to certain probable nonpoint sources of pollution, and vary with weather condi-

tions. This type of information was not seen in the conductivity measurements, which

were affected by many factors and interferences. A major contribution of this study lies in

the recognition that instream water chemistry data in combination with stream-

discharge data at the subwatershed scale, can provide a more comprehensive under-

standing of the potential impacts of pollution downstream in Lake Michigan.

7.5 Conclusions
This 1-year pilot study merged the strengths of the Salt Creek Watershed Management

Plan in Porter County Indiana with analytical science measurements and analyses, to
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more accurately assess and understand the nonpoint sources of pollution that potentially

affect Lake Michigan’s water quality. In combination with the watershed management

plan’s basic measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen, and conductivity, a design to better

understand the waterway’s health and nonpoint pollution challenges was initiated. The

first-year study focused on measurements of dissolved anions, FWAs, total suspended

solids, and discharge loads from September 2010 through April 2011, with assistance from

people intricately involved in the Salt Creek watershed. The main conclusions were that

the chloride, nitrate, and TSS concentrations and loads were associated with seasonal and

weather stresses, and the chloride and nitrate concentrations were linked to specific

nonpoint pollution sources. The absence of FWAs in all water samples prompted labo-

ratory experiments, which indicated that the compounds are more inclined to adsorb to

sediments in waterways with high sediment-to-water ratios.
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8.1 Introduction
Current water quality issues are complex and involve a wide range of chemical and

microbial contaminants of concern. Coupled with increasing urban populations and

aging infrastructure, poor water quality can have a large impact on public health. Modern

water management requires reliable and quick characterization of contaminants to allow

for a timely response. Real-time monitoring enables a quick response to water quality

concerns that arise from natural or intentional contamination and allows for the greatest

protection of public health.

Ideally, all water-quality monitoring would be performed in real-time to allow for the

most accurate and precise view of water quality. However, there are relatively few tech-

nologies that are able to provide true real-time measurements. Traditional water quality

monitoring involves on-site sampling and transportation of samples to testing facilities to

determine the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics. Laboratory methods are

lengthy, expensive and samples may be compromised during transportation. With ever

changing water characteristics, results obtained from these trials do not necessarily

reflect current characteristics of water.

Recent advancements in both sensor technology and computer networks have

brought about new technologies that can determine water characteristics in a dynamic

way. Online real-time monitoring and screening methods can be used to provide up-

to-date information about water systems and warn against contamination. This enables

faster response times and quicker adjustments to treatment methods, which reduces the

risk to public health. Real-time information can be used to assess changes to water quality

and identify trends, determine the state of water quality and ecosystem health, identify

emerging issues and contaminants, and achieve rapid screening of water for toxic

substances and pathogens. Another important application is the monitoring and opti-

mization of water- and wastewater-treatment processes and ensuring compliance to

water-quality standards. In spite of the need, presently there are limited options for the

implementation of real-time or near real-time (within 1–4 h) monitoring of water quality.

With limited funds and increasingly complex water-monitoring issues, municipalities

and water utilities are looking to apply water-quality monitoring strategically. Typically,

a tiered approach to water-quality monitoring is preferred. Such a system would monitor

for general changes in water quality and screen for possible contaminants. Then, more

specific testing would identify the type and extent of contamination [1]. A strategic

approach to water monitoring may also include the selection of specific contaminants to

be tested and frequency of testing. The number of testing methods selected may depend

on financial restriction as well as regulatory requirements. Prioritization should be given

to tests that are easy to perform (especially if they can be done on site), can detect

substances that present high risks to public health, or can give a wide description of the

quality of the water [2].

Real-time and near real-time detection methods are more limited compared to

laboratory methods, but their variety and capabilities are continuously improving.
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The majority of the current real-time monitoring applications are based on one or more

of the following water quality parameters: turbidity, conductivity, temperature, dissolved

oxygen (DO), pH, and chlorophyll-a. More recently systems that can measure ultraviolet

absorbance at 254 nm (UVA) and total organic carbon (TOC) have also been used as

indirect measurements of dissolved organic matter (DOM). These parameters are rela-

tively easy to measure and provide useful information on the daily, weekly, monthly and

seasonal changes in water quality. Sudden and uncharacteristic changes in these

parameters also serve as an early warning system against intentional contamination of

water with toxic chemicals or biological agents. However, none of these parameters can

identify a specific chemical or a biological agent, and they merely serve as a screening

method. Efforts continue to employ advanced spectroscopy and molecular methods in

in-situ detectors, but the majority are still in the research phase and are not ready for field

applications. Other methods include using organisms such as fish, clams, mussels,

daphnia, and algae as biomonitors and the use of bioluminescence-based assays for

toxicity testing.

The goal of this study is to provide an in-depth literature reviewof existing andemerging

technologies that can be used for real-time or near real-time monitoring of water quality.

Technologies that are well established or in the last stages of development are included in

this review and those that are still in the early research phase have been omitted due to

space limitations. Commercially available instruments are also included in the reviewwith

a description of their capabilities and limitations. It is important to note that the authors do

not endorse or recommend the instruments mentioned in the review and do not have any

relationship with the manufacturers. The review provides a summary of a wide range of

physical, chemical, andmicrobial techniques that canbe used formonitoringwater quality

in reservoirs, treatment plants, and distribution systems; and it aims to be a valuable

resource for researchers, practitioners, and policy makers in the field.

8.2 Monitoring General Water Quality Parameters
Online sensors that monitor physical and chemical characteristics of water are widely

available and are used by most modern water-treatment facilities and municipalities.

They can measure single or multiple parameters at once. Available single-parameter

sensors can measure chlorine residual, temperature, DO, oxidation-reduction potential

(ORP), pH, conductivity, nitrogen and ammonia. Membrane, ion-selective, colorimetric,

electrochemical or optical electrodes are typically used in these sensors. Table 8-1

provides a summary of technologies used for different types of single-parameter sensors.

Multi-parameter sensors, on the other hand, are able to measure multiple parameters

with a single instrument and are typically composed of a number of single-parameter

sensors with a shared casing.

Two strategies have been suggested to use single- and multi-parameter sensors to

screen for contaminants in water. First, a sensor could be used to monitor changes in the
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“state” of water, defined by the sum of physical and chemical parameters. An expected or

typical state of water is described by baseline conditions determined for a specific site or

water sample. A change of state, marked by a significant deviation from baseline

conditions of any one or a combination of the parameters, would suggest that

a contaminant has been introduced into the water. The second strategy attempts to

establish contaminant signatures (e.g. UV and visible absorbance signatures) that could

indirectly suggest a specific contaminant if introduced in the water [1].

The use of surrogate (or indicator) parameters has also been suggested as an initial

step to warn of contamination. Parameters already being monitored online, such as pH,

chlorine residuals, and conductivity, can change in the presence of a contaminant.

If these changes can be identified, they can serve as a warning of contamination, trigger

additional testing, and be used as a tool for early identification and possible solutions to

the problem.

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) performed a variety of

studies to determine the long-term performance of multi-parameter sensors and also

established baseline conditions for various waters. One of these studies [3] evaluated

water-quality parameters for their ability to detect changes due to chemical, physical, and

microbial contaminants. The study examined a small number of single- and multi-

parameter commercial sensors to determine which water quality parameters were

changed after the introduction of a variety of contaminants (Tables 8-2 and 8-3). The

single-parameter sensors that were evaluated included ATI, Hach Model Cl-17, Hach

1720D, GLI Model phD, GLI Model 3422, and Hach Astro TOC UV Process Analyzer. The

multi-parameter sensors that were evaluated included Dascore Six-Cense Sonde, YSI

Table 8-1 Technology used in Online Sensors to Monitor for Physical
and Chemical Parameters

Parameter Technology

Chlorine Calorimetric and membrane electrode
Ion-selective electrode (Cl�)
Electrochemical reduction of chlorine species at a microelectrode

Temperature Thermistor
Dissolve oxygen Membrane electrode

Optical sensor
Electrochemical voltammetric

Oxygen reduction potential Potentiometric method
pH Glass bulb electrode

Potentiometric measurement with reference electrode
Turbidity Mephelometric method

Optical sensor
Conductivity Conductivity cell method
Nitrogen compounds Ion-selective electrode (NO3)
Ammonia compounds Ion-selective electrode (NH4)

Source: Hasan et al., 2005 [1].
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6600 Sonde, and Hydrolab Data Sonde 4a. The contaminants investigated included

secondary wastewater (non-chlorinated), potassium ferricyanide, malathion (pesticide),

glyphosate (herbicide), arsenic trioxide, nicotine, aldicarb (pesticide), and Escherichia coli

K-12. Contaminants were injected into an uncontaminated pipe loop where the sensor

responses could be observed. The results showed that each contaminant induced

a response from at least one parameter. As predicted, TOC increased with the addition of

carbon containing contaminants such as wastewater, nicotine, herbicides and pesticides.

In addition, the specific conductance was responsive to the introduction of ionic

compounds such as wastewater and potassium ferricyanide. The ORP was responsive to

oxidizing compounds or an increase in chlorine demand, which was the case with

wastewater, potassium ferricyanide, pesticides and the herbicide. The most responsive

parameters were free chlorine, TOC, specific conductance and ORP. Free chlorine was the

only parameter that responded to all contaminants except potassium ferricyanide.

Chlorine reacts readily with many compounds and thus a decrease of free chlorine is

a good indicator of contamination. However, the single use of free chlorine as an indi-

cator of contamination was not recommended as some contaminates may not readily

react with free chlorine or provide false positives [3].

Hach Corporation (Colorado, USA) manufactures the GuardianBlue Early Warning

System, which detects, alerts, and classifies a wide variety of contaminants including

cyanide, anthrax, arsenic and pesticides. The system is also able to detect and classify

events such as water-main breaks, caustic overfeeds to cross connections and aging

infrastructure problems such as corrosion. The GuardianBlue Early Warning System is

Table 8-2 Single-Parameter Sensors Evaluated by Hall et al. [11]

Sensor Manufacture/Name Parameter(s) Measured

ATI Free chlorine
Hach Model A-15 Cl-17 Free/total chlorine
Hach 1720D Turbidity
GLI Model phD pH
GLI Model 3422 Specific conductance
Hach Astro TOC UV Process
Analyzer

Total organic carbon

Table 8-3 Multi-Parameter Sensors Evaluated by Hall et al. [11]

Sensor Manufacture/Name Parameters Measured

Dascore Six-Cense Sonde Specific conductance, DO, ORP, pH, temperature and free chlorine
YSI 6600 Sonde Specific conductance, DO, ORP, pH, temperature, ammonia–nitrogen,

chloride and turbidity
Hydrolab Data Sonde 4a Specific conductance, DO, ORP, pH, temperature, ammonia–nitrogen,

chloride, nitrate–nitrogen and turbidity
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comprised of a water panel, a TOC analyzer, an automatic sampler, and an event monitor.

The water panel is a multi-parameter instrument that is able to measure free or total

chlorine, conductivity, pH, turbidity, temperature and pressure. Total organic carbon is

also measured with a TOC analyzer. Every 60 s the water is analyzed and compared to

baseline data via the event monitor. An alarm is triggered if a user-set threshold exceeds

the baseline data. Events are then compared to “fingerprints” stored in the device’s

library and a second alert is given if a match is found. If no match is found, the event is

stored in the library for future reference. A digital signal transmits data between the water

panel and event monitor and finally the automatic sampler will collect a sample from

water if an event is ‘triggered’ to allow for more detailed analysis.

Hach also manufactures a multi-parameter in-pipe probe, the PipeSonde, for water

quality monitoring in distribution systems. Designed to be placed directly in a water-

distribution pipe, this sensor measures pH, ORP, conductivity, turbidity, DO, line pres-

sure and temperature. Data is also available remotely through a supervisory control and

data acquisition system. To perform similar operations as the GuardianBlue system,

a water distribution panel, a TOC analyzer and an event monitor trigger system can be

added. The water distribution panel, coupled with the event-monitor trigger system

provides real-time analysis of the state of the water and scans for contamination.

Horiba, Ltd. (Kyoto, Japan) has a series of portable single-parameter sensors that

measure pH, DO, ORP, conductivity and ions such as sodium, potassium and nitrate.

Horiba’s multi-parameter sensor can simultaneously measure pH, ORP, DO, conduc-

tivity, salinity, total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity, and water depth. Hanna Instru-

ments (Rhode Island, USA) also provide single- and multi-parameter sensors. Single-

parameter sensors are available to measure DO, ORP, pH, turbidity, conductivity, TDS,

and various ions. Multi-parameter sensors can measure pH, TDS, ORP, conductivity,

turbidity, ammonium, nitrate, chloride, resistivity, TDS, salinity, and seawater specific

gravity. Rosemount Analytical Inc. (California, USA) manufactures smart wireless sensors

for liquid analytical measurements including pH, ORP, conductivity, dissolved and

gaseous oxygen, chlorine, ozone, and turbidity.

The Six-CENSE Sonde (Dascore Inc., Florida, USA) is a multi-parameter in-line sensor

that is able to monitor free chlorine, monochloramine, DO, pH, conductivity, oxidation-

reduction potential, and temperature. The instrument utilizes electrochemical tech-

nology placed on a small ceramic chip and data can be remotely downloaded. As part of

increased security measures, the Six-CENSE Sonde was used for water quality monitoring

in the distribution system by the Mohawk Valley Water Authority in New York, USA [4].

The YSI 6600 V2 monitoring instrument (YSI Incorporated, Ohio, USA) is equipped

with four optical ports available to measure conductivity, temperature, pH and ORP, as

well as DO, turbidity, chlorophyll and blue-green algae. Measurements are done in situ

and the instrument is able to record data for up to 75 days in 15-min intervals (limited by

the life of the battery). The instrument can also calculate total dissolved solids, resistivity,

and specific conductance. Each optical sensor is equipped with automated wipers to

clean the lenses to prevent biofouling.
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Liquid monitoring systems have spectrometric, ion-selective, electrochemical, and

optical probes that can measure biochemical oxygen demand (BOD); chemical oxygen

demand (COD); total, dissolved, and assimilable organic carbon; nitrate; nitrite;

ammonia; potassium; free chlorine; chloride; TSS; turbidity; pH; oxygen reduction

potential (ORP); conductivity; benzene-toluene-xylene; oxygen; ozone; and hydrogen

sulfide. Alarm software that reacts to a change in the UV-absorption range is also

available.

Absorption of different wavelengths of UV and visible light in water can be correlated

to different contaminants. For example, DOM was shown to have a good correlation with

UV absorbance at 254 nm; and 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) was correlated

to absorbance at 440 nm [5]. In addition to UV-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy, fluores-

cence spectroscopy can also be used for water monitoring. Fluorescence spectroscopy is

an optical technique that uses three-dimensional excitation-emission matrices that are

recorded at two distinct wavelengths. However, fluorescence measurements are affected

by environmental factors and may not always be suitable for in situ measurements [6].

Synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy is a two-dimensional fluorescence technique

that requires a single scan where the excitation and emission wavelengths are measured

synchronously. This method is more suited as a real-time monitoring technique. Hur

et al. [7] used synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy and found an excellent relation-

ship with BOD in river water samples.

Dissolved organic matter is a mixture of humic acids, fulvic acids, acids of low

molecular weights, carbohydrates, and proteins that contain both light-emitting and

light-absorbing compounds. Because of this, analysis of DOM includes the use of light-

absorption and fluorescence techniques. High-performance, size-exclusion chroma-

tography (HPSEC) is able to provide insight into the composition of DOM as retention

time in the chromatography is directly related to the size of a molecule [8]. HPSEC is

often coupled with UV–vis or UVA measurements [6]. Her et al. [9] modified

a commercially available TOC analyzer to improve the detection of DOM as a function

of molecular weights. The modified instrument was used in conjunction with an

HPSEC-UVA system. Data could be displayed in real time [9].

The majority of single- and multi-parameter sensors summarized above utilize

established technology; however, emerging sensor technologies are also being developed.

Dybko et al. [10], designed a multi-parameter sensor that utilized optical fibers to

measure pH, concentration of calcium ions, and heavy metals. This device immobilized

a series of indicators using chemical bonding on polymeric beads. Indicators used

included neutral red for pH values from 6.5 to 7.8 and bromothymol blue for pH values

from 7.7 to 9.4. Chlorophosphonazo III was used to indicate calcium concentration,

which was sensitive to concentrations between 10�5 and 10�3 M. The indicator for total

heavy metal concentration was 4-(2-pirydylazo) resorcinol, which is sensitive at

concentrations between 10�7 and 10�4 M. The beads were placed in a glass tube through

which water was allowed to flow. Tubes were illuminated with optical fibers and

independent LED lights were used to measure each parameter at specific wavelengths:
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590 or 630 nm for pH (depending on the pH range), 680 nm for calcium and 510 nm for

heavy metal ions.

Innovations in microfabrication and sensor technology have lead to the replacement

of large and bulky electrochemical sensors with miniaturized instruments that rely on

new technologies, such as thick-and-thin film technology, silicon-based techniques and

photolithography [11]. Microsensors offer several advantages including small size,

portability, successful use in field applications, stability, efficiency, low energy usage,

and acceptance of small samples and reagent volumes. Recent advances in automation

and communication have also allowed sensors to be completely automated and

equipped with flow-based delivery systems and wireless communication [11]. These

developments allow true real-time measurements and continuous monitoring of a wide

range of biological and chemical contaminants in water and open the doors to exciting

innovations.

8.3 Monitoring Microbiological Contaminants
A microbiological contaminant is any living organism that can negatively affect the health

of the public or the receiving body of water. Testing for microbiological contaminants is

traditionally done using culture-basedmethods, where indicator bacteria are cultivated on

selectivemedia and the resulting number of colonies is counted. Depending on the type of

agar used and organism selected, a plate count typically takes 24 h or more and requires

the use of laboratory equipment, such as an autoclave and an incubator. In addition, if

colonies are grouped or difficult to distinguish, plate counts can be prone to human error.

An indicator organism is a non-pathogenic organism that is easy to isolate and is

present in polluted waters but not in treated waters [12]. Indicator organisms are selected

because they are easy to culture and provide insight into the microbial quality of the

water. A common indicator organism, E. coli, is typically found in feces and its presence

in water is a good indication of fecal contamination. However, new pathogens have

emerged, causing acute problems in humans and raising levels of concern that indicator

organisms are not sufficient to describe the microbial quality of water. Pathogens of

concern include but are not limited to Cryptosporidium, Legionella, Campylobacter,

Yersinia pestis, Mycobacterium avium complex (Mac), Aeromonas hydrophila and

Helicobacter pylori [13]. There is also an increased awareness of the vulnerability of water

systems as vehicles for bioterrorism. An act of bioterrorism is the use of a living organism

to cause harm, and typically a human-disease-causing strain of a bacteria, virus or

protozoa is employed [14]. A good candidate for a bioterrorism agent is contagious, has

a small infectious dose, is stable and can be dispersed in water, can cause a severe disease

that is difficult to cure, and is resistant to chlorine. Possible candidates include Bacillus

anthracis, Clostridium botulinum toxin, Y. pestis, Variola major, Francisella tularensis,

filoviruses, and arenaviruses [15].

New and innovative monitoring technologies are needed to detect a large variety of

microorganisms quickly and accurately. These technologies should ideally (1) require no
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sophisticated laboratory equipment, (2) require minimal sample preparation, (3) yield

results quickly, (4) have low detection limits, (5) have high specificity for the targeted

pathogens, and (6) differentiate between viable and nonviable pathogens. Sensors for

living organisms typically target genetic material, proteins, or the adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) of cells. Most sensors based on biological interactions have biological components

and detection is performed by various methods such as light production or mass change.

Concentration of the target molecule is typically needed.

Based on advances in microbiology, molecular biology, chemistry, and computerized

imaging, a wide range of methods are being studied and developed for the rapid detec-

tion, identification, and quantification of microorganisms. In general, these methods rely

on growth-based, viability-based, nucleic acid-based, cellular-component or artifact-

based technologies, automated methods, or a combination of these [16]. Available

microbiological methods can be listed as follows: ATP bioluminescence assay, adenylate

kinase, autofluorescence, biochemical assays and physiological reactions, biosensors and

immunosensors, carbon dioxide detection, changes in headspace pressure, colorimetric

detection of carbon-dioxide production, concentric arcs of photovoltaic detectors with

laser scanning, direct epifluorescent filter technique (DEFT), DNA sequencing, endo-

spore detection, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), flow cytometry, fluores-

cent probe detection, fatty acid profiles, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,

gram stains, impedance, immunological methods, lab-on-a-chip (LOC) arrays,

microarrays, and microchips, limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) endotoxin testing, mass

spectrometry, microcalorimetry, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), nanotech-

nology, near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), nucleic acid probes, optical particle detection,

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Raman spectroscopy, ribotyping/molecular typing,

solid phase, laser scanning cytometry, southern blotting/restriction fragment-length

polymorphism, spiral plating, and turbidimetry [16]. Well-developed methods suitable

for rapid monitoring of water supplies are summarized below.

8.3.1 Immunoassays

Immunoassays are typically performed on grab samples and are based on antigen–

antibody reactions, which have high specificity to one another. A positive immunoassay

will produce a visible light or color. An immunoassay requires a capture and a target

molecule. A capture or recognition molecule is the part of the sensor that interacts

directly with the sample, and can be either an antigen or an antibody. The target molecule

of the microorganism interacts with the capture molecule of the sensor. Immunoassays

are easy to use and require little specialized knowledge. However, they are prone to

false–positive responses because molecules other than the target molecules may react

with the capture molecules [1].

A strip test or lateral flow assay is a common type of immunoassay, used to detect

antigens in water. A well-known example is the home pregnancy test. For this assay, an

adsorbent membrane is fixed on a solid piece of plastic called the strip and each
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membrane can have a number of different stripes. Each stripe contains high concen-

trations of a specific antibody labeled with either a colored dye or a fluorescent agent.

A liquid sample is applied to one end of the strip and allowed to diffuse. A color change or

fluorescence response in any of the stripes indicates the presence of an antigen in the

sample. A control stripe is often placed at the end of the strip to indicate the completion

of the test. These tests are rapid, with results typically obtained within 15 min; however,

they provide no quantitative information [1].

One of the issues with immunoassays is that they have relatively high levels of

detection. A study tested three commercially-available, lateral–flow, immunoassay kits

that were designed to test for B. anthracis in water, and reported that all three assays were

able to detect B. anthracis at 106 spores [17]. BADD (Osborne Scientific, Arizona, USA)

and SMART II (New Horizons Diagnostics, Maryland, USA) were able to consistently

detect 105 spores, whereas Anthrax BTA (Tetracore Inc., Maryland, USA) detected 105

spores once in eight attempts. Both BADD and Anthrax BTA had a specificity of 100%,

while SMART II showed a positive reaction with Bacillus thuringiensis resulting in

a specificity of 75% [17]. It may be possible to lower the measurement limits if an elec-

tronic reader is used. Overall, lateral flow assays for the detection of biological contam-

inants in water are not suitable for trace elements but more suitable for large-scale

contamination events or for preliminary screening purposes. Dilution of the contaminant

in water may also reduce the effectiveness of an assay. Following an immunoassay,

confirmation of contamination should be obtained by more precise measures. Concen-

tration of a water sample using ultrafiltration techniques or centrifugation, is likely to

improve detection limits [18].

Several immunoassays are available on the market for the detection of the main

bioterrorism agents of interest, including anthrax, botulinum toxin, brucella, plague,

ricin, and tularemia. These tests typically require small sample volumes and results are

produced within 5–15 min. Some of these tests include RAMP (Response Biomedical

Corporation, British Columbia, Canada) assays for anthrax, botulinum toxin, ricin, and

smallpox; BioThreat Alert (Tetracore Inc., Maryland, USA) assays for abrin, anthrax,

botulinum toxin, brucella, orthopox, plague, ricin, SEB (Staphylococcal enterotoxin), and

tularemia; SMART (New Horizons Diagnostic, Maryland, USA) assays for anthrax,

cholera, ricin, SEB, plague, tularemia, and botulism toxin; and BADD (ADVNT Biotech-

nologies, Arizona, USA) assays for anthrax, botulinum, ricin, SEB, and plague.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena, California, USA) developed a quantita-

tive lateral-flow test strip to test water for E. coli in space. Test stripes are chemically

treated with different compounds that change color in the presence of specific antigens.

Bacteria with the target antigen cause the stripe to change color, and different color

intensities indicate the concentration of the bacteria present in the water [19]. This type

of test is advantageous because in addition to the confirmation of the presence of

a biological agent, quantitative results can be obtained within minutes.

Zhao et al. [20] used nanogold-labeled probes to develop an immunochromatographic

(IC) strip for E. coli O157:H7 based on the biotin-streptavidin system. The detection of
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E. coli O157:H7 could be completed in less than 10 min. The IC strip was tested in 265

water samples and was shown to have 99.2% specificity and 100% sensitivity compared

with culture-based methods.

Rule and Vikesland [21] prepared Raman labels by conjugating gold nanoparticles

with commercial antibodies and dye molecules. Using surface-enhanced resonance

Raman spectroscopy (SEERS), which is a technique that enhances Raman scattering by

molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces, they were able to measure and differentiate

Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts and Giardia lamblia cysts in water samples. Immu-

nogold signal intensities were optimized to provide a sensitive method for multipathogen

monitoring.

Zhao et al. [22] developed a method that simultaneously detects Salmonella

typhimurium, Shigella flexneri, and E. coli O157:H7, using antibody-conjugated semi-

conductor quantum dots as fluorescence markers and magnetic microparticles for

enrichment. Quantum dots are nanoparticles that are 20 times brighter and 100 times

more stable than traditional fluorescent dyes [99]. Antibody-conjugated quantum dots

could attach to the surface of bacterial cells selectively and specifically. The detection

limit in a food matrix was 103 cfu/ml, and the method could be completed in <2 h. The

method provides the potential to detect a panel of pathogens in environmental and food

samples and to be applied for water assessment applications [22,23].

8.3.2 Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction

PCR is able to detect microorganisms, including bacteria, protozoa, and viruses

through amplification of a target sequence of microbial DNA. The choice of primer,

a specific DNA sequence, allows for the selection of different strains, species, and genus

of a microorganism. PCR amplifies the selected DNA sequence several orders of

magnitude, generating thousands to millions copies. Multiple primer pairs can also be

used to simultaneously amplify several sequences for the detection of single or multiple

strains of pathogens in a single reaction, which is known as multiplex PCR.

PCR amplification can be initiated with as little as one strand of DNA. This allows for

much lower detection limits compared to other detection methods. In addition, micro-

organisms that cannot be cultured can be detected with PCR. However, PCR is not

without its disadvantages. Amongst them, PCR requires specialized knowledge and

equipment. In addition, microbial DNA must be extracted using a cell lysing procedure

prior to the PCR run. Postprocessing techniques such as gel electrophoresis and photo-

documentation are also required. The PCR method qualitatively determines if a certain

DNA target is present. Since DNA is able to persist after the death of a cell, PCR is not able

to determine the viability of the microorganism identified [24,25].

Improving on PCR, real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) allows for the quick deter-

mination and quantitation of DNA and RNA using fluorescent DNA-binding probes.

Compared to conventional PCR techniques, real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-

PCR) is able to reduce the time needed to produce results from 3 h to <1 h. While
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a preprocessing step is required to extract DNA, postprocessing steps are eliminated.

During the PCR reaction, fluorescence increases as the reaction progresses and more of

the targeted DNA is amplified. Also, fluorescence is recorded during each amplification

cycle. The cycle number at which amplification reaches a concentration threshold is

called the Ct value which is inversely proportional to the quantity of DNA in solution.

Using calibration curves formulated with known amounts of DNA, one can determine

the amount of DNA present in a solution. The more of the template that is detected at

the beginning of the RT-PCR reaction, the fewer the cycles needed to reach the

detection levels [25,26].

Compared to conventional plate count methods, RT-PCR has higher sensitivity,

precision, and reliability. It is independent of culture conditions, nutrient conditions, and

bacterial metabolic states. It also has the ability to process more than one reaction at

once and is able to quantify microbial DNA including viral DNA, as well as RNA and

mRNA [24–27].

Real-time PCR has been widely applied to water monitoring especially for the

detection of human pathogens. Vaitomaa et al. [28] used RT-PCR to identify the micro-

cystin-producing genus of cyanobacteria, such as Anabaena and Microcystis. Donaldson

et al. [29] developed a real-time reverse-transcriptase PCR method to detect the presence

of enteroviruses in surface waters.

Sharma and Dean-Nystrom [30] used RT-PCR to distinguish between highly viru-

lent forms of E. coli O157:H7 from less virulent serotypes. Aslan et al. [31] used RT-

PCR to identify and quantify human adenoviruses and enteroviruses in recreation and

bathing waters, and reported that adenovirus was strongly associated with point

sources of human fecal pollution. Zhou et al. [25] used RT-PCR to determine the total

bacterial DNA present in water. Naegleria fowleri was successfully detected with an

efficiency of 99% using a duplex RT-PCR by Behets et al. [32]. Helmi et al. [33]

monitored G. lamblia and C. parvum for 2 years in the largest drinking water reservoir

of Luxembourg using microscopy and RT-PCR techniques. They reported that only

25% of the samples that were positive by microscopy were confirmed by RT-PCR.

Clark et al. [34] used RT-PCR to detect contamination from bacterial pathogens E. coli

O157:H7, S. typhimurium, Campylobacter jejuni, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and

S. flexneri, and reported that it was possible to detect pathogen loads as low as

10 cells/ml with high sensitivity and specificity.

Simplified RT-PCR technology has been incorporated into several commercially

available tests. The Qualicon BAX System (DuPont, Delaware, USA) employs RT-PCR for

rapid detection of pathogens in environmental and food samples. It is an automated

system that is able to detect the presence or absence of a target microorganism within 4 h.

The BAX System was used successfully by the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority to

measure C. parvum, Salmonella and E. coliO157:H7 [24]. The BAX System can also detect

Campylobacter, Enterobacter sakazakii, Listeria, Staphylococcus aureus, Vibrio, yeast and

mold. RAPID (Idaho Technology Inc., Utah, USA) is another portable RT-PCR device used

to detect biological agents within 30 min. The system can identify anthrax, ricin,
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smallpox, plague, Listeria, E. coli O157:H7, Salmonella, Campylobacter, C. parvum,

Salmonella, Tularemia, Ebola, Brucella, Avian Influenza, Botulism, and Marburg.

Biodetection Enabling Analyte Delivery System (BEADS) is an automated, flow-through

RT-PCR, which includes automated cell-capture microcolumns. Developed by the Pacific

Northwest National Library (Washington, USA), the system achieved automated sample

collection, purification, amplification, labeling, and detection with a reported detection

limit of 10 E. coli, O157:H7 cells in river water samples. The system was also able to detect,

simultaneously, E. coli Salmonella, and S. flexneri with a limit of 100 cells [35]. BEADS

allows for real-time monitoring of viruses as well. While false positives were not observed,

false negatives are possible if the microbial concentration is below the detection limit of

the system. In addition, the system is prone to overestimate the pathogen quantities. As

with all RT-PCR techniques, the technology identifies a target DNA sequence but cannot

discriminate among viable, nonviable or damaged sequences [36].

The hand-held advanced nucleic acid analyzer (HANAA) developed by the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (California, USA) uses RT-PCR to detect bioterrorism

agents. It is small in size and battery operated, making it very suitable for field evalua-

tions. HANNA was evaluated for use in water monitoring for the detection of C. parvum

and E. coli [37]. In water that contained E. coli from a beef cattle farm, HANNAwas able to

detect an E. coli indicator gene, lacZ, in <13 min, and a virulence gene in 25 min. While

the instrument allowed for quick PCR results, there was a large amount of variability in

the real-time results [37].

8.3.3 Nucleic Acid Microarrays

Conventional pathogen detection methods allow for the detection of one gene and thus

one pathogen per experiment. Microarray technology allows for the simultaneous

detection of hundreds or even thousands of pathogens during one experiment [38].

A DNA microarray is a series of genes immobilized on a solid surface such as a glass slide

or a silicone chip. Immobilized DNA molecules, also known as probes, are ordered in

a pre-determined order. A complementary series of polynucleotides to a probe is called

a target. The selected target will hybridize with its complementary probe. Fluorescent

labeling of the target will allow for the portion of the array where hybridization has

occurred to be identified. DNAmicroarrays are thus able to identify thousands of genes of

a small sample simultaneously [26,38]. Microarray technology can be used to detect

a specific strain within an entire population of microorganisms [39], to determine

whether specific genes are turned on or off [40], and to categorize microorganisms based

on their genotype [41]. Therefore, microarray technology provides a unique tool for

pathogen detection, enumeration, and genome-wide analysis for water samples as well as

for the rapid detection of bioterrorism threats [42].

Bacterial waterborne pathogens were detected using amicroarray equipped with short

oligonucleotide probes targeting 16S rRNA sequences. Detection sensitivity of the

microarray for Aeromonas hydrophila was determined to be approximately 103 cells per
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sample [43]. The method was also successful in detecting multiple bacterial pathogens in

wastewater during chlorine and ultraviolet disinfection processes [43]. A DNAmicroarray

with 21 oligonucleotide probes was developed to detect common waterborne protozoan

pathogens, and had a detection limit of approximately 50 C. parvum oocysts [44]. An

integrated system for monitoring a wide range of pathogens is possible with microarray

technology, and has great potential as a microbiological monitoring tool for source water,

drinking water and wastewater.

The application of microarray technology to complex water samples still presents

a challenge. DNA extraction from cells and sample processing can be difficult in the

presence of substances that interfere with DNA isolation and amplification [45]. It should

also be noted that, similar to other molecular methods that rely on the amplification of

nucleic acid, DNA microarrays cannot distinguish between dead and live bacteria since

DNA can persist for significantly long periods of time after a cell is dead [46].

Recent developments in nanobiotechnology have allowed the application of lab-

on-chip technology to DNA microarrays. Lab-on-chip systems use miniature microchips

that hold a microfluidic network of samples and reagents. Chips are connected to

a detection instrument and also to a computer system for data analysis and transfer, and

allow real-time collection, analysis, and communication of data. Because of low fluid

volumes, they require very small volumes of samples and reagents, and enable faster

analysis and response times because of the efficiency of the chips. Jenkins et al. [47]

developed a lab-on-chip system for direct profiling of microbial populations in a water

sample. Highmolecular weight rRNA were fragmented into approximately 400 basepaires

of rRNA, and were hybridized on a DNA microarray with a recirculating system, which

could all be integrated into a credit-card-sized platform. Rantala et al. [48] developed

a DNA chip for the detection and identification of hepatotoxin-producing cyanobacteria.

The specificity, sensitivity and ability of the DNA chip to simultaneously detect the main

hepatotoxin producers suggested that the method could be used for high throughput

analysis and monitoring of water samples.

The Biolog System (Biolog Inc., California, USA) is a biochemical identification kit

used to identify unknown bacteria. The test is comprised of a 96 well microplate, where

each well contains a different selection of carbon sources, dried nutrients, and

biochemicals. An isolate of an unknown bacterium is inoculated on either a gram-

positive or a gram-negative microplate. After an incubation period between 4–6 h and/or

12–24 h, bacterial respiration has utilized the carbon sources of selected wells to produce

a purple color in those wells. The pattern created by the purple wells is then cross-

referenced with a library through computer software, which is able to identify approxi-

mately 339 gram-positive and 526 gram-negative species of bacteria [24].

8.3.4 Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometrymeasures the scatter and absorption patterns of cells as they flow through

a light beam. The extent and nature of the scattering and absorption are intrinsic
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properties of microorganisms, which can be correlated to the size, shape, and density of

microorganisms present in the sample. Fluorescent tags that bind to specific cell

components such as DNA, RNA, antigens, or other target molecules can be added to

samples. The combination of scattered and fluorescent light is picked up by detectors,

which allow for the determination of total bacteria population, of selected types of

bacteria and viability of bacteria. Flow cytometers allow simultaneous multiparametric

analyses of physical and chemical characteristics of cells. It is very rapid with results

provided in a matter of minutes.

Flow cytometry was originally used to identify bacteria in hospital samples as well as

in the food and beverage industry. In water monitoring, flow cytometry has been used to

identify C. parvum and Giardia using fluorescent-labeled antibodies that bind specifi-

cally to these microorganisms [49]. This method was shown to be very precise and to

produce results much faster than traditional plate counting [50].

The Micro Pro (Advanced Analytical Technologies, Iowa, USA) is a fully automated

optical flow cytometer that can process up to 42 samples at once. Samples are loaded in

the instrument and the system automatically adds reagent, mixes, and injects the sample.

Both quantitative and qualitative results can be obtained. With direct enumeration,

results are available within 4 min and screening for microbial contamination within

18–24 h. The reagents used allow for labeling and fluorescent markers to be attached to

specific compounds. Cells are then passed through a red diode laser and two photo-

multiplier tubes collect emitted signals from fluorescence and scatter. The system can

reportedly detect microbial cells as small as 0.1 mm and its dynamic range is from

101–106 cfu/ml. Test kits are available to provide total viable organisms, total biomass, or

total dead cell counts. The Micro Pro system was evaluated by Schreppel [4] to identify

E. coli O157:H7 and Cryptosporidium. In both cases, microorganisms were first separated

from water samples using immunomagnetic separation and labeled with specific fluo-

rescent antibodies. The entire process allowed for microorganism identification in <4 h.

The Micro Pro flow cytometer was used by the Mohawk Valley Water Authority (New

York, USA) as part of an online monitoring system [51]. Micro Pro was also used to

differentiate methicillin-resistant S. aureus and methicillin-susceptible S. aureus isolates

after 2 h of incubation in an oxacillin-containing liquid culture medium [98].

The FlowCAM (Fluid Imaging Technologies, Maine, USA) automatically counts and

characterizes cells in a continuous water flow in real-time or in a discrete sample. A

digital image of each cell is captured and associated data is presented in a spreadsheet.

Each image can be stored with up to 26 different measurements such as length, width,

area, and aspect ratio. The FlowCAM has been used to detect microorganisms, such as

zebra mussel veligers and cyanobacteria, as well as to measure yeast growth during

fermentation processes. Depending on the selected magnification, the FlowCAM can

reportedly detect particles ranging between 3 mm and 3 mm. The FlowCAM has also

been used to enumerate and determine the size structure of a plankton community in

surface water [52].
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The Microcyte Aqua and Microcyte Field instruments (BioDetect, Texas, USA) uses

flow cytometry to quantify algae and other microorganisms. The instruments are able to

differentiate between biological and nonbiological particles, require little sample prep-

aration, and provide results in minutes. The Microcyte Field is a suitcase-sized portable

flow cytometer where data can be presented as a two-color histogram or dot plots directly

on the instrument or downloadable to a PC. The Microcyte Aqua is a stationary device

suited for online and continuous water surveillance. Both instruments are equipped with

a laser diode that has a wavelength of 635 nm and uses fluorescence and lightscattering to

count microorganisms and particles in the water. The detection limit of the instruments

depends on the background levels of the sample; however, a fluorescent particle, such as

algae, may be detected to levels below 10 cells per ml. Instruments can reportedly detect

particles from 0.4 to 15 mm. The Microcyte Field instrument was also used to monitor cell

number, viability, and apoptosis in mammalian cell culture [53].

8.3.5 ATP Bioluminescent Assays

The basis of an ATP bioluminescent assay is a luminescent reaction between an ATP

molecule and a mixture of luciferin and luciferase extracted from fireflies [54]. ATP is

involved in the energy transfer of all living cells. If a cell dies, ATP concentration quickly

declines. Light produced from the reaction between luciferin–luciferase and ATP is thus

an indication of the amount of living cells present in the water. Unlike DNA assays, the

ATP assay is able to determine the amount of viable cells in a water sample [55]. This is

the main advantage of ATP assays compared with other assays used for water monitoring.

Many ATP assay kits are available and require only a small sample volume to produce

results within minutes. Most tests can be performed on-site and require no sample

preparation. Kits are available that can distinguish between free (extracellular) ATP,

microbial (intracellular) ATP, and total ATP. Separation of intracellular ATP from extra-

cellular ATP typically involves a filtration step where extracellular ATP is filtered out and

collected cells are lysed to release intracellular ATP. An ATP assay is a quick way to

determine the viable microbial activity of a water sample.

The concentration of ATP in microorganisms is variable and depends on the species,

strain, and environmental andmetabolic factors. Thus, ATP assays can only be used as an

approximation of the amount of cells in a solution. To identify microbial contamination,

it is advised that baseline conditions be established and monitored regularly. Any fluc-

tuations from the baseline may indicate a change of microbial concentration and

contamination [1].

There are several ATP assay kits on themarket, some of which specifically designed for

water and wastewater monitoring. Quench-Gone is a series of ATP assays produced by

LuminUltra Technologies (New Brunswick, Canada) to measure the total cell population.

Each test is specifically designed for water, wastewater, industrial, pharmaceutical, and

food and beverage industries. A complete test, including sample preparation time, can be

completed within 5min. To complete a test, a water sample is first pushed through a filter
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attached to a syringe to capture bacterial cells on the filter paper. Then, a lysing agent is

added to release ATP frommicroorganisms. Finally, the solution is diluted, a luminescent

agent is added, and the luminosity of the sample is measured by a luminometer. ATP

assays that use microplate readers are also available from various companies including

Perkin Elmer, Promega, Merck, Molecular Probes, Roche, and BioAssay Systems.

The Profile-1 (New Horizons Diagnostic, Maryland, USA) is an ATP Bioluminescence

technology that makes use of a “Filtravette” to determine the presence of bacterial ATP in

a water sample. The Filtravette is a combination of a filter and a cuvette. It first removes

free ATP from a solution and all bacterial ATP remains on a filter paper. The Filtravette is

then placed in a micro-luminometer and a lysing agent is added, releasing the bacterial

ATP. The released bacterial ATP is then mixed with luciferin–luciferase and the light

emission is recorded. It is estimated that the Profile-1 system is able to detect quantities

of ATP equivalent to 200 cells (approximately) [51].

Lee and Deininger [56] used immunomagnetic separation of E. coli from beach water

samples and the ATP bioluminescent assay to detect E. coli. Superparamagnetic poly-

styrene beads coated with E. coli antibodies were used to bind to E. coli in water. The

bead–E. coli suspension was then easily separated using magnets. Prefiltration using

a 20 mm nylon filter was also used to initially remove any plant material. The entire

method produced results within an hour and had a detection limit of 20 cfu/100 ml [56].

Delayahe et al. (2003) used the ATP assay to monitor water quality in the drinking-

water distribution network in Paris. A linear relationship between the quantity of ATP in

water samples and heterotrophic plate counts were observed. The ATP assay did not

appear to be affected by changes in the temperature and chlorine concentration. Based

on the simplicity of the test and the rapid generation of the results, it may be possible to

use the test as an alarm system for microbial contamination [97].

8.3.6 Light Scattering

Particles scatter light when passed through a beam of light. Photo diodes collect scattered

light and translate it into a usable signal. The quantity of scatter created by particles in

water is called turbidity and is caused by microscopic organisms as well as organic and

inorganic suspended matter. Highly turbid waters can encourage bacterial growth and

limit disinfection. Turbidity meters detect particles within a certain size range but give no

information on the nature of particle. Thus, a microorganism and a suspended inorganic

particle of similar size are considered equal. For this reason, using turbidity as a param-

eter for monitoring microorganisms has low levels of sensitivity and may result in false

positives. On the other hand, the simplicity and rapidness of the method are important

advantages.

Particle counting is a more precise and informative method of monitoring particles in

water compared with turbidity meters. Particle counters provide detailed information on

the number, size, shape, and size-distribution of particles in water samples, and with

recent advancements in equipment technology, they are very sensitive and accurate.
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Formost particle counters, the lower detection limit for particle size is<1 mmand the new

generation particle counters that employ specialized optics, lasers, and detectors have

pushed the limits of detection down to 50 nm. Particle counters are commonly used at

water treatment plants to monitor and evaluate the performance of sand filters, and they

can potentially be used as surrogates for monitoring waterborne pathogens such as

protozoa, bacteria, and possibly viruses.

The DPA4100 (Brightwell Technologies Inc., Ottawa, Canada) particle counter uses

Micro-Flow Imaging technology for rapid measurement of particle size, shape, count,

and concentration. Water samples are automatically drawn through a flow cell and

imaged. Particles are then detected and measured using advanced image-analysis

software. Douglas et al. [57] reported that the instrument was fast, sensitive, and able to

accurately detect high particle concentrations when used in a water treatment plant.

New light-scattering technologies are reducing the quantity of false positives by using

multiple collection angles and algorithms to distinguish between light-scattering

patterns. This allows for the distinction between types of particles such as a grain of sand

and a micro-organims of similar size. Water samples can be scanned to determine the

size and number of a particular light-scattering pattern.

The BioSentry� (JMAR Technologies Inc., California, USA) is designed to be used as an

early warning system for the detection of pathogens in water. The system uses bio-optical

signatures created bymulti-angle light scattering (MALS) to distinguish between different

organisms such as Giardia, E. coli and Cryptosporidium. This instrument is also able to

identify different states of the Cryptosporidium oocysts including the type of treatment

that was performed (ozone, heat, etc.) [58]. The BioSentry is fully automated, can be

remote-controlled, and allows for continuous, real-time monitoring of water distribution

systems. Data is also available online. The detection limit of the system depends on water

quality and user-defined sampling intervals. In addition, water of poor quality will have

a greater number of false positives due to interfering particles. When tested with filtered

water, the system was able to detect less than one bacterium per 100 ml in 4 h and 22

bacteria in 100 ml within 5 min [58].

8.4 Monitoring Chemical Contaminants
Effects of microbiological contaminants are often acute and, as a result, prescribed

regulations require frequent monitoring to assure public safety. On the other hand,

effects of chemical contaminants are typically chronic in nature or are altogether

unknown. In addition, changes in water chemistry tend to be long-term unless a specific

contamination event has occurred. Regulatory testing requirements are thus less frequent

or altogether nonexistent [2].

The urban water matrix is a complex mixture of low concentrations of chemical

compounds. These compounds appear in water because they are continuously used in

industry, agriculture, and by urban populations, and have limited removal rates during
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treatment. Persistent compounds can accumulate to concentrations that can affect

human health. In addition, recent technological developments and associated research

activities have allowed for the detection of contaminants that would previously go

undetected. Increased awareness about the effect of persistent molecules will increase

monitoring requirements [2]. The main contaminants of concern in water include heavy

metals, pesticides, herbicides, hormones, pharmaceutical compounds, personal care

products, fluorinated and brominated compounds, and toxins produced by algae.

A number of difficulties arise when developing monitoring techniques for chemical

contaminants. To begin with, extraction and concentration procedures are typically

required for low-concentration contaminants. These procedures are complex, require

expert personnel and are inherently difficult to automate. Real-time chemical monitoring

requires probes to be in constant contact with water. This is problematic because

instruments are prone to fouling, which results in losses in sensitivity and reproducibility.

It can also be difficult to determine the exact chemical associated with a specific

symptom or series of symptoms. However, with the development of new methods of

detection and research efforts, new and emerging chemical contaminants are raising

awareness of the importance of testing for low-concentration chemical contaminants.

There is a future need for real-time monitoring of chemical contaminants to assure long-

term public health [59].

Currently, there is a large amount of research activity being performed to develop new

detectionmethods and techniques for a wide range of chemical contaminants of concern.

Some of the main contaminants of concern and the available detection technologies are

described below.

8.4.1 Electrochemical Methods

Electrochemical sensors are based on the measurement of electrical quantities, such as

current, potential, or charge, and their relationship to chemical properties. The majority

of electrochemical methods use amperometry and voltammetry, which rely on the

oxidation or reduction of electro-active species or potentiometry, which utilizes ion-

selective electrodes and conductivity to measure the resistance of a solution [11].

Amperometry and voltammetry are commonly used for measuring oxygen concentra-

tions, and potentiometry for measuring pH and ions of interest in water monitoring.

Electrochemical sensors offer several advantages. They use well-established technol-

ogies and provide rapid, reliable, sensitive, selective, and inexpensive measurements for

a wide range of organic and inorganic contaminants in water. They are also one of the few

sensor types that can provide truly real-time data with wireless communication devices.

Electrochemical sensors are widely used for monitoring water-quality parameters in

source waters as well as in distribution systems. The previous section on monitoring

water-quality parameters provides information on some of the widely used electro-

chemical sensors (e.g. DO, ORP, pH, conductivity, chlorine, nitrogen, ammonia). In

addition, electrochemical sensors have also been developed for emerging chemical
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contaminants including carcinogens [60], pesticides [61], phenols [62], explosives [63],

and nerve agents [64].

Monitoring heavy metals is one of the main application areas of electrochemical

sensors. Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) measures the current induced in an elec-

trochemical cell. This method is typically used to determine the amount of metal ions,

such as mercury and arsenic in water. The working principle of ASV is simple. A potential

applied to a solution will reduce a metal ion to its metal form, which then accumulates on

the surface of the electrode. The potential is increased at a constant rate to oxidize the

metal, and the current produced by the oxidation is measured and plotted as a function of

the potential applied. To determine the original concentration of themetal ion in solution,

a calibration curve is compared to the area under the curve of the tested solution. The

oxidizing potential is specific to the metal concentration of concern [1].

TraceDetect (Washington, USA) designs a number of trace metal analyzers with

a focus on close to real-time procedures. The ArsenicGuard is an automated online

arsenic analyzer able to monitor up to four sample streams with one system. The system

will automatically grab a sample and perform the analysis. Results are obtained within

30 min and the system has a reported detection limit of 1 mg/L. The SafeGuard II, another

model, is designed to automatically analyze grab samples, and the system can be

configured for arsenic, copper, cadmium, lead, zinc, or mercury. The reported detection

limit for all analytes is 1 mg/L and results are obtained within 30 min.

The PDV6000plus (Cogent Environmental Ltd., Cambridge, UK) is a portable device

that uses ASV technology tomeasure the concentration of over 20metals in water and soil

samples. Before measurements are taken, a 30-min calibration procedure is required

followed by 5–7 min needed to complete the measurements. The OVA 5000 model, on the

other hand, can achieve continuous real-time heavy metal monitoring for a range of

different metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Se, etc.) to reportedly single figure ppb levels.

The online OVA 5000 can be used for drinking water, wastewater, river water and process

water.

8.4.2 Colorimetric Methods

Colorimetric methods are portable color-reaction kits typically used for rapid on-site

analysis. To complete a test, a water sample is mixed with a series of reagents. A color will

appear if a certain contaminant is present. Colorimetric methods are available for a wide

variety of contaminants, are easy to use, and easy to transport. The concentration of the

contaminant is determined by using a simple spectrophotometer or by comparing the

gradient of the color produced to that of standard gradients.

Colorimetric methods have several advantages. They are simple, low–cost, and

accurate and they can typically be completed within 5–10 min using a portable spec-

trophotometer. There are hundreds of well-established colorimetric methods developed

for the detection of a wide range of organic and inorganic contaminants, and these test

kits are available commercially from several manufacturers. For example, Hach
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(Colorado, USA) test kits are well-known for water quality analysis, and can measure over

60 different contaminants and water-quality parameters, many of which are USEPA

compliant.

To determine the quantity of arsenic in water, a colorimetric method called Gutzeit

method is often applied. This method reduces soluble forms of arsenic to arsine gas with

the addition of zinc in acidic conditions. The arsine gas (AsH3) is then trapped in a silver

diethyldithiocarbamate solution or with mercury bromide. Comparing the resulting color

to a standardized color chart allows for the quantification of arsenic in water. It should be

noted that theGutzeitmethodhasdifficulties quantifying small quantities of arsine and the

production of hydrogen sulfide may interfere with the results [65].

Arsenic Quick (Industrial Test Systems, South Carolina, USA) test kits utilize a series of

three reactants and an arsenic test strip. Reactants are added to a water sample in

a specific order and allowed appropriate amounts of time to react. A test strip is then

inserted into the bottle and the color produced on the strip is compared to a color chart to

determine the concentration. During the reactions, inorganic arsenic (Asþ3 and Asþ5) is

converted to arsine (AsH3) using ferrous and nickel salts as catalysts. When arsine is

applied to the mercuric bromide test strips, a color change from white to yellow to brown

is observed. The test has a reported detection limit that ranges between 0 and 0.5 mg/L

and concentrations up to 2.5 mg/L can be detected. Results are obtained within 15 min.

The AS 75 (Peters Engineering, Austria) is another test that can be used in the field to

determine the arsenic concentration of a sample. Indicator tablets are placed into a water

sample. The intensity of the color produced is compared visually to a color gradient chart.

A battery-operated tester can also be used.

Recently, a low-cost, biomimetic robotic fish, known as WANDA (wireless aquatic

navigator for detection and analysis) was developed [66]. As WANDA moves through

a number of static sensing stations, which respond colorimetrically to pH changes, its on-

board camera is able to detect differences in color that are then correlated to chemical

concentrations. The presence of a pH plume was successfully identified by WANDA [66].

8.4.3 Molecular and Immunological Methods

In addition to the detection of microorganisms, molecular and immunological methods

can also be used for detection of chemicals in water. For example, immunoassays are

widely used to screen for a wide group of contaminants in water. Immunoassays have high

sensitivity and specificity, and they are rapid and cost-effective. They are also easy to use,

require small-volume samples, and no pretreatment. In addition, simultaneous

measurement of a number of samples is possible and tests are available to screen for

a number of different contaminants. Two popular immunoassays are the ELISA and

immunoaffinity chromatography (IAC) [2]. IAC is particularly suitable for polar substances.

There are over 60 different types of congeners of microcystin toxins produced by

cyanobacteria, and the ELISA is useful to determine the total amount of microcystins. The

ELISA uses an antibody to detect a unique amino acid called ADDA found in most
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microcystin toxins. Mountfort et al. [67] have used an ELISA in conjunction with

a phosphatase inhibition assay called PP-2A to measure toxicity in mixtures. The authors

developed an index called a response ratio which is created by dividing the amount

determined by PP-2A test by the total amount determined by the ELISA. A high ratio

indicates a highly toxic mixture. While the PP-2A is just as rapid as an ELISA, there are no

field portable versions and the test must be performed in the lab [67].

Research is ongoing to develop immunoassays for new substances. The River Analyser

(RIANA) uses total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) to detect very low levels of

contaminants. Fluorescently-tagged antibodies are given time to react with a water

sample before being streamed through a flow cell. A laser is directed at the flow cell and

a signal created by the antibody–antigen complexes, is sent through polymer fibers to

photo diodes that are connected to a computer. The entire process requires about 12 min

to complete and has a limit of detection as low as 0.20 ng/L for estrone. The system can

potentially detect pharmaceuticals, antibiotics, hormones, endocrine-disrupting chem-

icals, and pesticides in water [68]. Supported by funding from the European Commission,

RIANA has been used in the development of the Automated Water Analyzer Computer

Supported System (AWACSS), which is a multisensory system to monitor water pollution,

where the immunosensors are linked by a communication network.

DNA microarray technology can also be used for the detection of chemicals in water

[69]. A DNA microarray is a sequence of genes immobilized on a solid surface in

a particular order. The hybridization between immobilized gene probes and a target gene

produces a signal that can be detected [26,38]. Significant concentrations of a pharma-

ceutical can have an effect on gene molecules of different species. Using the transformed

gene, a probe can be created and immobilized on a surface. The detection of the trans-

formed gene would indicate that the chemical necessary to create the change is present in

the water. The bioassay would thus assess the change induced by the chemical and not

the chemical directly. The challenge is to find a gene transformation that is specific to

a particular chemical [70]. In addition, the use of DNA microarrays requires DNA to first

be extracted. This preprocessing step is lengthy, time consuming, and limits the real-time

use of the DNA microarray. Though successful proof-of-concept studies are currently

being performed, there are a number of obstacles that must be overcome before the wide

use of DNA microarrays [70].

8.4.4 Biosensors

A biosensor is an analytical device that uses a biological or biologically-derived sensing

element (e.g. enzymes, antibodies, microorganisms, or DNA) to measure the increased or

decreased response in the presence of a contaminant [71]. A biosensor can use a physical

(e.g. temperature), a chemical (e.g. pH) or a combination of physical and chemical

signals, which can be interpreted by a transducer. In turn, a transducer can use an optical,

electrochemical, or piezoelectric signal [71,72]. Biosensors have the advantage of having

a low cost, are portable, are easy to use, can provide a continuous signal, and most
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importantly, can operate in situ [71]. There are typically two categories of biosensors,

those that (1) obtain a signal from a catalyst such as an enzyme or a microorganism, and

those that (2) obtain a signal from some form of irreversible binding of a target molecule

such as affinity sensors on antibodies or nucleic acids. The first type of sensor is most

often seen. One of the main limitations of the biosensor is that it is not compatible with

chlorinated waters, and therefore not suitable for use in distribution systems [1].

Biosensors are widely used in wastewater to determine the BOD of a sample. The

typical structure of a microbial BOD sensor includes an oxygen probe and immobilized

microorganism [73]. The BOD measurement is based on the consumption of DO by the

immobilized bacteria. Lehmann et al. [74] developed a biosensor using a salt-tolerant

yeast, Arxula adeninivorans, to accurately measure BOD from wastewater in coastal and

other high salt wastewaters. Pang et al. [75] employed the luminescent Stenotrophomonas

maltophilia bacteria. The bacteria were loaded on a modified silica oxygen sensing film

and luminescence measurements were done with a microplate reader. Results were

obtained within 20 min. Similarly, Sakaguchi et al. [76] immobilized the Photobacterium

phosphoreum bacteria on a small acrylic chip and the luminescence was converted to

BOD using a commercial digital camera and a laptop computer. Results were obtained

within 20min and the use of a chip allowed for a high throughput and on-site detection of

BOD. The system had a lower detection limit of 16 ppm.

It should be noted that immobilization of bacteria on membranes is not without

disadvantages; as the immobilization membranes age, measurements begin to drift.

Furthermore, DO probes have short lifetimes and require careful maintenance [77].

Membrane fouling of a biosensor is a problem and frequent maintenance may be

required [78]. To eliminate membranes, Vaiopoulou et al. [77] immobilized bacteria

on glass and measured the respiration activity (CO2 concentration) of both immobi-

lized and fluidized bacteria. This method produced continuous BOD measurements in

real time.

Microbial fuel cells (MFC) use bacteria to degrade organic matter and to produce

electricity. The electron transfer from the interior to the exterior of the cell can be facil-

itated by chemical mediators, or transferred directly to a metal electrode [78,79]. An MFC

was used as a BOD sensor in wastewater. A linear relationship was found up to BOD

values of 100 mg/L, and higher BOD values could be measured using a model-fitting

method or a lower feeding rate.

Non-immobilized bacteria can also be used as biosensors where a luminescence

response is measured by a portable luminometer. Bhattacharyya et al. [80] tested five

bacterial responses to pollution as a complement to an existing chemical analysis at

a contaminated groundwater remediation site. The luminescent bacteria used included

the metabolic bacteria Vibrio fischeri, Pseudomonas fluorescens 10,568, and E. coli

HB101, as well as catabolic bacteria E. coli DH5a and Pseudomonas putida TVA8. The

catabolic biosensors detected toluene and middle-chain alkanes and estimated their

bioavailability. The metabolic biosensors were used to appraise the bioremediation

potential.
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As previously mentioned, biosensors convert a biological response into a detectable

signal. As such, biosensors have also been applied to water applications to detect

phenolic compounds, bisphenol A, heavy metals, organic phosphates, polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, and herbicides [81]. Rodriguez et al. [82] used

a biosensor derived from the algae Chlorella vulgaris to detect herbicides in water.

Fluorescence patterns of the chloroplasts of algae were shown to change when exposed to

herbicides [82]. The fluorescence induction curves produced by C. vulgaris were used to

detect chemicals such as methyl parathion, cyanide, and the herbicide paraquat

dichloride in surface waters. The algae, immobilized on a sensor, was able provide

continuous in situ measurements in a simulated river flow [82].

8.4.5 Gas and Liquid Chromatography

Gas chromatography (GC) is a laboratory procedure used for the identification of organic

compounds that can be vaporized without decomposition. GC is often combined with

mass spectrometer (MS), thermal conductivity detector (TCD), surface acoustic wave

(SAW), electrolytic conductivity detector (ECD), electron capture detector, flame ioni-

zation detector (FID), and photo ionization detector (PID) [2].

GC analysis can be performed on grab samples a number of times per day or per-

formed automatically at regular intervals. However, the use of GC devices requires skilled

operators and regular maintenance. The use of GCmay also be too expensive to be run on

a continuous basis. GC is typically laborious, time consuming, and involves extensive

pretreatment procedures [1]. Portable GC-MS devices are now available for the use in

field measurements. Compared to laboratory testing, field measurements offer quicker

results and reduced risk of contamination. This allows for rapid determination of

contaminants, such as chemical weapons and other toxic pollutants [18].

The Scentograph CMS500 (by Inficon, New York, USA) is an automated gas chro-

matograph used for the online monitoring of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The

system requires no sample pretreatment or filtration steps, and it can reportedly measure

concentrations from ppm to ppt levels. Scentograph CM500 was shown to work well for

monitoring treated water for trihalomethane (THM) disinfection by-products.

The HAPSITE (by Inficon, New York, USA) device is a portable GC-MS system used to

measure hydrocarbons in air, soil and water samples. The gas chromatographer is able to

detect VOCs withmolecular weights ranging between 45 and 300 g/mole. TheMS uses the

electron multiplier detector and has a library of 170,000 organic compounds. The HAP-

SITE system is also equipped with an in situ probe that automatically collects and

concentrates samples, and provides results within minutes. The reported detection limits

for the compounds are in the ppm to ppt range. In addition to VOCs, HAPSITE was also

used for the detection of toxic industrial chemicals, chemical warfare agents, and select,

semi-VOCs.

In recent years, liquid chromatography (LC) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) has

become the preferred method for the detection of emerging contaminants such as
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hormones, pharmaceuticals, and personal care products. Compared to GC, LC-MS

requires reduced sample pretreatment and enhanced selectivity. However, pre-

concentration of the sample is still required. LC-MS also suffers from matrix effects

such as ion suppression and it can be difficult to separate highly polar substances.

Recent research has focused on the development of new methods to remedy this

problem [83,84].

A variety of LC techniques have been applied for the detection of cyanobacterial

toxins. While LC is typically coupled with MS including tandem mass spectrometric

techniques (MS/MS), methods such as UV absorption at fixed frequencies and selected

ion monitoring (SIM) can also be used [85]. A well-optimized method would be selective

and sensitive with low limits of detection and quantification to produce results in

a reasonable amount of time.

Liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS) was

used to screen for toxic forms of cyanobacterial toxins such as major types of micro-

cystins and nodularins. This method provided a high throughput of samples with a total

analysis time of 2.8 min. A detection limit of 50–100 pg/injection was achieved. However,

this analysis time did not include sample pretreatments that would be required if dealing

with a field sample [86].

In another study, cyanobacterial toxins were separated in <30 min using reverse-

phased liquid chromatography columns and a time of flight mass spectroscopy (LC/TOF-

MS). The TOF-MS allows for the acquisition of full-spectrum data and real time, exact

mass-to-charge ratio measurements. In this case, toxins were eluted from the water using

extraction disks, containing very fine C-18 silica particles in a Teflon matrix [85].

A separate study used liquid chromatography and electro-spray ionization triple

quadrupole mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS) to detect cyanobacterial toxins,

microcystins and nodularin in both lake water and drinking water. The method was able

to optimize the mobile-composition of MS. This method used a reversed-phase guard

cartridge system as the analytical column, thus eliminating the need for sample pre-

concentration procedures and allowing for a short detection time of 10min. The achieved

limit of detection was 0.27 mg/L and the limit of quantification was 0.9 mg/L [87].

Microchip technology can miniaturize a number of different analytical techniques.

For example Yuan and Carmichael [88] developed a microchip to identify the cyano-

bacterial toxins microcystin and nodularin. The microchip used surface-enhanced laser

desorption ionization (SELDI) mass spectrometry to complete the capture, purification,

analysis, and processing of a complex biological mixture. The chip was used to identify

microcystins and nodularins in flood and liver tissue sample with a detection limit of

2.5 pg of microcystin-LR detected in 2 mg of water (or 1.2 mg/L) [88].

Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is a process that extracts compounds from a liquid

mixture based on their physical and chemical properties. SPE is used to isolate and

concentrate compounds for subsequent analysis with gas or liquid chromatography.

Compared to other sample extraction and concentrating procedures, SPE is advanta-

geous because it can be automated and depending on the choice of stationary phase,
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can be very selective. Online SPE units allow for the reduction of sample preparation

time, an increase sample throughput, decrease risk of contamination, and a lack of

degradation or loss of the analyte. Online SPE units perform analysis on the entire

sample, thus also leading to lower limits of detection. Application of an online SPE-LC-

MS has been used in the water industry for the detection of pesticides, phenols, poly-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, caffeine, disinfection by-products, and endocrine-dis-

rupting chemicals [89].

The PROSPEKT (Spark Holland, Netherlands) is a commonly used programmable

online SPE unit. The Prospekt-2 decreases the time needed to produce results by

working in parallel with two separate samples. The GX-271 ASPEC and the GX-274

ASPEC (Gilson, Wisconsin, USA) automate the entire SPE and liquid-handling processes

from initial conditioning steps to the final transfer. With these instruments, the SPE

process can be completed in approximately 10min and the instruments can be operated

in both batch and sequential modes. The GX-247 is able to process up to four samples in

parallel.

8.5 Monitoring Overall Toxicity
Considering the large number and variety of contaminants, it is costly and impractical to

test for each contaminant separately. Toxicity testing assesses the general safety of the

water quality. An ideal toxicity assay should require little time, skill, and money to

complete, and detect the presence of toxic substances at concentrations that would cause

a risk to the aquatic ecosystem or to public health. A toxicity test should also be quan-

titative and reproducible. Toxic substances to be considered include heavy metals,

industrial chemicals, biotoxins, trace organic compounds, and chemical warfare agents.

A positive result indicates the need for more testing but a negative result may not always

assure the safety of the water [18].

LuminoTox (Lab_Bell Inc., Quebec, Canada) is a portable biosensor that indicates the

presence of toxic chemicals in water. The assay uses an extract of enzymes derived from

plants and algae. These extracts consist of photosynthetic enzymatic complexes that emit

fluorescence when exposed to light. An analytical instrument measures the inhibition

fluorescence in the presence of toxic substances, such as herbicides, organic solvents,

ammonia–nitrogen, and organic amines. The sensitivity of the test is increased with

increased incubation. An online version of LuminoTox test called Robot LuminoTox is

also available. This instrument is self-cleaning, is able to provide measurements every

30 min and stores data in an Excel file.

The Eclox Rapid Toxicity System (Severn Trent Services, England) was developed by

the UK Armed Forces to evaluate water quality in the field. Eclox is a chemiluminescent

test that provides a quantitative assessment of water quality. The test relies on the

reaction between luminol and an oxidant in the presence of horseradish peroxidase,

which is a catalyst. This reaction produces a flash of light that is measured with

a luminometer. If pollutants are in the water, then the reaction is inhibited and the light
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produced is less. Free radicals, antioxidants as well as phenols, amines, and heavy metals

all interfere with the reaction. To complete the test, 1 ml of water is added to the reagents

and placed in the illuminometer for 4 min. Results are compared to a control of deionized

water. The luminometer can hold up to 60 measurements that can be downloaded to

a computer.

The Rapid Field Enzyme Test (Severn Trent Services, England) uses inhibition of the

cholinesterase enzyme to detect nerve agents and pesticides. A membrane disk saturated

with cholinesterase is dipped into a water sample for 1 min and then pressed against

another disk containing an ester for 3 min. If no pollutants are present, the enzyme is not

inhibited and the disk turns blue. If pollutants are present, then the disk remains white.

Results are obtained within 5 min and reported detection ranges for the carbamate pesti-

cides, thiophosphates, and organophosphates are 0.1–5, 0.5–5 and 1–5 mg/L respectively.

Toxicity testing of a water supply system can also be achieved with living organisms

such as bacteria, water fleas, mussels, and fish where physiological or behavioral changes

are most often monitored. Also referred to as biosensors, living organisms provide a rapid

response to a wide range of contaminants. Typically, the response of a living organism is

monitored and compared to a baseline response. If a threshold is exceeded, then an alarm

is triggered [90]. Responses can also be monitored in real time to provide continuous

toxicity screening.

Biosensors are typically unable to determine the concentrations of individual

contaminants. To maintain the health of an organism, an appropriate amount of care

must also be given. Pathogens are species specific and thus biological organisms are

typically not able to detect human pathogens [90,91].

An organism suitable for use as a biosensor must be sensitive to chemicals at low

enough concentrations that will prove useful, have a known response to toxicity, and have

a response that lasts long enough to be detected. The use of cells is increasingly popular

because they can be modified to contain a specific response, such as bioluminescence,

and can be miniaturized. This makes them suitable for use in portable instruments [1,90].

Bacteria can rapidly detect toxins in water. Disruption of cell metabolism or respira-

tion rate is typically monitored by a reduction in bioluminescence. Cell growth patterns

by means of turbidity or cell density is also a useful indication of toxicity [91]. Kits of

freeze-dried bacteria are widely available and convenient to use and test results can be

obtained within 30 min. Bacteria are able to detect pesticides, herbicides, chlorinated

hydrocarbons, and heavy metals. The problems encountered when using bacteria bio-

monitors include clogging, continuous growth of the bacteria, and the need to add

nutrients and media [1,91]. In addition to respiration rate and bioluminescence, more

recently-developed biosensors are based on such measuring principles as the trans-

formation of carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, enzyme activity, and glucose uptake [2].

Microtox and DeltaTox (Strategic Diagnostics Inc., Delaware, USA) are acute toxicity

bioassays based on the bioluminescence of the bacteria V. fischeri. Chemical energy

produced by the metabolic activity of the bacteria is converted into visible light. A change

in cell respiration, results in a measurable change in luminescence. The change in
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luminescence is compared with a control sample and software is able to identify the toxic

substance. Results can be obtained in <1 h and multiple tests can be run simultaneously.

Test bacteria are freeze-dried and do not require any special care. The Microtox test is for

use in the laboratory while the DeltaTox is the portable field version. Equipped with a self-

calibrating photometer, a photomultiplier tube, and data collection software, results are

promptly available within 5–15 min. Both instruments are sensitive to chlorine and thus

not suitable for use in the distribution system.

The ToxScreen bioassay developed by CheckLight Ltd. (Israel) uses the luminescent

bacterium Photobacterium leiognathi to detect mg/L concentrations of toxic organic and

inorganic pollutants. This bioassay has been shown to be easy to use and is able to detect

heavy metals, pesticides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and chlorinated

hydrocarbons within 20–45 min, using a luminometer. Light emitted from the bacteria

changes in response to chemophysical and biological toxicant that affect cell respiration

and the rate of protein or lipid synthesis. Each toxin is distinguished by differences in the

bacteria’s response. Replacement of a buffered solution and fresh freeze-dried bacteria

are required every 14 days.

Estrogenic compounds can have an effect on the endocrine and reproductive systems

of humans and other animal species. The LUMI-CELL ER (Xinobiotic Detection Systems,

Inc., North Carolina, USA) bioassay uses a human ovarian carcinoma cell that contains an

estrogen-responsive luciferase reporter gene (BG1Luc4E2) that emits light in response to

estrogenic compounds in a time, dose-dependent, and chemical-specific manner. This

test is only available off-line because replacement of the organisms is needed after each

measurement. The assay has a reported detection limit of approximately 0.04 pg/g. The

Chemical Activated Luciferase Expression Assay (CALUX) (Xinobiotic Detection Systems,

Inc., North Carolina, USA) uses a genetically modified mouse cell line inserted with the

gene for firefly luciferase to detect dioxins, PCB, or furans. The assay can quickly deter-

mine the total concentrations of all dioxins and dioxin-like compounds.

Algae are typically used to detect herbicides in water through measurements of cell

growth, oxygen production, chlorophyll fluorescence, or themobility of the flagellate [91].

Measurements taken from algae have been performed on a semi-continuous basis with

measurements taken at intervals of 30 min. Algal suspensions are typically used though

standardization procedures are difficult [1,2,91].

The algae toximeter (by bbe Moldaenke, Germany) places algae in a regulated

fermenter where the activity of the algae is monitored. Water samples are injected into the

instrument and changes in the algae’s levels of fluorescence are monitored. If the algae’s

activity is constant, then no toxic substances are present in the water. This test is not

suitable for use in chlorinated water.

The behavioral patterns of bivalves, mainly shell closure, can also be monitored. Two

commercial monitoring systems that employ bivalves include the Dreissena-Monitor

(Germany) and Musselmonitor (Delta Consult, The Netherlands). The Musselmonitor

correlates the valve position of mussels, Dreissena polymorpha, to temperature, concen-

tration of suspended material (turbidity and chlorophyll concentration) and general
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toxicity of the water. The monitoring system was developed by studying the normal

behavior of mussels considering seasonal variations [92]. The behavior of eight mussels is

continuously monitored for up to 2 months and a continuous supply of nutrients is

supplied. Software enables the graphical representation of the individual behavior of each

mussel. The Musselmonitor was used by Waterworks of Budapest Hungary [1].

The first toxicity test to employ a living organism recorded the dynamic movements of

the water flea or Daphnia magna as it passes through an infrared light beam. With the

advancement of image recognition equipment, video-based technology is being devel-

oped to monitor the swimming behavior of individual water fleas to provide real time

results. To maintain a healthy population of water fleas, some level of skill is required.

The water fleas require a continuous algae feed [2,91].

The IQ-Tox (Aqua Survey Inc., New Jersey, USA) toxicity test utilizes D. magna and is

able to detect chemicals and biological toxins. In the presence of a toxin, the metabolism

of the D. magna is reduced, which can be detected through fluorescent tagging. Results

are available within 75 min and these organisms are sensitive to chlorine residual. In

2003, the USEPA Environmental Technology Verification program found that amongst

other toxicity tests evaluated; the IQ-Tox test identified the highest number of chemicals

(aldicarb, colchicine, cyanide, dicrotophos, thalium, Botulinum toxin, ricin, and soman)

below human lethal-dose concentrations.

The Daphnia Toximeter (by bbe Moldaenke, Germany) allows for the swimming

speed, altitude, number of turns, circling movements, growth rates and number of live

daphnia to be used as a toxicity screening method. Data is available online and

measurements are performed at 30-min intervals.

The Multispecies Freshwater Biomonitor (LimCo International, Germany) monitors

the behavioral response of up to 96 different microvertebrates and is able to collect

readings every 10 min [93]. Each specimen is placed in a chamber where the instrument

records movements and ventilation patterns. Software analyzes the collected signal

which is then correlated to toxicity of the water. The MFB can be used for both sediment

and water analysis [94].

When a fish is employed to monitor the toxicity of water, the rheotaxis of the fish is

visually monitored [91]. The rheotaxis is the tendency of the fish to face the current of the

water. If downstream movement is observed, then fish are trying to move to a more

favorable water condition and toxicity can be inferred [91]. Other methods record the

ventilation rate, cough rate, heart rate, and other swimming behaviors [91]. Fishes are

sensitive and can provide real-time response if standardization problems can be over-

come. Fish cells are a possible alternative to the use of whole organisms; however, cells

are typically not as sensitive [2].

In particular, the Bluegill fish (Lepomis machrochirus) has been used and a total of four

parameters can bemeasured: (1) ventilatory rate, (2) cough rate, (3) ventilatory depth and

(4) movement of each fish in 15-s intervals [90,95]. Basic water quality parameters such as

temperature, DO, conductivity, and pH are also monitored. A toxicity index is created by

combining baseline behavioral data with basic water characteristics. Should the index
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exceed a certain threshold for more than 70% of the fish, then an alarm is triggered. The

Bluegills are especially sensitive to chemicals that cause direct gill damage such as zinc or

residual chlorine [90,95]. Bluegill fish have been used successfully to detect toxic

contaminant in Fort Detrick (USA) and by the New York City Department of Environ-

mental Protection (USA) [91].

A research group at the University of Wisconsin’s Great Lakes Water Institute have

created a biosensor for use in the distribution system using transgenic Zebrafish [96].

After fertilization, Zebrafish embryos are injected with pollution-responsive reporter

genes designed to detect 18 chemical contaminants. The presence of one of these

contaminants in the water supply will trigger a response which will produce luciferase in

the fish. The light emitted by the luciferase can then be detected [96].

The Fish-Bio-Sensor (Biological Monitoring Inc., Virginia, USA) monitors the electric

field of 8–12 fish. Any deviation from normal condition is indicative of the presence of

a toxin. When this occurs, an alarm is sounded and a water sample is collected to allow for

further analysis. The system is equipped with an automatic feeder and a dechlorination

module can be added. The Fish-Bio-Sensor has been used in Singapore, Australia and

South Africa.

8.6 Conclusions
Modern water management requires reliable, rapid, and accurate characterization of

contaminants to allow for a timely response. Currently, there are limited options for the

implementation of real-time or near real-timemonitoring of water quality, and there is an

urgent need for developing rapid methods for the detection of microbiological and

chemical contaminants in water. This is important not only for the protection of public

health, but also for the protection of water resources and the environment. The majority

of currently available real-time or near real-time methods are based on monitoring

simple water quality parameters such as temperature, pH, conductivity, DO, and

turbidity. These parameters are useful as screening methods but they are unable to

identify specific chemical or biological agents.

Continuous monitoring for microbiological agents is a challenge because of the large

number of microorganisms of interest and the low densities of these microorganisms in

water. In addition, water characteristics and composition may interfere with detection

methods. Molecular methods offer great potential for the rapid detection and identifi-

cation of microorganisms; however, these methods also have some limitations. They

typically require skilled personnel, are expensive, and may take hours to complete.

Methods that rely on nucleic-acid amplification, such as PCR, qPCR, and real-time

polymerase chain reaction (RT_PCR) have the ability to detect very low numbers of

microorganisms but cannot distinguish between DNA from dead and live cells. The

lateral flow immunoassays are very easy to use and can be completed within a few

minutes. There are several commercially available immunoassays that can detect a large

number of pathogens and toxins quickly. However, these tests are not sensitive enough to
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detect low densities of microorganisms and toxins, and are prone to false-positive

responses. Contrary to DNA-based methods, ATP assays are able to determine cell

viability and this is their main advantage. The assay can be completed within 5 min and

gives a good measure of the overall viable activity in water. However, the ATP assay

cannot provide specific information of target micro-organisms and it is not sensitive

enough to detect low levels of microbial activity.

There are a series of difficulties faced when monitoring for chemical contaminants as

well. Chemical contaminants are typically present at very low concentrations and water

quality and composition may interfere with detection methods. Well-established tech-

nologies monitor simple water-quality parameters, such as pH, temperature, conduc-

tivity, and DO; but there is a lack of quick, reliable, and established methods for the

detection of emerging contaminants. Electrochemical sensors are the most widely-used

sensors for the detection of chemical contaminants. They are rapid, sensitive, and

inexpensive. They can provide true real-time data with wireless communication devices.

Gas and liquid chromatography are powerful methods to detect organic compounds,

particularly when coupled to mass spectrometry. Portable GC-MS and LC-MS are now

available for field use, which helps to offer quicker results, decrease sample-preparation

time, increase sample throughput and reduce the risk of contamination. However,

pretreatment and preconcentration of samples are still needed, and these are complex

methods that require highly skilled personnel. Detection and identification of chemical

contaminants are also possible using molecular and immunological methods, which are

finding an increasing application area due to the rapid advances that have been achieved

in these fields.

Considering the large number and variety of chemical and biological contaminants, it

is costly and impractical to test for individual contaminants; instead, testing for overall

toxicity of water may be preferable. Toxicity assays require little time, skill, or money to

complete and provide information on whether toxic substances are present in water that

may pose a risk to the health of the public or aquatic organisms. Toxicity assays utilize

a wide range of organisms such as bacteria, fish, algae, mussels, and water fleas and they

are valuable as an initial screening method.

Microbiological and chemical methods used for water monitoring are not yet perfect

and require further development to improve accuracy, precision, completion times, and

effectiveness in different water matrices. The majority of methods do not have true real-

time capabilities, but considering the rapid advances in sensor and communication

technologies, this is certainly within reach. Standardization of methods is also necessary

for their validation, routine use, and acceptance by national and international water

regulations and agencies.
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9.1 Introduction
The adverse ecological impacts of anthropogenically generated chemicals in our waters,

especially endocrine-disrupting compounds, antibiotics, and pesticides/herbicides [1–6],

are ofmajor concern to regulatory groups and the public. Traditional water treatment relies

primarily on adsorptive, chemical–physical, andmicrobial-based processes to transform or

remove these unwanted organic contaminants. However, standard large-scale water

treatments are not always sufficient [6], with quantitative removal of small (nanograms per

liter) levels of dissolved chemicals being complicated by the presence ofmuch higher levels

of water constituents such as carbonates and dissolved organic matter (DOM).

The quantitative removal of trace levels of these chemicals requires additional process

treatments, and therefore, the use of in situ generated radical species has been proposed.

These approaches are generally referred to as advanced oxidation/reduction processes

(AO/RPs) [7–11]. Radicals can be generated in water by using a variety of techniques (see

Table 9-1 for a summary of some of the major AO/RP processes and the radicals they

generate), and this requires either external energy deposition into the water or directly

into a deliberately added chemical such as persulfate. Other radical-producing processes,

or combinations of these processes, have also been used for contaminant treatment.

Although direct destruction of chemical contaminants by ultraviolet (UV) light itself, or

pulsed UV, is also widely used, this approach does not usually generate oxidizing or

reducing radicals in water, and, hence, is not considered further here.

The most widespread AO/RPs are based on the use of the oxidizing hydroxyl radical

(
•

OH), which is a powerful oxidant (E0 ¼ 2.8 V [12]) that reacts with both organic and

Table 9-1 Summary of Major AO/RPs and Their Reactive Species Generated

AO/RP •OH eLaq H• SO4
L•

H2O2/UV X
O3/UV-C X
O3/H2O2 X
Fentons (Fe(II)/H2O2) or Photo-Fentons (Fe(II)/H2O2/UV) X
TiO2/hn X X*
ZnO/hn X X*
Sonolysis (ultrasound) X X
Supercritical Water X X
Electrohydraulic Cavitation Plasma Discharge X X
Electron-beam Irradiation g-radiolysis X X X
Persulfate and UV/heat/transition metal ion X

*Conduction band electron initially generated.
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inorganic chemicals. For large-scale water treatment, the hydroxyl radical is usually

generated by using some combination of O3/H2O2, O3/UV-C, or H2O2/UV-C. Additional

techniques such as ionizing radiation (electron beam and gamma irradiation), Fenton’s

reaction, UV irradiation of titanium dioxide, and sonolysis also generate this radical and

facilitate the study of AO/RP radical chemistry in the laboratory. As noted in Table 9-1

some AO/RPs generate other radicals, such as reducing hydrated electrons (eaq
� ) and

hydrogen atoms (H
•

). Although these reducing radicals can also react to destroy chemical

contaminants in water, their use in real-world waters is problematic because of the

presence of air, where the relatively high level of dissolved oxygen ([O2] ~ 2.5 � 10�4 M)

preferentially scavenges these radicals to create the inert superoxide radical, O2
�•

[12].

Another approach has been to preferentially convert these two reducing radicals to

another oxidizing radical, specifically the sulfate radical (SO4
�•

), through the deliberate

addition of persulfate [13]. The sulfate radical is also strongly oxidizing (E0 ¼ 2.3 V [14]),

and thus, it can also react with most organic contaminants.

The optimal, quantitative removal of chemical contaminants from waters by using

these processes requires a thorough understanding of the redox chemistry that occurs

between free radicals and the chemicals of concern. This can be accomplished if absolute

kinetic rate constants and efficiencies are determined for all the reactions that occur in

the AO/RP system. These kinetic and mechanistic data allow for the quantitative

computer modeling of AO/RP systems to establish the efficiency and large-scale appli-

cability of using radicals for specific contaminant removal [15]. One important aspect of

this understanding is how these systems generate their radicals. The generation and

reactivity of AO/RP radicals are the focus of this overview chapter.

9.2 Experimental
The radical generation chemistry for all these AO/RPs has been established in many

studies; the important reactions involved are briefly summarized here.

9.2.1 H2O2/UV-C

The deep UV photolysis (usually 254 nm) of added hydrogen peroxide results in the

breaking of the O–O bond in this molecule,

H�O�O�Hþ hn/$OH (9.1)

with the quantum yield (production efficiency) for the hydroxyl radical being

F1 ¼ 1.0 [16]. The subsequent reaction of this radical with the added peroxide is

slow [12]:

$OHþH2O2/H2OþHO2
$ k2 ¼ 2:7� 107 M�1 s�1 (9.2)

so even at the relatively high amounts of H2O2 added (usually millimolar levels are

required for sufficient UV absorbance to take place), hydroxyl radical oxidation of
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chemical contaminants can still occur. The HO2
•

species is a relatively inert radical,

existing in the equilibrium [17]:

HO2
$#O2

�$ þHþ pKa3 ¼ 4:8 at 25 �C (9.3)

9.2.2 O3/UV-C

Similar photolysis chemistry occurs for UV light irradiation of added ozone in water,

where the initial breaking of an O–O bond in this molecule (F4 ~ 0.5 for 254 nm light [18]):

O3 þ hn/O$ þO2 (9.4)

is followed by the fast reaction of the primary O
•

radical with water [12]:

O$ þH2O/H2O2 k5 ¼ 1:8� 106 M�1 s�1 (9.5)

to generate hydrogen peroxide. Subsequent photolysis of H2O2, and/or ozone reaction

with any O2
�•

present [19,20]

O2
�$ þO3/O3

�$ þO2 k6 ¼ 1:6� 109 M�1 s�1 (9.6)

O3
�$ þHþ/HO3

$ k7w5� 1010 M�1 s�1 (9.7)

HO3
$/$OHþO2 k8 ¼ 1:4� 105 s�1 (9.8)

generates the hydroxyl radical.

9.2.3 O3/H2O2

The peroxone treatment depends on the prior ionization of the peroxide [12]

H2O2#HO2
� þHþ pKa9 ¼ 11:8 (9.9)

with subsequent reaction of the HO2
� anion with ozone to generate O3

�•

[21],

HO2
� þO3/O3

�$ þHO2
$ k10 ¼ 2:8� 106 M�1 s�1 (9.10)

which results in hydroxyl radical production. Analogously, the decomposition of ozone

through its reaction with hydroxide

OH� þO3/O2
�$ þHO2

$ k11 ¼ 70 M�1 s�1 (9.11)

can also occur, and this results in hydroxyl radical production through reactions (9.3),

(9.6) and (9.8).

9.2.4 Fenton’s Chemistry

The generation of hydroxyl radicals using a combination of Fe(II) and hydrogen peroxide

in acidic media results in the following chemical reactions [22]:

Fe2þ þH2O2/Fe3þ þOH� þ $OH k12 ¼ 76 M�1 s�1 (9.12)
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Fe3þ þH2O2/Fe2þ þHO2
$ þHþ k13 (9.13)

The latter reaction is slow and catalytically complex. Some loss of hydroxyl radicals

may also occur from the side reaction of this species with the ferrous ion present [12]:

Fe2þ þ $OH/Fe3þ þOH� k14 ¼ 3� 108 M�1 s�1 (9.14)

9.2.5 TiO2/hn and ZnO/hn

These semiconductor photocatalysts require UV light for photoexcitation (TiO2,<380 nm

[23], ZnO, <375 nm [24]). On photon absorption in these solids, a single electron is

promoted to the conduction band, generating what is known as an electron–hole pair.

The conduction band electron (e�cond) is available for reduction, and the valence band hole

(hvb
þ) is available for oxidation. Most of the charge-separated pairs simply recombine to

regenerate the photon (or heat), but in the presence of an electron scavenger such as

dissolved oxygen, the formation of adsorbed superoxide

e�cond þO2ðadsÞ/O2
�$ðadsÞ (9.15)

can prolong the lifetime of the hole and can allow it to react. In condensed aerated

solution, the surfaces of these semiconductors are hydroxylated so that the hole reaction

results in adsorbed hydroxyl radicals being formed:

hvb
þ þHO�ðadsÞ/$OHðadsÞ (9.16)

Subsequent diffusion of an organic contaminant to this adsorbed hydroxyl radical

(active site) or diffusion of the adsorbed hydroxyl radical across the catalyst surface or

into the solution to react with a substrate may also occur. For chemical contaminants that

strongly absorb onto the oxide surface, direct oxidation by the hole may also compete

with the formation of the hydroxyl radical.

9.2.6 Sonolysis

Ultrasonic irradiation of aqueous solutions results in the formation and subsequent

collapse of gas bubbles (cavitation), which produces extremely high temperatures

(up to 7000 K) and pressures (up to 1000 atm). This leads to homolytic water O–H bond

breaking [25]:

H2O--ÞÞÞÞÞ/H$ þ $OH (9.17)

The hydrogen atom produced will generally recombine or react with the dissolved

oxygen present in the solution. The hydroxyl radical will partition between the three

regions present during cavitation: the interior bubble gas phase, bulk liquid solution, and

gas–liquid interface. The highest hydroxyl radical reactivity is in the gas phase. Signifi-

cantly higher temperature and pressure conditions in the interface can accelerate the
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decomposition of contaminant chemicals through hydrolysis, low-temperature pyrolysis,

and supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) processes.

9.2.7 Supercritical Water Oxidation

SCWO [26], also referred to as hydrothermal oxidation, is a thermal process that treats

water at high temperatures and pressures above the critical point of water

(Pc ¼ 220.6 bar, Tc ¼ 374 �C [27]). Under these extreme conditions, gas-phase, neutral

radical species reactions mainly occur. The direct formation of a variety of inter-

mediary species,

H2O �!SCWO
H$;O$; $OH;HO2

$ (9.18)

results in a complex suite of reactions that quantitatively degrades any chemical

contaminants that may be present. This ultimately results in completely oxidized prod-

ucts such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, water, HCl, H2SO4, and solid metal oxides.

9.2.8 Electrohydraulic Cavitation/Plasma Discharge

The chemistry behind this AO/RP is similar to that of sonolysis, where cavitation of the

solution occurs to pyrolytically destroy hazardous chemicals in water [28]. Pulsed-

power discharge is an electrohydraulic phenomenon where periodic rapid release of

electrical energy across a submerged electrode gap occurs [29]. This results in a highly

ionized and pressurized plasma that dissociates, excites, and ionizes water to give

a mixture of radical (H
•

,
•

OH) and molecular (H2, H2O2) species. Additional reaction

pathways are also generated from the direct reactions of the rapidly expanding plasma

gases with the chemical contaminants, as well as from indirect production of
•

OH

radicals because of the release of soft X-rays and high-energy UV radiation from the

energized plasma.

9.2.9 Electron-Beam Irradiation/g-Radiolysis

The low linear energy transfer irradiation of aqueous solutions containing small amounts

(<0.1 M) of chemical contaminants produces a mixture of radicals and molecular

products of water ionization and bond breaking. In the pH range of 3–10, a homogeneous

distribution of these products occurs at approximately 100 ns after irradiation occurs,

according to the stoichiometry [12]:

H2O ����!radiation ½0:28� $OHþ ½0:27�eaq� þ ½0:06�H$ þ ½0:07�H2O2 þ ½0:05�H2 þ ½0:27�H3O
þ (9.19)

The numbers in brackets indicate the yields (G-values) of each species in units of

micromoles per joule of energy deposited and are the same for both electron and gamma

irradiation. By adding suitable chemicals, each of the radical species, hydroxyl radicals

(
•

OH), hydrated electrons (eaq
� ), and hydrogen atoms (

•

H), can be isolated for independent

study.
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9.2.10 Persulfate and UV/Heat/Transition Metal Ions

The sulfate radical (SO4
�•

) is another powerful oxidant (E0¼ 2.3 V, [14]). This radical can be

generated in water in several ways, notably through the reaction of added persulfate

(S2O8
2�) with reducing eaq

� or H
•

atoms [12]:

S2O8
2� þ eaq

�/SO4
2� þ SO4

�$ k20 ¼ 1:2� 1010 M�1 s�1 (9.20)

S2O8
2� þH$/Hþ þ SO4

2� þ SO4
�$ k21 ¼ 1:4� 107 M�1 s�1 (9.21)

by photolytically induced cleavage of the S–S bond [13]:

S2O8
2� þ hn/SO4

�$ F22 ¼ 1:4 (9.22)

or by reaction with a transition metal (M2þ) ion (e.g. Fe2þ, Agþ, Ni2þ, Sn2þ):

S2O8
2� þM2þ/M3þ þ SO4

2� þ SO4
�$ (9.23)

9.2.11 Radical Reaction Studies

For the typical AO/RP radical reaction examples provided in the next section, the

chemicals used in this study were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Chemical Company at

the highest purity available (steroids, >98%; KSCN, 99%; K2S2O8, 99%; b-lactam antibi-

otics>98%; nitrosamines>98%). Parabens were purchased from AccuStandard Chemical

Reference Materials at >98% purity. All chemicals were used as received. These

commercially available chemicals were dissolved in high quality, Millipore Milli-Q,

charcoal-filtered (total organic carbon < 13 ppb), deionized (>18.0 MU) water along with

other chemicals required to isolate the specific radical of interest.

All rate constant data were collected using the pulsed electron linear accelerator

facility at the Radiation Laboratory, University of Notre Dame. This irradiation and

transient absorption detection system has been described in detail previously [30].

Absolute radical concentrations (dosimetry) were based on the transient absorption of

(SCN)2
•� at 475 nm, using 10�2 M thiocyanate (KSCN) in N2O-saturated solution at natural

pH with G*ε ¼ 5.2 � 10�4 m2 J�1 [31] performed daily.

All these experiments were conducted at ambient room temperature (20 � 2 �C) with

temperature variation in any given experiment being <�0.3 �C. Rate constant error limits

reported here are the combination of experimental precision and compound purities.

9.3 Results and Discussion
The AO/RP radicals generated will react with contaminant chemicals in water through

various mechanisms and with a range of rate constants. In this section, four specific

examples are given for the major AO/RP radicals with different classes of chemical
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contaminants to illustrate this. However, it is important to note that the chemistry of

all these AO/RP free radicals in water is independent of their generation method.

Therefore, kinetic data obtained by one AO/RP are applicable to another. Laboratory

studies on chemical contaminant removal have been reported using all the afore-

mentioned systems, whereas on a large scale, the AO/RP-type treatments have been

based mainly on the hydroxyl radicals generated by ozone, H2O2, and UV-C light

combinations.

To establish the feasibility of using AO/RP radicals as
•

OH, SO4
�•

, eaq
�, and the H

•

atom for large-scale water remediation treatment, the absolute kinetic rate constants

and efficiencies for their reactions with individual contaminant classes have to be

determined. Typically, we have used the well-established electron-pulse-radiolysis

process methodology to perform these investigations. Electron-pulse radiolysis uses

a short burst of electrons generated by a linear accelerator. In moderately dilute

solutions, the energy will be absorbed predominately by the water and will result in

the occurrence of the reactions as shown in Figure 9-1 [32,33]. The energized water

molecules and ions in the solution can further react to form radicals. From 10�12 to

10�7 s after the energy deposition event, there are many side reactions that occur,

which ultimately results in a mixture of radical and molecular products (H2 and

H2O2).

There are three radicals produced in the pulsed electron radiolysis of water: the

hydroxyl radical (
•

OH), the hydrogen atom (H
•

), and the hydrated electron (eaq
�). The

other (SO4
�•

) radical can be readily produced by the reaction of the hydrated electron

and/or hydrogen atom with added persulfate, by using this AO/RP [13].

Timescale / s

10-16

10-13

10-14

10-12

10-7

H2O* H2O H2O+ + e-

H2O

H3O++ •OH

e-
aq

H2 + O H + •OH

Formation of molecular products

and diffusion of radicals 

e
-

aq , H, ·OH, H2, H2O2, H3O
+

H2O

2 •OH 

FIGURE 9-1 Summary of the reactions occurring in water after the absorption of energy from 10�16 to 10�7 s [32,33].
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9.3.1 Hydroxyl Radical Reactions: b-Lactam Antibiotics

To isolate the hydroxyl radical in the electron-irradiated solution, they were presaturated

with N2O (g), which removes all the dissolved oxygen and then allows the following

radical conversion reactions to occur [12]:

eaq
� þN2Oðþ H2OÞ/N2 þOH� þ $OH k24 ¼ 9:1� 109 M�1 s�1 (9.24)

H$ þN2O/N2 þ $OH k25 ¼ 2:1� 106 M�1 s�1 (9.25)

Because of the high solubility of N2O in water (26 mmol dm�3 at 25 �C [34]) and its fast

reaction rate constant, all generated hydrated electrons are quantitatively converted to

hydroxyl radicals. The hydrogen atom reacts with N2O more slowly and therefore

contributes less to the overall yield of hydroxyl radicals in the solution.

The use of hydroxyl radical reactions to remove chemical contaminants from water is

demonstrated by their reactions with b-lactam antibiotics [35] (Figure 9-2). These

particular antibiotics have been extensively used for many years [36,37], both for human

consumption and in agriculture to prevent infection from occurring in plants and live-

stock [4,5,38]. The reaction of hydroxyl radicals with this class of antibiotics typically gave

transient absorption spectra with peaks in the region of 300–380 nm (e.g. penicillin-G in

Figure 9-3, inset). From the rate of change of the first-order growths of this transient

absorption with antibiotic concentration (Figure 9-3), reaction rate constants for the

oxidative hydroxyl radical reaction with each compound were determined (Figure 9-4).

This approach was used for a library of b-lactam antibiotics; the obtained kinetic data are

summarized in Table 9-2.

For the 5-member-ring b-lactam antibiotics, the average rate constant for hydroxyl

radical reaction is kav ¼ (7.9 � 0.8) � 109 M�1 s�1. The comparison of this value to

literature data for model aromatic chemicals such as toluene (k ¼ 3.0 � 109 M�1 s�1 [39])

and thiophene (k ¼ 3.3 � 109 M�1 s�1 [40]), as well as the previously established rate

constant of (2.40 � 0.05)� 109 M�1 s�1 for (þ)-6-aminopenicillanic acid core moiety [41],

suggests that the initial hydroxyl radical reaction for all the antibiotics in this study would

be partitioned between the peripheral aromatic ring on the lactam substituent (~70%)

and the central double-ring system (~30%).

For the four 6-member ring antibiotics, the overall rate constant for hydroxyl radical

oxidation measured was slightly slower, kav ¼ (6.6 � 1.2) � 109 M�1 s�1. This again

N

S

H
N

O

H

COOH

R1

N

S

R2

COOH

H

O

H
N

R1

FIGURE 9-2 b-Lactam antibiotic structures: 5-member-ring b-lactams have a single R1 substituent; 6-member-ring
b-lactams have two substituents R1, R2.
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suggests that significant partitioning of the hydroxyl radical between the central rings and

a peripheral moiety occurs for these antibiotics.

As the majority of the hydroxyl radical oxidation occurs at peripheral moieties such as

aromatic rings in these antibiotics, ultimately, it would be expected that phenolic

compounds would be formed [41]. However, these products could still function as

antibiotics (because of the intact b-lactam ring), which implies that hydroxyl-generating

AO/RP systems could be useful for the quantitative removal of antibiotics in real-world

waters only if multiple radical-induced oxidations occurred. This reduces the feasibility of

0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

10
-6
 k

' s
-1

[Penicillin G] μM
FIGURE 9-4 Second-order plot for hydroxyl radical reaction with penicillin-G at 23.0 �C, based on fitted exponential
growth kinetics of Figure 9-3. The slope corresponds to the reaction rate constant of k ¼ (8.70 � 0.32) � 109 M�1 s�1

(R2 ¼ 0.99). (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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FIGURE 9-3 Measured first-order growth kinetics for hydroxyl radical reaction with penicillin-G at pH 7.40 and 23.0 �C.
Inset: maximum transient absorption spectrum of oxidized 250.0 mMpenicillin-G under the same conditions. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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using large-scale remediation of b-lactam antibiotic-contaminated waters by an AO/RP

treatment.

9.3.2 Sulfate Radical Reactions: Parabens

The sulfate radical typically reacts by electron abstraction from electron-rich centers in

molecules, or by aliphatic hydrogen atom abstraction [13]:

SO4
�$ þ R�H/Hþ þ SO4

2� þ R$ (9.26)

SO4
�$ þ R�H/SO4

2� þ ðR�HÞþ$ (9.27)

in contrast to hydroxyl radical-based oxidations that occur mainly by hydrogen atom

abstraction and/or addition to aromatic constituents [12]. The sulfate radical exhibits

strong absorbance at 450 nm [42], which allows it to be directly observed on using

UV/visible absorption spectroscopy in real time.

Typical reactions for the sulfate radical in water are demonstrated here for the three

lowest-molecular-weight parabens. Parabens are preservatives found inmany commonly

used cosmetics, shampoos, and toothpaste. Several ill effects of these contaminants have

been reported, and these include their ability to act as estrogen mimics [43]. The three

parabens investigated in this study, methyl-, ethyl-, and propylparaben, are shown in

Figure 9-5.

Table 9-2 Summary of Hydroxyl Radical Reaction Rate Constants
for 5- and 6-Member-Ring b-Lactam Antibiotics

5-Member-Ring b-Lactams 6-Member-Ring b-Lactams

Species 10L9 k$OH ML1 sL1 Temperature �C Species 10L9 k$OH ML1 sL1 Temperature �C

Ampicillin 8.21 � 0.29 22.7 Cefaclor 6.00 � 0.13 22.7
Carbenicillin 7.31 � 0.11 18.0 Cefazolin 6.48 � 0.48 22.4
Cloxacillin 6.27 � 0.15 23.0 Cephalothin 5.51 � 0.29 19.2
Penicillin-G 8.70 � 0.32 23.0 Cefatoxime 8.22 � 0.14 21.2
Penicillin-V 8.54 � 0.27 21.3
Piperacillin 7.84 � 0.49 22.5
Tircarcillin 8.18 � 0.99 21.8

FIGURE 9-5 Methyl-, ethyl-, and propylparaben (left to right) and our proposed mechanism for reaction of sulfate
radicals.
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To generate the sulfate radical through reaction [20] by using electron-pulse radiolysis,

typical conditions used included presaturating the solution with nitrogen gas to remove

dissolved oxygen gas, plus adding 2.0 M tert-butanol to help dissolve the paraben and to

scavenge the hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen atoms produced [12]:

ðCH3Þ3COHþ $OH/$CH2ðCH3Þ2COHþH2O k28 ¼ 6:0� 108 M�1 s�1 (9.28)

ðCH3Þ3COHþH$/$CH2ðCH3Þ2COHþH2 k29 ¼ 1:7� 105 M�1 s�1 (9.29)

The resulting tert-butanol radical is relatively inert and does not react with the

parabens. The isolated hydrated electron (which does not react with tert-butanol) will

then react with added persulfate (typically 5–10 mM) to generate the sulfate radical

(reaction (9.19)) on the sub-micro-second time scale.

Typical sulfate radical reaction kinetics are shown for ethylparaben in Figure 9-6. The

decay of this radical occurs on the microsecond time scale and becomes faster with more

added paraben solute (Figure 9-6a). Analysis of these data using pseudo-first-order

kinetics gives the second-order plot shown in Figure 9-6b, whose slope is the absolute
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FIGURE 9-6 (a) Kinetic decay traces obtained for SO4
–• radical decay in N2-saturated aqueous solution containing 2.0 M

tert-butanol at 450 nm in the presence of different amounts of ethylparaben. Solid lines are fitted exponential decay
kinetics. (b) Second-order kinetic plot for the reaction of sulfate radical with ethylparaben using pseudo-first-order fits
of (a). The slope corresponds to the reaction rate constant of k ¼ (1.30 � 0.14) � 109 M�1 s�1 (R2 ¼ 0.992). (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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reaction rate constant. This approach was used for all three parabens, with the kinetic

results as summarized in Table 9-3.

The three parabens exhibited slightly different rate constants for the sulfate radical

reaction. The values for methylparaben and ethylparaben were the same within error,

whereas that of propylparaben was slightly faster (Table 9-3). For these sulfate radicals, it

seems that most of the reaction takes place at the alkyl side chain, as shown in Figure 9-5,

as these measured rate constants are greater than were both the previously measured rate

constant for the reaction of benzene [44], 8.0 � 108 M�1 s�1, as well as that of propane

[45], 4.0 � 107 M�1 s�1. Overall, these relatively fast oxidative rate constants for these

species suggest that the sulfate-radical-based remediation of paraben-contaminated

water may be feasible.

9.3.3 Hydrated Electron Reactions: Estrogenic Steroids

Previous work has shown that radical-based oxidation approaches can efficiently destroy

estrogenic steroids in water [9–11,46,47], and this has encouraged further interest in the

large-scale use of AO/RPs for this purpose. Although some hydroxyl radical and sulfate

radical rate constants have been determined for several estrogenic steroids, the corre-

sponding reduction of estrogenic steroids by direct radical reactions has been far less

studied [48]. As stated previously, the hydrated electron is typically not a useful radical for

remediating chemically contaminated waters because of the preferential reaction of this

species with dissolved oxygen. However, if the chemical contaminant undergoes reduc-

tion extremely quickly, or for some AO/RPs with high radical production rates (e.g.

electron beam) that can effectively convert all the oxygen to superoxide, then reduction of

contaminant chemicals by this radical could occur even in aerated waters.

Two literature rate constants for estriol and estradiol reaction with the hydrated

electron have been reported, with very high values of 2.6 � 1010 and 2.7 � 1010 M�1 s�1

[49], respectively, calculated from competition kinetics measurements using Co(en)3
3þ as

a standard. This rate constant is effectively diffusion controlled. However, there were

some concerns regarding thesemeasurements, particularly that this study was conducted

at pH 13, which is not easily transferable to real-world water conditions.

To confirm these fast rate constants and to investigate the feasibility of using highly

reducing radicals for the quantitative removal of other steroids in contaminated waters,

Table 9-3 Summary of Rate Constants for Sulfate
Radical (SO4

��) Reaction with Parabens in Aqueous
Solution

Compound kSO4
L$3 10

9
M
L1

s
L1

Methylparaben 1.55 � 0.10
Ethylparaben 1.30 � 0.14
Propylparaben 3.19 � 0.19
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we determined absolute reaction rate constants for this radical based on a small library of

estrogenic steroids (Figure 9-7) in water, using our electron-pulse-radiolysis method-

ology. These solutions were at natural water pH (measured as 6.8–7.2). To isolate the

hydrated electron chemistry, the radiolysis experiments were conducted by using

a constant high concentration (1.0–2.0 M) of tert-butanol as a cosolvent [12]. The pres-

ence of this alcohol immediately scavenges the radiolytically produced hydroxyl radicals

and hydrogen atoms (see reactions (9.28) and (9.29)), and under these mixed water/

alcohol conditions, the steroid solubility was sufficiently high (50–200 mM) to maintain

pseudo-first-order kinetics.

The hydrated electron has a broad, intense, UV–visible absorption spectrum, and it

peaks near 720 nm at room temperature [42]. Typical decay traces measured for different

concentrations of estradiol are shown in Figure 9-8a. Under these conditions, excellent

first-order kinetics were seen as evidenced by the exponential decays fitted to these

curves. By plotting these first-order values against the estradiol concentration, the linear

graph shown in Figure 9-8b was obtained, with the fitted weighted linear slope corre-

sponding to the absolute rate constant for the reaction:

eaq
� þ estradiol/products k30 ¼ ð2:52� 0:11Þ � 108 M�1 s�1 (9.30)

This rate constant is >100-fold slower than the previously determined value of

2.7 � 1010 M�1 s�1 [49]. Support for our value was obtained by the analogous hydrated

electron rate constant measurement for ethynylestradiol (see Table 9-4 for all measured

data for this radical), for which we obtained a slightly lower rate constant of

k ¼ (1.46 � 0.16) � 108 M�1 s�1. Literature values for the hydrated electron reaction with

the free common phenol moiety (k ¼ 3.0 � 107 M�1 s�1 [12]) as well as that for acetylene

(k ¼ 2.0 � 107 M�1 s�1 [12]) in water were in agreement with our value.

H
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HH
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HO
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O
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FIGURE 9-7 Top structures (left to right): ethynylestradiol (EE2), estradiol, and progesterone; bottom: estrone and
estriol.
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In contrast, the measured rate constant for progesterone was much faster, with a value

of k ¼ (8.65 � 0.15) � 109 M�1 s�1. By comparing these three steroid structures, it is

probable thatmost of the progesterone reduction would occur at the ketonemoiety in this

steroid to give a ketyl radical intermediate. This faster rate constant is in good agreement

with the value obtained for themodel compound acetone inwater, k¼ (6–8)� 109M�1 s�1
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FIGURE 9-8 (a) Decay of hydrated electron absorption at 700 nm in N2-saturated aqueous solution of 2.00 M
tert-butanol at natural pH and 21.7 �Cwith 40.0 mM (,), 121 mM (B), and 165 mM (O) estradiol present. Solid lines are
fitted exponential decays, corresponding to pseudo-first-order rate constants of (5.43 � 0.04) � 104,
(7.01 � 0.08) � 104 and (8.60 � 0.09) � 104 s�1, respectively. (b) Transformed second-order plot for hydrated electron
reaction with estradiol. The solid line corresponds to weighted linear fit, with a slope of k30 ¼ (2.52 � 0.07) �
108 M�1 s�1, R2 ¼ 0.99. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

Table 9-4 Summary of Measured Rate Constants for Hydrated
Electron (e�aq) Reduction of Estrogenic Steroids in Aqueous
Solution

Estrogen keLaq ML1 sL1

Ethynylestradiol (1.46 � 0.16) � 108

Estradiol (2.52 � 0.11) � 108

Progesterone (8.65 � 0.15) � 109

Estrone (2.07 � 0.11) � 1010

Estriol (2.37 � 0.03) � 1010
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[12], and faster than that for methyl vinyl ketone (H2C]CHCOCH3, k ¼ 2.5 � 109 M�1 s�1

[12]), indicating that only minimal reduction occurred at this steroid constituent. Similar

fast hydrated electron reactivity was seen for the ketone-containing steroid estrone.

Unfortunately, the ketonemoiety reduction would not be expected to result in any steroid

destruction in real waters, as the ketyl radical formed would subsequently transfer its

excess electron to dissolved oxygen or another species such as DOM to regenerate the

original steroid.

The fastest reaction was observed for estriol, which is attributed to the reactivity of the

adjacent diol moiety in this molecule. However, no suitable analog was found in the

literature for comparison. Our measured rate constant of (2.37 � 0.03) � 1010 M�1 s�1 is

actually in reasonable agreement with the previous steady-state determination of

2.6� 1010 M�1 s�1, in stark contrast to the values for estradiol [49]. However, the products

of these reactions have yet to be established.

Ultimately, the low reaction rate constant for estradiol and the additional chemistry of

the ketone-containing steroids suggest that reductive AO/RP technologies would not be

feasible for large-scale remediation of the majority of estrogenic steroid-contaminated

waters.

9.3.4 Hydrogen Atom Reactions: Nitrosamines

The reactivity of the hydrogen atom, like that for the hydrated electron, is limited in

treatment of chemically contaminated waters because of its fast reaction with dissolved

oxygen [12]:

H$ þO2/ HO2
$!Hþ þO2

�$ k31 ¼ 1:2� 1010 M�1 s�1 (9.31)

However, under acidic water conditions, where hydrated electron reaction to this

radical occurs,

eaq
� þHþ/H$ k32 ¼ 2:3� 1010 M�1 s�1 (9.32)

or under sonolysis conditions in which deaeration of solutions can occur through

cavitation, some hydrogen atom reaction with contaminant chemicals may also occur. As

such, the kinetics and mechanisms of hydrogen atom reaction may also need to be

established under certain treatment conditions.

Although considerable effort has been reported for AO/RP radical reactions with the

carcinogenic nitrosamines [50–54], only one hydrogen atom reaction measurement has

been performed [50]. For N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), a direct measurement of

this absolute value using the electron-pulse-radiolysis-based electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) free-induction-decay (FID) methodology [55–57]

H$ þ ðCH3Þ2NNO/products (9.33)

gave a rate constant of k33 ¼ (2.01 � 0.03) � 108 M�1 s�1 for this reaction [50]. A repeat

measurement of this reaction in this study used electron-pulse radiolysis and UV/visible
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absorption spectroscopy, by competition kinetics with p-chlorobenzoic acid (pCBA) as

a standard [12]:

H$ þ Cl�C6H4�COOH/pCBA�H adduct k34 ¼ 8:5� 108 M�1 s�1 (9.34)

This approach is based on the principle that neither the hydrogen atom nor the

product species of reaction (9.33) shows any significant absorbance in the UV–visible

wavelength range (250–800 nm). The H-atom adduct of pCBA has a strong absorbance at

355 nm (Figure 9-9a), which decreases when increasing concentrations of NDMA are

added.

Under electron-pulse radiolysis under N2-saturated acidic (pH ¼ 1.0) solution

conditions, the initially formed hydrated electrons react with the acid to produce more

hydrogen atoms (reaction (9.32)). By adding a small amount of alcohol, 0.20 M tert-

butanol, quantitative scavenging of the produced hydroxyl radicals occurs. Some

hydrogen atom reaction with this alcohol also occurs (reaction (9.29)), but this reaction is

sufficiently slow that most of the hydrogen atoms react with the added solute.
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FIGURE 9-9 (a) Kinetic traces obtained for N2-saturated solution of 225 mM pCBA at 355 nm in the presence of zero
(,), 192 (B), 436 (O), 740 (P), and 1154 (>) mM NDMA. (b) Transformed competition kinetics plot, using the peak
absorbances of (a) (see the horizontal lines). Error bars correspond to an average of four individual measurements. The
solid line corresponds to a weighted linear fit of slope 0.2386 � 0.0028 and intercept 1.007 � 0.008 (R2 ¼ 1.00), which
corresponds to a hydrogen atom reaction rate constant for NDMA of (2.03 � 0.02) � 108 M�1 s�1. (For color version of
this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Based on the hydrogen atom competition of reactions (9.33) and (9.34), one can obtain

an analytical solution of the form [12]

½pCBA-H�0
½pCBA-H� ¼ Abs0

Abs
¼ 1þ k33½NDMA�

k34½pCBA� (9.35)

where Abs0 and Abs are the absorbances of the pCBA-H adduct in the absence and

the presence of NDMA, respectively. From a plot of Abs0/Abs vs [NDMA]/[pCBA]

(Figure 9-9b), one obtains a straight line of unity intercept and a slope of k33/k34. This

transformed plot has a fitted slope of 0.2386 � 0.0028, and if k34 ¼ 8.5 � 108 M�1 s�1 is

known, one gets k33 ¼ (2.03 � 0.02) � 108 M�1 s�1. This rate constant is in excellent

agreement with the directly measured EPR–FID value.

Additional hydrogen atom reaction rate constants with a series of low-molecular-

weight nitrosamines were measured by using this competition kinetics approach; these

values are summarized in Table 9-5. The consistency of these values suggests that the

hydrogen atom reaction is with the common nitroso (>N–NO)moiety in these molecules.

By analogy to the hydrated electron reactions with these carcinogens [52], which also

occur at this moiety independent of chain substituents, we would not expect the

hydrogen-atom-induced nitrosamine reduction to result in any permanent destruction

under real-world AO/RP treatment conditions. However, the equivalent chemistry under

sonolysis conditions has not yet been established.

9.4 Conclusions
A brief overview of the aqueous kinetic chemistry for the reaction of several different

AO/RP radicals, the hydroxyl radical, sulfate radical, hydrated electron, and hydrogen

atom, with beta-lactam antibiotics, parabens, estrogenic steroids, and aliphatic nitrosa-

mines, respectively, has been presented. By comparing absolute second-order reaction

rate constants for different species in each contaminant class, an insight into the efficacy

of this radical-based approach for large-scale treatment of waters can be obtained.

From these four cases, it is clear that fast radical reaction rate constants are a neces-

sary but not sufficient condition for consideration of AO/RP treatment of aqueous

contaminant chemicals. For example, though the hydroxyl radical reaction with the

Table 9-5 Summary of Hydrogen Atom (H�) Reaction Rate Constants with Nitrosamines
Measured Using pCBA Competition Kinetics in Aqueous Solutions at Room Temperature

Species # CH2 Groups 10L8 kH
• ML1 sL1

(CH3)2NNO 0 2.03 � 0.02
(C2H5)2NNO 2 2.39 � 0.06
(C4H9)2NNO 4 2.23 � 0.08
c-C5H10NNO 5 2.29 � 0.04
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b-lactam antibiotics is consistently fast, it was shown that most of the oxidation occurs at

peripheral moieties, particularly at aromatic rings, which might not destroy antibiotic

activity. As such, AO/RP treatment of b-lactam-antibiotic-contaminated waters might

only be feasible if multiple hydroxyl radical reactions occur. For sulfate radical reaction

with parabens in water, the similarity of the measured rate constants suggests that the

predominant mode of reaction is hydrogen atom abstraction from a side chain, and it is

not known as to whether this peripheral oxidation will destroy these chemicals. As such,

AO/RP treatment of paraben-contaminated waters using sulfate radicals may be feasible,

but multiple radical oxidations may again be necessary.

Similarly, the hydrogen atom reduction of nitrosamines gave consistent rate

constants, suggesting a common reaction mechanism at the nitroso moiety, but they

were too slow to compete with the efficient reaction of this radical with dissolved oxygen

under real-world, aerated water, treatment conditions. In contrast, the hydrated electron

reaction with estrogenic steroids occurs with a range of rate constants. However, the slow

chemical reductions would again not be able to compete with the side reaction of dis-

solved oxygen, although the fast values for the ketone-containing chemicals would be

expected to transfer their excess electron to the dissolved oxygen to regenerate the parent

molecule.
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10.1 Introduction
The source of contaminants in drinking water can be associated with a range of chemical,

biological, and geological materials released from natural and anthropogenic processes.

Natural disasters can cause major damage to vulnerable water sources by releasing

hazardous elements from local anthropogenic activities, toxic storage units, and other

sources into the water bodies [1]. Further more, after an earthquake occurs, sediments

and geological layers can release contaminant-bearing minerals into surface and ground

waters and can expose humans to elevated concentrations of hazardous elements [1–6].
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Many studies have addressed the environmental impacts of natural disasters and have

attempted to predict and modulate the effects of these events on contamination and

subsequent bioavailability of potentially toxic chemicals [2,3,5,7–10]. Some of those

reports are discussed later to illustrate the possible contamination that could be expected

after a natural disaster occurs.

Contamination with trace metals (chromium (C), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co),

lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn)) and major elements from dissolved salts (sodium, potassium,

calcium, magnesium, and chlorine) occurred after a mega tsunami and subsequent huge

tsunami waves in Sumatra, Indonesia [5].

Floodwaters contaminated with heavy metals, organic chemicals, and fecal coliform

bacteria were pumped into neighboring Lake Pontchartrain (located in Louisiana) during

dewatering after hurricane Katrina, with arsenic (As) levels from 20 to 26 mg/L and Pb

levels from 0.05 to 44 mg/L [11]. Pardue et al. [1] also reported elevated levels of metals

(Pb, As, Cu, Cr, Zn, Ni, and cadmium (Cd)) in bulk water samples from Lake Pontchar-

train, where Cu and Zn were found to exceed acute and chronic fresh and saltwater

aquatic life criteria. These authors compared their measured metal concentrations in the

hurricane floodwaters to pre-hurricane storm water runoff. Metals were measured in

three matrices, including New Orleans street mud, Lake Pontchartrain sediments, and

suspended sediments. All the samples had elevated levels of Zn and Pb. The highest Zn

levels were measured in suspended sediments and superficial sediments near the canal

outfalls to Lake Pontchartrain. Pb levels were similarly elevated in all the three matrices.

Johnson et al. [8] also reported high levels of Cu, Zn, Ni, Pb, and Cd in oyster tissue from

two sites affected by hurricane Katrina. They concluded that metal concentrations were

higher after the hurricane had occurred and speculated that the sources of these elevated

metals were water and suspended sediments from the receding tidal surge and flood-

water from the hurricane.

Provision of safe drinking water is a priority after the occurrence of a major natural

disaster. Alternative methods of water treatment that could be easily implemented at the

household level would significantly help to preserve the health and life of survivors of

a disaster. Therefore, renewable, low-cost, and effective materials that can be used in

robust and sustainable systems to provide safe drinking water are desired and are

currently being studied.

This work investigates cactus-mucilage-based separation as a viable alternative

treatment for rapid water purification in post-earthquake scenarios and focuses on the

interaction of mucilage with metals, metalloids, and nonmetals dissolved in water.

Mucilage was extracted from Opuntia ficus-indica (Ofi), commonly known as nopal or

prickly pear cactus [12]. This readily available and inexpensive natural extract has been

shown to remove turbidity, bacteria, and As from contaminated water [13–17].

The earthquakes on January 12, 2010, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, offered an opportunity

to test the effectiveness of mucilage and develop treatment parameters for earthquake-

affected waters. The use of mucilage provides a potentially viable, readily transferable

technology that could be adopted in future earthquake-affected regions of developing
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communities. Hence, the study investigates the mucilage of the cactus, O. ficus-indica, to

purify water after a natural disaster had occurred in a vulnerable community.

10.2 Materials and Methods
10.2.1 Sample Collection

This study is focused on the city of Port-Au-Price, Haiti, and on surrounding areas

(Figure 10-1), where the earthquake caused unprecedented loss of life and major damage

to property [18]. The study involves one of the most important and sensitive areas in Haiti

because of the high population density and considerable structural damage caused to the

majority of landmark buildings. A research team visited areas affected by the earthquake

in the first week of July 2010, 6 months after its occurrence. Water samples were collected

at 10 different locations from representative samples of distribution trucks (A1, A2, and

D), well water (sites B and C), tap water (E, F, G, and H), and commercialized drinking

water (A3). More details of the sampling location and conditions are given in Figure 10-1.

On return to our laboratory, the samples were stored at 4 �C until they were tested.

Sample ID – Location, Date, Time of Collection

A1 - Centre Park/Ste. Therèse, 8/11/2010, 3:30 pm 
A2 - Camp Bredmon/Canape Vert, 8/11/2010, 4:00 pm 
A3 - Camp Bredmon/Canape Vert, 8/11/2010, 4:00 pm
B - CAMEP Borehole/Rue Theodat Station, 8/12/2010, 10:15 am 
C - 4th Borehole/Pinguin Region, 8/12/2010, 11:15 am 
D - Gedèon Camp/Delmas 75, 8/12/2010, 12:26 pm 
E - Tête de L'Eua, 8/12/2010, 2:00 pm 
F – Plaisance, 8/12/2010, 2:25 pm 
G - Hotel Le Plaza, 8/12/2010, 10:15 pm 
H - Constitution Park Camp, 8/13/2010, 8:50 am

C

B

A

A2/A
E

F

H

G
D

Haiti

Port - Au - Prince

FIGURE 10-1 Study area map showing the specific location, date, and time of the sample collection.
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10.2.2 Water Quality Measurements

A comprehensive analysis of 22 elements (sodium, calcium, magnesium, potassium,

strontium, Pb, Cr, Ni, titanium, aluminum, antimony, boron (B), Cu, Co, molybdenum,

uranium, vanadium, barium (Ba), thallium, Cd, selenium (Se), As, and iron (Fe)) was

performed on acidified water samples from Port-Au-Price. To obtain accurate analytical

data, the samples were analyzed three times with an inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometer (ICP–MS). A certified reference material (NIST 1640) was used to check

instrument accuracy and laboratory efficiency (Table 10-1). Calibration standards were

prepared from stock solutions diluted from high-purity standard solutions (1000 mg/L).

10.2.3 Mucilage Extraction

Gelling and nongelling extracts (GE and NE) were obtained from mucilage from the pads

of O. ficus-indica cactus. The pads were processed according to the procedure described

in Ref. [12] with some modifications [13,14,17]. Figure 10-2 shows some of the simple

steps used to obtain mucilage powder. The pads were diced and stirred in deionized (DI)

Table 10-1 Comparison of the SRM 1640a Values Certified by the Supplier
and Trace-Metal Values Found in This Study

CAMEP Borehole (Site B) SRM 1640a (Found) SRM 1640a (Certified) Recovery

mg/L %

Na 50.3 � 1.8* 3.04 � 0.05 3.14 � 0.031 97.0
Ca 88.6 � 3.7 5.72 � 0.09 5.62 � 0.021 101.8
Mg 18.3 � 0.6 1.03 � 0.02 1.06 � 0.0041 97.3
K 4.2 � 0.1 0.57 � 0.01 0.58 � 0.0023 97.9

mg/L %

Sr 1800 � 100 121.93 � 0.49 126.03 � 0.91 96.7
B 1400 � 100 284.57 � 4.37 303.1 � 3.1 93.9
Ba 4700 � 200 148.6 � 0.63 151.8 � 0.83 97.9
Pb 0.4 � 0.03 11.71 � 0.16 12.10 � 0.050 96.8
Cr 10.2 � 0.4 39.63 � 0.26 40.54 � 0.30 97.7
Al 300 � 10 51.92 � 1.09 53.00 � 1.8 98.0
Sb 0.00 � 0.01 4.86 � 0.12 5.11 � 0.046 95.2
Cu 0.9 � 0.0 84.40 � 3.88 85.75 � 0.51 98.4
Co 0.4 � 0.02 19.08 � 0.08 20.24 � 0.24 94.3
Mo 0.00 � 0.03 46.99 � 4.11 45.60 � 0.61 103.1
U 0.9 � 0.04 24.17 � 0.47 25.35 � 0.27 95.3
V 46.3 � 3.5 15.85 � 1.22 15.05 � 0.25 105.3
Tl 0.0 � 0.0 1.56 � 0.02 1.62 � 0.016 96.1
Cd 0.01 � 0.00 4.02 � 0.06 3.99 � 0.074 100.8
Se 53.5 � 0.8 20.74 � 0.53 20.13 � 0.17 103.0
As 1.1 � 0.1 7.56 � 0.81 8.08 � 0.070 93.7
Fe 25.5 � 0.8 36.64 � 1.81 36.80 � 1.8 99.6

*Average � standard deviation (n ¼ 3)
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water with NaCl (1% m/v) at 60 �C for 20 min and then liquidized in a blender. The pH of

the suspension was then adjusted to 7 by using 1 M NaOH solution. The solid phase was

separated from the liquid phase by centrifugation using an Accusing 400 centrifuge

(Fisher Scientific) with a centripetal force of 2522� g for 10 min. The precipitate was

processed to obtain the GE, and the supernatant was reserved for extraction of the NE.

A solution with sodium hydroxide (50 mM) and sodium hexametaphosphate

(0.75% m/v) was added to the precipitate until it was covered, and the suspension was

then stirred for 1 h. The pH was adjusted to 2 by using 1 M HCl solution, and the

suspension was stirred for 10minmore and left overnight to allow for equilibration and to

provide a higher extraction rate. The next day, the mixture was centrifuged, and the

supernatant was discarded. The precipitate was resuspended in DI water, and the pH was

increased to 8 by using 1 M NaOH solution. The suspension was then filtered by using

vacuum filtration with a #41 Whatman filter paper (thickness 1.2 mm).

The supernatant portion of the original suspension, reserved for the extraction of NE,

was filtered using a #41 Whatman filter paper in a vacuum filtration system. The filtrates

of both the NE and GE were separately mixed with acetone (1:1 v/v) and centrifuged with

a centripetal force of 2522� g for 10 min. The precipitate was washed in sequential

solutions of 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100% ethyl alcohol (1:1 v/v). The solutions with the

mucilage were centrifuged, the supernatant was discharged, and the precipitated muci-

lage was spread on sterile Petri dishes, dried at room temperature, ground using a mortar

and pestle, and was then stored in sealed containers at room temperature. Before

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

FIGURE 10-2 Some of the steps to extract the mucilage from Opuntia ficus-indica: (a) The pads are diced; (b) pads are
stirred in diluted NaCl (1% m/v) for 20 min at 60 �C; (c) pads are blended and mucilage extracted; (d) mucilage is
allowed to dry at room temperature; and (e) mucilage is stored in powder form. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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experimentation, the mucilage powder was dispersed in the sample water from Port-au-

Prince that was being tested by using a Pyrex Tenbroeck tissue grinder (Fisher Scientific)

with final stock concentrations of 100 and 1000 mg/L, which were diluted during

experimental assays.

10.2.4 Batch Experiments

Simple batch experiments were used to test element reduction using the GE and NE.

Water samples were prepared with and without mucilage (10 mg/L) in 15-mL centrifuge

tubes to obtain a final volume of 10 mL. The samples were vortexed until they were

thoroughly mixed and then allowed to equilibrate for 24 h, after which the topmost 1 mL

of the liquid was removed. The samples extracted from the tubes were filtered by using

a 0.45-mm syringe top filter before characterization with ICP–MS. All the samples were

analyzed in triplicate to ensure repeatability and statistical accuracy.

The accuracy and the precision of the ICP–MS assay were verified by analysis of

Standard Reference Material (SRM) 1640a. Calibration solutions were prepared on the

same day as of the analyses from dilutions of high-purity standard stock solutions

(1000 mg/L) and DI water with a resistivity >17.9 mU.

The relative removal (RR) percentage for experimental batch tests was calculated

using the following equation:

RR% ¼ 100� ½ðCS � 100Þ=CC�
where CS is the residual concentration (mg/L or mg/L depending on the element) in the

sample after treatment with the GE or NE and CC is the concentration in the control with

no mucilage (mg/L or mg/L).

10.3 Results and Discussion
10.3.1 Elemental Composition of Water Samples from Port-au-Prince

Concentrations of the 22 elements analyzed for site B are shown in Table 10-1. Similar

results were obtained for all the samples collected from Haiti. For many of the major and

trace elements evaluated in this study, acceptable concentration levels were found. In

samples from sites B–D, and H (Figure 10-1), however, concentrations of B, Ba, Fe, and Se

were determined to be above the maximum contaminant level (MCL) established by the

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) [19], as shown in Table 10-2.

These elements could potentially pose serious health risks if consumed.

The guideline for B in drinking water recently increased from 0.5mg/L [20] to 2.4 mg/L

in 2011 [21]. The samples from sites B–D and H were determined to contain B levels

ranging from 1.3 to 1.9 mg/L (Table 10-2). Although these levels are lower than the

guideline levels established in 2011, side effects resulting from long-term exposure could

include loss of fertility, reproductive tract and testicular lesions, and prenatal and general

mortality [20].
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The National Primary Drinking Water Regulation of the USEPA established 2 mg/L as

theMCL for Ba in drinking water; theWorld Health Organization’s (WHO) guideline value

for Ba in drinking water is 0.7 mg/L [21]. Ba concentrations in water samples from sites B

and D were determined to be higher than the USEPA and the WHO’s established values

(4.7 and 3.9 mg/L). Sites C and H had concentrations that were below the regulations

established by the USEPA although they were slightly above the regulations set by the

WHO (1.3 and 1.0 mg/L; Table 10-2). Association between Ba content in drinking water

and the increase in mortality from cardiovascular disease has been observed [22].

Concentration levels of Fe in drinking water are generally well under the MCL

(300 mg/L); however, concentrations can vary depending on whether Fe salts are used in

the water treatment process and/or whether iron pipes are used for water distribution.

High levels of Fe (0–495 mg/L) were detected in the first evaluation of the samples from

Haiti. At these levels, Fe could change the organoleptic characteristics of the water

including its flavor and smell [21]. Consecutive analysis did not show the same high

concentration, which could have been due to the high reactivity of Fe in oxygenated

water, which would lead to the oxidation and subsequent precipitation of iron hydrox-

ides. Wide variations in toxicity have been reported for different Fe salts. Some effects of

toxic doses of Fe include depression, rapid and shallow respiration, coma, convulsions,

respiratory failure, and cardiac arrest [21]. The iron dextran complex is considered to be

carcinogenic to animals by the International Agency for Research on Cancer [23].

Although it is a trace essential nutrient for humans, excessive levels of Se can cause

adverse effects and damage to health. Therefore, the MCL for Se in drinking water has

been established as 50 mg/L by the USEPA and 40 mg/L as a provisional guideline

established by the WHO [21]. Samples from sites B–D, and H contained 50.0–65.4 mg/L of

Se (Table 10-2).

10.3.2 Water Samples Treated with Mucilage Extracts (GE and NE)

All mucilage tests focused on samples extracted from sites B–D, and H, and on the

elements discussed in the previous section that were determined to have higher levels

than the MCL (B, Ba, Fe, and Se). Additionally, the mucilage tests were also used to study

Table 10-2 Concentration of B, Ba, Fe, and Se in Water Samples
from Four Sites in Port-Au-Prince

Element MCL* Site B Site C Site D Site H

mg/L

B 0.5 1.43 � 0.06 1.88 � 0.04 1.27 � 0.02 1.36 � 0.10
Ba 2 4.68 � 0.19 1.27 � 0.01 3.91 � 0.01 0.99 � 0.01

mg/L

Fe 300 360.9 � 1.9 495.2 � 1.1 323.5 � 2.3 341.9 � 2.5
Se 50 53.48 � 0.77 65.41 � 2.40 57.53 � 1.17 64.99 � 0.97

*Maximum contaminant level (MCL) in [19]
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the removal of five other dangerous elements determined to be in the water (although not

necessarily at higher concentrations than the MCL); these included Cr, As, Ni, Zn, and Pb.

After 24 h, water samples treated with mucilage were observed to form precipitates that

settled to the bottom of the centrifuge tubes, which indicated potential element removal

from the water (Figure 10-3).

Water samples from site B were treated with 10 mg/L GE, which demonstrated highly

reduced concentrations after 24 h compared to control levels (Figure 10-4). All elements

were observed to decrease significantly after treatment with GE, and the final concen-

trations were below the established MCL. Figure 10-5 shows the removal resulting from

mucilage treatment with respect to the control. In all cases, the RR of elements in the

treated water compared to the control was very high (from 55 to 100%), indicating that

significant removal is achieved with 10 mg/L of GE mucilage.

FIGURE 10-3 Left tube: untreated water samples from the CAMEP Borehole, Port-Au-Prince (nomucilage). Right tube:
water sample from CAMEP Borehole treated with 10 mg/L of the NE. The cactus mucilage aids the separation of
contaminants by forming a dense precipitate at the bottom of the water column. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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FIGURE 10-4 Concentration of elements naturally found in water samples from the CAMEP borehole (site B). (a) Ba,
Zn, and B; (b) Cr, Fe, and Se; and (c) As, Ni, and Pb. Red columns represent the samples before mucilage treatment and
green columns indicate samples after mucilage treatment with 10 mg/L of GE extract. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Water samples from site C were treated with 10 mg/L NE, and results similar to those

with GE treatment were obtained. The concentrations of many elements were deter-

mined to decrease significantly when compared to that of untreated water samples

(controls), and after 24 h, all were below the USEPA established guideline levels for

drinking water (Figure 10-6). By studying the RR of the treated water compared to that in

control batch tests, we observed that, for 7 of the 9 elements, there was a significant

reduction in concentrations on using NE (80–97%; Figure 10-7). AlthoughNi removal with

NE was observed to be slightly lower compared to that of other elements, reduction was

still observed and as concentrations were initially <70 mg/L, the WHO recommended

concentration level, this was not addressed as a serious problem.

Although both mucilage fractions (GE and NE) were observed to reduce the

contaminants studied to levels acceptable by water quality agencies, GE was observed to

have a more significant effect on treatment than NE had. This is most likely due to

chemical differences (Table 10-3) that exist between mucilage types. Although both NE

and GE contain neutral sugars, published results suggest high concentrations of uronic
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FIGURE 10-5 RR (compared to control batch tests) of elements naturally found in water samples from the CAMEP
borehole (site B) treated with 10 mg/L of GE from Opuntia ficus-indica. RR rates close to 100%were found for most of
the elements. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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acids, particularly in GE, which has been studied for its pectin qualities [12]. As the

literature suggests, significantly more uronic acid groups are present in GE than in NE,

which could potentially account for the different removal efficiencies observed in the

experimental data provided in Figures 10-4–10-7.

Both NE and GE contain water-soluble pectic polysaccharides with a high content of

ionizable negative groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, and carbonyl [15]. Those chemical

groups are widely known to interact with metals, especially with cations. The interaction

between mucilage and anions or oxyanions in solution may occur through bonding by

polyvalent cation bridging, hydrogen bond bridging, or formation of chelates and

complexes.

Mucilage extracted from O. ficus-indica has demonstrated great potential in a water

treatmentmethod that couldbeusedbycommunities inemergency situationsafternatural

disasters occur. Its low cost, availability through sustainable agriculture, and effective

removal of pollutantsmakemucilage an idealmaterial for fast and simplewater treatment.

10.4 Summary and Conclusions
Our main objective was to check the ability of two mucilage extracts from O. ficus-indica

(NE and GE) to clean contaminated water in a post-earthquake scenario.

Table 10-3 Monomeric Sugar Composition of Opuntia ficus-indica GE and NE

Extract Glucose Xylose Galactose Arabinose Total

%

GE 9.89 3.95 7.36 8.90 30.10
NE 1.03 10.80 14.66 24.38 50.86

GE ¼ Gelling extracts

NE ¼ Nongelling extracts
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FIGURE 10-7 RR (compared to that in control batch tests) of elements naturally found in water samples from the
Pinguin region (site C) treated with 10 mg/L of NE from Opuntia ficus-indica. RRs >80% were found for most of the
elements. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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We collected water samples from 10 locations of Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, and tested

them after mucilage treatment. The results are listed as follows:

• High concentrations of Fe, Ba, Se, and B were found in drinking water samples from

Port-Au-Prince. The mucilage extracts (GE and NE) were able to decrease the

concentration of those elements to levels acceptable to regulatory agencies.

• Water samples from the topmost 1ml in the batch test treated with themucilage reveal

that high metal removal rates were achieved by using both NE and GE. Cactus

mucilage effectively decreased the hazardous metal content in water samples from

Haiti.

• GE removed 80–100% of Ba, Zn, B, Fe, Se, and Pb; 60–80% of Cr and As; and approx-

imately 50% of Ni.

• NE removed 80–100% of Ba, Zn, B, Fe, Se, Pb, and Cr; 50% of As; and approximately

10% of Ni.

• Mucilage (10mg/L) was able to removemost of the evaluated elements from the water.

This study confirms earlier findings and suggests that cactus-mucilage extracts interact

with cations and anions dissolved in water. This property makes this biomaterial an

excellent option to be used in emergencies, where a wide range of different contaminants

may be present. The cactus mucilage is extracted by an affordable process, and it can

easily be used by local communities.
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11.1 Introduction
Fresh water is the primary source of human health, prosperity, and security. By around

2050 the world’s population is expected to reach about nine billion. Assuming that

standards of living continue to rise, the requirement of potable water for human

consumption will amount to the resources of about three planet Earths [1]. A key United

Nations report indicates that water shortages will affect 2.3 billion people or 30% of the

world’s population in four dozen nations by 2025 [2]. Already, the crisis of potable water

in most developing countries is creating public health emergencies of staggering
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proportions. In Bangladesh, for example, it is officially recognized by the government of

Bangladesh that 50% of the country’s approximately 150 million people, are at risk of

arsenic poisoning from groundwater used for drinking. Recently, the government of

Bangladesh, in its Action Plan for Poverty Reduction, stated its desire to ensure 100%

access to pure drinking water across the region within the shortest possible time frame

[3]. This is also consistent with key goals of the Millennium Development Goal “Eradi-

cation of extreme poverty and hunger” and “Halving by 2015, the proportion of people

without sustainable access to safe drinking water” [4]. Whether this is achievable within

the stated time is debatable, but it clearly delineates the state of the world we live in.

The problem is magnified by anthropogenic and geogenic pollutants rendering

significant amounts of water unfit for human use. For example, more than six million tons

of petroleum hydrocarbons enter into the aquatic food web of the oceans yearly. This is

equivalent to indiscriminate dumping ofmany persistent toxic organic pollutants into the

sea. The pollution of our coastal and inland waters by inorganics containing Cu, Pb, Cd,

Zn, Hg, As, and Sn started in 1820, as evidenced by the detection of these metals in the

Greenland ice sheet [5]. At present the surface water of ocean is oversaturated with

respect to CaCO3 (s) in the forms of calcite and aragonite. With global warming and

increase in CO2 (g), biotic CaCO3 (s) could begin to dissolve because of undersaturation.

A doubling of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO2
) will double the [Hþ] and thus

increase chemical weathering and enhance the release of phosphate and trace metals [6]

(controlled by ]2XOH þ M2þ 4 (XO)2M þ 2Hþ, where ]XO is the metal oxide surface).

This is an example of how the physicochemical principles are central to the under-

standing of clean and potable water. In this paper, I will focus on some of the relevant

aquatic chemical principles andmodels, some recent methods for the mitigation of water

pollutants, and emphasize the development of filtration technologies and the need for

reliable analytical techniques [7].

11.2 Water Pollution: Nature and Quality
There is a qualitative relation between water quality and the influent and effluent water

and their recycling for a sustainable biodiversity, where human water consumption is

a part of this cycle [8]. This is depicted in Figure 11-1. Water quality is a process objective

(or transfer function) between influent and effluent water. These processes are based on

physicochemical principles, such as sorption, surface complexation, precipitation,

sedimentation, redox reactions, and bioaccumulation coupled with transport processes

such as convection, diffusion, dispersion, etc. These processes have been known for

a long time; however, the complex interplay of various chemical processes, kinetics, and

reactive mass transport is just beginning to emerge.

Table 11-1 shows a portion of the inorganic water quality parameters for potable

water. These numbers were obtained after many years of research on the human toxicity

of some selected chemical species. This is just one aspect; there are also maximum

contamination limit (MCL) values for organics, microbes, and other esthetic parameters.
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At the top of this chart (left box of Figure 11-1) is the biological oxygen demand (BOD),

because BOD is nearly directly proportional to local population density and signifies

human activity. This is especially true for developing nations with high population

densities where the major sources of water are surface water or groundwater, contami-

nated in the process of distribution. There is, unfortunately, very little information on the

water quality parameters of rivers, estuaries, ponds, lakes, streams, and drains in these

countries. Some of these natural water bodies are also on the verge of extinction.

INFLUENT WATER

Conventional pollutants 

Biological oxygen demand,
Total suspended solids, 
Fecal coliform
pH, Oils and grease
Proirity pollutants

Cyanide, Asbestos, 13 metal 
pollutants (As, Mn..), 25 
pesticides and PCB, 130 
other organic chemicals,  
and radioactive species

PROCESS

OBJECTIVES

Water treatment and 

purification to meet

EPA, WHO, and local 
government water quality 
criteria for: DO, BOD, COD, 
TSS, Coliform, metals, CN, 
asbestos, pesticides 
residues, and 154 other 
organic pollutants, and 
radioactive species.

EFFLUENT WATER

Water distribution and use 

to sustain human 

activities:

Drinking, Irrigation,
Aquaculture
Recreation and sustain 
evolutionary diversity of life 
forms.

FIGURE 11-1 Depiction of clean water as a process cycle.

Table 11-1 Water Quality Parameters for Inorganic Species Shown as Maximum
Contamination Limit (MCL) by USEPA, World Health Organization (WHO) Guideline
Values, and Bangladesh Standard Values in Comparison to Typical Groundwater Quality
in Bangladesh

Constituent USEPA (MCL) WHO Guideline
Bangladesh
Standard*

Typical Groundwater
Composition

Arsenic (total) (mg/L) 10 10 50 5–4000
Arsenic (III) (mg/L) 5–2000*
Iron (total) (mg/L) 0.3 0.3 0.3 (1.0) 0.2–20.7
pH 6.5–8.5 6.5–8.5 6.5–8.5 6.5–7.5
Sodium (mg/L) 200 <20.0
Calcium (mg/L) 75 (200) 120 � 16
Manganese (mg/L) 0.5 0.1–0.5 0.1 (0.5) 0.04–2.00
Aluminum (mg/L) 0.05–0.2 0.2 0.1 (0.2) 0.015–0.15
Barium (mg/L) 2.0 0.7 1.0 <0.30
Chloride (mg/L) 250 250 200 (600) 3–12
Phosphate (mg/L) 6 <12.0
Sulfate (mg/L) 100 0.3–12.0
Silicate (mg/L) - 10–26

*The Bangladesh Standard Values are Given as Maximum Desirable Concentration with Maximum Permissible Concentration in

Parentheses. In Some Wells, As (III) Concentrations Could Exceed 90% of the As (total). (1 mg/L ¼ 1000 mg/L).
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A worrisome aspect of present-day water pollution is the increase in the amount of

nutrients, especially phosphorus, in the aquatic environment [9]. Phosphate, mined as

rock phosphate, is used to manufacture fertilizers such as triple superphosphate (TSP) to

grow crops that are subsequently consumed by humans. TSP is made by mixing rock

phosphate and phosphoric acid. We metabolize the food, and phosphorus and other

nutrients that pass through us end up in the aquatic environment. The excess phosphate

can cause eutrophication and interfere with removal of arsenate from water, if seeped

into groundwater. At the current rate of consumption, the supply of rock phosphate, an

essential nutrient with no known replacement, could exhaust in about 100 years.

Therefore, the recovery and reuse of phosphate and other nutrients from the wastewater

stream, is a scientific and technical challenge yet-to-be solved.

In developed nations, industry is the single largest consumer of water, whereas it is

agriculture in yet-to-be developed nations. These are the primary sources of pollutants in

water. However, this is changing because of the extraction, use, and depletion of non-

renewable groundwater resources. In developing countries, a critical source of water

pollution is chlorine, originating from chlorinated hydrocarbons and industrial effluents

from water treatment, pulp and paper bleaching, metal processing, pharmaceutical

manufacturing, textile dyeing and cleaning, corrosion control, and other processes as

varied as photography and photolithography of anthropogenic origin. In most other

countries, the critical pollutants in groundwater are pathogenic bacteria, agriculture

runoff (fertilizers and pesticides), and toxic trace metals (such as arsenic, manganese) of

geogenic origin. The disparate nature of water contamination and of potable water in

particular, requires new solutions and approaches developed locally with appropriate

technologies. This is especially true considering the financial constraints of these coun-

tries. In the following sections some physiochemical aspects are described, to provide an

understanding of the nature of pollutants and approaches for their mitigation, with

emphasis on some recent potable water crises in Bangladesh.

11.3 Chemical Models in Aquatic Chemistry
To understand the underlying processes by which chemical species are evolved

(produced-transformed-cycled) in the aquatic system, irrespective of their origins

(anthropogenic or geogenic), we need to understand some basic physicochemical prin-

ciples. These principles include chemical speciation, thermodynamic equilibrium

(sorption, precipitation, mineralization, surface-complexation reactions [SCRs], etc.),

redox chemistry of species, the kinetics of reaction, and the kinetics of diffusion, to

ascertain the rate-limiting steps. Chemists have come a long way in understanding these

processes even in very complex systems, through chemical–mathematical models and

computational techniques. However, weakness still remains when we are asked to input

the biological factor into chemical speciation. In this chapter, I will use some compu-

tational models to understand speciation, natural attenuation, and the study of arsenic

mitigation from groundwater, by using iron-based sorbents as an example. This is
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a limited view of the subject but it covers some principles yet-to-be included in our

educational curriculum.

11.3.1 Chemical Equilibrium Model: Surface-Complexation Reactions

A very large number of chemical species interact with the soil surface and with different

mineral surfaces (activated alumina and hydrous ferric oxide [HFO], in particular) and

determine the fate and transport of such species. While the knowledge of speciation in

aqueous solution is well understood, understanding of the interaction between solute

and surface is evolving. A surface complexation model (SCR) involves three steps: surface

ionization of a solid surface, formation of an electrical double-layer on the solid surface,

and formation of a complex between surface and the ionic species (e.g., anionic arsenate).

In SCR, the double-layer is assumed to consist of an inner compact layer and an outer

plane where the diffuse layer starts. The inner layer is where the ions are located to form

surface complexes. This model is appropriate for low-ionic strength solutions, such as

groundwater or surface water. The surface potential term j can be obtained from the

Boltzmann distribution [10] of ionic species. The activity change of an ion (as chemical

component) moved from bulk on to the surface is given by

XZ
S ¼ Xz½expð�jF=RTÞ �z

Where z is the charge of the ion X, XS
Z is the activity of ion X on surface, and the

exponential term is the Boltzmann factor. In a complex chemical system with many

cations, anions, and active surfaces, the first step is to solve the speciation problem by

using computational models, such as MINTEQA [11] and then to modify the speciation

calculation based on SCR, when the surface area of the solid sorbent, the double-layer

capacity, site types, and site densities are known. The basic principle of MINTEQA is

shown in Figure 11-2. The applications of such models require reliable analytical

measurements of all possible cations and anions, so that charge imbalance does not

exceed 5%. Recent refinements in the model include an extended database of many

organic acids, bases, humic and fulvic acids and dissolved organic matters [12].

Another example application of MINTEQA, using SCRs is the development of

sorbents for arsenic removal from groundwater. The use of MINTEQA in understanding

the breakthrough capacity of HFOs (s) as solid sorbentsfor the removal of arsenate is

shown in Figure 11-3. Three sorption isotherms were calculated from experimental and

theoretical parameters for goethite (most similar to the composite iron matrix [CIM]

surface) for three different surface areas as indicated. The experimental data points

collected for over a month and superimposed on the curves, show that the CIM surface

area has increased. The experimental BET surface area of CIM is also in the range of 40–

60 m/g [2]. Although the experimental data fits a classical Freundlich isotherm

(r2 ¼ 0.97), there is no provision for including surface area and other surface-specific

properties in such isotherms. Classical isotherms are therefore inadequate in predicting

and optimizing the nature of surface interactions of ionic species in solution. In

a similar calculation, we have shown that the system open to air CO2, does not change
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MINTEQA

A Chemical Equilibrium Model
I

Selection of Chemical Components

Entities to create species by chemical reaction
I

Search Reaction Data Base

Get thermodynamic equilibrium constant and enthalpy of
reaction

I
Use Input Data

Total concentrations of components, temp, sorption model
etc.

I

Setup Tables Using

Mass balance, charge balance, surface complexation 
parameters

I
Solve Nonlinear Algebraic Problems

by Newton - Raphson Method
FIGURE 11-2 Left: Basic principle for MINTEQA based speciation calculation. Top-right: The nonlinear equation in the
box, where, Ci is the chemical species i (H2AsO4

�), Ki the equilibrium constant for species (K2), Xj is the equilibrium
concentration of components j (Hþ, AsO4

3�), and aij is the stoichiometric coefficient. Bottom right: Percent distribution
of arsenic species as a function of total AsO4

3� calculated using the MINTEQA model for the natural attenuation of
arsenic inorganic arsenic species in presence of hydrous ferric oxide (HFO). 7 – Fe(wk)OH–AsO4; o – Ba(H2AsO4) (s);
6 – Fe(wk)HAsO4; A – HAsO4

2�; X – H2AsO4
–. Total Fe ¼ 1.21 � 10�4 M or 6.77 mg/L) [14].
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FIGURE 11-3 Figure shows the sorption isotherm calculated based on the surface-complexation reaction As(V) on
Goethite using MINTEQA. The experimental data points are also superimposed on the family of curves with different
surface areas as indicated. Here the composite iron matrix (CIM) is considered as Goethite with plane geometry,
measured surface area 50m2/g, one surface, four sites, inner capacitance 1 mF/cm2, outer capacitance 5 mF/cm2, counter
ion accumulation allowed at measured water pH ¼ 7.6 and ionic strength 0.01 M.
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the arsenic removal capacity [13]. These calculations are based on the existing ther-

modynamic database in the program. Despite this limitation in the database and in the

assumed values of site density and double-layer capacity when using such models, one

can gain significant insight on sorbent capacity in complex aquatic systems. It is also

possible to model interferences from ions such as phosphate, silicate, carbonate, sulfate,

humic and fulvic acids, and other dissolved organic matters (DOM) on sorption

capacity. The MINTEQA model also allows one to obtain natural attenuation of arsenic

species from groundwater, which is critical in formulating synthetic water for filter

testing, identifying possible mineral phases in the filter, and leaching species from

mineral-saturated sorbents [14].

11.3.2 Continuous Proton-Binding Model and pKa-Spectrum

In the natural aquatic environment, minerals, high molecular weight DOM (e.g., humic

and fulvic acids), and bacteria are important substrates for sorption of many chemical

species. There have been numerous studies on metal binding on these surfaces [15]. The

most fundamental acid–base properties of these materials are the dissociation constant

(Ka) for the proton-binding sites and their concentrations. A simple and carefully per-

formed acid–base titration is all that is needed to find these fundamental parameters.

First the data are transformed into excess charge, bi, for the i-th addition of titrant and

then the data are fitted in a pKa spectrum:

bi ¼ ðCb � Ca þ ½Hþ� � ½OH��Þi=Cs

bi ¼
X

ðLj KjÞ=ðKj þ ½Hþ�iÞ for i ¼ 1.n; j ¼ 1.m

where, Cb and Ca are the concentrations of base and acid added, respectively; Cs is the

solid sorbent concentration in g/L, Lj is the concentration of j-th binding site; and Kj is the

corresponding binding constant. The nonlinear data fitting is performed on calculated bi
vs. [Hþ]i assuming reasonable initial values for Lj and Kj within some limits until opti-

mized. A typical titration of HFO and HFO coated with anaerobic bacteria is shown in

Figure 11-4. The pKa spectrum represents the overall noninteracting proton binding of

the surface as the summation of discrete monoprotic binding reaction, each reaction

being defined by a unique pKa and the corresponding site concentration, Lj [16]. Although

this model has significant simplifying assumptions, the most interesting aspect of this

work is that it requires only simple acid–base pH titration instruments.

11.3.3 Octanol–Water Partitioning Model and Bio-Concentration
Factors (BCF)

The chemical abstracts service (CAS) registers over 67.72 million commercially available

chemicals [17]. This is an alarming number and many of these are polluting our envi-

ronment in various ways. For example, the drugs we use for ourselves and animals are

being flushed directly into wastewater, which then becomes a drinking water source
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downstream. Researchers have found antidepressants, antacids, synthetic hormones

from birth control pills, and many other human and animal medicines along with traces

of caffeine, in the drinking water supplies of 24 of 28 US [18]. Many of these organic

compounds, including pharmaceuticals and endocrine-disrupting chemicals, have

already accumulated in the aquatic environment and have been propagated into our food

chain (fish, mussels, etc.) through bioaccumulation in the fatty tissues. Some of these are

persistent organic pollutants (POP) with good and bad features. The beneficial aspect is

that some POPs are less mobile and may not find their way readily into the groundwater.

The negative aspect is that their in situ remediation through biodegradation becomes

difficult.

One quantitative measure of POP bioaccumulation, lipophilic storage capacity, bio-

magnification, and sorption tendency is related to the octanol–water partition coefficient

(KOW ¼ [Solute]Octanol/[Solute]Water). The KOW is a direct measure of the relative solubility

of organic pollutants in fat tissue with respect to that in water. In a simple shake-in-a-

flask experiment containing immiscible layers of octanol and water, the equilibrium

concentrations of both species can be measured [19]. Recent re-examination of more

advanced solvatochromic parameters [20] to estimate solubility, shows that KOW is a far

superior predictor of lipophilic solubility [21]. For a large number of pesticides, the

relation between KOC (OC—organic carbon based equilibrium) and the BCF was found

to be [22]:

logKOC ¼ 1:886þ 0:681 logðBCFÞ ðr2 ¼ 0:83Þ
The toxic effect of these chemicals can be reduced by making them biodegradable by

incorporating functional groups (degradaphores) in their structure-sensitive microbial

oxidation processes. One classical example is the DDT-type analog, where two –Cl is

FIGURE 11-4 Left: Acid–base titration of hydrous ferric oxide. Right: pKa spectra of HFO coated with Shewanella
putrefaciens strain CN32 anaerobic bacteria (o), 50/50 mix of HFO:CN32 (.). The heavy solid line is a theoretical
spectrum assuming the latter. The pKa spectra show five proton-binding sites and their relative concentrations
(in ordinate). Typical pKj range 1–10, and corresponding Lj 0.1–0.6 mmol/mg solid with 4 primary sites, i ¼ 4 [16]
(by permission).
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replaced with two –CH3, resulting in a 600-fold decrease in the biomagnification factor

(¼ppm in fish/ppm in water). KOW is further related to biological responses through the

Hansch quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR):

logBR ¼ �aðlogKOWÞ2 þ b logKOW þ sþ cEs þ d

where BR is a measure of biological response, s is the Hammet constant [23] of sub-

stitutients, Es is summation of the Taft steric parameters, and a, b, c, d are multiple linear

regression coefficients.

The transport retardation of most organic compounds in aquifers is also related to

KOW. Generally, if the fraction of organic carbon (DOM) in water is known, the distri-

bution coefficient in the sediment can be evaluated. In many countries, where malaria is

prevalent and insecticide/pesticide use is extensive, it is necessary to learn how these

chemicals accumulate in sediment–water interfaces and are transported into the biota.

This exercise may well be too late for some of the aquatic species (fish) from our streams

and rivers that have become extinct because of the toxicity of these chemicals. However,

it is absolutely essential to understand this process for the preservation of existing

biodiversity.

11.4 Development of Mitigation Technologies
The purification of raw water into potable water is based exclusively on a few physico-

chemical processes. Over the years, the basic process has not changed very much, except

for the engineering scale-up to meet increasing demand. However, significant develop-

ments have taken place in new sorbent design, high efficiency reverse-osmosis (RO)

membranes, and nanofiltration (using nanomaterials). The appearance of arsenic and

other trace metals in our potable water has also prompted the development of iron-based

sorbents and filters for countries like Bangladesh, India, and Nepal. The development of

mitigation measures is further challenged by the reduction of the maximum contami-

nation limit (MCL) for many toxic species. This section describes some critical aspects of

water purification using chemicals and the science of water filter development.

11.4.1 Chemical Purification of Water: Chlorine and Derivatives

Chlorine or hypochlorite is the classic surface water purification agent for removing

bacteria and viruses. It was chlorine that drastically reduced the outbreak of waterborne

diseases in the early 1900s. In 1997, Life magazine declared that “the filtration of drinking

water plus the use of chlorine is probably the most significant public health advancement

of the millennium.” However, chlorine and reaction products find their way into aquatic

ecosystems and affect organisms that are integral to food chains. Once present, they

interact with organic carbon and lead to the formation of carcinogenic chlorinated

hydrocarbons, which bioaccumulate within the food chain. An alternative to chlorine is

the monochloramine, NH2Cl, which oxidizes sulfhydryls and disulfides in the same

manner as HClO [3], but only possesses 0.4% of the biocidal effect of HClO [4]. A switch
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from free chlorine to chloramine disinfectant, triggered problems with excessive Pb2þ in

drinking-water service lines with lead solder or brass plumbing materials in Washington,

DC. Laboratory tests proved that chlorine reacts with soluble Pb2þ to rapidly precipitate

a red-brown colored lead solid that was insoluble even at pH 1.9 for 12 weeks. This solid

did not form in the presence of chloramine [24]. Chloramine breakdown products with no

disinfectant capacity can corrode plumbing as water stagnates and bacteria multiply.

This example clearly demonstrates the need for deeper chemical understanding of

disinfectant behavior under field conditions. A review article envisaged the involvement

of some new aspects of molecular biology in the purification of water [25].

Industrial wastewater treatments also have several problems. Chlorine and bromine

introduced into industrial water systems to address microbial contamination, react with

the corrosion inhibitor TTA (tolyltriazole) to produce a chlorinated by-product that does

not protect copper alloy piping. At least 200 million lb of acrylamide-based polymers are

used annually in a variety of industrial and wastewater facilities. In order to make these

polymers water soluble, an emulsion of water, oil, and surfactants in roughly equal

amounts is used. Over 100 billion gallons of industrial wastewater have been treated with

STABREX antimicrobial (N-bromoaminoethanesulfonic acids) since 1997, replacing 20

million lb of chlorine. Such “green chemistry” solutions are yet-to-be validated for

environmental impact. In developed countries, in addition to activated carbon, advanced

oxidation processes using combinations of ozone, ultraviolet (UV) light, and hydrogen

peroxide to create the highly reactive hydroxyl radical (OH•), are becoming popular.

However, ozone is found to form toxic perchlorate (MCL 6 mg/L) [26] and perbromate

anions.

11.4.2 Membrane Filtration Systems

Membrane technologies for removing particulate matter by micro- and ultrafiltration,

and dissolved substances by nanofiltration and reverse osmosis (RO) are increasingly

being used for wastewater reclamation in modern, urban water systems. Immersed

micro- and ultrafiltration membranes provide excellent pretreatment for RO, which can

remove a wide range of dissolved constituents. Figure 11-5 shows a membrane filtration

cartridge, which is the workhorse for modern membrane filtration systems. For the

reclamation of potable water, membrane technology must be followed by UV-oxidation

treatment for disinfection [27]. Here, nanotechnology concepts are being investigated for

higher-performing membranes with fewer fouling characteristics, improved hydraulic

conductivity, and more selective rejection/transport characteristics. Membrane clogging

and fouling are the primary causes for failure of these technologies.

11.4.3 Development of Sorbent Based Water Filters

The development of household water filters has huge potential both scientifically and

commercially. One can see the potential in the usage of commercial water filters and

fancy plastic containers or water jugs with charcoal or stones, sold in the market by the
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million. It is questionable whether some of these products are filtering any toxic species

to make potable water. There are no regulations to control the quality of these products,

although they are supposed to purify drinking water. The demand for such filters is on the

rise because of the scarcity of potable water even in cities with piped water supplies. At

one extreme, people do not trust city water supplies even in the United States. At another

extreme, at least 50 million people in Bangladesh are drinking groundwater containing

toxic levels of arsenic and other minerals. There is a market for at least 10 million

household filters valued at $300 million in Bangladesh alone. The worldwide demand and

commercial potential can only be addressed through science and technology dedicated

to the development of the small and affordable filter.

Real water filters must contain active material for the separation and removal of toxic

species from the influent water. Therefore, material development is crucial. Once a new

sorbent material is developed, there are three scientific aspects to be understood: (1) the

sorption equilibrium thermodynamics (SET), (2) sorption kinetics (SK), and (3) flow and

mass transport dynamics (FMTD). The SET determines the overall capacity of the sorbent

and the sorbent mass needed to manufacture filters with a specific capacity. The sorbent

SK determines the timescale of sorption andmust not be a rate-limiting factor. A fast SK is

essential for practical filters. The FMTD is determined by the physical design and

determines the final commercial design. Modern computational tools such as finite

element methods (FEM) for the solution of mass-transport equations coupled with SET

and SK are now essential for design optimization.

FIGURE 11-5 General Electric reverse-osmosis membrane filtration cartridge. http://www.gewater.com/products/
consumables/index.jsp
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Real water filters require active sorbents to sorb unwanted chemical and biological

species. There are only very few materials developed for water filtration. These are acti-

vated charcoal, ion-exchange resins, activated alumina, ceria, zirconia, and hydrous ferric

oxide matrix (iron oxyhydroxide or CIM). There are many physical and chemical varia-

tions of these materials with affinity for specific species and capacity. Numerous studies

have been made of these materials but activated carbon remains the most popular and

inexpensive material, limited to the removal of organics. Filters may often contain

inactive or passive materials, such as sand, stones, brick chips, or filter cloths to impart

mechanical stability and separate suspended particulates. Here we describe only the

CIM-based water filter as an example, with special reference to its application in the

removal of arsenic from the groundwater of Bangladesh.

11.4.3.1 Development of Iron Oxides and Iron Oxide–Amended Materials
for Water Filters

Iron and its various compounds in nature (oxides and oxyhydroxides) are known as

nature’s “cleansing agent.” There have been renewed efforts to understand and use iron-

basedmaterials because they are environmentally benign. Zero-valent iron has been used

in the past to mitigate chlorinated hydrocarbons, arsenic, and other toxic species in the

environment [28]. Significant research has been done on the development of sorbents

and other materials for removing arsenic and other toxic species from water [29]. These

materials include: oxides of granular metals, amorphous iron hydroxide, HFO, granular

ferric hydroxide, ferrihydrite, redmud, iron oxide-coated polymeric materials, iron oxide-

coated sand, Fe(III)–Si binary oxide, iron oxide-impregnated activated alumina, blast-

furnace slug, iron-cerium bimetal oxide, iron-coated sponge, nanoscale zero-valent iron,

sulfate-modified iron oxide-coated sand, hydrous ferric oxide incorporated into naturally

occurring porous diatomite, crystalline hydrous ferric oxide, crystalline hydrous titanium

oxide, granular hydrous zirconium oxide, and iron(III)–tin(IV) binary mixed oxide. Except

for the classic method based on the coprecipitation–coagulation of toxic impurities by

flocculent iron hydroxide precipitate, most of these studies were confined to the deter-

mination of removal capacity and kinetics. None of these materials was extensively tested

in the field or passed through rigorous environmental technology verification.

The list of materials above shows that iron is the key component. However, iron-based

technologies are subject to many problems: uncontrolled leaching and rusting, which can

clog the filter media and filter outlets and render the filter useless; low capacity to remove

As(III) species; and the complexity of regenerating and reusing the material in practical

filtration systems.

In the process of our research, we invented a technique for processing easily available

surplus iron into composite iron granules (CIGs) and then into a CIM [30]. It was found that

readily available iron turnings (cast iron, low- and high-carbon steel) can be processed into

CIG by a controlled rusting process to producemixed oxides of iron and other metals, (e.g.,

manganese) and then into a CIM. CIM is different from granular metal oxides in that the
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active substrate is made from CIG into a solid, porous matrix through in situ processing

inside the filter. Figure 11-6 shows a typical round-shaped CIM formed in situ in a SONO

filterand the samedispersedandembedded in fabrics.CIGcanbeused tomakeaCIMofany

shape, includinga thindisccontaining1.0 gofCIG inside a tube tobuild experimental filters.

The purpose of such a small filter is to study the breakthrough in the laboratory timescale,

(discussed later). The active material in the filter removes inorganic arsenic species quan-

titativelybygeneratingnewcomplexationsiteson theCIMthrough ironoxidationandSCRs.

Chemical species diffusion through iron-corrosion products determines the rates and the

removal kinetics ranged between zero and pseudo-second order in influent As(V) concen-

tration. It was argued that excess Fe2þ, Fe3þ, and Ca2þ in groundwater could increase

positive charge density of the inner Helmholtz plane of the electrical double-layer and

enhance binding of anionic species, such as arsenate.

Surface complexation of metal species is the primary mode of metal ion removal with

charged solid oxide sorbents. The primary active material in iron-based filters is made

from hydrolysis of iron salts or from partial rusting of FeO or Fe-amended materials,

sometimes through proprietary processes. These sorbents can remove inorganic arsenic

species quantitatively through possible reactions shown in Table 11-2. It is known

that arsenate and arsenite form bidentate, binuclear surface complexes with ]FeOH (or

]FeOOH or hydrous ferric oxide), and HFO as the predominant species, tightly immo-

bilized on the iron surface. The primary surface reactions are: ]FeOH (s) þ H2AsO4
� /

]FeHAsO4
� (s) þ H2O (K ¼ 1024) and ]FeOH (s) þ HAsO4

2� / ]FeAsO4
2� (s) þ 2H2O

(K ¼ 1029). These intrinsic equilibrium constants indicate very strong complexation

and immobilzation of inorganic arsenic species.

Table 11-2 illustrates the possible reaction zones in a SONO filter. The two-stage

filtration system also enhances the amount of arsenic removed through flocculation and

precipitation of naturally-occurring iron in groundwater. It shows that groundwater

containing Fe(II) plays a role where inorganic As(III) species are oxidized to As(V) species

by the active O2
�., which is produced by the oxidation of soluble Fe(II) with dissolved O2.

The presence of manganese in most raw-iron turnings can catalyze oxidation of As(III) to

As(V). Therefore, the process does not require chemical pretreatment of water with

FIGURE 11-6 Left: Picture of the composite iron matrix (CIM) recovered from a used SONO filter. Right: Fine CIM
particles dispersed and embedded in fabrics as filter media. The fabrics are attracted to magnet as shown.
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oxidizing agents such as hypochlorite or potassium permanganate. More than 290,000

SONO filters based on CIM are functioning in Bangladesh, Nepal, India, and Pakistan.

Experimental filters installed in the field at different times have functioned for eight years

in Bangladesh without a break through, even with high-soluble iron (21 mg/L in one

case), high phosphate content (50mg/L), and varied water chemistries. Figure 11-7 shows

some results from the use of SONO filters in removing arsenic and manganese from

groundwater in Bangladesh.

11.4.3.2 Nanoiron

There has been significant interest in nanoiron particles (<100 nm in dia.) because they

are easy and inexpensive to prepare even in large quantities. Although Fe-nanoparticles

in aqueous suspension are inherently unstable, the higher surface-to-volume ratio allows

Table 11-2 Chemical and Surface-Complexation Reactions in an Iron-Based Filter

All Surface Species are Indicated by ]FeOH
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for more efficient sorption. Experiments by a Rice University team showed that 20-nm

magnetite nanoparticles could treat 20 L of water a day for a year, yielding 3.65 kg of

magnetite bound with arsenic—the waste that would have to be removed or recycled.

Only 1.8 kg of waste would be produced with 12 nmmagnetite particles, themost efficient

size for removal. About 200–500 mg of the magnetite nanoparticles would be necessary to

treat a liter of water [31]. A 6-year test of such a technology in Bangladesh did not,

however, result in a practical product.

11.4.3.3 Modeling Sorption Breakthrough of Water Filters: Finite Element Analysis

In our previous work we discussed the use of an equation to calculate the solute break-

through from a fixed-bed column experimental data, which can be used to determine the

scale-up size for a known breakthrough volume [14]. This approach considers surface

diffusion to the inside of the adsorbent pore as the rate-controlling step. If the volumetric

flow is low and an instantaneous equilibrium is assumed, a good approximation for the

breakthrough curve can be obtained [32]. This approach is only approximate for the

one-dimensional column, does not consider the porosity of the sorbent materials, or

any dynamic reaction terms. In order to understand and visualize the concentration

gradient profile of solute in solution and in the solid phase during filtration, one should

use the reactive transport model solved through FEM in real filter geometry as described

here.

The dynamic sorption of soluble arsenic species as solute in a model column was

studied experimentally and theoretically. The theoretical modeling was accomplished

by solving coupled differential equations containing diffusion, sorption, advection or

dispersion by COMSOL [33], which is the most comprehensive model for solving such

problems. The general equation for solute transport in a saturated porous media is

shown Figure 11-8. The first term is the rate of change in dissolved solute concentration,

FIGURE 11-7 Left: Groundwater arsenic removal capacity by 31 SONO filters used in five regions of Bangladesh, each
filtering 10,000 L water. The maximum influent As (total) is shown as red bars (1050 mg/L As (total). The filtered water
(blue bar) had an average of 7.3 mg/L As (total) (Max 32 mg/L). Right: Manganese (a neurotoxin) is also removed by
SONO filters. All 31 filters passed WHO limit 400 mg/L Mn. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this book.)
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ci, in the aqueous media over time. The second term explains the rate of change of

sorbed species, cPi, attached to the sorbent. The sorption is dictated by typical sorption

isotherms like the Langmuir Freundlich isotherms. The third term inside [ ] contains

mechanical dispersion because of local concentration gradient coupled with molecular

diffusion and advective flux coupled with linear velocity. The terms on the right-hand

side involve chemical reactions and solute source terms, which could also change the

solute concentration. They could be source or sink terms inside the column. These

terms are generally absent when the reactive transport of the solute is expressed by

a suitable isotherm, except where the sorption is coupled with post-chemical trans-

formation of solute, where the RPi term is invoked. We consider all reaction terms to be

zero. Other required parameters in COMSOL are explained in Table 11-3 with some

experimental values.

The utility of COMSOL is illustrated here with an experimental arsenic filter column

(9 cm in length and 1.5 cm inside diameter), in which a 0.4 cm thick 1.0 g CIM plug was

Change in Change in Mechanical Active flux Reaction terms =0
dissolved As adsorbed As- dispersion &       Linear velocity
in porous CIM Freundlich isotherm diffusion -dispersivity 

    

FIGURE 11-8 A general equation for solute transport in a porous medium for finite element analysis of water
filters [33].

Table 11-3 Parameters Defined for COMSOL Solution and Visualization

Parameter Value Description

D 6.0 � 10�6 Diffusion coefficient of solute (cm2/s)
q-sand 0.35 Porosity of sand
q-cim 0.37 Porosity of sorbent, CIM
K 0.05965 Freundlich isotherm, K (cm3/g) CIM
N 0.3822 Freundlich constant
Cin 3.0 � 10�7 Inlet solute concentration (g/mL or 300 mg/L)
Dts 1/5000 Time scaling (5000 s run time)
u-expt 0.05 Experimental linear velocity ¼ length of column/time for travel (cm/s)
ul 0.14 Longitudinal velocity corrected for porosity, (cm/s)
ut 0.023 Transverse velocity corrected for porosity (calculated), (cm/s)
r-sand 1.328 Density of sand (g/mL)
r-cim 1.849 Density of CIM (g/mL)
aL 5.6 Longitudinal dispersivity (cm)
aD 1.0 Transverse dispersivity (calculated) cm ¼ aL/6

Parameters Were Experimentally Obtained Unless Mentioned as Calculated.
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prepared in the middle between two sand columns as shown in Figure 11-9. The bottom

of the column is taken as 0 cm. Aqueous solution containing 300 mg/L As(III) was pumped

at a constant rate from the top and the effluent was collected at the bottom outlet.

The dynamics of sorption are solved by the model described, using the parameters in

Table 11-3. The appropriate boundary conditions are: constant inlet concentration (i.e.,

300 mg/L As(III)); advective flux at outlet; continuity at interface between sand and

sorbent pair boundaries. All other boundaries have zero fluxes. The longitudinal dis-

persivity was measured by monitoring the elution profile of a non-interacting solute

(such as sodium nitrate) in a sand column of exact dimension. The transverse dispersion

was scaled by diameter/length of the column. Here, we show that COMSOL finite element

analysis allows the best possible prediction and visualization of solute profile in solution

and in sorbent phases. The utility of such an exercise is to predict the solute breakthrough

as a function of time and flow rates as shown in Figure 11-9. Figure 11-10 shows the solute

flow patterns inside the column. It clearly demonstrates that the solute gradient drops at

the sorbent interface almost linearly and then increases with a zero gradient as effluent.

The effluent solute concentration increases from 5- to 60 mg/L as a function of time. The

plot shows that solute concentration increases immediately after the sorbent phase and

the effect of sand is negligible. Figure 11-11 shows a reasonable agreement between

experimental and COMSOL calculated values. We observe that column breakthrough

AH/2012

CIM 
sorbent

Sand

Sand

Profile inside CIM

Flow 1.5 mL/min

Flow 1.0 ml/min

4500 s

500 s

FIGURE 11-9 Figure shows column geometry, longitudinal and cross-sectional concentration profile of arsenic at
different times, and 2 flow rates. The right-hand plot shows the middle longitudinal sorbed solute concentration
gradient in the sorbent phase at 500–4500 s in 500 s increments at 1 mL/min (top-right) and at 1.5 mL/min (bottom
right) flow rates. The colored cross-sections show the sorbed concentration profile with red as the highest and blue as
the lowest. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version
of this book.)
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(50 mg/L As(III) MCL breakthrough) can be sensitive to flow rates. Figure 11-9 shows the

concentration gradient of sorbed solute at two different flow rates. At low flow rate (top-

right graph) the sorbed solute concentration is the highest at the top of the sorbent and

steadily decreases to zero near the bottom interface, without a solute breakthrough even

at 4500 s. The situation changed at 1.5 mL/min when sorbent breakthrough occurred at

AH/2012

Time: 500s (bottom) to 4500 s (top) at 500s increment

Surface and contour plot for solute concentration at 4500 s 

Outlet Inlet

4500 s

500 s

FIGURE 11-10 Left: Concentration profile and contour plot of solute in the aqueous media in the column at 4500 s.
Right: Plot shows the middle longitudinal concentration gradient from inlet to the outlet at 500–4500 s in 500 s
increments.
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FIGURE 11-11 COMSOL prediction (square) and experimental values (diamond) of effluent As(III) breakthrough.
Experimental conditions are shown in Table 11-3. Effluent As(III) concentrations were measured by a continuous flow
hydride generation atomic fluorescence spectrometry. Influent 300 mg/L As(III) at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this book.)
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the 3500 s. The sorbed solute profile shows uneven distribution of solute. The colored

profile also shows the highest and the lowest concentration of arsenic in the column. In

order to validate this calculation the cell Peclet number (Pe) must be less than unity,

which assures hydrodynamic rather than numeric dispersion [34]. In our case the cell Pe

was 0.06–0.1. In the absence of experimental data, one could still use reasonable values

satisfying the cell Pe limits and obtain filter design insights. Clearly, these tools are

extremely useful in concentration profile visualization beyond one dimension and in

optimizing practical filter design.

11.5 The Role of Analytical Chemistry
Accurate and precise measurements are the hallmarks of water-quality evaluation and

validation because “Poor water quality intensifies water scarcity.” The best example is the

discovery of arsenic in water in 1997, by Professor Dipankar Chakraborti, an analytical

chemist, who continues to expose the arsenic crisis in the Indian subcontinent through

reliable measurement of arsenic in the environment. It should be emphasized that

all developments and decisions are based on laboratory and field measurements of

water-quality parameters. Khan proposed the following first order (in bold) and second

order parameters to assess short- and long-term trends in water quality from different

sources [35].

• Salinity: ClL, SEC (specific electrical conductance), TDS (total dissolved solids), SO4
2L,

Br�, SO4
2L Mg/Ca, d18O, d2H, F�

• Acidity and redox status: pH, HCO3
L, Eh, dissolved oxygen, Fe(II)/Fe(III), Mn(II)/

Mn(III), As(III)/As(V)

• Radioactivity: 3H, 36Cl, 222Rn

• Agricultural pollution: NO3
L, SO4

2L, DOC (dissolved organic carbon), K/Na, P,

pesticides, and herbicides

• Mining pollution: SO4
2L, pH, Fe, As, F�, Sr, and other metals,

• Urban pollution: Pb, ClL, HCO3
L, DOC, B, hydrocarbons, organic solvents

Reliable and sustainable laboratory measurement takes time and resources— often

ignored by long-term planners. The quality control of analytical measurements involves

instrument tuning, calibration, calibration verification, precision and recovery tests,

matrix spike and surrogate recovery, labeled compound recovery, and blank results. Two

categories of measurement, which are the workhorses in a modern analytical laboratory,

are atomic spectroscopy (absorption, emission and fluorescence) for trace element

analysis and separation techniques (gas or liquid chromatography, GC or LC) interfaced

to a mass spectrometer (MS) for trace organics. Instrument-interface development is also

necessary for specialized applications. One such instrument interface, developed using

the hydride generation atomic fluorescence spectrometer (HGAFS), is shown in

Figure 11-12. In order to study the separation efficiency of a small amount of sorbent

material in a column, we have developed a flow manifold interfaced to an HGAFS for
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arsenic measurement [36]. The day-1 data are used for COMSOL validation as described

earlier. The graph in the middle shows that As(III) sorbent capacity increased in the next

day’s run (sharp drop) and 400 arsenic measurements were done automatically in the

mg/L concentration level. The graph on the right shows that the sorption is a diffusion-

controlled process ([As(III)] vs. t1/2 is linear) and the sorption capacity recovered to an

equilibrium value after the sorbent was allowed to age— a finding consistent with field

observations. Another example of an automated pH and conductivity/TDS measurement

for continuous in-line water-filter testing is shown in Figure 11-13. These measurements

are now routinely performed in many laboratories in developing countries.

11.6 Conclusions and Future Outlook
Naturally clean water is now becoming a thing of the past, primarily because of human

activities. Cleaning water for human consumption is a difficult task because of the huge

Column # 2

Influent As 300 ug/L,  flow 1.5 ml/min, CIM 1.00 g,

Column height 9.00 cm, column ID 1.5 cm. 
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FIGURE 11-12 Left: Hydride generation atomic fluorescence spectrometer (HGAFS) with the sorbent column and
continuous flowmanifold. The iron-based CIM sorbent (1.0 g) is sandwiched between two sand layers and is the As(III)
removal column. Influent As(III) 300 ug/L was at 1.5 mL/min. Middle: Continuousmeasurement of effluent As(III) over 4
days with about 12 h aging of the sorbent between days. The sharp line shows recovery of As(III) sorption capacity
after each aging. Right: Plot of effluent [As(III)] vs. t1/2 showing that sorption is a diffusion-controlled process.

FIGURE 11-13 A setup for testing inline CIM-based filters in Bangladesh. The setup is used to monitor priming of CIM
filters by recording pH, Eh, TDS, and intermittent collection of water for analysis of As(III), Fe (total), and other species
as needed. The PC control of instruments allows large data gathering and continuous monitoring even in remote
places where laptops are available.
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scale of the work. Bangladesh is a case in point where high population density has

magnified the water crisis. In fact, all developing and yet-to-be developing nations are

going through this crisis. This chapter describes some basic physicochemical principles

in understanding and obtaining clean potable water. At the least, in this information age,

we should know the relevant facts, understand them scientifically, and act on them. For

example, in early 1970, when Bangladesh decided to sink millions of tube wells to avoid

waterborne diseases, there was no record of inputs from local scientists and there was

a disregard for existing scientific information provided by international development

partners, in going ahead with such a massive project. At that time and later, microbiol-

ogists stated that “It has been generally believed in Bangladesh that groundwater is

relatively free of microorganisms and, therefore, fit for human consumption without

treatment. However, the results of this study show clearly that all samples of tube-well

water in rural Bangladesh that were examined contained high counts of bacteria and

zooplankton, as well as fungi” (1976, 2001) [37]. The outcome could have been different

for millions of arsenic-poisoned patients if the significance of this information was

known to the country and acted on. In addition to the application of basic sciences as

guiding principles, we should also emphasize the power of information. Many countries

are at the crossroads of industrial development. Figure 11-14 shows a part of present-day

Bangladesh, where significant industrialization is raging on the bank of one of the largest

rivers. Does the color of the water demonstrate something to worry about? This is easy to

see from any place in the world with access to the internet. Clearly, industrial effluents are

contaminating rivers and making them unfit for any use and an environmental catas-

trophe is waiting to happen.
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12.1 Introduction
The presence of arsenic (As) in soil and water is widespread. The United States Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency (USEPA) estimates that approximately 2% of the US pop-

ulation receives drinking water containing >10 mg/L of As [1], and the Natural Resources

Defense Council estimates that approximately 56 million people in the United States

drink water containing As at unsafe levels.

Arsenic has been associated with various cancerous and noncancerous health effects

[2]. According to a recent report put forward by the National Academy of Science and

Monitoring Water Quality, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-444-59395-5.00012-1 285
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National Research Council [3], even at 3 mg/L of As, the risk of bladder and lung cancer

being caused is between 4 and 7 deaths per 10,000 people. At 10 mg/L, the risk increases to

between 12 and 23 deaths per 10,000 people [3].

Triggered by the risk concern, the USEPA announced its ruling in October 2001 to

lower the maximum contaminant level from the previous 50 mg/L (established in 1942) to

10 mg/L with effect from January 22, 2006 [2]. This ruling has a tremendous impact on

water utilities. Approximately 4100 water utilities serving approximately 13 million

people are affected by the law [4]. The compliance cost has been estimated to be

approximately $600 million per year using current treatment technologies [5].

In soil and groundwater, As predominantly exists in two oxidation states, As(V) and

As(III), with specific forms influenced by pH and redox [6] conditions. It is quite

commonly observed that the both species coexist. Consequently, the simultaneous

removal of As(V) and As(III) is often required in drinking water treatment.

Adsorption has been one of the most used technologies for the removal of trace levels

of As [7]. Numerous studies have shown that various types of iron oxides can effectively

adsorb both As(V) and As(III) [8–12]. Moreover, researchers found that reducing the size

of the adsorbent particles to the nanoscale level can substantially increase As uptake

because of the much gained specific surface area. For instance, a decrease in the particle

size from 300 to 12 nm can increase the sorption capacity for both As(III) and As(V) by

nearly 200-fold [13].

However, the nanoparticles without a stabilizer or surface modifier tend to agglom-

erate rapidly into micron-scale or larger aggregates, thereby greatly diminishing the

specific surface area and As sorption capacity.

To prevent particle agglomeration, various particle stabilizing techniques have been

developed in recent years [13–15]. Of many stabilizers reported, polysaccharides such

as starch and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, molecular weight ¼ 90,000) have been

found to be not only effective in facilitating size control of various metal and metal

oxides nanoparticles but to be also cost effective and environmentally benign. The

proper use of stabilizers can maintain the high specific surface area and high reactivity

of the nanoparticles. Further, stabilizers can facilitate manipulation of the morphology

of the nanoparticles suitable for desired environmental cleanup applications. For

example, An et al. [16] reported that the application of low concentrations of a water-

soluble starch resulted in a new class of bridged magnetite nanoparticles that maintain

the specific surface area of the nanoparticles and can settle out of the water under the

influence of gravity. These are thus highly suitable for As removal from water. Alter-

natively, Liang et al. [17] reported that fully stabilized magnetite nanoparticles can be

obtained at elevated stabilizer (starch or CMC) concentrations. The stabilized nano-

particles offer the unprecedented advantage that the particles can be delivered into the

contaminated subsurface, thereby enabling in situ immobilization of As contaminated

aquifers.

This chapter summarizes some of the latest developments in preparing stabilized or

surface modified magnetite nanoparticles and illustrates the potential uses for As

removal from water or from soils in which As is immobilized. The effects of stabilizers
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on the surface physical and chemical characteristics of the nanoparticles are also

discussed.

12.2 Preparation and Characterization of
Polysaccharide Stabilized Magnetite and Fe–Mn
Nanoparticles

12.2.1 Synthesis of Polysaccharide-Bridged or Stabilized Magnetite
Nanoparticles

For water treatment, two features of nanoparticles are desired: (1) the particles should

offer a high sorption capacity; (2) the spent particles should be amenable to easy sepa-

ration from water and must not cause any harmful effects on the treated water. To this

end, the desired form of magnetite would be a water-based suspension, in which

magnetite nanoparticles are present as interbridged flocs as described by An et al. [16].

The bridged nanoparticles offer the advantages of high As sorption capacity and easy

separation after the desired use. Alternatively, fully stabilized magnetite nanoparticles

may also be used for water treatment. However, an external magnetic field will need to be

used to separate the spent nanoparticles [18]. For in situ As immobilization, the

prerequisite is that the nanoparticles must be deliverable in the soil. Therefore, fully

stabilized nanoparticles are required.

Two main schemes exist for preparing magnetite nanoparticles, and they involve

(a) decomposition of organic iron precursors at high temperatures and (b) aqueous-

phase coprecipitation of ferrous–ferric ions at elevated pH. In the organic decomposition

scheme, for instance, Yean et al. demonstrated that at 320 �C, the reaction of FeO(OH) in

oleic acid and 1-octadecene resulted in the formation of magnetite nanoparticles with an

average size of 11.72 nm [13]. The main drawback of this approach is the use of organic

solvents and the high energy input. In contrast, the aqueous coprecipitation scheme is

rather straightforward. It is conducted at room temperature and requires only pH

adjustment in the aqueous phase, without the involvement of any organic solvents. Yet,

without a stabilizer, this method fails to control the particle size and aggregation of the

resulting nanoparticles [19].

An et al. [16] and Liang et al. [17] developed the following modified scheme for

preparing polysaccharide-bridged or fully stabilized magnetite nanoparticles:

System under N2 purging/mixing

System under N2 purging/mixing

Step 3: Grow for 24 h and then adjust pH back to neutral.

Step 2: Add 2.0 wt% NaOH until pH = 11.

Step 1: Prepare a starch or CMC (0.02~0.1 wt.%) and 0.1 g/L as Fe solution 
(Fe3+:Fe2+=2:1).
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As rapid precipitation of Fe(OH)2 occurs after the addition of sodium hydroxide

solution to the mixture of Fe3þ–Fe2þ, the magnetite formation begins with the oxidation

of [Fe(OH)]þ (the dissolved form of Fe(OH)2 (solid) in water). Subsequently, the oxidation

gives the intermediate product [Fe2(OH)3]
þ3

(aq), which can combine with another

[Fe(OH)]þ to form [Fe3O(OH)4]
2þ

(aq) that has the same Fe2þ/Fe3þ ratio as magnetite has.

Equations (12.1)–(12.3) depict the key chemical reactions involved [20]:

FeðOHÞ2ðsolidÞ4½FeðOHÞ�þðaqÞ þOH� (12.1)

2½FeðOHÞ�þðaqÞ þ
1

2
O2 þH2O/½Fe2ðOHÞ3�þ3

ðaqÞ þOH� (12.2)

½Fe2ðOHÞ3�þ3
ðaqÞ þ ½FeðOHÞ�þðaqÞ þ 2OH�/½Fe3OðOHÞ4�2þðaqÞ þH2O (12.3)

At highly oxidizing environments or low pHs, [Fe3O(OH)4]
2þ

(aq) will further oxidize to

goethite or ferric hydroxides. However, at low amounts of dissolved oxygen and high pH,

[Fe3O(OH)4]
2þ

(aq) will nucleate and/or crystallize to form magnetite particles:

Fe3OðOHÞ42þðaqÞ þ 2OH�/Fe3O4ðsolidÞ þ 3H2O (12.4)

In the absence of a stabilizer, the magnetite particles will agglomerate into micron-

scale or larger aggregates that will settle out of the aqueous phase under the influence of

gravity. However, in the presence of an effective stabilizer such as starch or CMC, the

growth rate and extent, and thus, the size, of the nanoparticles can be controlled

[14,21,22]. Researchers at the Auburn University [16,17,22] also demonstrated that the

particle size and surface chemistry can be manipulated by means of starch and/or CMC

stabilizers at various concentrations and of various molecular weights and degrees of

substitution.

Figure 12-1 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of bridged and

stabilized magnetite nanoparticles. Figure 12-1a shows that the bridged particles are

interconnected, yet they remain identifiable individual nanoparticles, that is, the particles

did not aggregate into larger solid particles because of the coating of starch on the

nanoparticles. Figure 12-2 illustrates how stabilizers affect the stability and morphology

of the resulting nanoparticles, and demonstrates that starch can serve as a bridging or

flocculating agent at lower concentrations and can also act as a stabilizer at elevated

concentrations.

12.2.2 Effects of Starch and CMC on Stability and Surface Properties
of Magnetite Nanoparticles

Polysaccharides (starch and cellulose) are the most abundant biopolymers and represent

the greatest components of biomass on the planet. The starch and CMC stabilizers used

in the preparation of the magnetite nanoparticles are slightly modified polysaccharides,

of which starch is a linear, neutral, and gelling polymer, whereas CMC is a linear, anionic,

and nongelling polymer with a pKa value of 4.3 [16]. Because of the difference in the
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functionality of the two polysaccharides, their stabilizing effectiveness and the surface

properties of the resultant nanoparticles are expected to differ.

CMC is a polysaccharide that is modified from cellulose by replacing the native

CH2OH group in the glucose unit with a negatively charged carboxymethyl group. The

FIGURE 12-1 (a) TEM images of starch-bridged magnetite nanoparticles (26.6 � 4.8 nm, mean � standard deviation)
prepared at a concentration of 0.057 g/L of Fe in the presence of 0.049 wt% starch and (b) TEM images of starch-
stabilized magnetite nanoparticles (75 � 17 nm) prepared at a concentration of 0.1 g/L of Fe with 0.1 wt% starch
[15,16].

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 12-2 A conceptualized illustration of the stabilizer effect on particle interactions in aqueous solution: (a)
Particles aggregate without a stabilizer; (b) particles are bridged and form loosely packed flocculates in the presence
of appropriate concentrations of a polymer stabilizer; and (c) particles remain stable when the surface-attached
stabilizer concentration is high enough [15]. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online
version of this book.)
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addition of carboxymethyl groups greatly enhances the water solubility and interaction

withmetals such as Fe onmagnetite surfaces. In contrast, starch is a neutral polymer, and

the solubility and interaction with the nanoparticles are expected to be weaker than that

for CMC. Liang et al. [17] showed that CMC is a much more powerful stabilizer than

starch is. He and Zhao [21,22] indicated that CMC stabilizes nanoparticles through

electrosteric repulsions, whereas starch works only through steric hindrance arising from

the osmotic force when the individual starch molecular domains overlap as the starch-

coated nanoparticles collide. Liang et al. [17] showed that the minimum starch

concentration needed to fully stabilize 0.1 g/L as Fe of magnetite nanoparticles is

0.04 wt% of starch because complete particle stabilization was realized at a starch

concentration of 0.04 wt%, compared to only 0.005 wt% when CMC is used.

Figure 12-3 compares the zeta (z) potential of bare and starch or CMC-stabilized

magnetite nanoparticles. The z potential is an important parameter that governs the

interparticle electrostatic interactions and stability of nanoparticles in water. It can also

strongly affect the adsorption characteristics of ionic species such as arsenate. Generally,

a high z potential (the absolute value of z is >60 mV) indicates strong electrostatic

stabilization [23]. Figure 12-3 shows that due to the starch coating, a nearly neutral

surface was evident over a pH range of 2–9 for starch-stabilized particles. In contrast,

CMC-stabilized nanoparticles displayed a much more negative surface with a z value

ranging from �120 to �150 mV at pH above the pKa value of CMC. The pH of the point of

zero charge (PZC) is estimated to be <pH 2 for CMC-stabilized particles. For bare

magnetite particles, the z potential shifted from þ15 mV at pH 3 to �31 mV at pH 11,
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FIGURE 12-3 The z potential for bare and 0.1 wt% starch- or CMC-stabilized magnetite nanoparticles at various pH
levels of the solution. All particle suspensions were prepared at a concentration of 0.1 g/L (as Fe) [16]. (For color version
of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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resulting in a pHpzc value of 6.1. The PZC value for the stabilized nanoparticles differed

significantly from that for bare magnetite particles, for example, 7.9–8.0 obtained by Illés

and Tombácz [24] or 6.3–6.8 reported by Yean et al. [13] and Marmier et al. [25]. Based on

Figure 12-3, it is expected that the nearly neutral starch-stabilized nanoparticles would

offer a more favorable surface condition for arsenate uptake than the highly negatively

charged CMC-stabilized counterparts.

12.2.3 Effects of Stabilizer on As Uptake

The simple surface modification can substantially enhance arsenate adsorption capacity.

Figure 12-4 compares arsenate sorption isotherms at an equilibrium pH of 6.8 � 0.4 for

bare and stabilized nanoparticles. The classic Langmuir isotherm model was used to

interpret the equilibrium data:

q ¼ b �Q � Ce

1þ b � Ce
(12.5)

where b is the Langmuir affinity coefficient related to sorption energy (L/mg), Ce is the

aqueous-phase concentration of As (mg/L), q is the solid-phase concentration of As (mg/

g), and Q (mg/g) is the Langmuir capacity.

The starch-stabilized nanoparticles displayed a very favorable, nearly rectangular

isotherm with a Q value of 62.1 mg/g, which is 72% greater than that for the CMC-

stabilized counterparts. Both stabilized nanoparticles offered a much greater sorption

capacity than did the bare magnetite (Q ¼ 26.8 mg/g). The commercial magnetite
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FIGURE 12-4 Arsenate sorption isotherms for various types of magnetite particles. Magnetite dosage ¼ 0.1 g/L as Fe,
starch, or CMC ¼ 0.1 wt% for stabilized particles; initial As ¼ 0.03–8.24 mg/L; final pH ¼ 6.8 � 0.4; equilibration
time ¼ 144 h. Data are given as the mean of duplicates, and errors refer to deviation from the mean [16]. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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powder offered an even lower As sorption capacity than the laboratory-prepared bare

magnetite.

Yean et al. [13] synthesized and tested a class of magnetite nanoparticles (11.72 nm)

and observed a comparable Langmuir Q of 64 mg-As/g-Fe at pH ¼ 8 at As(V) concen-

trations <3.7 mg/L. However, compared to the particle preparation method, starch-

stabilized magnetite nanoparticles are not only much more easy to prepare but are also

likely to be more cost effective and more environmentally friendly as the technique

eliminates the need for organic solvents and heating.

An et al. [16] investigated the nature of the chemical bonding between magnetite,

starch, and arsenate through Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Figure 12-5

shows the FTIR spectra for bare magnetite particles and starch-bridged samples before

and after sorption of arsenate. The absorption band at 571 per cm was obtained for all

three types of magnetite samples tested, and it can be assigned to the Fe–O stretching

vibration for the Fe3O4 particles [26]. The presence of starch coating reduced the

absorption of the radiation by the core magnetite and, thus, weakened the peak intensity

for the two starch-coated samples. On comparing the spectra of the starch-bridged

magnetite before and after arsenate sorption, we clearly observed a new broad band

between 750 and 850 per cm for the arsenate-laden magnetite, which was due to the Fe–

O–As complexes. This is consistent with the results obtained by Pena et al. [27] who

observed an FTIR band at 808 per cm for As(V) sorbed on TiO2 and ascribed the band to

the Ti–O–As groups. Pena et al. [27] compared FTIR bands for sorbed and dissolved

arsenate species, and they noted a marked shift in the band positions of arsenate on

sorption. For dissolved H2AsO4
�, two peaks were observed at 878 and 909 per cm corre-

sponding to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of As–O bonds. On

adsorption, the peaks were shifted to 808 and 830 per cm, respectively. The shifts in band

FIGURE 12-5 FTIR spectra of bare and starch-bridged magnetite nanoparticles with or without arsenate [16].
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positions were attributed to symmetry reduction resulting from inner-sphere complex

formation (i.e. the formation Fe–O–As complexes) [27,28]. Goldberg and Johnston [28]

also reported that for arsenate sorbed on amorphous iron oxide, there existed two distinct

bands corresponding to surface complexed and non-surface-complexed As–O groups,

respectively. For the case of starch-bridged nanoparticles, only one single band was

observed, and the wave number was shifted to approximately 800 per cm, indicating that

surface complexation was the predominant mechanism for arsenate sorption to

the starch-bridged nanoparticles. In addition, Zhang et al. [29] reported that the rise in
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FIGURE 12-6 Effect of starch (a) or CMC (b) concentration on As(V) uptake (q). The nanoparticle dosage¼ 0.1 g/L as Fe;
initial As(V) ¼ 8.24 mg/L; equilibrium pH ¼ 6.8 � 0.4; equilibration time ¼ 144 h. Data are given as the mean of
duplicates, and errors refer to the standard deviation from the mean [16].
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M–As–O (M: metal) peak was coupled with weakening of the M–OH peak when As(V) was

adsorbed onto Fe–Ce oxide, and the researchers ascribed this phenomenon to the ion

exchange reaction between –OH and arsenate anions. However, no M–OH bond was

evident for the starch-bridged magnetite, which suggests that the sorption of As(V) did

not necessarily conform to the standard ion exchange stoichiometry.

As the stabilizer concentration can greatly affect the particle stability and morphology,

Liang et al. [17] also observed strong effects of the stabilizer concentration on the arsenate

uptake capacity, especially when starch was used. Figure 12-6a shows the equilibrium

uptake of As(V) with magnetite particles prepared in the presence of various starch

concentrations.Overall, theAsuptake increasedwith increasing stabilizer concentrationsor

with decreasing particle sizes. In accord with the observed physical stability, when the

nanoparticles are fully stabilized (starch ¼ 0.04 wt% or higher), a sorption plateau was

evident. Compared to bare magnetite particles, the 0.04 wt% starch-stabilized particles

offered a 2.2 times greater As(V) uptake. However, when the stabilizer concentration was

further increased from 0.04 to 0.1 wt%, the capacity gain was only 14%. The capacity

enhancement for stabilized magnetite particles can be attributed to the smaller size and,

thus, to a greater specific surface area for more stable particles. However, a denser layer of

starch results in elevatedmass transfer resistance and increases the energy barrier for some

of the sorption sites, and thermodynamically, the presorbed starchmolecules diminish the

effective sorption sites of the particles.

Figure 12-6b shows that CMC stabilization does not offer as much capacity

enhancement for As(V) removal. At the experimental pH of 6.8, both H2AsO4
� and HAsO4
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FIGURE 12-7 Equilibrium arsenate uptake as a function of the pH of the final solution. Experimental conditions: initial
As ¼ 8.0 mg/L; nanoparticles ¼ 0.1 g/L (as Fe); CMC or starch (for stabilized nanoparticles) ¼ 0.1 wt%; equilibration
time¼ 144 h. Data given as themean of duplicates, and errors refer to deviation from themean [16]. (For color version
of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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are predominant arsenate species. As CMC-stabilized magnetite particles carry a highly

negative surface, sorption of these anions would have to overcome a substantial energy

barrier due to the electrostatic repulsion between like charges. Consequently, even

though CMC stabilization gives rise to a smaller particle size and greater specific surface

area, the arsenate uptake by CMC-stabilized magnetite was much lower than that by the

starch-stabilized counterparts.

12.2.4 Effect of pH on Arsenate Sorption

The solution pH can affect the surface potential of the nanoparticles (as shown in

Figure 12-3) and the speciation of arsenate in the aqueous phase, both of which can affect

arsenate sorption. Figure 12-7 shows arsenate uptake as a function of solution pH for the

bare, starch-, and CMC-stabilized magnetite particles. Starch-stabilized nanoparticles

displayed amuch greater As sorption capacity throughout the pH range tested. In general,

the lower the pH, the greater the sorption capacity. This is attributed to the fact that the

surface of the magnetite particles is less negatively charged at lower pHs, and the surface

is positively charged at pH <pHPZC (Figure 12-3). Although the z potential for starch-

stabilized particles seems to be nearly the same at <pH 7 (Figure 12-3) due to the starch

coating, the more positive core particle surface becomes more favorable for arsenate

anions at lower pH values. At an extremely low pH of 2, however, the As uptake was

lowered primarily because of partial dissolution of the nanoparticles and partial

decomposition of starch [17]. Arsenate uptake diminished with increasing pH due to

elevated electrostatic repulsion and more fierce competition of hydroxyl anions.

12.2.5 Effects of Salinity and Organic Matter on Arsenate Sorption

One of the potential uses of the magnetite nanoparticles is to remove As from spent ion

exchange brine [16]. To this end, the nanoparticles should be able to tolerate high

salinity and competition from high concentrations of competing anions [16]. The

presence of brine at concentrations as high as 10% did not show any appreciable

suppression in arsenate sorption capacity. This observation violates the principle of

selectivity reversal commonly cited in standard ion exchange regeneration [30], but this

can be attributed to strong specific interactions such as strong inner-sphere complex-

ation between As and the nanoparticles. To quantify the relative affinity, the arsenate

and chloride binary separation factor aAs/Cl is calculated based on the equilibrium

sorption data [30]:

aAs=Cl ¼
qAsCCl

CAsqCl
(12.6)

where qAs and qCl are the concentrations of arsenate and chloride, respectively, in the

solid phase, whereas CAs and CCl are the concentrations of arsenate and sulfate in the

solution, respectively. As a rule, a separation factor value of >1 indicates greater selec-

tivity for arsenate than for chloride. The calculated aAs/Cl values were 102, 139, 147, and
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290 at 2%, 4%, 6%, and 10% of NaCl, respectively, confirming the nanoparticles’ strong

affinity for arsenate over chloride.

The observed minimal salt effect contrasts with the results obtained with bare

magnetite nanoparticles (20 nm) reported by Shipley et al. [31]. For bare particles, in the

presence of high concentrations of cations, the electrostatic double layer is compressed,

increasing particle aggregation and decreasing the available sorption sites. For starch-

bridged magnetite particles, the particles were bridged, yet they were held apart due to

the interparticle steric repulsion arising from the osmotic force of the starch on the

particle surface, and increasing ionic strength did not affect the surface charge as the

ionic strength exerts little effect on the steric repulsion.

Natural Organic Matter can affect particle stabilization and may compete with arse-

nate. Liang et al. [17] compared arsenate sorption isotherms for starch-stabilized

magnetite nanoparticles in the presence of 0, 10 and 20 mg/L as TOC (Total Organic

Carbon) of DOM (Dissolved Organic Matter). They observed that the presence of high

concentrations of DOM can inhibit arsenate sorption capacity. Similar results were

reported by others, who studied As uptake by amorphous iron oxides [31–34].

12.3 Potential Application for in situ Immobilization
of As(V) in Soil and Groundwater

Although As has been detected widely in soil and groundwater, effective technologies

have been lacking for in situ remediation of As contaminated soil and groundwater. It is

even more challenging to remove As from groundwater in deep aquifers. Traditionally,

As contaminated soils have been treated by capping, soil replacement, and solidifica-

tion/stabilization and acid washing [35]. These methods are costly and only tempo-

rarily solve the contamination problem. The stabilized nanoparticles hold promise to

develop an innovative in situ immobilization technology that may revolutionize

conventional remediation practices. For example, the stabilized nanoparticles may be

injected into deep aquifers to facilitate in situ adsorption and immobilization of As in

groundwater. To this end, the nanoparticles must satisfy some of the key attributes,

including the following: (1) The particles must be deliverable, that is, mobile under

pressure so that they can be delivered into the contaminated source zones; (2) they

must have a high As sorption capacity; and (3) the delivered nanoparticles will be

immobile under the natural groundwater conditions, that is, once the external injection

pressure is removed, the nanoparticles remain in position and serve as a permanent

sink for As.

Liang et al. [36] studied breakthrough behaviors of starch-stabilized magnetite

nanoparticles through 1-D column experiments. The results demonstrates that the water

leachable As(V) from As(V)-laden sandy soil is greatly reduced on the nanoparticle

treatment compared to simulated groundwater. Under various pore flow velocities

ranging from 10�3 to 10�7 cm/s, the faster flow simulates the injecting flow condition,
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whereas the lower end velocity simulates the slow groundwater flow. The results indicate

that the mobility of nanoparticles in soil could be manipulated by controlling the

injection velocity. For example, at a magnitude of 10�3 cm/s, the nanoparticles are readily

deliverable with the full breakthrough Ce/C0 level remaining at >0.90. When we halved

the pore velocity to 1.2� 10�3 cm/s, the full breakthrough Ce/C0 level was lowered to 0.80.

When the flow rate was reduced to 10�7 cm/s, there was no breakthrough of the nano-

particles. Based on the breakthrough curves and by applying the classical filtrationmodel,

Liang et al. claimed that the maximum distance can be predicted as a function of pore

flow velocity.

12.4 Conclusions
Stabilized magnetite nanoparticles have great potential for the enhanced removal of As

from contaminated water and for soil remediation. Both starch and CMC can act as

effective stabilizers in the preparation of highly stable magnetite nanoparticles of a much

greater As sorption capacity than conventional iron oxide particles. The particle stability,

degree of aggregation, and size may be controlled by manipulating the type and

concentration of the stabilizer. The starch coating renders the z potential of particles

nearly neutral over a broad pH range, whereas the use of CMC results in a highly negative

surface. Consequently, CMC acts as a more effective stabilizer than starch does, whereas

starch-stabilized magnetite particles offer a much greater arsenate uptake capacity.

Acidic pH favors As(V) uptake, whereas As(III) sorption was observed over a wide pH

range. Stabilization broadens the pH range of maximum sorption. Preliminary results

indicated that stabilized magnetite nanoparticles can be used for in situ injection into

contaminated soil, thereby facilitating the effective immobilization of As. Column

breakthrough tests revealed that stabilized nanoparticles are highly transportable

through a sandy soil under external pressure. Once the external pressure is removed, the

nanoparticles remain immobile under natural conditions.
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13.1 Introduction
During 1992–2012, arsenic contamination in the drinking water of millions of people

living in different parts of the world has been the focus of attention of public health

scientists and engineers [1–3]. Drinking of arsenic-contaminated water over a long period

of time causes severe damages to the human body that culminate in various forms of

cancers [4,5]. Apart from being fatal, health-related impairments are also known to cause

a wide range of socioeconomic problems, especially in developing countries. The arsenic
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crisis prevailing over a large area of Bangladesh and India is arguably one of the worst

calamities of the world in recent times [6–8]. The crisis is slowly unfolding in Southeast

Asia also, affecting several other countries including Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, and

Myanmar [9,10].

The genesis of arsenic in groundwater is considered to be the geochemical leaching of

arsenic from underground arsenic-bearing rocks caused by excessive extraction of the

groundwater for agricultural purposes [11–14]. Surface water does not contain any

arsenic, but its use for drinking purposes in many developing nations is restricted by the

wide range of microbial contamination caused by the absence of proper sanitation

practices. The use of groundwater in these regions is favored by its easy availability,

microbial safety, and the absence of proper infrastructure for treatment and distribution

of surface water. Although the best solution to the crisis is to switch over to treated surface

water, development and maintenance of surface water-based drinking water systems are

expensive, time consuming, and investment intensive. With all these difficulties, it is

unlikely that a developing country would be able to switch the source of water from

groundwater to surface water within a short period of time. To save lives before such

a changeover is possible, it is imperative to build sustainable arsenic-removal systems on

an urgent basis. During 1992–2012, several technologies have been developed for the

removal of arsenic from contaminated drinking water. Many of them are capable of

selective removal of arsenic from the contaminated water; however, only a few of them

have gained wide-scale applications in the field [15]. Here, we present an example of one

such arsenic-removal system that, apart from finding wide acceptance in the field, has

also resulted in transforming the crisis into an economic enterprise. Between 1997 and

2010, >150 community-scale arsenic-removal units have been installed in the villages of

West Bengal, a state of India, neighboring Bangladesh. The treatment units along with

ancillaries and protocols were developed by Bengal Engineering and Science University,

India, jointly with Lehigh University, USA. The project has been implemented by the

Bengal Engineering and Science University with financial help mostly from Water For

People, Denver, USA [16]. For all the treatment units, the villagers themselves take care of

the related maintenance, upkeep, and management. Here, an account of the evolution of

the treatment units is presented along with their performance for arsenic removal. This

chapter also describes the extent and effect of community participation in this project

and the socioeconomic changes it has brought in.

13.2 Arsenic Remediation—Choice of Scale
of Operation

Success in field-level implementation of a treatment process developed in a laboratory

depends on many factors. One such factor is the choice of the appropriate scale to which

the technology is to be upgraded. For field-level implementation in the rural areas in

developing countries, there may be two different types of applications: one is the
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point-of-use (PoU) type household treatment unit, and the other is a community-scale

arsenic-removal device that can cater to a whole community or a group of neighboring

villages. The household water treatment units have a modular design, portability, and

ease of installation and use. They offer flexibility of operation and maintenance that can

be dictated by the owner himself. One community-based water treatment unit, based on

its size, can replace the installation of hundreds of individual household arsenic-removal

units. Although the household treatment units offer several advantages over a commu-

nity-based water treatment unit, for arsenic-removal purposes, the latter is chosen

because of the following advantages:

• Analysis of treated water for arsenic at predetermined time intervals is necessary for

any arsenic-treatment unit to ensure reliability in operation and quality control.

Frequent measurement and detection of arsenic in treated water is difficult and cost

prohibitive for an individual. For every single analysis of a water sample from

a community-based unit, hundreds of water analyses would be required for individual

household units, all other conditions remaining identical.

• Household PoU units that use adsorbent media or coagulants will always generate

arsenic-laden sludge or solids. Coordination of collection and safe disposal of sludge

or used media from individual households poses a level of complexity and requires

enforcement effort that is difficult to sustain in remote villages. The wellhead type of

community-based units often reduces such management problems.

• For an arsenic-removal unit that uses adsorbent media, replacement or regeneration

of exhausted adsorbent can be cost prohibitive for a household unit user. But for

a community-scale unit, collective effort from the users makes it affordable to replace

or regenerate the exhausted adsorbent media.

• Even for household units, the villagers (mostly women) need to go every day to the

existing wellhead units to collect water. Thus, a simple-to-operate arsenic-removal

system mounted on the wellhead unit provides continued collective vigilance with

regard to color (caused by iron), smell (because of biological activity), or other

abnormal behavior that may otherwise go unnoticed for household units.

• Cost is one of the key parameters to be considered while choosing and adopting

a technology by a community. According to our estimate, both fixed and operating

costs of the community-based wellhead unit are significantly lower than the total sum

of the same for the household units that it replaces. Also, it is relatively easy to

introduce modifications and innovations in wellhead units for performance

enhancement through the collective and direct involvement of the community

through a water committee appointed by the villagers.

13.3 Design of the Treatment Unit
Traditionally, the sources of drinking water are groundwater wells. These wells, known as

tube wells, were first introduced in India about 50 years ago and have hand pumps
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mounted on the top. These wells are popular for their ease of installation, maintenance,

and use. According to a rough estimate, there are >10 million such tube wells in the

arsenic-affected area of Bangladesh alone [6]. Over more than the last 50 years, villagers

have been using such kinds of wells to meet their daily needs. Although microbiologically

safe, many of these wells have been reported to contain arsenic in alarming concentra-

tions. The immediate need was to develop a treatment unit that effectively removes

arsenic from the contaminated drinking water. To qualify as an appropriate technology in

a developing country, special considerations are to be made to conserve the traditional

practices and values while ensuring that the local needs are effectively satisfied.

Community-scale treatment units are installed as an attachment to the public tube wells

that had alarming concentrations of arsenic. Figure 13-1A shows a photograph of the

usual method of collection of water. Figure 13-1B shows a water treatment unit. It may be

noted that even after the installation of the arsenic-removal devices, there have been no

changes in the villagers’ water collection practices, except for the fact that they now

collect water from the exit of the treatment unit, instead of collecting water from the

spout of the hand pump as practiced earlier. Thus, the technology does not call for

FIGURE 13-1 (A) Conventional method of water collection and (B) an arsenic-removal unit showing the method of
water collection. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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a change in the traditional ways of collection of drinking water, yet it delivers arsenic-safe

and superior quality drinking water. Thus, this was immediately accepted by the end

users.

Figure 13-2 shows a schematic of the treatment unit and describes the arsenic-

removal mechanism. The arsenic-removal unit essentially consists of a stainless-steel

column filled up with about 100 L of adsorbent. It may be observed from the schematic

that the raw water enters from the top of the column, trickles down through the column,

and treated water is collected at the bottom of the unit. The top part of the unit is

deliberately kept open to the atmosphere through vent connections provided at the top of

the unit. This arrangement serves two purposes: first, it allows the air to get dissolved in

the droplets that are formed when the water is sprayed as fine droplets at the inlet of

the column. The dissolved air helps oxidize the ferrous iron in the raw water to form fine

precipitates of hydrated ferric oxide (HFO). Second, as the water sprayed is open to the

atmosphere, hydraulically, the column acts like a gravity-based filter and not as an online

filter where hydraulic transients can take place because of the irregular rate of manual

pumping. The freshly formed HFO precipitates are responsible for the adsorption of

a significant portion of the total arsenic present in the raw water. The HFO particles are

trapped in the adsorbent bed with a size of 500–900 m. The rest of the arsenic remaining in

the water after the adsorption by HFO particles is removed by the adsorbent media.

FIGURE 13-2 Schematic diagram of an arsenic-removal unit and salient reactions taking place inside the unit.
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Traditionally, activated alumina, a locally available low-cost adsorbent, had been used.

The more recent units (~15 in number) use hybrid anion exchange resins (HAIX) as

adsorbent media [17].

The flow rate of treated water is 10–12 L/min. The operation of the unit is simple and

user friendly. The flow rate of the treated water has been observed to be quite sufficient

for the villagers. Because of the formation and precipitation of the HFO particles within

the bed, the flow rate tends to get diminished over time. Backwashing of the column every

other day to drive out the HFO particles is necessary to maintain a good flow rate through

the column. The arsenic-laden HFO particles in the waste backwash are trapped on the

top of a sand filter provided on the same premises.

The treatment unit is fabricated locally with materials available there. The units are

robustly built and do not require regular maintenance. The adsorption column acts like

a plug flow reactor. Therefore, it is forgiving toward any occasional spike in arsenic

concentration in the raw water. Unlike batch-type reactors that are mostly used for

coprecipitation methods of arsenic removal, these units consistently produce arsenic-

safe water in a reliable manner. Reliability of operation and consistency in producing safe

drinking water are necessary requirements, particularly in rural settings in a developing

country where the frequent measurement and detection of arsenic in treated water is

difficult and cost prohibitive.

13.4 Performance of the Treatment Units
Depending on the arsenic and iron concentrations in raw water, arsenic-removal units

produce about 1,000,000 L or 10,000 bed volumes of treated water on an average before

the concentration of arsenic in the treated water exceeds the maximum contaminant

level (MCL) in India, which was set at 50 mg/L [18]. Once the arsenic concentration in the

treated water exceeds the MCL, the exhausted adsorption medium is taken out for

regeneration at a central regeneration facility located nearby. The operation of the

arsenic-removal unit is resumed with another adsorption medium that has already been

regenerated. Figure 13-3 represents the arsenic breakthrough history of one such treat-

ment unit located at Habra, West Bengal, for over five cycles of operation. The unit has

been in operation since 2001 and uses activated alumina as the adsorbent. The raw water

had an average arsenic concentration of 140 mg/L. Although there was seasonal variation

in the arsenic concentration in raw water, it may be observed that it consistently

produced arsenic-safe drinking water before the breakthrough took place. It may be

noted that in each cycle of operation subsequent to regeneration, there was an initial

leakage of arsenic. Although, theoretically, it is possible to fully regenerate the adsorption

media, using locally available chemicals, practically, the regeneration efficiency does not

exceed 70%. The length of column runs have gradually shortened over the treatment

cycles because of the loss of active sites of the adsorbent that is due to incompleteness of

regeneration.
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Because of their unique design, the arsenic-removal units are also capable of achieving

a high degree of removal of dissolved iron present in the raw water. The raw water in

this area has dissolved iron concentrations in the range of 2–10 mg/L. Iron is not

a restricted element for safe drinking water, but it is esthetically displeasing and known to

cause minor health problems. The units consistently produce water with an iron content

of <0.5 mg/L. Figure 13-4 shows the iron breakthrough history of the same arsenic-

removal unit.

Figure 13-5 provides the arsenic breakthrough history of another arsenic-removal

unit, where an HAIX, developed in a Lehigh University laboratory, was used in place of

activated alumina as the adsorbent. HAIX is known to be a better adsorbent compared to

activated alumina. The length of the column run is much more compared to that of the

units using activated alumina.

13.5 Regeneration of Exhausted Media
On exhaustion of the adsorption column, media from the unit are replaced by fresh or

already-regeneratedmedia. The exhaustedmedium is taken to a central facility where it is

regenerated inside a stainless-steel batch reactor that can be manually rotated about its

horizontal axis. Figure 13-6 shows the batch reactor being used for regeneration.

For regeneration of activated alumina, a solution containing 2% NaOH is used; the

exhausted activated alumina is reacted with two bed volumes of regenerant solution in

FIGURE 13-3 Arsenic breakthrough profile for the treatment unit at Deshbandhu Park, Habra, in West Bengal, India.
(For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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FIGURE 13-4 Iron breakthrough profiles for the arsenic-removal unit at Deshbandhu Park, Habra, in West Bengal,
India. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

FIGURE 13-5 Arsenic breakthrough profile of a treatment unit using HAIX resin located at Nabarun Sangha,
Ashoknagar, in West Bengal, India. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version
of this book.)
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the batch reactor for 45 min. The process is repeated again with a fresh regenerant

solution. During regeneration, the pH is approximately 12.0, and the spent alkali is

collected. After thoroughly rinsing with well water, the medium is subjected to two bed

volumes of dilute HCl solution to neutralize and protonate themedia so that the pH of the

resultant solution is 5.5; subsequently, the spent acid is collected. The medium is then

rinsed with well water. The general procedure for the regeneration of exhausted HAIX is

similar, except that along with 2% NaOH, 2% NaCl is used in the regenerant. The

regenerated medium is air dried and kept in a safe place for reuse. At the end of the

regeneration, spent acid, alkali, and rinse water are mixed, and the pH is adjusted to 6.5

by adding 10% hydrochloric acid. A thick brown slurry forms immediately, and it settles

down overnight before it is disposed of on top of a coarse sand filter kept at the same

premises. Arsenic-laden solids and HFO particles are intercepted and retained at the top

of the filter. The entire regeneration, including the spent regenerant treatment, is

completed in 5 h and is performed by a group of trained villagers. The weight of the dried

sludge obtained as treatment residual is never >2 kg. It may also be observed that the

liquid waste remaining after the treatment is innocuous, and it contains only a neutral

solution of sodium chloride with an insignificant concentration of arsenic (<50 mg/L) and

some dissolved iron. Thus, the dried sludge having a mass of about 2 kg and containing

a high concentration of arsenic in the solid phase is the treatment residual that needs

proper disposal.

FIGURE 13-6 A regeneration reactor being operated at the central regeneration facility at N 24 Parganas, West
Bengal. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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13.6 Regenerable Versus Throwaway Adsorbent
Economy in operation is the major reason behind the choice of an adsorbent that can be

regenerated and reused over many cycles. This is especially true in developing countries

where for a technology to be acceptable to the masses, it has to be easily affordable.

A significant amount of savings in terms of the cost of treated water is possible when

a regenerable adsorbent is used instead of a one-time-use or throwaway adsorbent. This

is especially true in the developing countries where labor and chemicals, the two major

resources required for regeneration, come at a low price. Moreover, as the regeneration

procedure is simple and easy, even a group of trained villagers with little or no previous

technical knowledge can effectively carry out the whole regeneration process. The cost of

regeneration is just one-fourth of the price of freshly activated alumina. In the case of

HAIX, the cost of regeneration is even less, compared to the price of fresh adsorbent.

Another important parameter is the management of treatment residuals. Treatment

residuals are exceedingly rich in arsenic. Hence, they need to be suitably stored and

disposed of so that any leaching of arsenic can be avoided. In the case of one-time use or

throwaway adsorbents, the amount of the treatment residual generated is approximately

100 L, or about 100 kg. However, after regeneration, the treatment residual is obtained in

the form of sludge containing mainly HFO and arsenic. The amount of the sludge is not

>2 kg. It is easy to handle and manage this small amount of treatment residual, as

opposed to 100 kg of treatment residual in the case of nonregenerable adsorbents. The

cost of disposal of treatment residuals, if taken into account for the calculation of the

overall cost of the project and the treated water, the one-time-use adsorbent will be an

even worse choice. Moreover, in the countries where hazardous-waste regulations are not

enforced properly, the mismanagement that is possible because of the handling of large

amounts of treatment residuals would cause a menace that is comparable with the

arsenic crisis in the groundwater itself, if not more. Thus, the use of regenerable adsor-

bent is a better choice for the project [19].

13.7 The Ultimate Fate of Arsenic:
Ecological Sustainability

In a community-based wellhead arsenic-removal system, arsenic-laden wastes evolve

from two separate processes: first, ferric hydroxide precipitates or HFO particulates that

are formed because of the oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric species. These particles tend

to clog the treatment unit and cause an excessive pressure drop, thereby reducing the

flow rate. It is imperative to backwash the wellhead column once each day; Arsenic-

laden HFO particles are collected on the top of a coarse sand filter located at the same

premises. Second, the adsorbents used are regenerated periodically in the central

regeneration facility. The spent regenerants obtained after treatment produce arsenic-

laden solids. Chemically, these two wastes are similar, and both are rich in iron and in
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arsenic. Local environmental laws/regulations with regard to the safe disposal of

arsenic-containing sludge in remote villages in developing nations either do not exist or

they are not enforceable. Thus, containing the arsenic removed from the groundwater

with no adverse ecological impact and human health endangerment is as important as

its removal to provide safe drinking water. Currently, in the developed western nations,

arsenic-laden sludge or adsorbents are routinely disposed of in landfills. However,

several recent investigations have revealed that leaching of arsenic is stimulated or

enhanced in landfills or in hazardous-waste site environments [20–22]. Both pH and

redox conditions uniquely determine speciation of arsenic and iron that, in turn, control

arsenic leachability [23,24]. Figure 13-7 shows the composite predominance, or the pe–

pH, diagram for various arsenic and iron species, using equilibrium relationships

available in the literature [25,26]. The figure highlights (shaded rectangles) the three

separate predominance zones of interest: neutralized HFO-laden sludge, groundwater,

and landfill leachate. Note that Fe(III) and As(V) predominate in the aerated HFO-laden

sludge, where Fe(III) is also insoluble. On the contrary, reduced Fe(II) and As(III) are

practically the sole species present in the more-reducing landfill environments. Rela-

tively high solubility of Fe(II) and the low sorption affinity of As(III) would always render

the iron-laden sludge more susceptible to rapid leaching under the oxygen-starved

FIGURE 13-7 Predominance, or pe–pH, diagram for several arsenic and iron species. (For color version of this figure,
the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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environment of the landfill or underground waste site. This is why in a remote rural

environment, arsenic-laden HFO sludge needs to be preserved in an aerated (i.e.

oxidizing) environment to minimize arsenic leaching. Figure 13-8 provides a schematic

of the aerated coarse sand filter.

The project not only involved arsenic removal from contaminated groundwater in the

villages of West Bengal, India, but it also successfully considered the arsenic removed in

low-volume sludge, ensured its safe storage and containment. Most projects surrounding

the arsenic crisis have thus far ignored the issue of safe disposal of treatment residuals,

which are obviously highly toxic and have the potential to affect the environment through

possible leaching, thereby defeating the whole definition of sustainability. Figure 13-9

indicates the summary of the whole treatment process in terms of overall ecological

sustainability.

13.8 Community Participation
Community participation has long been recognized as an effective means of helping rural

and urban people focus their energy and mobilize resources to solve their health, envi-

ronmental, and economic problems. Community participation at every stage of the

installation, as well as operation of the treatment unit, was considered to be essential

during the implementation of the project. Technology developed in a laboratory can

become successful in the field when there is spontaneous and active participation of the

end users in every aspect of the operation and upkeep of the unit.

FIGURE 13-8 Schematic of an aerated coarse sand filter (GL, ground level). (For color version of this figure, the reader
is referred to the online version of this book.)
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The essential criterion for community participation is the acceptance of the tech-

nology by the community. Arsenic-removal units are highly acceptable to villagers for the

following reasons:

• The units do not change the way the water is collected; they are culturally appropriate

and take into account end-user lifestyles, preferences, etc.

• The cost of treated water produced is within the affordability limit of the villagers.

• The units are of a community level but are small enough to be owned, maintained, and

operated by villagers.

• The units can be operated and maintained by using locally available resource material

by only the villagers, with or without very little training.

• The design is simple and flexible. It can be adapted for use in various places and

changing circumstances.

FIGURE 13-9 Schematic demonstrating the overall ecological sustainability of the arsenic-removal process. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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• A small amount of capital is required. Each unit costs about USD 1200 for installation.

In most cases, no part of the capital cost was borne by the community, as initial

funding was received from different organizations and foundations that included

Water For People, Rotary International, and the Hilton Foundation.

Awareness generation within the community about arsenic-related health problems, its

origin and effects, and the ultimate fate is important for producing a demand for arsenic-

safe water. It is also important that target communities are informed of the technology,

the management system, their duties, collective ownership, need for payment of the

water tariff, short- and long-term benefits of arsenic-treatment systems, and the

importance of their active participation for sustaining the operation. Through partici-

patory rural appraisals, the villagers make decisions whether and where to install arsenic-

removal units. They form water councils to manage the units. Such informal education to

sensitize the villagers was achieved by means of group meetings organized by activists;

paper pamphlets; and audiovisual communication, including movies and street-corner

dramas. Figure 13-10 shows a street-corner drama being enacted in one of the villages.

The capital cost of the installation of the treatment units in the project was provided by

external funding agencies; however, the subsequent costs of operationwere not supported

by them. Thus, the expenditures related to the operation and maintenance of the unit,

including that of a caretaker, once-a-month water analysis, incidental maintenance, and

FIGURE 13-10 Photograph of a street-corner drama being enacted in a village inWest Bengal, India. (For color version
of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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once-a-year regeneration of the unit, are to be met by the villagers who benefit from the

treatedwater. To attain long-termeconomic sustainability for the units, it was necessary to

meet the cost of treated water by collection of water tariffs, a concept never practiced

before in the villages of West Bengal and Bangladesh. The water tariff to be provided per

family per month was only Rs. 15–20 (~30–40 US cents). The amount is low compared to

that people spent for entertainment and even for cell phone use. Still, there was an initial

resistance from the villagers to pay the water tariff. It was not easy to introduce this new

concept of water tariff in the villages, where people used to get drinking water for free.

However, through persistent communications, the villagers weremotivated to understand

that the water tariff was negligible, compared to the possible gain from the recovery of

workdays that otherwise would have been lost because of illness. The villagers understood

that owning and maintaining a community water treatment unit through collective

payment in the form of water tariff was a good investment for the health and prosperity of

present and future generations. This realization came after intense awareness-generation

efforts were undertaken. Once started, the concept soon became popular. The return on

the investment in the form of savings made on the cost of medicine could be immediately

realized when the villagers switched over from contaminated water to treated water.

The installation process begins with a project staff visiting an affected village and

screening the public wells for arsenic. The project groupmeets the villagers and discusses

the possibility of installation of an arsenic-removal unit there. The villagers form a water

committee that comprises local residents, with at least one-third of the members being

women. They decide on the specific contaminated well where they want the arsenic-

removal unit to be installed. After installation and initial monitoring for a fewmonths, the

ownership of the unit is transferred to the villagers. The duties of themembers of thewater

committee are distributed, and theymeet at least once amonth to discuss the issues being

faced. Normally, each committee appoints one or two local youths as caretakers who

participate in daily backwashing, the operation, and upkeep of the unit. This water

committee collects monthly water tariffs from the user’s families, updates the tariff cards,

pays the salaries of the caretakers, pays formonthly water tests, and deposits themoney in

a nearby bank for future expenditures. Figure 13-11 shows a bank deposit book and water

tariff cardused in two villages inWest Bengal, India. Themembers of thewater committees

are elected every year from among the users. The water committee is responsible for

reporting to the project office once a year about the qualities of water, experiences, diffi-

culties, accumulated funds, etc. In the case of any emergency related towater quality, apart

from contacting the local plumbers who are trained to undertake mechanical mainte-

nance, thewater committees can directly contact local representatives of the project team.

13.9 Toward Economic Prosperity
The project successfully showed that when people from the community organize, plan,

share tasks with professionals, contribute financially to projects or programs, and help

make decisions about activities that affect their lives, programs are more likely to achieve
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their objectives. In this case, the people involved in the program have already shown the

achievement of a successful community-managed arsenic-removal system, and now they

are showing promise to take the development beyond the arsenic crisis. If guided

properly, the communities can, in the long term, help promote practices of water-related

hygiene and initiate sound sanitation practices.

The short-term benefits are well identified. The arsenic-related health hazards before

becoming fatal affect the victim through variousmanifestations. The victims lose the ability

to work and earn their livelihood, and they have to buymedicines. However, the first step to

stop arsenic-related health hazards starts with switching over to arsenic-safe drinking

water. Thus, provision of arsenic-safe drinking water not only saves lives directly, but it also

saves families from being trodden down through the spirals of poverty. Moreover, the

socioeconomic institution formed for the upkeep, operation, and maintenance of the

arsenic-removal units provides direct and indirect employment. Jobs are created in every

step of the system, starting from the fabrication of the arsenic-removal units and the

manufacture of adsorbents. Installation of every unit in the village requires at least 10 labor

workdays. Each unit employs one or two persons, on a part-time basis, for its operation and

maintenance. Also, a group of six trained villagers work as entrepreneurs at the central

regeneration facility. They earn their livelihoods from regeneration activities only. Apart

from these direct employments, a host of secondary employment opportunities are

FIGURE 13-11 Photographs of (A) the water tariff card and (B) savings bank deposit book maintained by the village
water councils in West Bengal, India. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this
book.)
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generated for water vendors who earn their livelihood by transporting the treated water to

householder who live at a far-off place or are unable to physically come to collect the

treated water. In our estimate, each treatment unit has more than one water vendor

associated with it. Figure 13-12 shows one such vendor associated with the treatment unit.

One example is the arsenic-treatment unit located in Nabarun Sangha, in the small

town of Ashoknagar, in the North 24 Parganas district in West Bengal, India. There has

been a continuous increase in the number of user families ever since it’s commissioning

in 2004. The number of user families ultimately reached 400 in 2009. The revenue earned

each year has continuously increased over time from 2004 to 2009, as is evident from

the curve shown in Figure 13-13A. In 2010, a second treatment unit was installed at the

location. Although the first unit was funded by Water For People, the users contributed to

the cost of the second treatment unit from the revenue that accumulated from the water

tariffs. The number of users jumped to 450 families immediately after the second unit was

installed. Figure 13-13B and C show the unit in 2004 and 2009, respectively. The

improvements are evident. The users built an overhead storage tank, changed the

operation from manual to electricity-driven pumps, and provided an enclosure and shed

for all-weather operation. All these improvements were possible with the help of the

revenue generated from the water tariffs.

The crisis is huge and so is the potential for development of widespread business

activities related to themanufacturingof the treatmentunits, spareparts, andadsorbents. As

the demand grows for arsenic-removal units, there is a possibility of widespread use of the

adsorbents. To enjoy the advantage of locally manufactured adsorbents over the imported

FIGURE 13-12 A water vendor carrying arsenic-safe water to the households in West Bengal, India. (For color version
of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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ones, many of the arsenic-selective adsorbents are expected to be locally manufactured in

the affected country itself.Wehave alreadyobserved suchefforts being increasinglymade in

the local markets. If widespread, collectively, such efforts shall ultimately have a positive

impact on the local economy and will create further new jobs in the region.

FIGURE 13-13 (A) Revenue earned from the collection of water tariff at the arsenic-removal unit in Ashoknagar,
West Bengal, India. Anarsenic-removal unit installed atNabarun Sangha, Ashoknagar, inWest Bengal, India, in 2004 (B)
and also in 2009 (C). (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Thus, the small capital and technical know-how, when properly infused within the

crisis-ridden areas, went a long way in benefiting arsenic-affected villagers who are also

stakeholders of each unit. The entire system involving the treatment of arsenic-contami-

nated water has evolved as a viable business model where everybody enjoyed benefits.

Figure 13-14 summarizes the relationship among the input conditions of an arsenic-

affected community, development of technology, and the benefits accrued through the

community-based project. The social institution acts like an economic enterprise owned

indirectly by the villagers. The excess of the water tariff, saved after the expenditures, is

viewed as small savings or a social capital that the villagers can use to bring about new

improvements related to the water and hygiene-related infrastructure in their relative

villages. There are even places where the users’ committee has started to make use of the

accumulated fund as the seed capital for microfinancing the village’s small businesses. As

these kinds of activities grow over time, the economic enterprise that grew out of the

arsenic crisis will gain more momentum so that it can fuel bigger changes in society.

13.10 Conclusions
Like all other crises, the arsenic crisis also has an opportunity for newer development

embedded into it. Once such opportunities are properly identified and carefully explored

in a community-based mitigation program, not only does the mitigation program

FIGURE 13-14 Overall business model of the arsenic-removal project, showing socioeconomic sustainability. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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become a success, but it also opens up a new door for economic prosperity for the society

as a whole. The socioeconomic institutions developed to support the arsenic mitigation

program in India demonstrated success in maintaining effective operation and mainte-

nance of the arsenic-removal units; they also showed the potential for further economic

development for the society. The economic enterprise evolved may go a long way in

achieving success beyond the initial objectives. This model may be used for mitigation of

the arsenic crisis in South and Southeast Asia, and also in Latin American countries.
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14.1 Introduction
Drinking water is one of the Nation’s key infrastructure assets that have been deemed

vulnerable to deliberate terrorist attacks; however, terrorism is not the only risk.

Currently, our water supplies are vulnerable to a wide variety of potential hazards. These

hazards can be intentional or accidental in nature. These hazards range from the threat of

water quality deterioration because of our aging infrastructure, to accidental contami-

nation of sources and treated water from pollution, to the potential of degrading our

water quality as we make treatment changes to comply with new regulatory regimes. The

rapid detection and characterization of breaches of integrity in the water supply network

are crucial in initiating appropriate corrective action. The ability of a technology system

to detect such incursions on a real-time basis and give indications as to their cause can

dramatically reduce the impact of any such scenario.

Continuous monitoring of the entire water supply network is a goal that until recently

seemed unachievable. Historically, most monitoring done outside of the water treatment

plant has been relegated to the occasional snapshot provided by grab sampling for a few

limited parameters or the infrequent regulatory testing required by mandates such as the

Total Coliform Rule. The development of water security monitoring in the years since

September 2011 has the potential to change this paradigm.

14.2 Where Do the System Vulnerabilities Lie?
The forms that an attack on the drinking water supply system could take are as many and

varied as the components of the system that are vulnerable. The provision of drinking

water to our homes is a complex process that involves many steps and components. All

these steps are to some degree vulnerable to compromise by terrorist acts.

14.2.1 Source Water

The sources of our drinking water are diverse. Each municipality has its own source.

These can include rivers, lakes, streams, groundwater from deep wells, groundwater from

wells affected by surface water, desalinization of ocean water, or even recycled sewage

water. Some places rely on a combination of different sources, for example, a river and

groundwater wells.

Although source waters are usually not vulnerable to physical attack, they are

vulnerable to contamination. As a general rule, source waters are easy to access, because
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it would be impossible to guard all the points along a river that a terrorist could use as

a gateway to the water. Also, most source water supplies have a built-in hedge against

intentional contamination. In the water industry, this is known as “The solution to

pollution is dilution.” Large sources are much less vulnerable than are small sources.

Also, the fact that many of the potential contaminants are degraded over time by expo-

sure to sunlight and the elements gives these sources a self-cleaning characteristic that

makes them difficult, but not impossible, to contaminate.

14.2.2 Untreated Water Storage

Untreated water storage includes facilities such as dams, reservoirs, and holding tanks.

They have many of the same attributes as source waters do. Like source water supplies,

they vary dramatically in size, and their vulnerability to attack is linked directly to that size

factor. They tend to bemore closely watched than are source waters and do not present as

large a footprint. This makes them a little harder to access, but overall, they are not

difficult to approach. Many are of a dual-use nature, for example, reservoirs that are used

for fishing and boating as well as for supply of water. Reservoirs have limited vulnerability

to contamination because of their volumes. The same constraints apply to them as to

source waters, and a mass casualty contamination event seems unlikely, although,

nuisance attacks are very possible.

14.2.3 Treatment Plants

In most cases, the treatment plant represents the last barrier between natural, accidental,

or deliberate contamination and the final end user. In many cases, it is also the final point

where continual routine monitoring of the chemical and physical characteristics of the

water occurs. Like the previous components of the water supply system, treatment plants

can vary greatly in size and the amount of water treated per day. Different plants also use

different methods of treatment and purification to make the source water potable. The

method of treatment varies depending on the water quality of a source. Some sources

require simple settling and disinfection, whereas others require a more elaborate process.

The treatment plant offers the would-be terrorist many opportunities to inflict

damage. Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations are well aware of this and have

expressed an interest in recruiting workers in such facilities to orchestrate such an attack.

An Federal Bureau Of Investigation bulletin issued on August 11, 2004, states “Informa-

tion recently brought to the attention of Department of Homeland Security and FBI

indicates that prior to the September 11, 2001 attacks; terrorists discussed possible

attacks against United States facilities and systems to disrupt drinking water supplies

serving major urban areas, which include large-capacity water reservoirs and water

treatment facilities. Although no specific targets were selected, one specific site in the

northeastern United States was mentioned as an example. While the original thought

focused on large-capacity water supplies, terrorists thought it would be futile to attempt

to directly poison a large water reservoir because of the dilution factor. Rather, they
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focused on the possibility of poisoning the water during the water treatment process.

Terrorists mentioned inserting a poison (not further identified) into the chlorination

section of the water treatment facility. To accomplish this objective, they discussed

recruiting insiders to work with them” [1].

Another important design aspect to bear in mind regarding drinking water treatment

plants is that as part of the drinking water treatment process, various chemicals are

intentionally added to the water. These can include flocculating agents, caustics, acids,

disinfectants, and fluoride among others. All of the dosing equipment is in place at the

facility to feed massive quantities of solid, liquid, or gaseous chemicals into the finished

water supply. If a terrorist could gain access to the plant, he could feed any of a large

number of toxic substances into the system. There has also been some concern that

a terrorist would not even have to gain access to the facility to mount such an attack. It

may be much simpler, from the terrorist’s viewpoint, to infiltrate one of the companies

responsible for delivery of chemicals to the treatment plant. They could then replace or

contaminate the usual shipment with a toxic compound and deliver it to the plant as

normal. Then, when the plant operators added the replaced or adulterated treatment

chemical to the water, they would in fact be poisoning the finished water.

Although the introduction of toxic chemicals from an outside source is of a grave

concern, in fact, it would not even be necessary to bring the toxic material in from the

outside. Many of the normal treatment chemicals already present at the site can be toxic.

All that would be needed to cause harm would be for the terrorist to increase the dosages

of these usually benign chemicals to toxic levels. An example is fluoride. It is usually fed

into the system at a rate that gives a final concentration at the tap of between 0.8 and

1.2 mg/L. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) maximum

contaminant level for fluoride is 4 mg/L. Fluoride can be extremely toxic at higher doses.

This is especially true for young children in whom the lethal dose can be as low as 16 mg/

kg. Patients undergoing dialysis are even more susceptible. There have been many

documented incidents in the past when equipment failure or operator error has resulted

in the overfeeding of fluoride into drinking water supplies. Many of these incidents have

resulted in illness and, a few deaths have been documented [2]. It would be very easy for

a terrorist to simply turn up the dosage on a feeder and achieve similar results. It may

seem that such an attack would be contrary to the purposes of a terrorist—to create terror,

as this would seem to be just an unfortunate accident and could easily be covered up by

authorities to make it seem so. However, it is very unlikely that the authorities (especially

the local water authorities) could or would want to cover-up any incident that resulted in

injuries or casualties. The local water utility would be held fiscally and criminally liable

for any accident, whereas the liability burden shifts for a terrorist act, especially, if the

utility uses systems and methods approved under “the Safety Act.” Although federal

authorities may have a vested interest in masking a successful attack, such a cover-up

would be difficult as any successful attack will be claimed by the responsible terrorist

group. This claim would be even more credible if multiple sites were involved or a public

warning, sans location, were given immediately before the attack took place.
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As was noted previously, in many cases, the treatment plant is the last location where

routine continuous monitoring of water quality parameters is carried out. Drinking water

metrics, such as pH, turbidity, disinfectant levels, fluoride, are commonly examined by

the use of online continuous reading monitors at larger plants and by regular grab

sampling and laboratory testing at smaller facilities. Other tests, such as bacterial testing,

metal testing, occur off-line and at regular intervals. When the same person is respon-

sible for both testing and dosing of treatment chemicals, it would be quite easy to elude

detection of an attack until investigators look into it, and then, it becomes obvious as to

who did it. This becomes more difficult if separate personnel are responsible or if the

data are automatically collected and downloaded to a third party. Although disruption to

many parts of the system is feasible, the treatment plant is the first location in the system

where the possibility of deliberate contamination in an attempt to cause mass casualties

actually becomes realistically workable because of the ease of introducing chemicals and

the decreased levels of dilution that are afforded at this point in the water delivery

system.

14.2.4 Finished Water-Holding Tanks

These sites represented by water towers and standpipes are also locations with a limited

geographic footprint so they can also benefit from some degree of physical security. They

do tend to be located in remote and widely dispersed areas, so in some locations, physical

monitoring can be burdensome.

The volume of water involved is also greatly reduced from that in previous stages of the

water supply chain, but there is still some potential for dilution. Most of these tanks are

covered, which thus reduces the chances for natural attenuation. However, most systems

maintain a disinfectant residual that offers some barrier to contamination. These tanks

are post treatment plants, and if the residual disinfectant barrier is breached, there is little

opportunity for contaminant neutralization before the water reaches the end user.

14.2.5 The Distribution System

The distribution system comprises the network of pipes, valves, pumps stations, and

other accoutrements that help supply the water from the treatment plant to the end user.

The distribution system is widely recognized as the most vulnerable component of the

water supply network. At this point, the potential for dilution is vastly reduced as is the

time available for attenuation.

The most likely scenario for such an attack, in which the goal is to inflict mass

casualties, is to orchestrate a simple backflow contamination event. A backflow attack

occurs when a pump is used to overcome the pressure gradient that is present in the pipes

of a distribution system. This is usually approximately �80 lbs/in2 and can be easily

achieved by using pumps available for rent or purchase at most home improvement

stores. After the pressure gradient present in the system has been overcome and

a contaminant is introduced, siphoning effects act to pull the contaminant into the
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flowing system. Once the contaminant is present in the pipes, the normal movement of

water in the system acts to disseminate the contaminant throughout the network-

effecting areas surrounding the introduction point. The introduction point can be

anywhere in the system and can be a fire hydrant, commercial building, or residence.

Backflows occur via accident on a regular basis and are of great concern to the water

industry. Accidental backflow events have been found to be responsible for many inci-

dents of waterborne illness and even death in the United States. According to the USEPA,

backflow events caused 57 disease outbreaks and 9734 cases of waterborne disease

between 1981 and 1998 [3].

To prevent such accidental backflows, many systems have been equipped with

backflow-prevention devices. These means of preventing backflow are very useful in

preventing the all too common accidental event, but it should be noted that these devices

are installed to prevent accidental backflows. They are all physical devices that can be

removed or disabled quite easily by a would-be terrorist, thus rendering them ineffective

in preventing deliberate attempts at contamination by all but the most amateurish

perpetrators.

Intentional dissemination of contaminants through a backflow event is in fact a very

critical vulnerability. Studies conducted by the US Air Force and Colorado State

University have shown this to be a highly effective means of contaminating a system [4].

These studies show that a few gallons of highly toxic material was enough, if injected

properly at a strategic location, to contaminate an entire system supplying a population

of 100,000 in a matter of a few hours. Material and significant contamination was not

relegated to only the areas surrounding the introduction point. Material flowed through

each neighborhood and then reentered main trunk lines and thus made its way to the

next area until the contaminant had permeated the entire system. By using computer

simulations, when a military nerve agent material was injected, >20% of the population

was determined to have received a dose adequate to result in death. When a common

chemical was used instead of the warfare agent, the result was a casualty rate of>10% [4].

Thousands of deaths could result from this very inexpensive and low-techmode of attack.

There is no doubt that this form of assault meets all the terrorist’s criteria for planning an

attack. It would cause mass casualties, be inexpensive, and actually offer the terrorists

a good chance of avoiding apprehension. Unfortunately, because monitoring for

contamination in the distribution system is typically limited to infrequent grab samples,

the first indications of such an attack are likely to be casualties showing up at local

hospitals. A terrorist could launch such an attack and be on a plane out of the country

before the first casualty is reported.

These sorts of attacks can occur from any access point to the water system. Wherever

water can be drawn out, material can be forced back into the system. Some areas,

however, are more vulnerable than are others. Access points near high flow areas and

larger pipes would be favored because they would disseminate the material to a wider

area more quickly; however, any point except for those at the very end of long deadhead

lines could be used to effectively access the system.
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It is obvious from the large number of accidental backflows that occur and the fact that

terrorist organizations have shown an interest in contaminating water that the distri-

bution system is a prime candidate for such an attack. The fact is that a bona fide terrorist

is virtually inundated by possible candidate substances and locations that would be very

effective in such a situation. The possibilities are virtually endless. Protection against or

detection of such an attack is difficult to achieve.

Recent breakthroughs in the online detection of contaminants have made the

deployment of a cost-effective early warning system capable of detecting and catego-

rizing such events a reality. The concepts behind the development and the use of such

a system are described in the remainder of this chapter.

14.3 Bulk Parameter Monitoring
The ability to detect and act on changes in water quality is a critical component in the

drive to protect our drinking water supplies from intentional or accidental contamina-

tion. The twin motivators of the terrorist threat to water along with consumer demands

for safe and potable supplies has led to a sea change in the drinking water industry.

Several studies conducted since September 2011 have shown that bulk monitoring of

basic water quality parameters has the potential to indicate the presence of many harmful

agents in water at the levels of interest [5–7]. The realization of the potential of bulk

parameter monitoring as a practical tool to detect terrorism-related events has led to the

development of many sensor packages designed for deployment in the distribution

system.

Since September 2011, numerous communities have installed multiparameter

monitoring stations in various locations throughout their distribution network as early

warning systems to detect potential water security threats and to provide operational

data. These continuous online systems have recorded large streams of data (at some sites

for several years) relevant to water quality in the distribution systems in which they have

been deployed.

These data streams are quite complex, and it becomes difficult to differentiate normal

background noise and fluctuations because of normal everyday events from changes that

indicate a deviation in water quality and deserve further attention. Intelligent algorithms

are a needed addition to bulk parameter monitoring if signals useful in the decision-

making process are to be obtained. Intelligent algorithms are necessary to streamline the

process of data interpretation. These algorithms should be capable of detecting the subtle

changes in bulk parameter readings that indicate an incursion into the system without

burdening the operators with a constant stream of false or trivial alarms. They should also

be capable of differentiating the unique pattern of responses that are elicited by different

classes of agents. These differences may be enough to narrow down the cause of events

and, possibly, to fingerprint the class of disturbance that caused the event. Over the past

several years, many of such algorithms designed for this use have been under develop-

ment by private industry, government programs, universities, and national laboratories.
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14.4 An Early-Warning System
Since late 2001, scientists at Hach Homeland Security Technologies (HST) have been

actively engaged in the development and testing of an early warning system for detecting

water quality problems, including those related to an intentional terrorist attack in the

drinking water distribution system. Monitoring in the distribution system, as in source

water, is a difficult proposition. The sheer number and diversity of potential threat agents

that could be used in an attack against the system makes monitoring them on an indi-

vidual basis an effort that is doomed to failure from the start. This does not even take into

account the even larger number and diversity of compounds that may accidentally find

their way into our drinking water. To counter and detect the unprecedented number and

types of compounds that may be encountered, what is needed is a broad-spectrum

analyzer that can respond to any likely threat and even to unknown or unanticipated

events.

Rather than attempting to develop individual sensors to detect contaminants or

classes of contaminants, the Hach HST approach was to use a sensor suite of commonly

available off-the-shelf water quality monitors such as pH, electrolytic conductivity,

turbidity, chlorine residual, and total organic carbon (TOC) linked in an intelligent

network. The logic behind this is that these are proven technologies that have been

extensively deployed in the water supply industry for several years and have been shown

to be stable in such situations. One of the difficulties encountered when designing such

a device is that the normal fluctuations in these parameters found within the water can be

quite pronounced.

The problem then becomes whether we can differentiate between the changes that are

seen as a result of the introduction of a contaminant and those that are a result of

everyday system perturbation? The secret to success, in a situation such as this, is to have

a robust and workable baseline estimator. Extracting the deviation signals in the presence

of noise is absolutely necessary for achieving good sensitivity. Several methods of base-

line estimation were investigated. Finally, a proprietary, patented, nonclassical method

was derived and found to be effective.

In the system as it is designed, signals from five separate orthogonal measurements

of water quality (pH, conductivity, turbidity, chlorine residual, and TOC) are processed

from five-parameter signals into a single scalar trigger signal in an event monitor

computer system that contains the algorithms. The signal then goes through the

crucial proprietary baseline estimator. A deviation of the signal from the established

baseline is then derived. A gain matrix is then applied that weights the various

parameters based on experimental data for the presence of a wide variety of possible

threat agents. The magnitude of the deviation signal is then compared to a preset

threshold level. If the signal exceeds the threshold value, the trigger is activated

(Figure 14-1).

The deviation vector that is derived from the trigger algorithm is then used for further

classification of the cause of the trigger. The direction of the deviation vector relates to the
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agent’s characteristics. On seeing that this is the case, one can use laboratory agent data

to build a threat agent library of deviation vectors. A deviation vector from the monitor

can be compared to agent vectors in the threat agent library to see if there is a match

within a tolerance. This system can be used to classify what caused the trigger event. This

system can also be very useful in developing a heuristic system for classifying normal

operational events that may be significant enough in magnitude to activate the trigger.

When such an event occurs, the profile for the vector causing it is stored in a plant library

that is named and categorized by the system operator. When the event trigger is exceeded,

the library search begins.

The agent library is given priority and is searched first. If a match is made, the

agent is classified. If no match is found, then the plant library is searched, and the

event is identified if it matches one of the vectors in the plant library. If no match is

found, the event is classified as being unknown and can be named if an investigation

determines its cause. This is very significant, because no profile for a given event

need be present in the libraries for the system to trigger. This gives the system the

unique ability to trigger on unknown threats. Also, the existence of the plant library,

with its ability to store plant events, results in a substantial and rapid decrease in

unknown alarms over time. The agent library is generalized and is transferable form

site to site. The plant library is site specific and requires some modest user input to

identify and classify events so that they can be recognized on recurrence. The

developed system has been subjected to strenuous testing in both laboratory and field

scenarios.

FIGURE 14-1 Flowchart depicting algorithm functionality.
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14.5 Field Testing of the Developed System
Before the onset of this project, there was a definite lack of data concerning conditions in

the distribution system. Since the initiation of this program, real-time data have been

collected across a wide variety of different distribution systems to exhibit different water

matrix profiles that reveal many interesting attributes of the distribution systems. The

following are a few examples of incidents that have been recorded during these real-world

deployments. Although not actual terrorist events, these incidents help to demonstrate

the system’s ability to learn and to become a useful tool, not just for security but also for

everyday operational improvements.

14.5.1 Caustic Overfeed Event

In this deployment scenario, the plant uses caustic feed to control water pH. The system

experienced a trigger that when investigated was identified as an operational problem

that resulted in the feed of excess caustic. The result was that the overfeed affected the pH

and the conductivity of the water, which caused the alarm (Figure 14-2). The reason

behind this was that the vendor from whom the caustic was being purchased had

delivered the wrong concentration of the solution. No one had checked to see if the

concentration was correct before feeding in the material. New procedures were put in

place to verify incoming raw materials. The event monitor learned this plant event and

can now identify a recurrence of the event in the future if there is another failure in the

system.

14.5.2 Roadwork Event

In this event, roadwork (jackhammers) near a distribution line dislodged biomass and

other particulate matter from the lining of the pipe. There was a massive increase in

turbidity, which not only showed up on the turbidimeter but also showed up as an

interference in the chlorine measurement (optical). As expected, the conductivity and pH

also showed minor changes. The increase in biomass in the water was indicated by the

TOC analyzer (Figure 14-3). This event illustrates the ability of the event monitor to detect
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FIGURE 14-2 Caustic event. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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and trigger an alarm on unanticipated events. This event also provides a signature for the

materials adhering to the walls of the pipes in this location and should recognize any

future excursions of this type.

14.5.3 Pressure Event

In this scenario, the system was located in a building that experiences a daily variation in

water pressure. The sample variation is associated with a turbidity increase that causes

a trigger (Figure 14-4). There is also a small pH decrease at that time, possibly because of

increased solubility of CO2 in the water, which decreases the pH slightly. After recognition

of the cause and proper naming of this pattern, it is recognized by the event monitor as

a “normal” event, rather than as an alarm condition, and appropriately classified and

named as such.

14.5.4 Rain Events

Heavy rainfall in the area of a reservoir raised turbidity and affected other water quality

parameters. These events were large enough to cause a trigger (Figure 14-5). The system

was able to store this pattern and recognize a recurrence.

14.5.5 Effect of Variable Demand

In this deployment, daily events influencing turbidity, chlorine, pH, and conductivity are

not completely understood but are suspected to be caused by water demand fluctuations
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FIGURE 14-3 Roadwork event. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this
book.)
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FIGURE 14-4 Pressure event. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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in the area. This may indicate a need for more routine flushing of the pipes in the area and

the instillation of a chlorine booster station (Figure 14-6).

14.5.6 Ammonia Overfeed Events

On March 26, 2007, maintenance was performed at the plant supplying water to the

distribution system being monitored. After the maintenance was completed, the plant

was restarted, and the system that feeds ammonia to produce monochloramine as

a residual disinfectant overfed the chemical. The person in charge of the online monitors

immediately noticed the increase in pH and notified plant operations. Operations

reported a problem with ammonia-feed pumps. The problem was temporarily fixed, but

a slug of ammonia was sent into the distribution system. Several customers called up,
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complaining of an ammonia smell and taste emanating from the tap. The exact amount of

ammonia released was unknown but was believed to be <10 ppm. The facility continued

operations but temporarily switched over to free chlorine as a disinfectant until July 2,

2007 (Figure 14-7).

On October 3, 2007, the same treatment plant experienced a brief ammonia overfeed.

In this case, a pump was turned on and not switched off at the proper interval. There was

a decrease in the chlorine concentration and a decrease in pH (Figure 14-8).

During August 22–23, 2007, three similar events occurred. Increases in turbidity pH

and possibly TOC with a decrease in chlorine caused triggers. These changes resemble

the large-scale ammonia event that occurred in March. The operator believes that these

could be ammonia-feed-related events but could not confirm this or determine the cause

(Figure 14-9).

14.5.7 Chlorine-Feed-Related Event

On April 3, 2007, there were turbidity and pH increases and a decrease in chlorine and

conductivity. The operator suspects that there was a problem with the chlorine feed

at the plant. However, this cannot be confirmed. The plant was using free chlorine

at the time, which rules out the possibility of an ammonia-feed-related problem

(Figure 14-10).
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14.5.8 Air Bubble Event

In the distribution system of one northern midwestern city, every Friday, the deployed

sensors would behave extremely erratically. This resulted in multiple alarm signals being

generated. Investigation led to the discovery of extreme amounts of entrained air bubbles

being present in the system’s water on Friday afternoons and evenings. Further inves-

tigation into the root cause of the air bubbles being present revealed that school

buildings in the area that were to be vacant over the weekend had a policy of using air to

blow out their water lines to prevent freezing so that the heat could be turned off over the

weekend and holidays. A faulty check valve at one of the schools allowed the air to bleed

into the distribution system. The valve was replaced, thus closing a possible backflow

route into the system. After this maintenance was performed, the erratic readings ceased

to exist.

14.5.9 Distribution Flushing Case Study

In this case, the water utility customers were experiencing poor water quality in certain

areas of the distribution system. The systems operations team could not pinpoint the

problem. A series of distribution system monitoring devices were installed at various

locations throughout the distribution network. The devices were able to help in locating

several transient dead ends and low flow areas based on the monitoring results. By using

these data, the team revised the normal flushing schedule for these areas. This resulted in

improved water quality and fewer customer complaints.
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14.5.10 Grab Sample Versus Online Case Study

In this situation, the local water utility had in place an extensive system of water moni-

toring through grab samples. All indications were that the water quality was good. After

installation of several water monitoring panels in the distribution system, they found that

the turbidity spiked to levels as high as 20 Nephelometric Turbidity Units during the night

and early morning hours when typically no grab samples would have been collected.

They also found extremely high variability in chlorine levels during these time periods. A

series of changes to their treatment plant operations and distribution system procedures

allowed the system to regain control of the water quality in the distribution system. They

were able to lower the turbidity spikes to around 1.5 NTU at night and to maintain more

consistency in chlorine residual levels, resulting in better water quality and consistency

for the end consumers.

14.5.11 The Strange Case of the Chlorine Spikes

In one field deployment scenario, the system was very quiescent and rarely came

anywhere close to causing a trigger alarm to go off. Every night at around midnight, the

chlorine level would spike dramatically and cause an alarm. Thiswas deemed very strange,

and extensive troubleshooting of the instruments and power supply revealed no abnormal

conditions that could be causing the problem. After a thorough investigationwas done, the

night operator for the treatment plant was queried about the strange chlorine response.

His reply was, “Of course the system’s chlorine level spikes every night at midnight that is

whenhe super chlorinates the system just like he hadbeen told to do.” It seems that several

years ago, when there was a pipe rupture in the system that may have allowed contami-

nation to seep in, the night operator had been told to superchlorinate the system.

Unfortunately, the operator was new at the time, and the instructions were not explicit

enough to make him understand that the superchlorination should take place that night

only. The operator had continued to perform the operation every night for years, resulting

in a huge unnecessary cost in procuring chlorine. This situation was remedied and should

result in substantial chemical cost savings in the future and in better training.

14.5.12 Aviation Fuel Incident

In this situation, water from a well abandoned because of contamination with aviation

fuel was being used to flush out some lines that had been physically isolated from the

remainder of the distribution system. Somehow, the water got by a double-valve isolation

setup and contaminated a water storage unit that was being monitored. The system was

isolated, and customers were not exposed (Figure 14-11).

14.5.13 Fluoride Incident

In this scenario, the water utility was forced to revert to the use of an older water treat-

ment plant while the new plant was being maintained. A pump that was responsible for
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dosing fluoride into the treated water malfunctioned, causing the dose to increase over

time. In this case, the monitor not only triggered an alarm but it also classified the likely

cause of the problem to be a fluoride overfeed as that fingerprint was in the agent library.

This allowed a rapid response before consumers were exposed to potentially dangerous

levels of fluoride.

14.5.14 Main-Break Events

In this situation, the system had only just been installed a few days previously. Hach HST

personnel were informed that the instruments were behaving abnormally and were giving

strange readings (Figure 14-12). An investigation of the sensors found no problems. Soon,

amajormain ruptured catastrophically. The systemwas able to detect the perturbation in

water quality parameters that were precursors to the main-break and trigger upon them.

Unfortunately, the system was newly installed, and the event was not recognized until it

was too late (Figure 14-13).

Another incident occurred on June 29, 2006. The pipe was an 8-inch line and was

located 1.8 miles downstream of the monitoring sensors. There was an increase in

turbidity and chlorine concentration. The turbidity seemed to have increased the day

before the break had occurred (Figure 14-14).
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A third break occurred on July 30, 2006. The line was a 36-inch water main located

1 mile from the monitor. Conductivity, turbidity, and chlorine levels spiked. There seems

to have been two water flow interruptions to the Water Distribution Monitoring Panel the

night before, but it is unclear if they were related to the break on the 30th (Figure 14-15).
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FIGURE 14-15 The 36-inch main-break. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of
this book.)
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These examples exhibit the system’s usefulness in monitoring the water quality of the

distribution system. The same type of system can also be used to keep tabs on other

portions of the water supply network such as source water.

14.6 Monitoring Source Water
Besides reasons of security, there are many good reasons to monitor source water. There

are amultitude of regulated parameters that are found in drinkingwater that canhave their

origin in the source water used. These problems can include fluoride, turbidity, TOC that

can be responsible for the formation of disinfection byproducts, pH, arsenic, and nitrate.

The use of the same algorithms in the distribution system with a different sensor set to

monitor source water has also been shown to be feasible. A trial program conducted in

coordination with the United States Geological Survey demonstrated the use of these

algorithms for this application. A series of monitoring stations in a major watershed were

deployed in 2006 and 2007. The deployed systems were continuous and online and

measured turbidity, pH, conductivity, oxidation–reduction potential, UV254 (organics);

some stations have also been deployed with ammonium, dissolved oxygen, and nitrate.

The systems were also equipped with automatic samplers that would kick in when trig-

gered to take a sample for further analysis (Figure 14-16).

FIGURE 14-16 The instruments were deployed in a weir-type arrangement. (For color version of this figure, the reader
is referred to the online version of this book.)
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Data were collected for several months and run through the algorithms to see if events

could be recognized and alarm threshold levels could be set (Figure 14-17). Although the

algorithms were successful in detecting and raising an alarm when major events

occurred, there were manymore alarms than in the drinking water deployments. Much of

this was due to the nonhomogeneous nature of the sample stream, which caused more

noise in the sensor package. This resulted in more trivial alarms than are commonly

present in drinking water samples because of the increased noise function.

To adjust for this factor, a new tuning function was added to the software package

to compensate for the noise. By using the new algorithm, the software for the detection

system can continually adjust its sensitivity based on the recent noise level in the

multiple parameter readings. This adjustment helps to compensate for changes in

baseline conditions over time. If the parameter readings become noisier, the system

reduces its sensitivity, and increases its sensitivity should readings become less noisy.

This method gives the system the best sensitivity it can have at any given time

regardless of conditions. If the system did not automatically adjust its sensitivity,

increased noise could generate alarms based on the increased noise in addition to

alarms based on water events. With the new tuning function in place, the occurrence

of alarms was dramatically reduced while still allowing the system to maintain

a level sensitive enough to detect real events with a high degree of confidence

(Figure 14-18).

Such systems have been widely deployed throughout the world to keep an eye on the

quality of the water in many watersheds. One application in China uses profiles of the

pollutants emitted by various industrial plants in the area. These profiles are stored in
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FIGURE 14-17 Six-weeks’ worth of data from one site. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred to the
online version of this book.)
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the plant library of the event monitor used at the site. When a significant change in water

quality occurs, the early warning system cannot only indicate that a change has begun but

it also pinpoints the most likely sources of the industrial pollution so that rapid remedial

action can be taken.

14.7 Bringing It All Together
There are several criteria that a successful early warning system for water should address

[8]. These include the following:

(1) The system should provide a rapid response.

(2) The system should be capable of detecting a sufficiently wide range of potential

contaminants.

(3) The system should exhibit a significant degree of automation, including automatic

sample archiving.

(4) The system should allow acquisition, maintenance, and upgrades at an affordable

cost.

(5) The systems should require staff with a low skill set and limited training to operate.

(6) The system should demonstrate sufficient sensitivity to detect contaminants at the

levels of interest.

(7) The system should experience minimal false positives/false negatives.

(8) The system should exhibit robustness and ruggedness in continually operating in

a water environment.

(9) The system should function continuously.

(10) The systems should allow for third party testing, evaluation, and verification.

(11) The system should allow remote operation and adjustment.

(12) The systems should identify the source of the contaminant and allow accurate

prediction of the location and concentration downstream of the detection

point.
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FIGURE 14-18 Graph of trigger signal of combined parameters. (For color version of this figure, the reader is referred
to the online version of this book.)
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The algorithm sensor packages currently available do an excellent job of addressing the

first 10 criteria, but they fall short on points 11 and 12. Further software deployment can

help to address the remaining criteria.

14.8 Remote Operation and Adjustment
The widespread geographical dispersion of sensor packages in an early-warning system

network often becomes an enormous problem for those responsible for the operation and

maintenance of a system. Travel to remote and widespread areas for performing routine

functions and troubleshooting can be an enormous drain on money and personnel. If the

system is not easy to maintain and operate, it is likely to be neglected and fall into

disrepair and inoperability.

A new software communication package (City Guard) allows the user to visualize

the instrument readouts as if the operator were on site (Figure 14-19). End users can

FIGURE 14-19 Individual parameters can be visualized as if you were on the site. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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drill down and visualize individual aspects of the data and compare them to historical

trends or rapidly compare them to other sites in the network. Sensor faults are

accessible, which allows maintenance teams to be dispatched when needed. Users are

able to access the event monitor software from remote locations of their choice

rather than going to the site at which the instruments are deployed. Once the event

monitor has been accessed, operators can exert bidirectional control of numerous

event monitors from one or several remote locations. This will enable the end user to

clear alarms, name events, reconfigure event monitor settings and alarm thresholds,

and troubleshoot without traveling to the site. While travel to individual sites for

functions such as calibration and routine maintenance will still be required, the

decrease in travel for other functions now capable of remote manipulation can be

substantial.

FIGURE 14-20 A simple color-coded icon scheme allows for rapid visualization of which nodes in a system are alarming
and which are not. Circles denote monitoring nodes. Green nodes are not alarming. Red nodes are alarming. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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14.9 Identification of Contaminant Sources
and Prediction

This system allows for the overlay of early warning system monitoring sites with street

maps and aerial photographs so that a detailed spatial temporal snapshot of the early

warning system network can be obtained. This allows easy visualization of monitoring

platforms and their alarm status. A simple color-coded (red, yellow, green) icon scheme is

used to denote alarm status. This allows for a quick visualization of which nodes in the

system are alarming and which are not (Figure 14-20).

This combined with flow information can allow for prediction of which nodes in the

system are likely to alarm in the future if an actual event is occurring, and the alarm is not

due to other causes. This visualization can be very useful in accelerating public health

response, determining isolation schemes to prevent spread of contamination, and

reducing damage to infrastructure and cost of remediation. When prompt and appro-

priate action is taken water service can be restored on a timely basis.

Simply clicking on a node will bring up a window with the online data for that site.

Multiple sites can be brought up at once to compare instrument readings (Figure 14-21).

FIGURE 14-21 Data from multiple sites can be simultaneously accessed by simply clicking on their icons. (For color
version of this figure, the reader is referred to the online version of this book.)
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This allows evaluation of whether predictions about plume movement within the system

are correct without visiting the sites.

The benefits of such a software package as the one described here are that it allows you

to derive enhanced value from remote monitoring while making operation and mainte-

nance less onerous. The software allows the viewing of multiple monitoring points at

a glance. This combined with the mapping function allows users to better visualize and

understand patterns of sensor response to events, which in turn can be used to streamline

response.

The system gives the user bidirectional control of multiple monitoring stations at

the same time from any location with Internet access. This allows a savings in time

and costs associated with travel to remote monitoring sites. End users can also drill

down, view and analyze water quality data from multiple sites without leaving the

office.

14.10 Conclusions
Extensive laboratory and pipe loop tests indicate that multiparameter systems are a good

choice for detecting water quality excursions that could be linked to water security events.

The deployment incidents detailed in this paper confirm this and also demonstrate the

applicability of utilizing these everyday parameters by linking them with advanced

algorithms. It is foreseeable that these devices will become a much more valuable tool

than the purpose for which they were originally designed. While their antiterrorism

function is important, their day to day application is the key to adoption and successful

implementation by end users. They are rapidly becoming a critical tool for improving

everyday operations.

For example, through many years of experience, seasoned treatment plant operators

have developed “a sense” for knowing something in the treatment system is amiss.

Generally, similar experience-based knowledge is not present as it concerns the distri-

bution system because there has typically been little measurement done upon which to

gain these senses and, therefore; bulk parameter monitoring in the distribution system

with interpretive algorithms has the potential to become the artificial sense able to

quickly “learn” the quirks of the distribution system and have those quirks labeled by

those with extensive experience so that less experienced employees have the benefit of

that knowledge. With the aging of the workforce and rapid employee turnover experi-

ence has the chance of quickly dying out. Above and beyond their obvious security

benefits, algorithms could be a way to circumvent this loss of knowledge and to build

a knowledge base where none has previously existed. This in turn could allow

improvements in system operation that may result in cost savings and definitely will

result in higher quality water being delivered to the consumer. The use of these tech-

nology innovations are not relegated to the distribution system only, but they have wide

applicability for ensuring water quality integrity throughout the water supply network

from source to tap.
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15.1 Introduction
15.1.1 Sustainability

The word “sustainability” finds its root in the Latin word “sustinere” (to hold). The

word “sustain”—the root word in sustainable or sustainability—has been defined in

various ways in several dictionaries. The important definitions include the words
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support, endure, and maintain. However, in the recent past, sustainability has been

referred to for some of its specific definitions hinting toward human sustainability on

planet Earth.

One of the most widely quoted definitions of sustainability includes that of the

Burndtland Commission of the United Nations: “Meeting our needs while not compro-

mising the ability of future generations to meet theirs [1,2],” by Marthis Wackernagel:

“Living well within limits of nature [3,4],” and one of the simplest definitions by former

UK Minister John Gummer: “Not cheating on our children.” The United States Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA) definition of sustainability is based on a simple

principle: We depend totally on our natural environment for everything that we need for

our survival and well-being. Sustainability helps to create and maintain conditions under

which humans can coexist in harmony with nature, while fulfilling economic, social, and

other requirements of present and future generations. Sustainability is important for

ensuring that we will continue to have all the resources, especially water and materials, to

protect human existence, growth, and the environment [5].

Regardless of the definition, sustainability has three realms or pillars: economic, social,

and environmental. All the three realms are highly important toward achieving sustain-

ability, as you cannot have one without the others, especially in the long term. For

example, many countries—before the emergence of the term sustainability—have been

pushing only for economic development, only to realize now that the environmental costs

(resource depletion, pollution, health problems, and frequent occurrences of calamities

such as flooding) of such single-minded growth nullify all the gains. To understand the

importance of sustainability, it is important to realize that the three pillars of sustainability

are intimately intertwined. A vibrant community is absolutely essential for healthy busi-

ness growth and to have the luxury to care about environmental problems. A healthy

economy offers ample revenues and resources to minimize social and environmental

problems. Finally, a healthy environment means a healthy supply of resources to sustain

economic and social growth for a very long period of time. When we understand these

interdependencies, we are in a much better position to make sound decisions and to set

long-term goals. A lack of this understanding will surely result in making poor decisions

that may give short-term profits with any of the three realms but will result in long-term

damages that may not be easily repaired or recovered. Sustainability avoids the trade-off

between any two of these three realms and aims to optimize all three. Figure 15-1 indicates

that both society and economy are constrained by the limits of the environment.

The Venn diagram (Figure 15-1) of sustainable development shown has been

presented several times and in many versions, but the first person to use it was

economist Edward Barbier [6]. However, this Venn diagram approach has often been

criticized for failing to capture the integration between the three pillars: economic,

social, and environmental. Pearce et al. [7] suggested that the Venn approach is

inconsistent with the Brundtland Commission Report [1], which emphasized the

interrelationship among environmental degradation, economic development, and

social pressure. Figure 15-2 presents attempts to enhance the Venn diagram approach
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to incorporate the interdependencies among the three pillars: economic, social, and

environmental.

15.1.2 Sustainable Development

Sustainable development is that which meets our present needs without compromising

the needs of future generations. It represents a multifaceted approach to managing our

Environment

Society

Economy

SocietySociety

Society

FIGURE 15-1 Three realms of sustainability: economy, society, and environment. (For color version of this figure, the
reader is referred to the online version of this book.)

Environmental

Sustainability

Economic Social

FIGURE 15-2 Relationship among the three realms of sustainability. (For color version of this figure, the reader is
referred to the online version of this book.)
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environmental, economic, and social resources for the long term. In this approach,

federal, state, tribal, and local governments work together to achieve environmental

protection goals and set standards for cooperation between communities, businesses,

and governments. The ultimate aim of this collaborative decision-making process is to

promote more sensible use of human, natural, and financial resources by creating

a widely held ethic of environmental stewardship among individuals, institutions, and

corporations [8].

15.2 Summary of Methods for Evaluation
of Sustainability Strategies

15.2.1 General

Numerous literature and guidance manuals are available on sustainability. Most of them

agree that the biggest challenge in evaluating sustainability strategies is the lack of

sufficient understanding and clear vision of the interdependencies of economic, social,

and environmental aspects. However, most researchers also agree that evaluation of

sustainability strategies within plans, legislations, policies, and projects is essential for

a sound, all-inclusive, and informed decision-making process. Evaluation of sustainable

strategies needs to broaden its scope to incorporate interrelations and interdependencies

of the three realms. It should also attempt to look at the synergistic and cumulative

impacts of management practices to provide guidelines on a comprehensive level that

will ensure better clarity, transparency, and accountability in decision making. In 2007,

a report for the USEPA stated: “While much discussion and effort has gone into

sustainability indicators, none of the resulting systems clearly tells us whether our society

is sustainable. At best, they can tell us that we are heading in the wrong direction, or that

our current activities are not sustainable. More often, they simply draw our attention to

the existence of problems, doing little to tell us the origin of those problems and nothing

to tell us how to solve them” [9].

Evaluation of sustainable strategies or simply sustainability assessment is an assess-

ment of proposed or existing policies, plans, and projects in terms of achieving and

maintaining sustainability to determine optimized conditions. It applies a flexible set of

techniques and procedures for the assessment of interdependencies, impacts, and

implications of the three realms, on policies, plans, and projects in an integrated manner

to facilitate net long-term benefits. Lawrence [10] defines sustainability assessment as

applying the broad principles of sustainability “to the assessment of whether, and to what

extent, various actions might advance the cause of sustainability.”

Robert Gibson conducted a study for the government of Canada, Specification of

Sustainability-Based Environmental Assessment Decision Criteria and Implications for

Determining “Significance” in Environmental Assessment [11]. In his study, he suggested

that “Sustainability-based environmental assessment is certainly different from the more

common, narrower exercises that typically consider only some aspects of the environment
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and focus chiefly on negative effects. It is more ambitious, more demanding, and much

more positive. But it is also in important ways, not a huge step from present practice and

present capabilities.” In an ideal-case scenario, evaluation of sustainability strategies

should integrate all the three sustainability pillars at every stage in the decision-making

process. However, it is oftentimes very difficult and impractical to achieve such integra-

tion.Most entities that attempt sustainability assessment, in fact, conduct a “triple bottom

line” assessment that lists economic, social, and environmental issues and concerns to be

analyzed and considered in decision making. Although these entities provide the

groundwork for sustainability-based assessment, in reality, a widely accepted and truly

integrative sustainability-based framework/mechanism to evaluate sustainability strate-

gies is yet to be established. A framework for sustainability assessment should apply on all

levels and across the range of the project [12]. In their report “Sustainability Appraisal,”

Smith and Sheate [13,14] suggest that a true sustainability assessment process would

involve and document what changes would be needed to build existing sustainability

appraisal practice up to preset standards. Devuyst [15], in HowGreen Is the City?, suggests

that the framework to evaluate sustainability strategies should be flexible enough to

accommodate several different applications while operating within the limits of the

environment’s carrying capacity in which the activity takes place. Rees [16] provides four

initial steps to adapting sustainability:

(a) extend the scope of the activity subject to cover the full range of ecologically and

socially relevant public and private sector proposals and actions,

(b) create a variety of institutional frameworks for sustainability assessment adapted to

the increased diversity of initiatives and activities to be assessed,

(c) develop methods for environmental assessment that reflect the discontinuous

temporal and spatial dynamics, and the resilience properties of ecosystems, and

(d) implement the preceding as part of a broader planning and decision-making

framework that effectively recognizes ecological functions as limiting factors.

Integration of qualitative and quantitative information has always been a critical issue for

the evaluation of sustainability strategies. Only a few techniques are able to combine

quantitative and qualitative data in an effective and accurate manner to aid in decision

making. Most methods are based on a qualitative rather than on a quantitative approach,

mainly because of the complexity involved in fully analyzing a variety of quantitative

data. This is not to say that well-defined quantitative analysis tools are not available to

evaluate sustainability alternatives. In fact, many of the standard statistical analysis

techniques can be modified effectively to integrate economic, social, and environmental

factors in the sustainability assessment.

15.2.2 Strategic Environmental Assessment

Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) has been practiced for quite some time in the

US, especially in the state of California, and in countries such as Australia, Canada, and
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New Zealand [17–23], as well as in the European Union (EU), particularly for urban

planning in the Netherlands [24]. SEA is also used for strategic planning and project

appraisal in Hong Kong [25]. Most Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-

opment (OECD) countries now have formal provisions for SEA, while those that do not

(e.g., Austria, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, and the accession countries of Central and

Eastern Europe) are already in the process of adopting the SEA (they will be required to

adopt it as a condition of the EUmembership) [26]. Sadler [26] further comments that even

though an increasing number of countries and international organizations now undertake

some form of SEA, general approaches, institutional arrangements, requirements, scope of

application and procedures vary considerably. Also, the extent to which SEA accommo-

dates sustainability and the extent to which intended SEA goals are met depend on

a variety of things including a skill set available within the organization, availability of

dialog, financial and human resources, flexibility afforded by decision makers, and the

degree to which overall strategies of sustainability are established [12,26–28].

15.2.3 Integrated Assessment

Integrated assessment is being practiced in several countries, such as Canada, Denmark,

Hong Kong, New Zealand, and UK [18,29]. Some of the prominent areas attracting an

integrated assessment approach include project preparation and appraisal, and water

management projects. Kolhoff et al. [30] in “Towards Integration of Assessments, with

Reference to Integrated Water Management Projects in Third World Countries,” present

the inadequacies of current or “aspect-by-aspect” approaches and the need for the

development of a conceptual framework for integration of assessments. They further

suggest that a lack of the capacity to encompass crosslinks between aspects, “aspect-by-

aspect” approaches carry “the risk of misjudgment of impacts which may compromise

the quality of the project proposal and its appraisal” [30].

Drawing on Dalal-Clayton’s theory of the world as a system with three subsystems

(social, economic, and environmental) working together and facilitating human exis-

tence, Kolhoff et al. assert that an integrated impact assessment framework is a must “to

improve the dependability and reliability of the information covering the three subsys-

tems on which decision making for development projects is based” [12,27,30]. This

framework would analyze “the effects of proposed and alternative interventions on the

three subsystems and their intersystem relations” and attempt “to identify beneficial

interventions and to explicate unavoidable trade-offs”; it would use existing assessment

methods and analytical tools [12,27,30]. Higher-level integrated assessment would have

to focus primarily on working routines to enable sufficient management of the multi-

disciplinary process [30]. Kolhoff et al. conclude: “The function evaluation method

may be an acceptable basis for analysis for all disciplines, and may thus play an

instrumental role in process management. Work has to be done to complement the

function evaluation method; for instance, cultural aspects will have to be incorporated.

The water sector is an excellent area to focus on in the process of methodology
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development [30].” Kolhoff et al. also list techniques used in integrated assessment as

presented in Table 15-1.

The success of sustainability assessment depends on the effectiveness of integration of

information available. Eggenberger and Partidário have identified five different possible

forms of integration [29], as presented in Table 15-2.

15.2.4 Decision-Aiding Techniques for Evaluation
of Sustainability Strategies

As discussed earlier, integration of qualitative and quantitative information has always

been a critical issue for the evaluation of sustainability strategies. Only a few techniques

are able to combine quantitative and qualitative data in an effective and accurate manner

to aid in decision making. Most methods are based on a qualitative approach rather than

on quantitative approach, mainly because of the complexity involved in fully analyzing

a variety of quantitative data. This is not to say that well-defined quantitative analysis

tools are unavailable to evaluate sustainability alternatives.

“Decision-aiding techniques” involve stakeholders coming together to analyze alter-

natives when a decision is to be made. These techniques are significant to the evaluation

of sustainability alternatives [18]. Decision-aiding techniques generally involve a set of

alternatives, a set of criteria for comparing the given alternatives, and a method for

ranking the alternatives based on how well they satisfy the criteria.

Annandale and Lantzke [18] list seven steps in the process:

(1) Specifying alternatives

(2) Specifying criteria

(3) Scoring alternatives

Table 15-1 Techniques Used in Integrated Assessment

Assessments Environmental impact assessment (EIA)
Health impact assessment
Social impact assessment
Poverty assessment
Gender assessment

Analytical tools Function evaluation
Problem in context analysis
Participatory appraisal techniques

Economic valuation methods Using market values
Using surrogate or estimated values
Macroeconomic models
Contingent valuation methods

Decision support MCA
Objective-oriented project planning

MCA¼Multicomponent analysis
Adopted from Ref. [30].
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(4) Assigning weights to criteria

(5) Undertaking the computation (using a computer spreadsheet or a similar program)

(6) Dealing with uncertainty (reviewing)

(7) Presenting results

Consider the following basic decision-aiding model. In a waste management policy

choice for a local council, there might be three viable alternatives: (a) traditional landfill,

(b) incineration, and (c) composting combined with landfilling of residual waste. This

might be analyzed based on criteria to compare alternatives:

• Capital cost

• Employment potential

• Area of land required

• Possibility of groundwater pollution

There is no guarantee that the best choice of alternatives will be obvious. One alternative

may rank the highest under one criterion but may rank the lowest under another. Clearly,

Table 15-2 Forms of Integration

Form of Integration Description

Substantive integration Physical and biological issues with social and economic issues
Health risk, biodiversity, climate change, and other rising issues
Global and local issues

Methodological integration Environmental, economic, and social (impact) assessment approaches such as cumulative
assessment, risk assessment, technological assessment, CBA, and multicriteria analysis.
Different applications and experiences with the use of particular tools such as
a geographical information system
The integration and clarification of terminologies

Procedural integration Environmental, social, economic planning/assessment, spatial planning, and EIA
Approval/licensing processes, spatial planning, and EIA
The adoption of coordination, cooperation, and subsidiary as guiding principles for
(governmental) planning at different levels of decision making
Affected stakeholders (public, private, nongovernmental organizations in the decision-
making process)
Professionals in a truly interdisciplinary team

Institutional integration The provision of capacities to cope with emerging issues and duties
The definition of a governmental organization to ensure integration
The exchange of information and possibilities of interventions between different sectors
The definition of leading and participating agencies and their respective duties and
responsibilities

Policy integration Sustainable development as overall guiding principle in planning and EIA
The integration of regulations
The integration of strategies
The timing and provisions for political interventions
Accountability of government

Adopted from Ref. [29].
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the decision is not straightforward and will only increase in complexity with the avail-

ability of the number of options and of criteria. Annandale and Lantzke [18] concluded

that “decision-aiding techniques can help in situations such as this by comparing the

advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, one against the other.” An “effects

table” or “impact matrix” can be used (Table 15-3) where “scores” are entered in cells or

“expert judgment” (or a panel of community members) sets values (as in the last

criterion).

Table 15-4 presents strengths and weaknesses of decision-aiding techniques.

The following section provides a brief overview of a selection of multicomponent

analysis (MCA) techniques (also called multicriteria analysis techniques) that could be

used for the evaluation of sustainability strategies [31,32]. Different existing decision-

aiding techniques could be applied to the evaluation of sustainability strategies, mainly

drawn from applied statistics [31,32]. The following section discusses a few such tech-

niques, namely, weighted summation, concordance/discordance analysis, planning

a balance sheet (PBS), and a goals-achievement matrix (GAM).

Table 15-3 Example of Impact Matrix

Criteria

Options

Conventional
Landfill Incineration

Composting and
Residual Landfill

Capital cost ($ million) 25 40 12
Area of land required (ha) 150 15 40
Employment (thousands) 25 12 60
Groundwater pollution potential High Minimal Low

Adopted from Refs. [17,18].

Table 15-4 Strengths and Weaknesses of Decision-Aiding Techniques

Strengths Weaknesses

Structured decision making with
allowances when flexibility is needed.
Arranges information clearly in complex
problems.
Allows decision makers to use available
data, whether qualitative or quantitative.
Weights make opinions/values explicit.
Does not depend on assigning monetary
values to all factors.

Does not overcome the fundamental problem associated with
comparing quantities that some would argue are not comparable but
does provide more flexibility than is available with, say, benefit–cost
analysis.
Does not provide guidance on which evaluation methods to use.
Since many of the methods are complex and remain a “black box” to the
decision maker, they can lead to either distrust or excessive faith in the
results.
Decision makers sometimes neglect to introduce implicit weights at all
stages of the analysis because they focus too much on the definition of
explicit weights.
Methods for incorporating uncertainty explicitly into the analysis are not
yet well-developed.

Adopted from Refs. [17,18].
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15.2.5 Multicomponent Analysis

15.2.5.1 Weighted Summation

Weighted summation simply pertains to additive weighting and is one of the important

forms of MCA. Weighing is based onmany alternatives, several criteria to judge them, and

a ranking system to differentiate among them. However, when it comes to alternatives

that may not be ranked or quantitatively rated (especially social alternatives), weighted

summation is of little use.

15.2.5.2 Concordance/Discordance Analysis

Concordance/discordance analysis uses an approach to calculate concordance index

and discordance index for pairwise comparisons between alternatives (let us say A and

B). The sum of the weights for criteria for which alternative A scores better than

alternative B is the concordance index. Concordance analysis is useful only when

a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data is available. Similarly, the discordance

index suggests whether alternative A is worse than alternative B. It is the largest

difference in the score for all the criteria for which alternative A does worse than

alternative B. Concordance index and discordance index together produce a ranking of

alternatives.

The major disadvantage of this technique is the dependence on ratio-scaled data.

15.2.5.3 PBS and GAM

These methods came into existence mainly because of the limitations of cost–benefit

analysis (CBA) in evaluating sustainability strategies. PBS was developed in the UK and,

along with the GAM approach, is used frequently in the US and the UK.

PBS is an extension of CBA in two ways: It has the ability to record and process detailed

information on cost distribution, and it accounts even for intangible impacts.

GAM was developed to overcome deficiencies of both CBA and PBS. GAM is a step

beyond PBS, such that impacts are organized and categorized more efficiently under

specifically stated goals and according to the community groups that are affected. PBS

does not overcome difficulties in handling impacts that may not be quantified, whereas

GAM is only as good as the scaling or ranking system adopted.

In conclusion, it can be said that the above decision-aiding techniques depend on the

availability of effective and accurate information. Only a few are able to analyze both

qualitative and quantitative data. The choice of the technique based on available data and

the type of decision to be made (application) is highly critical.

15.3 Towards a Sustainable Future
There are many processes around the world that present good examples of sustainable

development that give equal consideration to economic, social, and environmental
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factors. Many national and international organizations have adopted sustainability in

some or the other form and at one or more levels. Some of these organizations include the

World Trade Organization, OECD the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes, and the Global

Mining Initiative, Mining Minerals Sustainable Development assessment process, and

the World Economic Forum. Further, different levels of government, to varying degrees,

are adopting sustainability and using sustainability assessments. Table 15-5 presents

some other examples of various organizations that are sincerely pursuing sustainability.

15.3.1 Benefits and Risks

It is a common misconception that if a sustainable approach is adopted, it may result in

added production costs for most products and companies. However, there are several

benefits of pursuing sustainability. Hitchcock and Willard, in their book, “The Business

Guide to Sustainability: Practical Guides and Tools for Organizations,” list several benefits

of pursuing sustainability, disadvantages of not pursuing sustainability, and risks

involved in pursuing sustainability [33]. The benefits include the following:

(1) Reduction in energy and waste costs: the primary goal for many organizations is to

achieve zero waste status, which is not possible without a solid sustainable approach.

This results not only in the elimination of disposal costs but it also offers the potential

to make money by selling residual products that were formerly discarded as waste.

The Ford Motor Company at Detroit, Michigan, has adopted a firm sustainable

approach with many innovative techniques, including solar panels, green roofs, and

porous parking decks to minimize point source wastewater discharge.

(2) Standing out in competition: until such a time when sustainability is a standard

practice, companies can stand out firmly by differentiating themselves from the

competition with a sustainable approach. Scandic Hotels in Sweden adopted

a sustainable approach and used it as a story to be told in their advertising campaign.

This resulted in a significant increase in the number of guests, who not only found

a bed to sleep in but also became part of an exciting trend.

(3) Leaping over of future regulations: the only certainty about regulations is that they

continuously change. In the environmental sector, more and more stringent regu-

lations are adopted and become a standard practice. The pursuit of a sustainable

approach helps cope with these ever-changing regulations even before they are

issued. This is a perfect opportunity to get ahead of the curve and be better prepared

for future regulations. A Swiss textile giant switched over to benign chemicals, which

resulted in their product becoming biodegradable, and their discard, which was

formerly a hazardous waste, is now becoming a new product.

(4) Opening of newmarkets and customers: economic sustainability opens upmany new

customers and newmarkets. Amul, a dairy giant in India, realized that their main cost

pertained to refrigeration of milk products. The company came up with a newer and

cheaper way to store all their products, which resulted in significant cost reductions.

Amul was now able to sell an ice-cream scoop for INR 1 and, in turn, was able to cater
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Table 15-5 Examples of Various Organizations That are Sincerely Pursuing Sustainability

Government Agencies

Energy Sector
Academic
Institutions

Manufacturing
Industries

General
Services

Food
IndustryUS ROW

Cities:
Chicago, IL
Madison, WI
San Francisco, CA
Santa Monica, CA
Department of
Defense
States Departments
of Environmental
Protection (DEP)
USEPA
National Aeronautics
and Space
Administration
States:
Arizona
Massachusetts
Minnesota
New Jersey
North Carolina
Oregon
Washington

Countries:
Australia
China
European Union
Japan
New Zealand
Sweden
UK
Cities and States:
Bogota, Columbia
Curitiba, Brazil
Kerala
Whistler

BP
Conoco-Philips
Florida Power and
Light
Public Service Electric
and Gas Company
(PSE&G)
Royal Dutch Shell

Cornell
George Washington
Harvard
Imperial College –

London
Iowa State
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Oregon State
Portland State
Stanford
Yale
University of British
Columbia
University of California
(Berkeley, San Diego,
Santa Barbara)
University of East
Anglia, UK
University of Victoria
University of Virginia –

Darden

Coca Cola
Dell
DuPont
Electrolux
Epson
General Electric
Herman Miller
Hewlett-Packard
IKEA
Intel
Interface
Johnson Controls
Mattel
Nike
Philips
RR Donnelley & Sons
Vehicles:
Ford
General Motors
Toyota
Volkswagen

Finance:
Bank of America
Calvert
Goldman Sachs
Munich Re
Swiss Re
Other:
Aspen Skiing
Company
Kaiser Permanente
Price-Waterhouse-
Coopers
Starbucks
Wal-Mart

Bon Appetit
Chiquita
Fetzer Winery
Frito Lay
Heinz
Unilever

Adopted from Ref. [33].
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to 300 million þ new customers, who could not afford their products earlier. This not

only increased Amul’s revenues significantly but it also gave them a sound compet-

itive advantage.

(5) Creation of innovative new products and processes: sustainability presents a clear

picture of the world’s present and future needs. This gives anyone an advantage of

being able to develop new products and processes that not only will generate more

money but can also become part of the overall solution. ShoreBank Pacific from

Ilwaco, Washington, started offering funds to companies adopting a sustainable

approach. This attracted many clients from throughout the US and also encouraged

many to pursue sustainability in the hope of obtaining a firm funding source. Toyota

was one of the first to develop hybrid vehicles. This not only gave them a good name

but it also generated side revenue for selling this technology to other car

manufacturers.

(6) Attracting and retaining of the best employees: many qualified employees nowadays

have a good sense of environment and sustainability. They want to work for envi-

ronmentally friendly companies that share their ideas of a sustainable future. The

work seems more meaningful and exciting. Bend, Oregon, is housing an entire cluster

of renewable energy companies and is attracting the best employees even in this

relatively remote area.

(7) Provision of a higher quality of life: sustainability helps communities adopt

smart growth design principles. The whole city of Curitiba, Brazil, by integrating

a design of urban planning, social programs into their transportation system, is

designed to provide a much better quality of life to all the citizens, while reducing

air pollution.

(8) Improvement of public image: green companies are favored in most markets. People

show faith in a sustainable organization with the belief that an organization that cares

for the future generations will also provide the best products for its customers. It will

not only provide good publicity but in many cases free mouth-to-mouth publicity.

(9) Reduction of insurance costs and legal risks: while adopting sustainability, all orga-

nizationsmust keepaneyeonsocial and environmental practicesof present and future

generations—this is exactly what is also necessary to manage and minimize risk. OKI,

a semiconductor company, eliminated certain hazardous chemicals from their

process chain, and this resulted in a significant reduction in their insurance costs.

In addition to the aforementioned benefits, organizations practicing sustainability will

also minimize threats from changing regulations by staying ahead of worldwide trends.

Several artificial disasters could have been avoided with a sustainable approach.

Sustainability will also aid in reducing the strong effects of climate change around the

world. Hitchcock and Willard [33] list the following threats one should watch out for

before ignoring sustainability.

(1) Bad mouthing of products

(2) Getting closed out of certain markets
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(3) Exceeding legal risks

(4) Damaging the image of your firm

(5) Increasing the liability for pollutants

(6) Shortage of raw materials and energy

Risks involved in adopting a sustainable approach: Sustainability is not all green—all the

time. It is a very seriousmatter and should be treated as such. Most of the risks involved in

adopting a sustainable approach have to do with half-hearted attempts toward attaining

a sustainable development. Hitchcock and Willard, in their aforementioned book [33],

discuss various risks in adopting a sustainable approach.

(1) Greenwashing: organizations often start publicizing of sustainability without backing

their efforts with a sound action plan. Such organizations then get accused of

greenwashing. The larger the organization, the bigger is the risk involved. Of course,

one can easily avoid this by adopting a modest approach and a sound action plan

rather than boasting about it without much stuff in the basket.

(2) Cannibalizing your business: more often than not, sustainability presents alternatives

that completely oppose the core business idea of the organization. For example, some

transportation companies are working on reducing the transport of material. Many

organizations are forced to risk such decisions, but this risk is small compared to that

of someone else doing this before you and presenting you with major revenue

problems.

(3) Unrealistic expectations: sustainability is an excellent tool to possess, but it may

not solve all the problems. Sustainability offers a sense of passion, purpose, and

urgency, but it may still not be enough. There will always be someone who

would argue that you can do more. It is very important to be realistic when it

comes to benefits of sustainability, while having a good understanding of the risks

involved.

15.3.2 Economic and Social Sustainability

Economic sustainability is a set of actions taken by the present generation that allows

future generations to enjoy wealth, utility, and welfare. Economics plays a key role in

sustainable development. Social and environmental consequences are valued or ranked

based on their economic impact. Sustainability is much bigger than mere resource

management, welfare, and profit margins. Economic integration into sustainability

enables firms to grow steadily for longer periods of time. A shortsighted approach of

ignoring sustainability in view of immediate economic gains often results in long-term

and sometimes in damage to steady growth.

United Nations Environment Program defines green economy as “improvement in

human well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks and

ecological scarcities.” Green economics generates increases in wealth (especially a gain in

ecological commons or natural capital), and offers a higher rate of growth in the gross
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domestic product (over a period of six years). Green economy creates new jobs and in

turn minimize losses. Economic analysis and reform should target environmental effects

of economic growth.

Sustainability often requires implementation of changes to well-established

methods. This is more often than not a social challenge. Several key relationships,

such as peace, security, social justice, sustainability, and poverty and human rela-

tionship to nature, must be considered while taking account of the social dimension

of sustainability.

15.3.3 Environmental Sustainability

Environmental sustainability calls for an idea of keeping the environment as pristine as

humanly possible in all processes of interaction with the environment. If the sum total of

nature’s resources is used at a faster rate than they can be replenished naturally, an

unsustainable situation is the result. Sustainability calls for themeans to contain the rates

of consumption or to develop ways to replenish resources at a faster rate. Environmental

degradation over prolonged periods could result in the extinction of humanity.

Sustainable development demands a firm understanding of the concept of carrying

capacity.

A sustainable water management system is one that meets the needs of the envi-

ronment and the population and can continue to supply those needs, undiminished

indefinitely.

The US uses an average of 410 billion gallons of water per day. Two-hundred and one

billion gallons are used to produce 89% of the country’s energy needs. One-hundred

twenty-seven billion gallons are used for irrigation. Forty-five billion gallons are used for

public consumption. Thirty-seven billion gallons are used for livestock, industry, aqua-

culture, and mining. To accomplish sustainable water management, it is necessary to

determine the following:

• the quality and quantity of water needed to meet all stakeholder needs,

• the quality and quantity of water remaining and flows/volumes available to meet those

needs,

• factors impacting the quality and quantity of water and possible remedies to minimize

the impact,

• conflicts between the stakeholders’ needs and implementable solutions to solve these

conflicts,

• periodic assessments of water management effectiveness.

The list of impaired water sources in the US has grown significantly in the past several

decades. As shown in Table 15-6, the majority of water sources are lakes and reservoirs,

and they are impaired by 66%. The principal causes of impairment in water quality

include sediments, pathogens, nutrients, metals, dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH,

pesticides, mercury, organics, ammonia.
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Some important facts that need to be considered about water availability in the US

include the following:

• rapid growth of the nation’s population, urban expansion, and development,

demanding clean fresh water

• increased salinity caused by inefficient irrigation and overextraction in coastal

developed areas

• water shortages and degradation in water quality resources

• decline in groundwater levels and aging water infrastructure.

Water availability impacts power supply, the largest stakeholder, and societal and

economic infrastructure sustainability.

15.3.4 Sustainable Solutions to Water Quality Problems

Sustainable technologies and strategies are needed for combined sewer overflow treat-

ment, stormwater treatment, wastewater treatment, and water treatment. In addition, the

development and application of rapid, efficient techniques for detecting water quality

problems and sources, uniform application of analytical parameters to monitor water

quality, and effective management of water resources and allocations to all stakeholders.

Some examples of sustainable technology solutions are as follows:

Stormwater treatment:

• Bioretention and infiltration drain field runoff is conveyed as sheet flow to the treat-

ment area, which consists of a grass buffer strip, sand bed, ponding area, organic layer

or mulch layer, planting soil, and plants.

• Water quality inlets, oil/grit separators, or oil/water separators entail sustainable

technologies that consist of a series of chambers that promote sedimentation of coarse

materials and separation of free oil (as opposed to emulsified or dissolved oil) from

stormwater.

• Sand filters—able to achieve high removal efficiencies for sediment, biochemical

oxygen demand (BOD), and fecal coliform bacteria.

• Hydrodynamic separators—settling or separation unit to remove sediments and other

pollutants. Hydrodynamic separators are ideal for use in potential storm-water “hot

Table 15-6 Water Sources in the US

Rivers &
Streams
(miles)

Lakes,
Reservoirs &
Ponds (acres)

Bays &
Estuaries
(sq. miles)

Costal
Shorelines
(miles)

Wetlands
(acres)

Great Lakes
Shoreline
(miles)

Good waters 464,764 5,926,646 6687 1287 1,304,892 75
Threatened waters 6355 47,330 17 – 805 –

Impaired waters 463,698 11,602,447 11,740 791 746,163 1110
Total assessed waters 934,799 17,576,423 18,443 2078 2,051,861 1184
% Impaired (assessed) 50% 66% 64% 38% 36% 94%

Adopted from various USEPA sources.
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spots”—such as areas near gas stations, where higher concentrations of pollutants are

more likely to occur. These can be installed via manholes.

Wastewater treatment:

• The living machine—an emerging sustainable wastewater treatment technology that

uses a series of tanks, which support vegetation and a variety of other organisms

(microorganisms, protozoa, snails, and plants). Ref. Advanced Ecologically Engineered

System or AEES.

• Slow rate land treatment is the sustainable controlled application of primary or

secondary wastewater to a vegetated land surface.

• Rapid infiltration land treatment—remedy, including filtration, adsorption, ion

exchange, precipitation, and microbial action, occurs as the wastewater moves

through the soil matrix. Phosphorus and most metals are retained in the soil,

whereas toxic organics are degraded or adsorbed. It is rapid and requires little

space.

• Wetlands: subsurface flow (SF)—very effective and reliable for removal of BOD,

chemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids, metals, and some persistent

organics in municipal wastewaters. SF wetland is also capable of removing nitrogen

and phosphorus to low levels, and produces no residuals.

Water treatment:

• Advanced Oxidation Processes

• Ultraviolet

• Peroxide

• Ozone

• Membrane Processes

15.4 Conclusions
The following summarizes the points discussed in this chapter:

• common goals, public and environmental health protection

• participation in federal rule making

• interaction with the states

• participation in stakeholder processes at the local watershed level

• participation and interaction with water utilities

• sharing of information

• helps balance interconnected resources

• maintains passing flows

• maintains water quality

• maximizes the water to be stored in upstream reservoirs

• helps build a consensus on actions to be taken
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• helps determine the presence and control of nonregulated contaminants, antibi-

otics, pesticides, etc.

• common use of parameters and cost-effective techniques to monitor spatial and

temporal variations of water quality
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